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CHAPTER 

INTRODUCTION 

1-1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE < 

The purpose of this instruction manual is to aid personnel in the installation, operation, and 

maintenance of the DEC Programmed Data Processor (PDP-l). The basic manual contains a 

complete description of a! I portions of the standard PDP-l and of the optional additions to 

the central processor 0 The pedpheral input=output equipment options are not treated in the 

basic manual l but are instead treated in separate supplements to the basic manual. 

1-2 CHAPTER SUBJECTS. 

A brief summary of system use and appl i cation is presented in Chapter 2, General Description. 

This chapter also contains a listing of system specifications and physical characteristics, 

and a brief description of presently avai lable options 0 

Chapter 3, System Function, provides a full general description of all system operations. 

This chapter is written at a block-diagram level, and explains what the system does rather 

than how its functi.ons are implemented in terms of hardware, Also included in Chapter 3 

is an explcnat!on of the flow diagrams which show the actual operations performed by the 

Chapter 4, lJ"'stallation, provides instructions for initial installation and set-up of the system. 

Chapter 5, Operating Procedures, explains the use of all controls and indicators<on the com

puter control panels. This chapter also outlines the basic operating procedures for normal 

computer cperation , 

System logical design is described in detail in four chapters, beginning with Chapter 6, 

Control. This chapter covers the general control functions of the computer, including the 

sequence break system and the high-speed channel control options. 

Chapter 7 I Arithmetic Unit, is a detailed explanation of the registers and other logic 

involved in computer arithmetic and logical operations. This chapter also includes a 
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description of the optional automatic multiply/divide logic. 

Chapter 8, Memory, covers the operation of the computer core-memory system. In addition, 

it describes the logic induded in the two memory field control options, type 13 and type 14. 

Chapter 9, Input-Output System, explains the control of the standard input-output equipment 

furnished with the basic PDP-l. This equipment includes a photoelectric punched tape reader, 

a paper tape punch, and an automati c typewriter. (Separate maintenance manuals for these 

devices are furnished with the PDP-l computer.) 

Chapter 10, Circuit Analysis, describes the function, specifications, and theory of operation 

of the circuit modules used in the PDP-1 system. 

Chapter 11, Maintenance, contains information useful for adjustment, calibration, trouble

shooting, and repair of the computer. 

1-3 FIGURES. 

This manual includes three general classes of figures: logic diagrams, circuit schematics, 

and miscellaneous figures such as photographs and block diagrams. For the convenience of 

maintenance personnel, the logi c diagrams are collected in a separate D-size (22rr x 34rr) 

package. All other photographs and drawings are assembled in numerical order at the back 

of the basic manual. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

2-1 PURPOSE OF SYSTEM 

The DEC Programmed Data Processor-l is a compact! sol id-state, general purpose digital 

computer offering a combination of speed, flexibility and programming power unmatched 

by any other commercially available computer in its class. It is easy to install, operate 

and maintain, since it runs on ordinary 117-vol t current i features simpl ified controls, and 

has built-in marginal checking to facilitate preventive maintenance. 

a SPEED - PDP-l has five-megacycle solid state logic. circuits based on Digital's , 

popular line of high-reliability circuit modules, a random-access magnetic core memory 

with a cycle time of five microseconds, and l8-bit fu!!y parallel processing. These 

design features give PDP-l a computation rate of 100,000 additions per second, inclu~i.l1g 

two calls on memory" 

b FLEXIBILITY - PDP-l is engineered to accomodate a wide variety of input-oufput 

equipment without internal machine changes. Standard equipment includes an alpho

numeric typewriter for on-line input and output operations, a photoelectric tape reader, 

a paper tape punch, and a one-channel automatic sequence break. Optional equipment 

includes extra memory modules, a 16-channel break system, 16-inch cathode-ray tube 

display, light pen, magnetic tape units and tape control units. In the standard machine, 

multiply and divide are performed by subrouHnes augumented by the special instructions 

Multiply Step and Divide Step. A fully automatic multiply and divide unit is available 

as an option. 

c PROGRAMMING - PDP-l is a single-address, single-instruction stored program 

machine operating on l8-bit l's-complement binary numbers. Other equipment of 

the user's own design may be connected to the computer, either through the in-out 

register or a high-speed data channel wh ich has direct access to memory. Numerous 

connections for inputs, outputs" data channel interrupts and similar devices are provided. 

Programming features include multiple-step indirect addressing, twelve variations of 
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arithmetic and logical shifting, ten conditional instructions and three Boolean operations. 

d PHYSICAL FEATURES - The central processor is housed in three standard DEC 

equipment frames. All controls and standard input-output equipment are convenientl y 

I :)cated in a fourth equipment frame directly attached to the central processor. No 

special wiring, subflooring or air conditioning is required. 

2-2 STANDARD EQUIPMENT 

The equipment included in the standard PDP-l is shown between the two horizontal bars in 

figure 2-1. The central processor contains the control unit, arithmetic unit, in-out transfer 

control, type 12 memory modul e, and a one-channel sequence break system. 

The type 12 memory module has a storage capacity of 4,096 18-bit words. Instructions are 

carried out by the control circuits in multiples of the memory cycle time of five microseconds. 

Add, subtract, deposit, and load, for example, are two-cycle instruction~ requiring ten 

microseconds. The control unit contains all of the registers and control circuits necessary 

to execute the various instructions in the program and handle the transfer of information 

between memory and the various registers wi th in the central processor. 

The arithmetic unit includes an accumulator, an in-out register which doubles as an 

accumulator extension, and the control circuits necessary to execute the various arithmetic 

and logical operations. 

In-out transfer control handles the transfer of information between the in-out register and the 

various peripheral devices. The one-channel sequence break system allows a signal from a 

peripheral device to break the main program sequence In this case all informCirion necessary 

for a subsequent return to the main program is stored in several fixed memory locations, 

program control then being transferred to a subroutine appropriate to the particular in-out 

device. 

Attached to the central processor is a consol e th 1"0ugh wh i ch the operator can manua II y 

control the computer. The contents of all registers in the central processor are displayed 

in the indicator lights on the console operator panel. This panel also includes the switches 

through which all computer operations are initiated, and through which the operator may 

transfer test words or test addresses into the central processor, Other control panel features 
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include: six program flags for automatic setting and computer sensing, and'six sense 

switches for manual setting and computer sensing 0 The console also includes on indicator 

panel whi,ch displays the internal states of the control units for the standard in-out equipment 

and for the optionai 16-channei sequence break system 0 

The standard PDP~lalso includes three in-out devices and the associa,t-ed"control units 

for these devices. The devices are a photoelectric tape reader, a paper.tape punch and 

an automatic typewritero 

2-3 EQUiPMENTOPTlONS 

Th'e central processor options and input-output options which can be added to the 'standard 

PDP-lare shown in the top and bottom sections of figure 2-1 0 The central processo'r options 

augment the control, a ri thmeti c I and memory elements of the computer. Thei nput..;output 

options provide additional peripheral devices 0 Each of these devices can be added to the 

standard system simply by adding the necessary in-out transfer control circuits to the 

centra I processor 0 

a CENTRAL PROCESSOR OPTIONS - There are four options which may be added 

to the central processor. One of these four options is a memory extension control which 

?"ows additional type 12 memory modules to be added to the system 0 When additional 

modules are added, the original type 12 memory module (located in the central pro

cessor of the standard PDP-l) is then used as memory module 0 of the expanded system 0 

(1) Multiply/Divide Type 10 ~ When this option is added the instructions Multiply 

Step and Divide Step are replaced by the instructions Mul tiply and Divide 0 When 

either of these latter instructions is encountered in the program, the regular timing 

system of the computer is halted; execution of the Multiply or Divide instruction 

is controlled by a separate timing system 0 The order Multiply Y forms the double

length product of the contents of the accumulator and the contents of memory 

location Y c The instruction Divide Y forms the quotient of the double-length 

. dividend stored in the accumulator and in~out register; and the divisor contained 

in memory location Y c Divide normal I y skips the following instruction . However, 

if the division is not possible .. the skip does not occur. The type 10 multiply/ 
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divideoption performs mul tipl ication in 14 to 25 microseconds and division in 

30 toAO microseconds (12 microseconds if division is not possible) . 

(2) Memory E~tension Control Type 15 - The PDP-l memory mQy be expanded to 
sixteen type 12 memory modules by installing a memory extension control. This 

expanded memory provides storage for 65,536 la-bit words. The 1 6';" bit address· 

format necessary-to address 65,536 (=::2
16

) memory locations, is provided byex

tending both the program counter and the memory address register from 12 to 16 

bits. The 4-bitaddress extension then selects the module whHe the regular 12-

bit address sp~cifies a single location in the selected module 0 In normal operation,. 

;instruct;i;ons,and operands areretrieved from a single module. Hc;>.wever, the program 

moyjLJmpto another module, or retrieve and operand from another module, by 

perf?rmir:"l9 an~xtend-mode cycle. In an extend-mode cycle, instead of being 

inte,rpr!3ted ~s'a 12-bit address, a deferred address is interpreted as a 16-b,it address r 

(3) High Speed Channel Control Type 19 - This option transfers enti rewords 

directly between memory and a high-speed in-out device such as magnetic 'tape 0 

To,giye a ~i~h-:-speed channel access to memory, the main program pauses for one 

memorycyclec;md then continues. Three channels are avai lable in the option. 

. , 

(4) Sequence Break System Type 20 - This automatic'interrupt feature allows 
'- ., 

concu'rrentoperotion of several in-out devices and the main seq'uence,. The system 

has 16 automatic inte'rrupt channels arranged in a priority chain. An interrupt or 

breqk, can be initiated by an in-out device at any time 0 When a break occurs, 

the computer stores in several fixed memory locations all information necessary 

for a later return to the main program 0 Program control is then tn?nsferred to a 

roptine which serves the device causing the interrupt. When the Sequence Break 

System Type 20 is installed, it replaces the standard one-channel sequence break 

system. 

b ' INPUT-OUi'PUT OPTIONS - There are numerous regularly available input-output 

options (figure 2-1). Moreover, any other spedal equipment desired by the user can 

readi I y be added to the system 0 
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(1) Visua I CRT Display Type 30 - Th is is a 16- inch cathode-ray tube display 

mounted on a separate table. The Display command plots one point on the tube 

at the position indicated by the ten most significant bits of the accumulator and 

of the in-out register. Plotting a single point requires 50 microseconds. 

(2) Precision CRT Display Type 31 - The operation of the 5-inch cathode 

ray tube display is similar to that of type 30. However, the over-all resolution 

of the type 31 is approximately four times as fine as that of the type 30. The 

type 31 option comes equipped with mounting bezel to accept a camera or a 

photomu!tip! ier device. 

(3) Light Pen Type 32 - This option allows information to be IIwritten li on the 

cathode ray tube. The pen detects displayed information, and each time a pulse 

of I ight strikes the pen the pen output sets a program flag in the computer. 

(4) Card Punch Control Type 40 - This control unit operates a standard IBM 

Type 523 card-punching machine. Each card row is punched from a 80-bit 

buffer which is loaded from the in-out register. 

(5) Tape Transport Type 50 - The type 50 tape transport is compatible with 

IBM tape formats that have a recording density of 200 seven-bit characters per 

inch and an inter-record gap of three-fourths of an inch 0 The transfer rate is 

i 5, 000 cha racters per second at a tape speed of 75 inches per second. The method 

of recording is non-return-to-zero. 

(6) Programmed Tape Control Type 51 - The programmed control transfers in

formation between the computer and the tape one character at a time. All transfer 

operations, including error checking and assembly of characters into computer 

words, are performed by routines. Some choice of tape format is allowed, including 

the standard IBM format 0 The type 51 can control three tape units. 

(7) Automatic Tape Control Type 52 - This high-speed tape control automatically 

transfers blocks of characters between the computer memory and the tape. By using 

the high-speed channels, it allows computa tion to continue wh iI e the transfer is in 
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process. Specia I featu res include scatter-read and gather-wri te; automatic I bi t

by-bit read-compare with core memory; automatic lateral parity error detection 

while reading and writing; and rapid tape searching by means of skipping a pre

selected number of blocks. Tape format is standard IBM. The type 52 can con

trol eight tape units 0 

. (8) Automatic Line Printer and Control Type 62 - This is an on-line prinHng 

station capable of operating at up to 1000 lines per minute. A simple one-line 

buffer is used 0 The appropriate· transfer instruction is repeated to fi II the buffer I 

and the order to print is then given. Following the completion of the I ine print I 

the printer returns a completion pulse 0 Spacing of the paper is controlled by 

anyone of eight format channels 0 

2-4 SYSTEM OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS 

GENERAL SYSTEM 

Application 

Timing 

Operation 

COMPUTER WORDS 

Word length 

Number length 

Instruction length 

Memory reference 

Augmented 

Instruction type 

AR ITHMET IC UNIT 

Interna I number system 

Operation 

Number range 

General purpose 

Synchronous 

Parallel processing 

18 bits 

Sign: 1 bit; Magnitude: 17 bits 

Operation code: 6 bits including an indirect address bit; 

Address: 12 bits 

Variable operation code; maximum length: 18 bits 

Single address 

Binary 

Fixed point 

(1 2- 17) ~ ~ 1'1 2- 17
)0. 

-~ - - n - \ -
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Addition time 

Multiplication by 
subroutine 

Division by subroutine 

Multiplication by option 

STORAGE 

Media 

Cycle time 

Capacity 

!NPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM 

Operating Speeds 

10 microseconds*' 

325 mi croseconds 

440 microseconds 

14 to 25 microseconds*' 

30 to 40 microseconds (if division is not possible, 12 micro
seconds)*' 

Magnetic cores 

5 microseconds 

4,096 words, expandable to 65,536 words 

Photoelectri c Tape Reader 400 lines/second 

Paper Tape Punch 63 jines/second 

Typewriter 9 characters/second 

CRT Displays 20 g 000 points/second 

Card Punch 100 cards/minute 

Tape Transport 75 inches/second, 15,000 characters/second 

Automatic Line Printer 600 lines/minute 

Format 

Reader and Punch 

Tape Transport 

Density 

Inter-record gap 

Recording 

Line Printer 

2-5 PHYS ICAl CHARACTER/ST ICS 

CONSTRUCTION 

5- to 8-ho Ie paper tape 

200 7-bit characters/inch 

3/4 inch 

NRZ 

120 columns/line, 63 characters/column 

*' Including both instruction and operand access 
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The standard computer and a II central processor options are housed in standard DEC bays 

(welded steel frames, steel-covered) 0 Control panels are aluminum. 

MODULES 

Standard DEC system plug-in units, series 1000 and series 4000. 

POWER EQUIPMENT 

Power supplies series 700; power controls series 800. 

LOGIC 

Solid state 0 Transistors and crystal diodes utilizing static logic levels 

(0 vdc and -3 vdc) 0 

DIMENSIONS 

Standard PDP-l 

Height 69 1/2 inches 

Length 99 inches, including 17-inch console desk 

Wi dth 27 inches 

Weight 1750 pounds 

Single bay (when required for optional equipment) 

Height 69 1/2 inches 

Wi dth 22 inches 

Depth 27 inches 

Weight 155 pounds 

Additional type 12 memory modules 

Weight 150 pounds each 

2-6 POWER REQU IREMENTS 

LINE VOLTAGE INPUT 

105 to 125 volts, 60 cycles! single phase. 

CURRENT CONSUMPTION 

Standard PDP-l 

17 amperes, With reader, punch and typewriter in use and including all central processor 

options except additional memory modules, the computer requires less than 20 amperes. 
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However, because the punch draws a 9-ampere surge at turn-on, the computer shou Id be 

connected to a 3D-ampere line. 

Additionai memory modules 
, ,.. I 

I • .:J amperes eacn 0 

2-7 EQUIPMENT LISTING 

The PDP-l and most of its options are housed in standard DEC bays 0 The front of each bay 

can accommodate up to 12 horizontal logic panelso Each logic panel is a 19-inch mounting 

doors at the back of each bay is an inner plenum door. The required power supplies and 

power control panels are mounted on this door. 

a BAYS - The Standard PDP-l is shown in figure 2-2. The central frame containing 

the central processor and the console is made up of four DEC bays bolted together 0 As 

shown in the figure, the console (bay 11) is at the front of the computer. Extending 

behind the console are bays 1, 2, and 3 of the central processor. The rear of the bays 

is at the left side of the console. The plenum doors which hold the power equipment 

are inside the double doors shown in the figure 0 

On the console are the operator control panel and the in-out and sequence break 

indicator panel (under the metal cover at the top of the bay). The photoelectric 

tape reader, the paper tape punch, and the reader, punch and typewriter controi 

logi c are mounted inside the console 0 The typewriter is mounted on a table at the 

side of the consol e 0 Most centra I processor options are mounted in bays 1, 2, and 

3 of the central frame. Additional memory modules and all in-out options must be 

housed in separate units. 

b LOGIC PANELS AND POWER EQU IPMENT - The mounting panels and logic 

wiring of the central frame are shown in figure 2-30 Bay 11, containing the console, 

paper tape reader, and paper tape punch, is at the left. The control logic for the 

reader" punch and tvoewriter is at the bottom of this bay 0 
• • I I I 

The central processor control unit and arithmetic unit fill the major portion of bays 

1 and 2. The four logic panels in the upper part of bay 3 contain the memory modu Ie; 
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in-out transfer control is in the lower section e Above the in-out transfer section is a 

panel for six in-out plugs 0 A second in-out plug panel can be mounted above the one 

shown if necessary for optional in-out equipment 0 The logic panels at the tops of the 

bays contain the optional high-speed channel control and memory extension control. 

The space at the bottom of bay 2 is for the multiply/divide option 0 

Figure 2-4 shows the plenum doors on the backs of the bays 0 In the center of bay 3 are 

the large resistors for the memory power supply 0 At the top of bay 3 are the main power 

circuit breakers and the memory power switch 0 

The logic panels on the door of bay 1 are special 21-unit mounting panels. These four 

panels contain the plug-in units for the sequence break system type 20. This arrange

ment permits the type 20 option to be installed without adding an extra bay to the 

computer. If no sequence break system type 20 is included, blank panels are provided 

instead of the mounting panels 0 

At the bottom of each bay in the central processor (bays 1, 2, and 3) are two type 

728 power suppl ies 0 These suppl ies provide the + 10 and -15 volts dc required by the 

plug-in units. (Each supply provides power for half the mounting panels in a bay.) 

Bay 1 also contains an extra type 728 supply to provide power to the logic panels 

at the bottom of the console bay 0 Note: in some machines, type 729 power supplies 

are used in place of the 728 supplies 0 

Two power supplies j type 728 or 742, are mounted at the bottom of the console door. 

These two supplies furnish the -15 vdc required by the indicator lights on the console 

panels. The two supplies are also connected in series to provide the -30 vdc required 

by the solenoids in the punch and the typewritern 

Marginal check power supply controls are located at the top of bay 2. Behind these 

controls is a variable power supply type 7340 The output of this unit can be varied 

from 0 to 20 vdc j and can be applied to either the + 10 or -15 volt lines in any logic 

panel for marginal checking the plug-in unit components 0 

Figure 2-5 shows the backs of the logic panels in bay 30 Part of the type 15 memory 

extension control is at the top. The plug-in units in the four panels below the type 

15 are the logic circuits for the memory module. The third memory panel also contains 

the 4,,096-word core bank, Below the memory are the in-out plugs; at the bottom is 
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in-out transfer control 0 

The inside of the bay 3 plenum door is shown in figure 2-60 At the bottom of this 

door are the two type 728 power suppl ies that provide power for the logic in the bay. 

Above the 728 supplies, is the memory power supply type 735. At the top of the door 

is the type 813 power control panel, containing delays and isolating circuits for the 

power switches. A similar panel is mounted at the top of the console plenum door 

to control the punch motor. 

The foiiowing tabie iists the mounting panei and power equipment requirements for 

the standard PDP-l and the centra! processor options. A!! mounting panels except 

those used in the 16-channel sequence break system are type 1914 19-inch panels. 

These panels can each hold 25 system plug-in modu les. The figure numbers in the 

table refer to logic panel and power equipment layout drawings. 

(1) Standard PD P-1 

Space requirement 

Logic panels (figure 2-7) 

Control unit and arithmetic 

unit 

One channel sequence 

break system 

Memory modu Ie type 12 

In-out transfer control 

Reader, punch, typewri ter 

control 

Power equipment 

(figure 2-8) 

4 bays 

28 mounting panels 

1 mounting panel (1 L) 

4 mounting panels (3A to 3D) 

2 mounting panels (3H, 3J) 

3 mounting paneis (11A to 11 C) 

7 power supplies 728 or 729 

1 variable power supply 734 

I power supply 735 

2 power supplies 728 or 742 

power control panel 813 

power control panel 812 

1 marginal check switch panel 
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(2) Central Processor Options (only those which can be mounted in the central 

frame and require no extra power equipment, figure 2-7.) 

Multiply/Divide Type 10 

Memory Extension Control 
Type 15 

High Speed Channel 
Control Type 19 

Sequence Break System 
Type 20 (fi gu re 2 -8) 

2 mounting panels (2K, 2L) 

3 mounting panels (2Y, 2Z, 3Y) 

2 mounting panels (lY, 1Z) 

Four 21-unit mounting panels type 1916, _in rear of 
bay 1 (R 1 A to R 1 D) 

(3) Additional Memory Modules Type 12 

Logic panels 

Power equipment 

4 mounting panels 

1 power supply 728 

1 power supply 735 Note: three memory modules 
may be placed in one bay. In this case only one 
728 power supply is needed for the enti re bay. 

c MODULE LIST - The following list includes all the plug-in modules required by the 

standard PDP-1 and central processor options. For convenience the requirements for 

the type 12 memory module are listed separately from the rest of the standard central 

processor requirements. Following the list for the standard PDP-l the various options are 

listed in order by type number. 

(1) Central Processor - (includes standard in-out transfer control, but not the 

memory module. Numbers in parentheses indicate requirements for the one-channel 

sequence break system. These numbers should be added to the requirements for the 

standard central processor, unless a sequence break system type 20 is included in the 

computer .) 

Type 

Inverter 1103 

Inverter 1103R 

Inverter 1104 

Quantity 

65 

8 

46(1) 
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Type 

Inverter 1105 

Diode 1110 

Diode 1111 

Quantity 

83(1) 

6 
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Type Quantity Type Quantity 

Binary-te-octa I Diode 4110 (2) 
decoder 1150 9 

Diode 4112 
Flip-flop 1201 32 

Diode 4 i i3 
Dual flip-flop 1204 19 

Diode 4113R 8 
nil .... I .,:'I: ..... _&I~_ 1""0 1"7 
..,"' ...... 111t"'-IIVtJ ILV7 II 

Capacitor-diode 
Delay 1304 4129 10* 

Delay line 1310 9 Dual fl ip-flop 

Delay line 1311 3 
4209 (2) 
f""\ ...... ..J~,._I_ £1: __ 

Puise generator 1410 1 
'-XVUUIVtJlt:: IlItJ-

flop 4214 
Pulse amplifier 1607 24 

Delay 4301 1 (1) 
Bus driver 1684 11 

Clock 4401 
Bus driver 1685 7 

I 

Pu Ise generator 
Inverter 4105 2 4410 5 

Inverter 4106 2 Pu Ise ampl ifi er 

inverter 4 i 06R 
4603 26(1) 

(2) 4096 Word Memory Module Type 12 

Inverter 11 03R 7 Power supply control 

Inverter 1104 
1701 (in power 
supply 735) 

Quadruple fl i p-flop 
Read/write switch 1"1,) 

ILl.;) 

1972 32 
Delay line 1310 

Memory driver 
Sense amplifier 1540 18 1973 2 

Pulse amplifier 1607 Resistor board 1976 16 

Inhibit driver 1982 5 Resistor board 1978 3 

(3) Reader, Punch, Typewriter Control 

Indi cator driver 1669 5 Inverter 4105 7 

Switch fi Iter 1703 2 Inverter 4106 2 

* If required for optional input-output equipment, a second row of nine additional 4129 
plug-in units may be installed in the in-out input mixero 
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Type Quantity 

Diode 4110 

Diode 4111 

Diode 4113R 

Capacitor"';diode 4126 

5 

3 

Capacitor-diode 4128 9 

Flip-flop 4201 2 

Dual flip-flop 4209 3 

(4) Multiply / Divide Type 10 

Inverter 1105 10 

Inverter 1104 1 

Diode 1111 4 

FI ip-flop 1201 5 

Dua I fli p-flop 1209 1 

(5) Memory Extension Control Type 15 

Inverter 1103 10 

Inverter 1104 

Diode 1110 10 

Binary-to-octal decoder 
1151 

(6) High Speed Channel Control Type 19 

Inverter 1103 2 

Inverter 11 03R 

Inverter 1104 1 

Inverter 1105 3 

Dua I fl i p-flop 1209 2 

Pulse amplifier 4603 10 

(7) Sequence Break System Type 20 

Inverter 11 03R 

Inverter 1104 

8 

4 

* Add one 1607 for each additional memory module. 
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Type 

Quadruple fl ip-
flop 4214 

Delay 4301 

Pulse generator4410 

Pulse amplifier4603 

Solenoid driver4680 

Solenoid driver4681 

Delay line 1310 

Delay line 1311 

Pu Ise ampl ifier 
1607 

Diode 4113 

Dual flip-flop 1209 

Pulse amplifier 
1607 

Bus driver 1684 

Pulse amplifier 
1607 

Bus driver 1685 

Inverter 4105 

Capac i tor-diode 
4129 

Inverter 1105 

Diode 1111 

Quantity 

9 

7 

5 

5 

6 

3 

3 

7 

12 

2 

4 

10* 

13 

6 

5 

3 

17 

8 



Type Quantity Type Quantity 

Inverter 4106 2 Quadruple flip-

Diode 4113 4 
flop 4214 16 

Capacitor-diode 4126 4 
Delay 4301 

Capacitor-diode 4128 16' 
Pulse amplifier 
4603 7 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM FUNCTION 

3-1 LOGICAL ORGANIZATION 

The logical configuration of the standard PDP-l is shown in figure 3-1. The computer logic is 

divided into four parts: control unit, arithmetic unit, memory and input-output system" 

a CONTROL UNIT - The control unit of the computer governs the timing of all computer 

operations, the information transfers with in the centra I processor, (md the operation of the 

various registers. The controi unit includes three internal registers, IR, PC and MAy and 

two console switch registers, lA and TW 

The operation code of each instruction is decoded from the five-bit instruction register into 

one of 32 alternate command levels 0 These command levels govern the execution of the 

instruction ,. Each instruction word is retrieved from the memory location specified by the 

contents of the 12-bit program counter f PC 0 During the execution of each instruction the 

program counter is ?dvanced one position; consecutive instructions are thus taken from con

secutive memory locations 0 Every memory access is made to the location specified by the 

contents of the 12-bit memory address register, MA. The MA register is loaded from the 
1 

program counter for instruction retrieval, and from the address portion of the instruction 

word (in the memory buffer register) for deferred address retrieval and for memory reference. 

The operator can manually provide addresses and data words for use by the computer through 

two switch registers on the console control panel: the address register I TA, and the test 

word register; TW. 

In addition to these registers the control unit also incl.udes six program flags ... the console 

switches, a one-channel sequence break system, and the control logic 0 The control logic 

contains the timing system of' the computer and all of those control flip-·flops and logic nets 

which govern computer cycles, information transfers j and the operation of computer registers. 

All central processor options, except additional memory modules, are expansions of the basic 

contro I un it. 
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Most elements of the control' unit are described i.n paragraphs 3-2 and 3-3 below. However, 

those elements of control that are directly associated with the arithmetic unit, the memory, 

and the in-out equipment are described in conjunction with those units (paragraphs 3-4, 3-5 

and 3-6, respectively). 

b ARITHMETIC UNIT - The arithmetic unit includes three 18-bit registers, the accumulator, 

the in-out register l' and the memory buffer register. Each of these registers holds an entire 

l8-bit computer word. 

The memory buffer register .. MBIi' serves two distinct functions~ a memory function, and an 

arithmetic function 0 All transfers of information between memory and the other parts of 

the computer are made through MB. The memory buffer is used in the arithmetic unit as a 

passive register, that is, it serves only to hold the operand in arithmetic and logical in-

structions. (TheMB register takes an active role only in the optiona I automatic Divide 

instruction .,) 

The accumulator, AC, is the major register in the arithmetic unit. The accumulator input 

logic inc.ludes transfer jI shift, logical, and arithmetic gating 0 The accumu lator is used in 

the execution of all logical and arithmetic instructions, Furthermore, the result of all such 

instructions always appears in the accumulator, The accumulator input gating al.lows the 

computer to pe,form the logic functions AND, inclusive OR, exclusive OR, and negation, 

and the arithmetic operation of addition. All other arithmetic operations are performed 

by using combinations of negation and addition. The individual bits of the accumulator can 

be shifted in either direction; the ends of the accumulator can also be joined to produce 

a cycl i c shift or rotation. 

The transfer of information to and from the peripheral devices is made through thein-out 

register, 10. Moreover, this register also serves as the multiplier-quotient register in the 

ar~thmetic unit. During multiplication and division the in-out register serves as an l8--bit 

right-hand extension of the accumulator for double-length products and dividends. The 

individual bits of 10 can be shifted or rotated in either di~-ection and the combination of 

AC and 10 con also be shifted or rotated as 0 single 36-bit register, 

c MEMOR'(·- The memory of' the standard PDP-l consists of one memory module, type 12" 
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The type 12 module is a magnetic-core coincident-current memory containing 4,096 

eighteen~bit words" The memory of PDP-l can be readi Iy expanded by adding more type 12 

memory modu les 0 Such expansion, however, requires addition of a memory extension con

trol type 15 to the control unite 

During each five-microsecond memory cycle access is made to the memory location specified 

by the contents of the 12-bit memory address register (4,096 = 2 12)0 The word read from 

memory is transferred into the memory buffero Since the read operation is destructive, the 

word contained in the memory buffer must be written back into the core memory during the 

same eyc!e 0 In preparation for the deposit of new information in memory I the memory 

buffer is cleared after the read operation. The new information is then transferred into 

MB and written into the addl:'essed memory location by the write portion of the memory cycle 0 

d INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM - The -input-output system of the standard computer includes 

in-'out transfer control f three input-output devices and the control units for these devices. 

The three standard devices are a paper tape punch for output i a photoelectric tape reader 

for input i and a typewriter for both input and output 0 

The command level for instructions in the in-out transfer group is applied to in-out transfer 

control from the instruction decoder. In-out transfer control decodes the secondary op code 

(bits 12 to 17) into command pulses for the appropriate control uniL Ail transfers of data 

between the computer and the controi-unit buffers are made through the in-out register I 10. 

Data transfers between a device and its associated control unit are usually performed auto

matically after receipt of a command pulse from in-out transfer control 0 

When optiona I input-output equipment is added to the computer! in-out transfer control 

must be expanded to provide the additional command pulses which are necessaryo Like the 

standard in-out devices, each optional device includes its own contro~ unit., The method 

of data transfer and the manner in which command pulses are used depends on the device 

and the type of control unit. For example, with the automatic tape control unit type 52, 

control information goes through the in-out register I but data is transferred directly between 

memory and the control unit through a high-speed channel. 
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3-2 PROGRAM EXECUTION 

This paragraph describes the instruction repeortoire of PDP-l and those elements of control which 

govern the execution of the program. 

a NUMBER SYSTEM - PDP-l is a fixed-point machine using binary arithmetic, Negative 

numbers are represented as the 1 is complements of the positive numbers. Bit 0 is the sign 

bit, which is 0 for positive numbers. Bits 1 through 17 are magnitude bits, bit 17 being 

the least significant. The actual position of the binary point may be arbitrarily assigned 

to best suit the problem at hand. Two common conventions in the placement of the point 

are: 

The binary point is placed to the right of the least significant bit! thus numbers 

represent integers. 

The binary point is placed to fhe right of the sign bit, thus numbers represent frac

tions between - 1 and + 1 0 

The conversion of decima I numbers into the binary system for use in the computer, and the 

output conversion of binary numbers into the decimal system" may be performed automati

cally by subroutines. Operations for floating-point numbers are handled by interpretive 

programming or subroutines. The uti i ity program system provides for automatic insertion 

of the routines required to perform floating-point operations and number-base conversion. 

b INSTRUCTION FORMAT - There are two classes of PDP-l instructions: memory reference 

instructions and augmented instructions 0 Memory reference instructions need access to mem

ory for an operand; they therefore require two memory cycles for their execution, Augmented 

instructions have no operand l and for this reason are performed in one memory cycle. In the 

augmented instructions, the bits used to address the operand in the memory reference instruc

jo,,)!:s a,oe instead used to augment the control capabil ity of the instructions. The augmented 

instructions are thus those instructions having augmented operation codes, 

There are also three instructions which fall into neither of these classes. These three in

structions use their own address portions as operands and hence are simi lar in execution to the 

memory reference instructions, Because these thl"ee instructions require no actual access to 

memory! they are executed in a single cycle. 
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The two major c lasses of instructions, memory reference instructions and augmented instructions, 

can each be further subdivided into four groups. Memory reference instructions include arith

metic instructions, logical instructions, data handling instructions., and program control in

structions" The augmented instructions include shift instructions, skip instructions, operate 

instructions, and in-out transfer instructions. 

The three instructions which are neither memory reference instructions nor augmented instruc

tions include one data handl ing instruction (law) and two program control instructions (imp 

and jsp). 

The instruction words for memory reference instructions require both an operation code and a 

memory address. The op code (bits 0 through 5) specifies the particular operation to be 

performed. The location in memory to which reference must be made is specified by the 

memory address portion, Y (bits 6 through 17). 

Bit 5 of the op code is the indirect address bit. This bit is normally O. If bit 5 is 1, the 

" .. : ..... : ........ I,...,./,./"'ess v ,...~ oI-he :"""'01-........ 01-:"' ... :5 ....... 01- ··5 ..... ,./ "'5:01- .......... 11.,: .. 01-..... 1 ............ 01- ..... .j.L... ............................ ,./ 
V •• ~.II' ... """""". I V, H! 1I';;)!lV'""!'VH. IIVI V 'CU, U II V;;)VUlll I;', IV IV,""UI'C 1I1'C ,",,,",,'CIUIIU, 

jump location, deposit location, etc. of the instruction. Instead, the address portion of the 

instruction is then used to locate a memory register that contains a new address. This new 

address is usee' ~O'i place of the address portion of the original instruction. This indirect 

addressing technique frequently expedites the programming task 0 

An instruction Nhi'ch uses an indirect address is called a "deferred" instruction because the 

actual uperation which the ir:strlJction performs is deferred until the new address is retrieved 

from memory. Thus in a defer~ed instruction, Y is not the location of the operand, but the 

location of the location of the operand 0 If the memory register containing the new address 

also has a 1 in bit 5.f the indirect addressing procedure is repeated and a third address is 

located. There is no limit to the number of times this process can be repeated in normal 

operation 0 However, if the computer includes a memory extension control and is operating 

in the extend mode, indirect addressing is limited to a single level. 

Note that a deferable instruction requires two of the 64 operation codes. The code as given 

following odd number is the op code for the same instruction with indirect addressing, that 

is, with 1 in bit 5. 
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Augmented instruction words use the entire word as an operation code 0 Thus the entire class 

of augmented instructions uses only eight of the available 64 primary op codes to perform 

a very large number of instructions 0 The instructions under each pair of primary op codes are 

referred to as an instruction groupo There are, for example, 12 variations of shift and rotate 

instructions in the shift group. The instruction words for shift/rotate operations use bits 0 

through 8 as the operation code; the number of 16s in bits 9 through 17 determine the number 

of shift or rotate steps to be performed by the instruction 0 

In the skip group, a 0 indirect address bit indicates that the skip shall take place if the con

dition specified by the address portion of the instruction is satisfied 0 However u if the indirect 

address bit is 1, the skip occurs if the condition is not satisfied 0 In the operate group, the 

indirect address bit is ignored and bits 6 through 17 specify the particular function to be per

formed by the operate instruction 0 

In the in-out transfer group, the primary op code is six bits 0 In these instructions a secondary 

op code (bits 12 through 17) specifies the particular in-out transfer instruction while bits 6 

through 11 provide various types of control information necessary for the execution of the in

struction. If the indirect address bit is 1 the computer waits for the completion of the trans

fer before continuing the program. 

c COMPUTER CYCLES - All instructions except the optional automatic Multiply and Divide 

are performed in multiples of the basic five-microsecond memory cycle. During cycle zero 

of each instruction, the instruction word is retrieved from memory 0 Augmented instructions 

are completed during th is singl e memory cyc Ie 0 Note however, that during cyc Ie zero of 

an in-out transfer instruction the only function performed by the central processor is the 

generation of the appropriate command pulses 0 These pulses are applied to the device con

trol unit. The actual transfer of information may occur much later 0 The computer can 

either continue the program and return to the operation at a later time or perform an in-out 

wait unti I the transfer is complete. 

In memory reference instructions cycle zero is followed by cycle one 0 During cycle one, 

the operand is retrieved from or deposited in memory and the operations required by the in

struction are completed 0 

There are, in addition to cycle zero and cycle oneil several special cycles 0 If an instruction 
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is deferred at the completion of cycle zefo the computer goes into a defer cycle. During this 

cyc ie the address port'ion of the instruction is used to retrieve from memory a new address for 

the instruction operand. The defe!' cycle may be repeated as many times as is required by the 

instruction ~ above)" After the required number of defer cycles has been completed, the 

computer proceeds into cycle one and completes the instruction. 

There are also several special cycles which allow interruption of the program !by in-out devices 
i • . ' 

through the sequence break system or a high-speed channel. When a sequence break is in-

itiated, the computer enters break cycle oneo During this cycle, the contents of the accumu

lator are stored in a memory location fixed by the number of the channel through which the 

break is made. 

Upon the completion of break cycle one the computer performs, in succession, break cycles 

two and three. In these cycles the contents of the program counter and the in-out register 

are deposited in the second and third succeeding memory locations. At the end of break 

cycle three the computer returns to cycle zero and performs the instruction contained in the 

fourth memory location. 

When a high-speed in-out device requires access to memory the computer switches into the 

high-speed channel cycle 0 This cycle merely interrupts the program for one memory cycle 

while access is made to memory through a high-speed channel. After a word has been de

posited in memory or retrieved from memory through one of the channels, the interrupted 

program is resumed 0 

d INSTRUCTION CONTROL - Du;ing each cycle zero an instruction word is read from 

memory into the memory buffer register. Bits 0 through 4 of the instruction are then 

transferred to the instruction register. There they are decoded to determine the operation 

code" The decoder has 32 outputs nutnbered in accordance with the instruction op codes. 

(The indirect address bit is taken as 0.) Thus the 32 output command levels from the decoder 

are numbered 00, 02, 04, and so on by even numbers through 76 (octal) 0 For each specific op 

code in IR, only one of these 32 command level.s is asserted. The single asserted command 

selected instruction. 

Although bits 0 through 4 must be transferred to IR, the other operation bits of the 
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instruct'ion are uti! !zed directly from the memory buffer register. If the command level indi

cates an augmented instruction, bits MB
5

_
17 

are decoded to determine the type of shift! 

the number of shift steps, the type of in'-out transfer, and so forth. 

If the instruction is deferable, a 1 in MB5 causes the defer flip-flop to be set. This causes the 

computer to go into the defer cycle and retrieve a new operand address. After this new address 

is transferred into MB the defer bit is again checked and, if it is 1, another defer cycle is exe

cuted. This process is repeated until a 0 defer bit occurs. Then the computer goes into cycle 

one and the address contai.~ed in MB 6,-17 is used for the memory referenceo Of course, if a 

memory reference Instruction is not deferred, the computer goes directly into cycle one from 

cycle zero 0 

There are several op codes which are not currently used for any instruction. If one of these 

unused op codes is selected, the computer halts at the end of cycle zero. 

e PROGRAM CONTROL - At the beginning of each cycle zero the contents of the 12-bit 

program counter are transferred into the memory address register. The current instruction in 

the program is then retrieved from the memory location addressed by the contents of MA, 

After the address transfer the contents of the program counter are incremented by 1 ( This 

causes the next instruction to be taken from the succeeding memory location during the 

following cycle zero. Besides counting main program locatio!,:,_si the program counter also 

counts the memory locations used by the break cycles. 

During a skip instruction, if the skip condition is satisfied the program counter is advanced 

one extra position. This causes the program to skip the next instruction in normal sequence. 

The skip instructions can sense the stat'es of various registers and fl ip-flops of the program

controlled program flags, and of the operator-controlled sense switches. 

The program counter can be counted down as well as upc This allows the counter to return 

to the same position during every cycle of an in-out wait Ii. e. I whi Ie waiting for an in-out 

transfer to be compieted. T he program counter is counted down by 1 to return to the be

ginning of an instruction when a sequence break or a high-speed channel break interrupts 

the program in the middle of an instruction. The computer must start the instruction over 

again after the break has been completed 0 
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Program control is transferred to a new location by loading a new address into the program 

counter 0 The counter is ioaded from the memory buffer on most program transfers; it is loaded 

from the address switch register for console operations; and it is loaded from the memory address 

register for sequence breaks and certain subroutine-call ing transfers. 

i CONSOLE CONTROL - The states of all central processor registers and control flip-flops 

are shown in indicator lights on the console. The console control panel also includes the 

switches through which the operator exercises control over the computer 0 These switches 

allow the operator to start and stop computer operations, to control the mode of operation, 

to specify program control information that can be sensed by the computer, and to specify 

test words and addresses to be used by the computer 0 The initiation of any operation from 

the console is timed by a chain of special pulses, SP 1 through SP 40 After the completion 

of this special pulse chain the regular memory-cycle timing system of the computer begins. 

The computer has six modes of operation 0 In the normal program-running mode one memory 

cycle follows another without interruption until the computer is halted by either the pro~ 

gram or the operator. If fl ip-flop rim is set the computer enters the read-in mode. In this 

mode, the computer performs the console operation Read fn by alternating the special puise 

chain and the memory cycle. 

There are two manual modes: the single-cycle mode and the single-instruction mode. These 

are controlled by the SINGLE STEP and SINGLE INST switches. In the manual modes, 

operations are begun from the console in the normal manner, but the computer halts at the 

end of the first memory cycle (single step) or the end of the first complete instruction (single 

instruction) 0 During any operation the computer must be in one and only one of the above 

four modes. In addition, there are two other modes which are not exclusive. These are 

the sequence-break mode and the extend mode 0 

While in the normal, single-cycle, or single-instruction mode the computer may also be in 

the sequence-break mode, if desired by the programmer or operator. When in the sequence

break mode (flip-flop sbm is 1) the normal program sequence may be broken by external 

mode while in the read-in mode. 
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Jf the computer ir!cludes a memory extension cOrltrol f there is also a s~xth mode of opera

tion, the extend mode While the compute '" is in any of the other fi've modes it may also 

be in the ext-end mode (fl'p-flop EXD ,s 1) Th::s mode is controlled by the EX1ENDswitch 

In this mode indhec t addressin.g is I imited to one level!, but a deferred address is interpreted 

as a 16-bit address instead of ·the usual 12-b:t address. This cllows the progr'am to jU'11:. to 

another memory module or to retrieve an operand from another memory module. 

Console control of computer operaHons is exercised through six operat'ing switches c' Five of 

these console functions initiate computer operations;, the sixth halts the computer. The con

sole functions are as follows~ 

Start 

The computer starts norma! operation in cycle zero. The first instruction is taken from the 

memory location addressed by the address sw!:tches, The START switch has two on positions. 

If the switch is pushed up the computer enters the sequence-break mode before starting; if 

the switch is pushed down the computer leaves the sequence-break mode " When the switch 

is pushed either way the computer also enters the extend mode if the EXTEND switch is on, 

Start also initiates the first cycle of operation ir the manual modes, 

Continue 

The computer resumes normai operation at the state indicated by the console lights u Con

tinue also initiates each cycle or instrucdon after the first in the manual modes, Note~ 

This console operation cannot be used whel1 the cOmpU!ef is in the read-in mode. 

Examine 

The contents of the memory register addressed by the address sWitches are displayed in the 

accumu lator and memory buffer I ights on the console, 

Deposit 

The test word indi cated by the console switches is deposited in the memory location addressed 

by the address switches" 

Read in 

The computer enters the !'ead-in mode and reads data hom paper tape " Of each pair of 

words read the computer deposits the second word ir the memory register specified by the address 

portionofthefirstwordu At the completion of Read Inthe computer either halts or begins normal 

operatio., at a memory location specified by the address portion of the final word read from the 
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tape 0 If the EXTEND switch is on the computer enters the extend mode before beginning 

normal operation 0 

Stop 

If in the normal mode the computer hal ts at the end of the current memory cycle 0 If perform!ng 

Read In the computer halts after reading the first word of the current pair of words from the tape 0 

g INSTRUCTION LIST - This list includes the title of the instruction, the normal execu

tion time (i.e., without indirect addressing)" the mnemonic code, the operotion code, and 

a short description of the instruction c In the following I ist the contents of a register are in~ 

dicated by C( ) 0 Thus C(Y) means the contents of memory location Yi C(AC) means the 

contents of the accumulator c A specific bit of a register is indicated by a subscript number 

following the symbol for the register. Thus 1017 represents bit 17 of the in-out register 0 

Deferable instructions are indicated by an asterisk (*). The operation code for these in

structions is given with a 0 in the indirect address bit 0 When the instruction is deferred" 

1 mllS+ ho ,..,.J,.Je,.J "',.. jot...,.. ~~I'v''''n operaLI!lon coale • II''''' I! ""''"' "-'t'\.AU U. IV 111e' ~ C' 0 

Arithmetic Instructions (Note: none of the following instructions can result in an answer of ~O ,) 

Add (10 j-lsec) add Y Operation Code 40* 

The final C(AC) are the sum of C(Y) and the original C(AC)i C(Y) are unchanged 0 The 

addition is performed with' IS complement arithmetic 0 If the sum exceeds the capacity of 

the accumuiator I the overflow fl ip-flop is set. 

Subtract (10 j-lSec) sub Y Operation Code 42* 

The final C(AC) are the original C(AC) minus C(Y); C(Y) are unchanged. The subtraction 

is performed with lis complement arithmetic c If the difference exceeds the capacity of the 

accumulator f the overflow fl ip-flop is set 0 

Multiply Step (10 j-lsec) mus Y Operation Code 54* 

Th is instruction is used in the mul ti pi y subrouti ne c If 1°
17 

is 1, C(Y) are added to 

C(AC); if 1017 IS 0, the addition does not occuro In either case, C(AC) and C(lO) are 

shifted riaht one nlncp- _ Thi~ ~hlft rlt=>rtrc: Ilr .... - . - - 1- - - - -" - - ••• ~ •••• " -" -~, - • • ..... 0 0 

Mul tiply (14 to 25 j-lSec) mul Y Operation Code 54* 

(This instruction replaces mus Y if machine includes the automatic Multiply/Divide Type 10) 
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The product of C(AC) and C(Y) is formed in AC and 10. The sign of the product is in 

both,AC
O 

:9nd 1°
17

• Th~, magnitude of the product is the ~-bit string from· AC
1 

through 

10
16

, The C(Y) are not affected by the instruction. 

Divide Step (10 fJSec) dis Y Opefction Code 56* 

This instruction is used in the divide subroutine. The C(AC) and C(lO) ore rotated left\~ 

one place, with the complement of ACO replacing C(1017'. If 1017 is 1, C(y) are 

subtracted from C(AC). If·! 0 17 is 0, C(Y) + 1 are added to C(AC). 

Divide (30 to 40 fJsec if division possible, otherwise 12 fJSec) div Y Operation Code 56* 

(This instruction replaces dis Y if machine includes the automatic Multiply/Divide Type 10). 

The dividend must be in AC and 10 with 10
0

-
16 

forming a 17-bit magnitude extension of 

the accumulator. 10
17 

is ignored. The divisor is C(Y). At the completion of the instruction, 

C(AC) are the quotient and C(lO) are the remainder. The sign or the remainder is the sign 

of the dividend. If the division is performed, the next instruction in sequence is skipped. 

If the Clivisioh· 'is not po~sible; C(AC} and C(lO) are unchanged and the computer performs 

the nexf instructioh in sequef'·ce. The C(Y) are not affected by the instruction. 

Index (10 fJSec) idx Y Operation Code 44* 

The C(Y) are replaced by C(Y) + 1. The C(Y) + °i are left In the accumulator. The 

previous C(AC) are lost. Overflow is not indicated. 

Index and Skip if Positive (10 fJSec) isp Y Operation Code 46* 

The C(Y) are replaced by C(Y) + 1. The C(Y) + 1 are left in the accumulator. The previous 

C(AC) are lost. If, after th~ addition, C(Y) + 1 are positive, the program counter is 

advanced one extra position and the next instruction in sequence is skipped. Overflow is 

not indicated. 

Logical Instructions 

Logical AND (10 jJSec) and Y Operation Code 02* 

The bits of C(Y) operate on the corresponding bits of C(AC) to form the logical AND. The 

result is left in the accumulator. The C(Y) are unaffected. 

Inclusive OR (10 fJSec) ior Y Operation Code 04* 

The bits of C(Y) operate on the corresponding bits of C(AC) to form the inclusive OR. 

The result is left in the accumulator. The C(Y) are unaffected. 
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Exclusive OR (10 tJSec) xor Y Operation Code 06* 

The bits of C(Y) operate on the corresponding bits of C(AC) to form the exclusive OR 8 

The resul t is left in the accumulatoL The C(Y) are unaffected 0 

Data Handling Instructions· 

Deposit Accumulato( (10 psec) dac Y Operation Code 24* 

The C(AC) replace C(Y) In memory 0 The C(AC) are unchanged; the original C(Y) are lost e 

Deposit Address Part (10 jJsec) dap Y Operation Code 26* 

Bits 6 through 17 of C(AC) replace the corresponding bits of C(Y) 0 The C(AC) and 

C(Y 0-5) are'·unchanged; the original C(Y 6-17) are losto 

Deposit Instruction Part (l0 jJsec) dip Y Operation Code 30* 

Bits 0 through 5 of C(AC) replace the corresponding bits of C(Y) 0; The C(AC) end 

C(Y
6

-
17

) are unchanged; the original C(Y
O

_
5

) are losL 

Deposit In-out Register (10 tJSec) dio Y Operation Code 32* 

The C(lO) replace C(Y) in memory. The C(lO) are unchanged; the original C(Y) are losL 

Deposit Zero in Memory (10 jJsec) dzm Y Operation Code 34* 

The contents of memory location Yare replaced by zero (i .ee memory location Y is cleared). 

Load Accumulator (10 jJsec) lac Y Operation Code 20* 

The C(Y) are placed inthe accumulator 0 The C(Y) are unchanged; the original C(AC) 

are lost 0 

Load In~out Register (10 jJsec) I io Y Operation Code 22* 

The C(Y) are placed in the in-out register. The C(Y) are unch~nged; the original C(lO) 

are lost. 

Load Accumulator with N (5 jJsec) law N Operation Code 70 law -N Operation Code 71 

The number in the address portion of the instruction word is placed in the accumulator 0 

If the indirect address bit is 1 (operation code 71L the complement of N (-N) is put in 

the accumulator 0 

Program Control Instructions 

Jump (5 tJSec) imp Y Operation Code 60* 

The address Y replaces C(PC). The next instruction in the program is then: taken from 
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memory location Y. The original C(PC) are lost. 

Jump and Save Program Counter (5 !-,sec) jsp Y Operation Code 62* 

The C(PC) are transferred to the accumulator. Vv'hen the transfer takes place, the 

program counter holds the address of the instruction following the jsp in normal sequence 0 

The address Y then repiaces C(PC) and the next instruction in the program is taken 

from memory location Yo The original C(AC) are lost. 

Jump and Deposit Accumulator (10 jJSec) ida Y Operation Code 17 

The C(AC) are deposited in memory location Yo The C(PC) are then transferred to the 

accumulator and the program next executes the instruction in memory location Y + 1 . 

This instruction is equivalent to dac Y, followed by isp Y + 1 . 

Call Subroutine (10 !-,sec) cal Operation Code 16 

Call Subroutine is equivalent to the instruction ida 100. The address portion, Y, is 

ignored. This instruction may be used as part of a master routine to call subroutines. 

Skip if Accumulator and Y Differ (10 jJSec) sad Y Operation Code 50* 

The C(Y) are compared with the C(AC) 0 If the two numbers are different, the program 

counter is indexed one extra position and the next instruction in sequence is skipped 0 

The C(AC) and the C(Y) are unchanged. 

Skip if Accumulator and Yare the Same (10 !-,sec) sas Y Operation Code 52* 

The C(Y) are compared with the C(AC). If the two numbers are identical, the program 

counter is indexed one extra position and the next instruction in sequence is skipped. 

The C(AC) and C(Y) are unchanged. 

Execute (5 !-,sec plus time of instruction executed) xct Y Operation Code 10* 

The instruction in memory location Y is executed 0 The program counter remains un

changed (unless a jump or skip were executed) 0 Execute acts exactly as though the 

instruction being executed replaced the Execute instruction in the program 0 Execute 

may be indirectly addressed, and the instruction being executed may also use indirect 

addressing. An xct instruction may execute other xct commands. 

Augmented Instructions 

Sh ift Group (5 !-,sec) sft Operation Codes 66, 67 

This group of instructions rotates or shifts the accumulator and/or the in-out register. 
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When the two registers are combined the in-out register is considered to be an 18-bit 

magnitude extension of the accumulator 0 

Shift is an arithmetic operation and is, in effect, multiplication of the number in the 

register by 2±N, where N is the number of shiftsc Plus is left and minus is right. Shift 

may also be consideredas'an information transfer from bit to bit in a register 0 Transfer 

of C(AC ) into AC 1 is left; C(AC ') into AC . 1 is right. The sign bit is not affected 
n n- n n+ 

and informatitm shifted out of either end of the register is lost. 

Rotate is 'a nonarithmetic, cyclic shifL That is, the two ends of the register are 

logically joined together and information is rotated as though the register were a ring 0 

The sign bit is included and no information is lost. 

The full ope'~ation codes of th~se instructions are actually nine bits. If the defer bit is 

o (op code 66)'the bits are shifted to the left; if the defer bit is 1 (op code 67) the bits 

are shifted right. Bits 6 through 8 of the instruction are decoded to determine the type 

of operation and the register operated upon 0 If bit 6 is 0, a sh ift is performed; if 1, 

a rotate is performed. If bit 7 is 1,10 is affected; if bit 8 is 1, AC is affected. If 

bits 7 and 8: are both 1, the instruction acts on the combination of the registers 0 

The number, N, of shift or rotate steps performed is determined by the number of 1 IS 

in bits 9 through 17 of the instruction word. Thus, Rotate Accumulator Right nine 

times is 671777, A shift or rotate of one place can be indicated nine different ways. 

ihe usual convention is to uSe the right end of the instruction V\O rd (rar 1 = 671001). 

In the following I ist the titles of the instructions describe the operations performed. 

All instructions require five microseconds and the bits are shifted N positions. The 

full operation codes are given. 

Rotate Accumulator Left, ral N Operation Code 661 

Rotate In-out Register Left, ri I N Operation Code 662 

Rotate Combined AC and 10 Left, rcl N Operation Code 663 

Shift Accumulator Left, sal N Operation Code 665 

Shift In-out .Register Left, sil N Operation Code 666 

Shift Combined AC and IO:Left,scl N Operation Code 667 

Rotate Accumulator Right, rar N Operation 671 
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Rotate In-out Register Right, rir N Operation Code 672 

Rotate Combined AC and 10 Right l rer N Operation Code 673 

Shift Accumulator Right! sar N Operation Code 675 

Shift In-out Register Right, sir N Operation Code 676 

Shift Combined AC and 10 Right, scr N Operation 'Code 677 

Skip Group (5 IJsec) skp Operation Codes 64, 65 

This group of instructions senses the states of various fl ip-flops and switches in the machine. 

The address portion of the instruction selects the particluar function to be sensed 0 A zero 

address is no selection. All instructions in the group have the same operation code 0 

The addresses in the skip group (except those which sense program flags or sense switches) 

may be combined to form the union of the separate skips. Thus, if address 3000 is selected, 

the skip woul d occur if the overflow fl ip-flop is 0 or if C(lO) are positive. The combined 

instruction still requires onl y five mi croseconds. 

The skip instructions as I isted below use operation code 64. The intent of any instruction 

can be reversed by using op code 65 (changing bit 5 to 1). For exampl e, the instruction 

640100 is Skip on Zero Accumulator; while 650100 is Skip on Nonzero Accumulator. This 

also reverses the intent of an instruction with zero address. No selection with op code 64 

is a nop., but no selection with op code 65 is an absolute skip. 

Skip on Zero Accumulator (5 IJsec) sza Address 100 

Skip if accumulator contains plus zero (i. e., all bits are 0). 

Skip on PI us Accumulator (5 IJsec) spa Address 200 

Skip if AC
O 

is O. 

Skip on Minus Accumulator (5 IJsec) sma Address 400 

Skip if AC
O 

is 1 e 

Skip on Zero Overflow (5 IJsec) szo Address 1000 

Skip if overflow flip-flop (OV
1
) is O. This instruction also clears OV

1
• Since OV

1 
is not cleared by an arithmetic operation that does not cause an overflow, a whole 

series of additions and subtractions can be checked for correctness by a single szo. 

Skip on Plus In-out Register (5 IJsec) spi Address 2000 

Skip if 10
0 

is O. 
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Ski p on Zero Sense SwHch (5 "",sec) szs Addresses 10, 20, . 0 ., 70 

Skip if sel ected sense swHch is 0 c Address 10 senses the position of sense switch 1, etc 0 

If address 70 is selected all the switches are sensed and all six must be 0 to cause the skip 0 

Skip on Zero Program Flag (5 lJSec) szf Address 1, 2, 0 0 0, 7 

Skip if selected program flag is 00 Address 1 senses the state of program flag 1, etc 0 

If address 7 is selected all the flags are sensed and all six must be 0 to cause the skip 0 

Operate Group (5 "",sec) opr Operation Code 76 

This instruction group performs miscellaneous operations on various central processor 

registers and fiip-fiops 0 

to be performed 0 

..,1 I I . c I'" ~ g Q • • • • r. . I II • 

!he addreSS portion ot me instruction specltles rne operaTIon 

The addresses of the operate instructions may be combined to form the union of the 

functions. The instruction opr 3200 ciears AC! transfers TW to AC, and compiements 

AC 0 If the number -0 (i oe 0, all lIs) is interpreted as an instruction, 10 and AC are 

cleared, C(TW) and C(PC) are simultaneously transferred into AC (forming the inclusive 

OR of the two words), AC is complemented, all program flags are set and the computer 

halts a 

The individual instructions are listed in the order in which the specific operations would 

occur in cycle zero 0 

No Operation (5 "",sec) nop Address 0000 

The state of the computer is unaffected by this operation, and the program counter continues 

in sequence 0 

Clear Accumulator (5 "",sec) cia Address 200 

Clear In-out Register (5 "",sec) cI i Address 4000 

Load Accumulator from Test Word (5 "",sec) lat Address 2200 

The C(TW) are placed in the accumulator a The original C(AC) are losL Note: this 

instruction resul ts from the combination of addresses 200 (cia) and 20000 Programming 

opr 2000 alone, produces the inclusive OR of C(AC) and C(TW) 0 

Load Accumul,ator from Program Counter (5 lJSec) lap Address 300 

The C(PC) are placed in the accumulator a The original C(AC) are lost. Note: this 

instruction results from the combination of addresses 200 (cia) and 1000 Programming 
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opr 100 alone!? produces the inclusive OR of C(AC) and C(PC) 0 

Clear Selected Program F!ag (5 ~sec) elf Addresses 01 to 07 inclusive 

Address 0·1 dears program flag 1, etc. Address 07 dears a! i program flags 0 

Set Se!ected Prog~am Flag (5 ~sec) stf Addresses 1! to 17 ~nclusive 

Address 11 sets program flag 1 i etc. Address 17 sets a II program flags. 

Complement Accumulator (5 ~sec) cma Address 1000 

Ha It (5 !JSec) hit Address 400 

Stops the computer c 

In-out Transfer Group (5 ~sec without in-out wait) iot Operation Codes 72, 73 

The in-out transfer group instruction words include two separate operation codes. The 

primary operation code" either 72 or 73, is decoded at the instruction register in the 

usual manner 0 When the instruction decoder asserts the command level for the iot 

instruction grOUPt? bits 12 through 17 of the instruction word are also decoded. In-out 

transfer control decodes these six bits as a second operation code. This secondary op 

code is decoded into command pulses. 

Bits 7 through 11 or, !n some cases, 6 through 11 can be used to form subfunctions within 

the second op code, or even to form a third op code. E.g., in controlling magnetic 

tapes these bits may be used to indicate forward/backward, read/write, etc", or to 

specify one of several similar units. 

In this way, a very large number of in-out transfer group instructions can be included 

under a sing!e command !evel 0 These instructions govern all control functions and in

formation transfers between the computer and in-out devices. Furthermore, some of' 

the iot instructions govern central processor elements! such as the sequence break 

system and the memory extension control 0 

Completion of most in-out operations requires a definite minimum time. This minimum 

time is usually very long compared to a computer memory cycle 0 In those in-out in

structions whkh requ,re a minimum time longer than one memory cycle, the computer 

and the in-out devke must be resynchronized < The resynchronization is provided.by 

a completion pulse from t~e device, The control of the ~n-out wait and of the completion 
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pulse is exercised by bits 5 and 6 of the iot instruction word. If an in-out transfer 

instruction is given with a 0 in bit 5 (i.e. op code 72), the computer generates the 

appropriate command pulses in one memory cycle, and then continues with the normal 

sequence . If, however, bit 5 is a 1 (i.e. op code 73), then the computer goes into 

an in-out wait cycle and does not continue with the normal sequence until a completion 

pulse is received. 

Bit 6 of the instruction word is used by the programmer to specify whether or not a 

completion pulse is necessary. If bit 6 is different from bit 5, then the completion 

puise from the device controi unit must be sent into the computer control logic. If 

bit 6 is the same as bit 5, then no completion pulse is necessary, and none is received. 

All four combinations of requesting an in-out wait and requesting a completion pulse 

are used in in-out transfer instructions. This is because the known minimum time for 

compl etion of an in-out operation may be uti I ized for execution of other instructions 

in the program. Should input information be immediately available (as for example 

when a typewriter key has been struck), then the in-out transfer instruction requires 

neither a wait nor a completion pulse. In this case, bit 5 is a (op code 72) and bit 6 

is also O. Note that the same programming of bits 5 and 6 must also be used with any 

iot instruction that controls a central processor function. These iot instructions are 

always completed in a single memory cycle, and need neither a wait nor a completion 

pulse. 

If the programmer does not wish to uti I ize the in-out wait time for executing additional 

instructions, he can program the iot instruction to start the in-out wait immediately. 

In this case the instruction is programmed with bit 5 a 1 (op code 73) and with bit 

6 a O. The 1 in bit 5 sets the in-out halt flip-flop, ioh. V/hen ioh is 1, the 

computer repeatedly executes in-out wait cycles. Each wait cycle performs the 

iot instruction with no command pulses. The command pulses are produced only 

during the first cycle while the in-out commands flip-flop ioc is 1. At the end 

of the first cycle ioc is cleared so that no further commands are produced. The 

a in bit 6 indicates to the device control unit that a completion pulse is necessary. 

When the completion pulse arrives, the in-out synchronizer flip-flop, ios, is set. 

Setting this flip-flop clears ioh, causing the computer to return to the normal sequence. 
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If the programmer wishes to utilize the in-out wait time for executing additional 

instructions, he may either use the sequence break system or he can program the 

iot instruction with bit 5 a 0 (op code 72) and bit 6 a 1. This method of programming 

does not halt program operations, but the 1 in bit 6 does require in-out transfer control 

to provide a completion pulse. The computer can then continue with a normal sequence 

of instructions. 

This sequence must, however, include an iot instruction 730000. This instruction performs 

nothing but the in-out wait. There must be one 730000 instruction for each iot that 

requests a completion pulse without initiating an in-out wait. If the device completion 

has occurred before the 730000 appears in the program, the 730000 is interpreted as a 

nop. If the 730000 occurs first, the computer enters the in-out wait until the completion 

pulse is received. 

Because instruction 730000 has no secondary op code, no command pulses can be 

generated and the only effect of the instruction is to set flip-flop ioh. The state 

of bit 6 does not matter since there are no command pulses generated, and hence no 

need-a-completion-pulse signal is appl ied to any control unit. However, the programmer 

must never use 11 in bits 5 and 6 of any iot that includes a second op code. Such an 

instruction would begin an in-out wait without requesting a completion pulse, causing 

the computer to hang up. 

In addition to control bits 5 and 6 of the instruction word, bits 7 through 11 may be 

used as control bits to extend the capabilities of the iot instructions. In central processor 

control instructions bits 6 through 11 may be used to address sequence break channels. 

For in-out instructions bits 7 through 11 may be used to vary the instruction (bits 6 

through 11 are available if the device cannot utilize the completion pulse logic). For 

example, if there are several typewriters, the secondary op code may specify a Type 

In instruction, while the extra bits may address a specific typewriter. 

The followi ng list inc I udes the centra I processor control instructions and the in-out 

instructions for the standard in-out equipment. In-out instructions for the optional 

equipment are included in the supplements to this manual that describe the optional 
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in-out devices (see also table 9-2). If a given instruction uti I izes no in-out wait and 

no completion pulse then the entire instruction word is given. If the use of bits 5 and 6 

may be va ried at the discretion of the programmer, then onl y the secord ary op code is 

given. Whenever an II XII appears in the instruction code the corresponding octal digit 

is ignored and is available for optional use. 

instructions Governing Standard In-Out Equipment 

Read Punched Tape, Alphanumeric (2.5 ms) rpa Secondary Operation Code 01 

All eight holes of a single I ine on the tape are read into the reader buffer. The 

compl etion pulse then transfers the information into 10
10

_
17

. 

Read Punched Tape, Binary (7.5 ms) rpb Secondary Operation Code 02 

Three lines on the tape are read and assembled into a full computer word in the reader 

buffer. A line is recognized in the binary mode only if the eighth hole is punched; i.e. 

I ines with no eighth hole are skipped. The seventh hole is ignored. The completion 

pulse transfers the word from the buffer to the in-out register. 

Read Reader Buffer (5 ""sec) rrb Secondary Operation Code 30 

If no completion pulse has been requested in an rpa or rpb instruction, the automatic 

transfer of information from the buffer to the in-out register does not take place. To 

effect this transfer these instructions must be followed by an rrb instruction. 

Read-I n Mode 

This is a special mode of operation initiated by the READ IN switch on the console. 

It provides a means of entering programs which require neither a stored program nor 

a pi ug board. When the READ IN swi tch is operated the computer enters the read-in 

mode and then starts the reader, which operates in the binary mode. The first group 

of three lines, and 'al ternate groups of three lines, are interpreted as instructions. 
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Even-numbered groups of three I ines are data. The instructions must be either Deposit 

In-out (dio Y) or Jump (imp Y). If the instruction is dio Y, the next group of three 

I ines are stored in memory location Y and the reader continues. If the instruction is 

imp Y, the computer leaves the read-in mode and begins normal operation at memory 

location Y. 

Punch Paper Tape, Alphanumeric (5.0 to 15.8 ms) ppa Secondary Operation Code 05 

One line of tape is punched according to C(10
10

_
17

). If 1017 is 1, hole 1 is punched; 

if 1016 is 1, hole 2 is punched; and so on to 1010 which controls the punching of hole 

8. The time required to punch is 5.0 milliseconds. The time between lines is 15.8 

milliseconds. If a punch instruction follows immediately after a completion pulse, 

15.8 milliseconds are available for the program. 

Punch Paper Tape, Binary (5.0 to 15.8 ms) ppb Secondary Operation Code 06 

One line of tape is punched according to C(10
0

_
5
). If 105 is 1, hole 1 is punched; 

if 1°
4 

is 1, hole 2 is punched; and so on to 100 which controls the punching of hole 

6. The time required to punch is 5.0 milliseconds; the time between lines is 15.8 

milliseconds. If a punch instruction follows immediately after a completion pulse, 

15.8 milliseconds are available for the program. 

Type Out (105 ms) tyo Secondary Operation Code 03 

Types the single character specified by C(10
12

_
17

) . 

Type In (5 fJsec) tyi Instruction Code 720X04 

When a typewriter key is struck, the encoded character is loaded into the typewriter 

buffer. At the same time both program flag 1 and the typewriter buffer status bit are 

set. The program must check ei ther the flag or the status bi t to determ i ne when a key 

has been struck. The instruction Type In clears both the in-out register and the status 

bit, and transfers the character into 1012-17. 
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I nstructions Govern i ng Centra I Processor EI ements 

The first four of the following instructions are included in the standard computer; the 

others are added only if they are required for optionai equipment. Ali instructions 

take fi ve m i c roseconds . 

Enter Sequence Break Mode, esm Instruction Code 72XX55 

Sets fl ip-flop sbm, allowing the main sequence to be interrupted through the sequence 

break system. 

Leave Sequence Break Mode, Ism Instruction Code 72XX54 

Clears fl ip-flop sbm, preventing interruptions of the main sequence through the 

sequence break system. 

Clear Sequence Break System, cbs Instruction Code 72XX56 

Clears control fl ip-flops in the sequence break system. 

Check Status, cks Instruction Code 72XX33 

This instruction loads the status bits of various in-out devices into specific bits of the 

in-out register. The instruction is expanded as required by optional equipment. In 

the standard machine cks checks five status bits as follows: 

10 Bit 

o 

2 

3 

4 

If Set 

Displayed point sensed by light pen. 

Tape reader buffer has been loaded but has not yet 

been read by an rrb. 

Typewriter ready to Type Out. 

Typewriter key struck and not yet read by a tyi. 

Tape punch ready for output. 

Deactivate Sequence Break Channel kn dsc Instruction Code 72kn50 

Turns off channel kn in type 20 sequence break system. 
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Activate Sequence Break Channel kn asc Instruction Code 72kn5l 

Turns on channel kn in type 20 sequence break system. 

Initiate Sequence Break Channel kn isb Instruction Code 72kn52 

Initiates a sequence break on channel kn in type 20 sequence break system. (The 

break is initiated regardless of whether or not channel kn is on.) 

Clear All Channels, cac Instruction Code 72XX53 

Turns off all channels in type 20 sequence break system. 

Enter Extend Mode, eem Instruction Code 724X74 

Sets fl ip-flop EXD so that deferred addresses are interpreted as extended addresses. 

Leave Extend Mode, lem Instruction Code 720X74 

Clears flip-flop EXD, confining operation to a single memory module. 

h TERMI NOLOGY - Throughout this manual reference is often made to the various 

instructions by their instruction codes. When these codes are written in lower case 

(such as dac, dio, rpa, hit) they always refer to the instructions as elements of a 

program . However, the same codes written in upper case frequentl y designate 

the names of levels and pulses in the computer logic. 

For memory reference instructions, the upper-case codes refer to the op codes in 

the instruction register and to the command levels asserted from the instruction 

decoder. For example, when the computer performs the instruction dac, the op 

code DAC (010 lOX) is in the instruction register and the instruction decoder asserts 

the command level DAC. The only exceptions to this convention are the instructions 

whose op codes differ in only the indirect address bit. There are no separate command 

levels JDA and CAL. The single command level JDA + CAL is asserted for either 

of the instructions ida or cal. 
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For the augmented instructions the situation is quite different. The instruction 

codes for the individual instructions in the shift, skip, and operate groups do 

not appear as control levels at all .. The command levels for the arouos sft. sko. 
• • "'" • • I' 

and opr are SHIRO., SKP and aPR. The complete command level for any 

.. ... . I.. . r .1 I I I I • 

InSTrUCTIon In a group IS a comOlnaTlon or rne group commana level ana vanous 

other logical conditions. For example, the instruction Halt (hit) corresponds 

to the computer logic level aPR· MB!. The instruction Rotate Accumulator 

Right (rar) corresponds to the shift/rotate pulses AC SHIRO R and the two 

levels AC ONLY and AC ROTATE. 

For the in-out transfer instructions the group command level lOT causes in-out 

transfer control to decode the secondary op code (bits 12 through 17). This secondary 

op code is decoded into one or two command pulses. The name of the main command 

pulse is always the same as the code for the individual instruction. For example, 

in the instruction Type Out (tyo) , the secondary op code is decoded into two 

successive command pulses, first a preparatory pulse, and then the main pulse. 

The first pulse, which clears the typewriter buffer, is labelled 
o 

TB. The 

main pulse, TYO, both loads a character from the in-out register into the buffer 

and also initiates the operation of the typewriter control unit. 

3-3 CONTROL 

This paragraph describes those elements of the control unit which are not discussed under 

program execution (paragraph 3-2). These control elements include the timing system, 

the cycle control, and the transfer logic. Also included are two central processor 

options, the sequence break system and the high-speed channel control. The symbols 

used in the drawings to represent the logic elements are also described. 

a TIMING SYSTEM The fundamental timing system of the computer is based 

upon 0 sequence of twelve timing pulses cal led the timing chain. The pulses are designated 

TP
O

' TP
1

, ... , TP
9

, TP
9a

, and TP
10

. These timing pulses occur at irregular intervals 
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chosen so as to optimize memory operations. There is no repetitive standard clock pulse 

providing a fundamental time unit for the computer. The twelve timing pu lses follow each 

other in a chain covering one memory cycle of' five microseconds ,. Each timing pulse is 

trigger.ed through a delay from the previous timing pulse" The transHion from one cycle to 

the next is controlled by flip-flop run" If run is 1, the final timing pulse in one cycle 

triggers the first timing pulse for the beginning of the next cycle. When run is cleared, 

the computer halts at the end of the current memory cycle because the final pulse in 

the cycle cannot trigger the first pulse of the following cycle" 

The o~ganizaJion of a single memory cycle is shown in figure 3-2, The twelve irregularly 

spaced timing pulses are shown from left to right across the five-microsecond cycle, Dur

ing each such cycle a single memory access is executed, The specific actions performed 

at each timing pulse depend upon the particular opet'ation in which the memory cycle 

occurs. 

1he functions that control the actual memoi~y access during each cycle are also shown in 

the figure, Each memory module contains four flip-flops which control a set of four 

functions" Three of these, the read, inhibit and write functions j are levels that control 

core driving c These functions are shown by the horizontal lines in the figure. The fourth 

function j the strobe! is a pu Ise that samples the output at the core-'memory sense ampl i ~ 

fiers approximately one microsecond after the ir"litiation of the read function. 

b CYCLE CONTROL - The p~imary cycle control element is the cycle fiip-fioPr eye. 

When this flip-flop is Or the computer is in cycie zero, For all other cycles the cycle 

flip-flop must be 1. If cyc is 1, and the high~'speed channel flip-flop HSC
O 

is also 1 f 

then the computer executes a high-speed channel cycle, If cye is 1 and the defer 

fiip~flop df 1 is also 1, then the computer is in a defer cycle (which occurs between 

cycie zero and cycle one). During a defer cyclei' if a second defer flip-flop df2 is set! 

the compl.)ter executes another defer cycie, 

If cyc is 1 and the break counter (fi ip-f'lops be 1 and bc
2

) contains any number other 

thor 0", then the computer isin one of the b~eak cycles. The particular break cycle 

depends upon the contents of the break counter. When the break counter contains 1, 

break cycle one is executed. Similarly when the break counter contains 2 or 3, break 
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cycle two or three, respectively, is executed 0 If, however, cyc is 1, and no special 

cycle. (that is, no break cycle, high-speed channel cycle, or defer cycle) is being 

executed, then the computer is in cycle one. During cycle one the specific opera~ 

tions necessary for the second cycle of a memory reference instruction are executed . 

.=. lOGIC SYMBOLS - The symbols used on the logic drawings are shown in figure 3-3. 

Note'that in the rectangle which represents a flip-flop the O-out terminal E and the l

out terminal F are shown twice. Over the "0" the two terminals are shown with the 

polarities they have when the flip-flop is in the 0 state; over the 11111 the two ter

minals are shown with the polarities they have when the flip-flop is in the 1 state • 

. Therefore, the II 0" and" 1" in the rectangle represent both the output terminals and the 

contents of the flip-flop. In the normal convention the "0" is at the left of the rec

tangle and the O~~out terminal is represented by the left diamond in both pairs. 

The two gatable inputs are shown at the bottom of the rectangle with the O-in terminal 

at the left. Ungatable direct pulse inputs are always shown at the sides of a flip-flop. 

If the fI i p-flop 

had a direct set input, it would be shown at the right 0 

Some flip-flops also have complement inputs. Such inputs may be either direct 

negative-pulse inputs or gatable positive-pulse inputs and are always shown at the 

bottom center of the rectangle. If the complement pulse produces a carry pulse out of 

the flip-flop, the pulse output is shown at the top center of the rectangleu 

If the flip-flop convention must be reversed the pin designations and the diamonds re

main the same. However, in this case the" 1" appears at the left of the rectangle and 

the terminals which were previously the O-out, O-in and direct-clear terminals become 

the l-out, l-in and direct-set terminals (i .e., all terminal names shown on the cir

cuit schematic of the flip-flop are reversed). Similarly, the terminals previously de

signated as the 1 terminals become the 0 terminals. (In the standard computer this 

reversed convention is used only in the in-out control units.) 

The principal advantage of having four logical outputs to represent two output terminals 
, 

.I • I I.. I a. I. I a. a •• I '!' .I 

Cir two CisserTion levels IS rncr rnere IS never any need to Invert a signal name which appears 

as an input to a logic net. Even though the computer uses inverter logic, all logical con

ditions appear in the drawings with correct truth valueso When a flip-flop output is used 
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as the input to a logic net, the signal name indicates the correct state of the flip-flop 

that enables the net. 

To determine the physical source of the signal (i .e. the output terminal to which the 

signal line is connected) one must consider both the signal name and the assertion level. 

For example, the signal A 
1 

at the negative assertion level actually originates at the 

l-out terminal of flip-flop Ai the signal A 
1 

at the ground assertion level actually orig

inates at the O-out terminal of flip-flop Ao The signal designation A 
1 

can thus refer to 

the output signal generated at either terminal of flip-flop A, when that flip-flop is in 

the 1 state. 

d TRANSFER LOGIC - All information transfers must take place between two in

formation-storing devi ces. In most cases the transfer is made from one flip-flop register 

to another. The bit of information contained in the specific flip-flop of the source reg

ister is transferred to a corresponding flip-flop in the receiving register. 

In memory access, information is transferred between the memory buffer flip-flops and 

the ferrite cores within the memory core-bank registers. In shift/rotate operations 

information is transferred from one flip-flop to another in the same register. Several 

bits of information may be provided to a register by setting a single source flip-flop if 

the source flip-flop is one of a set of flip-flops and represents one of a number of 

possibilities. In this case information from the source flip-flop must be applied to the 

receiving register through an encoder. 

The operation of a 1 transfer is shown in figure 3-4A. In the example shown, the lis 

in register K are transferred to the corresponding flip-flops in register M. A clear pulse, 

I~M, clears every flip-flop in M and then the transfer pulseI' K~ M, sets each 

bit M if the corresponding bit K is 1. After both pulses have occurred C(M) = C(K). 
n n 

Note that if a 1 transfer is executed without a prior clear the final contents of M 

equal the inclusive OR function of the previous contents of M and the contents of K. 

That is, after the pulse K ~ M a bit M is 1 if M was already 1 or if K is 1. 
n n n 

The transfer pulse is applied to all the bits in the receiving register except in special 

cases where less than a full-register transfer is desired. For example, the instruction 

part of a word may be transferred from K to M by the pu·lse KO~? M whi Ie the address 
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1 
part may be transferred by the pu Ise K 6-:lt M 0 The transfer pu Ise occurs at a specifi c 

timing pulse either in all memory cycles, in a specific type of cycle! or in a specific 

instruction. The 1 state of K is appl ied to the AND-input gate of Mat the ground 
n n 

asseition level 0 

TL' LI L LI •• r.. 1',. 1" •• I I.. I " . 
I niS mecms fnar rne orlgm Or rne HIP-flOP ourpur leVel IS rne v-out 

terminal of K . A jam transfer is a combination of a 1 transfer and a 0 transfer. A 
n 

jam transfer is shown in figure 3-4B. No clear pulse is required in this case, because 

M is set if K is 1 and M is cleared if K is o. The pulse K~M is logically 
n n n 1 nO 

equivalent to the two pulses K~M and K~M executed simultaneously~ Note that 

a shift is a jam transfer from one bit to another of the same register 0 In a left shift 

information is transferred from M to M 1; in a right shift information is transferred 
n n-

from M to M 10 n n+ 

If a register receives information from several different sources, a mixer may be used. 

A capacitor-diode gate mixer (figure 3-4C) is used whenever information can be trans

ferred into a single central processor register from several different peripheral control 

units. Each bit of the mixer is composed of a pulse amplifier and a set of aates. Each 
• ,I "" 

bit of a source register is appl ied to one of the gates in the corresponding bit of the 

mixer. The transfer pu Ise for a given source register is appl ied to the corresponding 

gate in every bit of the mixer 0 

Each pu Ise output MM , of the register M mixer, sets the corresponding bit Q M , of the 
n n 

receiving register 0 A transfer through a mixer is therefore a 1 transfer and the receiv-

ing register must be cleared before the transfer is made. No gating occurs at the re

ceiving register. All gating is effected at the mixer. If a negative pulse output is 

used the emitter of the receiving register input transistor is grounded. If the flip-flops 

of the receiving register have direct set inputs, the mixer pulse amplifiers can be 

conne~ted to produce a positive pu Ise. The receiving register then requ i res no input 

transistors . 

If the output of the source is already in pulse form (e.g. the output of the sense ampli

fiers in memory) several sources can be mixed by a diode OR gate. A pulse from a 

specific bit of any source is then passed directly to the corresponding bit of the receiv

ing register. 

e SEQUENCE BREAK SYSTEM - Two sequence break systems are regularly available 
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with PDP-1. The standard computer includes a one-channel sequence break system. If 

the type 20 sixteen-channel break system is installed in the computer the one-channel 

system is removed. Both systems allow signals from in-out devices to interrupt the normal 

program sequence. Both systems are controlled by in-out transfer instructions in class 50. 

The standard computer includes three such instructions. For the optional system the 

number of instructions is expanded to seven. Two of the standard instructions control the 

sequence break mode; the third clears the sequence break system. 

When a break is requested by either system, the request is usually granted for the next 

memory cycle. If the computer is in the sequence break mode (i,e. if flip-flop sbm is 1). 

The high-speed channels, however, have priority over the sequence break system. If a 

sequence break request is made at the same time as a high-speed channel break request, 

all high-speed channel interruptions are handled by the computer before the sequence 

break request is granted. 

After a sequence break request is granted, the break counter controls the execution of 

the three break cycles. During these three cycles the contents of the accumulator, the 

program counter and the in-out register are deposited in three consecutive memory loca-

tions. During break cycle two the contents of OV 1 and (if present) EXD and EPC are 

saved along with PC. This stores all the information that the computer needs to return 

to the main sequence after execution of the break subroutine. After the computer 

completes break cycle three, it executes the instruction in the fourth consecutive memory 

location (the location following the deposit location of the in-out register). The in

struction in this location is usually a jump to the subroutine appropriate to the break. 

The break signal from a device to the one-channel break system may be either a pulse 

or a level. After the break signal is received, the break system is synchronized to the 

computer timing system and a break is requested" When the request is granted th'e com

puter breaks to memory location 0, The current program information is stored in memory 

locations 0, 1, and 2/ and the computer then executes the instruction in memory loca

tion 3. 

The type 20 sequence break system allows the same type of break in the program as the 

one-channe I system .. but th isis done with 16 separate channe Is arranged ina priori ty 
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chain. The channels are numbered 0 through 17 octal. Each channel is controlled by 

four flip-flops. These are the Channel On, Synchronizer, Waiting Break, and Break 

Started fl i p-flops . 

Program control over the 16-channel system is exercised by the three standard instruc

tions plus four additional instructions. These additional instructions allow the pro

grammer to turn any channel on or off, to initiate a break on any channel, or to turn 

off all channels. 

The break signal from a device to the 16-channel system must be a pulse = If channel 

n is on when a break signal for channel n arrives, a break is initiated and synchronized 

to the computer timing system and channel n is then "waiting break" c If channel n 

has priority (that is, if no higher-priority channel is waiting for or holding a break) 

then a break request is made for channel n. After the request is granted the break 

started flip-flop is set preventing any further break on channel n, and also preventing 

break reauests on any lower-oriority channel. 
I I I , 

A sequence break for any channel is made to the memory location specified by the 

break encoder. Each channel uses four memory locations for a break. A break on 

channel 0 is made to memory location 0; a break on channel 1 is made to memory 

location 4. The memory location of a specifi c break is four times the number of the 

channel. Channel 2 breaks to memory location 10, channel 3 to memory location 

14, and so on through channel 17 which breaks to memory location 74. 

f HIGH-SPEED CHANNEL CONTROL - For high-speed in-out devices such as 

magneti c tape or data channel, a high-speed channel option is installed in the com

puter. This option provides three channels which allow a device control unit to gain 

access directly to the memory buffer without transferring information through the 

in-out register. There are three high-speed channels arranged in a priority chain. 

The channels are prewired to individual in-out device control units. 

When a high-speed channel break reque~t is made the break is a lIowed for the follow-

channel. The break is enabled by setting flip-flop HSCO• When this flip-flop is 1 

the computer goes into a high-speed channel cycle and the main program waits for 
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one cycle before resuming 0 During the high-speed channel cycle a memory address is 

transferred through the high-speed address mixer into the memory address register 0 

If access is desired in order to transfer information into the computer, a word is then 

transferred through the high-speed buffer mixer into the memory buffer. If the access 

is being made to retri eve a word from memory, a word transfer is made to the devi ce 

control unit after the regu lar read-out from memory into the memory buffer. 

After the high-speed channel access has been completed, fl ip-flop HSC
O 

is cleared and 

the computer enters cycle zero to retrieve the next instruction in the main program_ 

3-4 ARITHMETIC UNIT 

The arithmetic unit includes three registers and their associated control circuits. The arith

metic unit may also include an automatic multiply/divide control as an option. This control 

allows the computer to perform mu Itipl ication and division as single instructions instead of 

subroutines, 

The three registers in the arithmeti c unit are the accumu lator, AC, the in-out register, 10, 

and the memory buffer ¥ MB, The memory buffer is a passive register in standard computer 

operations. That is, MB holds the operand in all two-term arithmetic and logical instruc

tions. The outputs of the fl ip-flops in MB are appl ied to the input gating of the accumu lator, 

but the contents of MB are not affected by the operation, Only in the automatic Multiply and 

Divide instructions can MB be complemented. 

The accumulator is used in all arithmetic unit operations; the in-out register serves as the 

multiplier-quotient register. Both registers have transfer and shift gates; only the accumula

tor has arithmetic and indexing capability_ The two registers can be shifted or rotated 

separately and the combination of the registers can also be shifted or rotated_ 

In addition, the contents of MB and AC are added together; in subtraction, the contents of 

MB are subtracted from the contents of AC _ In either case the resu It appears in AC. In 

multiplication MB holds the multiplicand; the multiplier controls the operation from 10; and 

the double-length product appears in AC and 10, In division MB holds the divisor; AC 

and 10 hold the double-length dividend; at the end of the operation the quotient is in 10 

and the remainder is in AC. 
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a ACCUMULATOR - The accumu lator I AC, is the major register in the arithmetic unit. 

The computer can perform the logic functions AND, inclusive OR, and exclusive OR on 

the contents of AC and MB. The resu It appears in AC. For logica I negation the contents 

of AC are complemented directly by an operate group instruction. In index instructions 

+-"'_"" .. _I.. ...... : ... ~I... .... ___ •• _ •• I_,, __ ~_~_-'_ .. _-'L_. ___ -'-',.I._ Ar ____ I ______ . .I-- •.• 
Illv IIUII"''''II;I III !IIII; U\"\,,UIIIUIUIUI I;) IIIUt::Jf.t::U uy Uri uuu-l-rO-I"\\". pUlse; no orner regisTer 

is required. 

Addition, the basic arithmetic operation in the computer;- is performed in two steps, 

a portial add and a carry. The portial add is the logical function exclusive OR. All 

other arithmetic operations are executed by combining addition and logical negation. 

In lis complement arithmetic the logical complement of a number is equivalent to the. 

arithmeti c negative. Thus subtraction is performed by adding the negative. In the 

standard computer only the accumulator can be complemented so the complement 

pulse is required twice for subtraction. First AC is complemented, producing -C(AC). 

Then addition results in C(MB)-C{AC) in the accumulator. Finally a second comolement 
• " .. r I I 

pulse produces the desired result: C(AC)-C(MB). 

Multiplication is performed by successive additions of the multiplier (MB) to form portial 

products in AC. The double-length product is produced by right-shifting AC into 10 

as the multiplier bits are dropped from 10. 

Division is performed by successive subtractions of the divisor (MB) from the double

length dividend (AC and 10). As the dividend is shifted out of AC to the left, the 

quotient is constructed in 10 from the right. At the end of' the operation the remainder 

is left in AC. 

In the standard computer, mu Itipl i cation and division are performed by subroutines. The 

instructions Multiply Step and Divide Step perform only one step of the corresponding 

operation. The steps must be counted by indexing. If the automatic multiply/divide 

option is installed in the computer, hardware replaces programming, and the entire 

multiplication and division are performed by single instructions. 

b IN-OUT REGISTER - All dato transfers between the computer and low-speed or pro

grammed input-output devices are made through the in-out register. Furthermore, control 

information is sent to the control units of high-speed devices through the in-out register. 
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The program can shift or rotate the contents of 10 alone or in conjunction with AC by 

means of the instructions in the shift group, 

However, as an element in the arithmetic un.it, 10 is required only for multiplication 

and division. In multiplication, each bit of the m!Jltiplier controls the formation of a 

partial product from 10
17

, After a bit is used it is dropped from the 10 register and 

a new bit is shifted into 10
17 

from 10
16

" At the same time the less significant bits 

of the product are shifted into 10 from the left, producing a double-length product. 

In division" each time the divisor is subtracted from the dividend a bit of the quotient 

is placed in 10
17

, At the same time the double-length dividend is shifted left I drop

ping the most significant bit" At the end of the operation the entire quotient is in 

10 while AC contains the remai"der . 

c ARIlHMETIC UNIT CONTROL - The control circuits for the arithmetic unit include 

the overflow logic and the transfer and arithmetic logic for the accumulator and in-out 

register" The transfer logic generates the pulses that transfer information into AC or 

10 and the pu Ises that sh ift the contents of AC or 10 to the left or the right" The 

arithmetic logic generates the pulses that perform the arithmetic and indexing opera

tions. 

d MULT IPL Y/DIVIDE OPTiON - This option includes a five-bit step counter, a tim

ing system and variou5 control circuits. The timing system is composed of a set of 

multiply/divide pulses, MDP-l to MDP-13, 

When this option is installed in the computer the instructions Multiply Step and Divide 

Step are replaced by the instructions Multiply and Divide. At the end of cycie one of 

either instruction the normal timing chain stops and the substitute multiply/divide timing 

system take~ over contro! of the computer. Each step in the operation is executed 

by an automatic loop. Index.ing i5 provided simultaneously by the step counter, When 

the appropriate number of steps has been executed, the timing chain is restar'ted and the 

computer enters cycle zero· 

The result of the automatic Multiply is the same as the result of the stal1dard multipli

cation subroutine (which utiliz.es 1\I\ultiply Step). After' completing Multiply the com-
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puter continues with the next instruction in sequence. The automatic Divide, however, 

differs in two respects from, the standard division subroutine (which utilizes Divide Step) . 

Divide includes an automatic provision that allows the piogiom to compensate for on 

impossible division. if the 'first step in the division exceeds the capacity of the accumu

iator (i. e. if the divisor is sma lIer than the dividend), the computer returns the original 

dividend to AC and continues with the next instruction in sequence. However, if the 

division can be performed, a good-divide signal is generated. This signal advances the 

program counter one extra position. Then, when the division is completed the next 

instruction in sequence is skipped. 

The second difference between automatic Divide and the standard division subroutine is 

that the result of the automatic operation is more accessible to the program than the 

result of the subroutine. At the end of Divide, the numbers in AC and 10 are inter

changed so that the quotient appears in the accumu lator and the remainder is in the 

in-out register. Having the quotient in AC rather than in 10 is convenient because it 

avoids the necessity of transferring the quotient back into AC for further program oper

ations. 

3-5 MEMORY 

During every five-microsecond memory cycle, the memory address register addresses a single 

core register in the type 12 memory module. The memory cycle is divided into two portions, 

the read portion and the write portion, During the read portion of the cycle, a single 18-bit 

computer word is read from the addressed core register into the memory buffer. During the 

write portion of the cycle, the word contained in the memory buffer is written back into the 

addressed core register. For both the read and write portions of the memory cycle, the 

addressed core register is specified by the contents of the memory address register. 

a MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER - A standard 12-bit address is transferred into MA at 

the beginning of every memory cycle. This address controls memory access throughout 

the entire memory cycle. A!! operations occurring in the memory during the cycle 

affect only the single core register addressed by the contents of MA. At the end ,of 

each memory cycle, MA is cleared in preparation for use during the next cycle. 
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Included with the memory address register in the control unit are four binary-to-octal 

decoders 0 Each of these four memory address decoders decodes a three-bit section of 

MAo Each decoder asserts a single octal control level corresponding to the octal 

number conlained in the associated three-bit section of the register 0 Therefore, the 

decoders provide a four-digit octal address to the memory module in place of the 12-

digit binary address conta~!1ed in MA. 

b MEMORY BUFFER REGISTER - At the beginning of every memory cycle the memory 

buffet· is cleared. Du{ ing the read portion of the cycle a word is read out of the memory 

and transferred into MB. If new information is to be deposited in memory during the 

cycle then, after the read-out, MB is cleared. New informat.ion can then be trans

ferred into it" During the write portion of the cycle the contents of MB (whether 

new or old) are writte~ into the addressed memory location 0 

At the same time that a word is being written into memory the word is also available to 

the rest of the computer from the memory buffer. During logical or arithmetic instruc

tions, the operand in MB is used by the accurnuiator inpl.lt gating, During load 

instructiol'1s the word in MB is transferred to the accumulator or the in-out register, 

If MB contains an augmented instruction word, bits 5 through 17 of the instruction 

word are decoded from MB. However I if MB contains a memory reference instruction 

word, the address portion of that word is transferred to MA at the beginning of the next 

memory cycle. 

c MEMORY MODULE - The type 12 memory module contains a 4,096 word core 

bank and associated logic circuits for addressing memory locations, for reading informa

tion out of memory, and for writing information into memory 0 The 4,096 core registers 

in the core bank are arranged in a 64 by 64 matrix 0 

The outputs of the memory address decoders are applied to the memory module. At the 

module, these outputs select a single core register for use during the current memory 

cycle 0 

The memory control pulses from the control unit are applied to a four-bit shift register 

in the memory module, The memory timing functions (see figure 3-2) are generated 
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from the outputs of this shift register. The read function makes information from the 

addressed core register available to the 18 sense amplifiers. This information is sampled 

by the strobe pu Ise and transferred to the memory buffer. 

Prior to the write function, the inhibit function applies inhibit current to all bits of the 

core register that correspond to O's in the memory buffer. The write function then wri.tes 

a 1 into each of the remaining (uninhibited) core bits. Information is thus written into 

the addressed core register by a 1 transfer. (The write function writes lis into all bits 

of the c.ore register except those bits which are kept in the 0 state by an inhibit current.) 

d MEMORY EXTENSION CON1ROL TYPE 15 - If extra type 12 memory modules are 

added to the computer, the memory extertsion control must be installed. The type 15 

option allows expansion of the memory to 16 memory modules. !n the expanded system, 

the outputs of the memory address decoders and the memory buffer register are appl ied 

to all memory modules through buffers in the memory extension control 0 Furthermore, 

information from any memory moduie is transferred to the memory buffer register through 

a mixer in the memory extension control. 

Two versions of the type 15 control areavailable. The standard control allows expan

sion to eight memory modules; with a slight modification, control can be provided for 

16 modules. The necessary address format is provided by extending the length of the 
. . 15 16 

memory address register and the program counter. To address the 2 or 2 memory 

registers contained in an eight-module or sixteen-module system requires a 15-bit or 

16-bit address respectively. 

The memory extension control provides this addr'ess format by utilizing a pair of three

or four-bit registers which function as the extensions of the memory address register 

and the program counter, These registers are EMA and EPe respectively. Whi Ie MA 

and PC contain the address of a location in a single memory module, EMA and EPC 

contain the address of the module. To address a single location in the expanded mem

ory, it is nec.essary to provide a modu Ie address to EMA at the same time that a regis~ 

the field address is provided to EMA from EPe, so that the program regularly operates 

within a single module. 
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However, the program may jump to another module or retrieve an operand from another 

module by performing an extend-mode cycle" Setting the extend flip-flop, EXD, puts 

the computer in the extend mode 0 The state of the extend fl ip-flop may be controlled 

by the operator from the console or by the programmer through the iot instructions Enter 

Extend Mode and Leave Extend Mode, While the computer is in the extend mode, 

the occurrence of a defer cycle causes the extend-mode cycle flip-flop, emc, to be 

seta The setting of emc limits indirect addressing to a single level, but causes the 

computer to interpret the deferred address as a 15-bit or 16-bit address instead of the 

usual 12-bit address 0 If the defer cycle is part of a jump instruction, a new module 

address is transferred to EPC at the same time that the usual 12-bit address is trans

ferred to PC. If a memory reference instruction is deferred, a new module address is 

transferred to EMA at the same time that the usual 12-bit deferred address is trans

ferred to MA, 

3-6 STANDARD INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM 

The standard in-ouf transfer control includes ail logic necessary for decoding the secondary 

op codes of all the in-out transfer instructions. In the standard computer, however, this 

logic is utilized to produce only those command pulses necessary for control of the standard 

in-out system. The standard in-out transfer control also includes the completion pulse logic 

for the standard devi ces. 

When the instruction register receives the op code for an iot instruction, the secondary op 

code (bits 12 through 17) is decoded by in-out transfer control into one or two command 

pulses. These command pulses can occur only at TP
7 

or TP
10

, For most iot instructions 

that control central processor functions (such as the sequence break system or the memory 

extension control) only one command pulse is necessary" This single command pulse always 

occurs at TP 7. 

Two command pulses are usually neces~ary for the control of information transfers between 

the computer and the in-out devices. The preliminary command pulse at TP
7 

generally clears 

either the buffer in the device control unit, or the in-out register. Then the main command 

pulse at TP 10 either places the appropriate control unit into operation, or else transfers 

information between the buffer and the in~out register'. Following the receipt of the main 
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command pulse y all control and information transfer functions between the device and the 

devi ce contro I un it are performed automatica 1\ y. 

Closeiy associated with in-out transfer control is the input mixer, an eiement of the main 

control unit. Data from any input device is transferred to the in-out register through the 

input mixer. Also included in the logic for the standard input-output system are the control 

units for the three standard in-out devices, These devices are a photoelectric·paper tape 

reader, a paper tape punch, and a typewriter. 

a READER CONTROL - The control unit for the tape reader includes an l8-bit buffer 

register, RB. If the reader is operating in alphanumeric mode, a single line of eight 

holes on the tape is read, The eight data bits from this line are loaded into RB 10-17. 

If the reader is operating in binary mode~ only holes 1 through 6 are read j but the 

reader reads three I ines from the tape. The six data bits from the first I ine are loaded 

into RB 12-17' As each of the two subsequent lines is read the data in RB is shifted 

left six places and the six data bits from the new line are also read into RB
12

-
17

. 

In binary mode a line of the tape is read only if hole 8 is punched, If hole 8 is not 

punched the reader skips the line. Therefore! to construct a full word in binary, 

the reader reads the first three I ines in which hole 8 is punched. 

Each I ine is moved past the reader photodiodes by engaging the reader clutch. When 

a signal is picked up from the feed hole" the output of the photodiodes is strobed and 

data is read into the reader buffer, In alphanumeric mode, the completion pulse is 

given after a single line is read. However;, in binary mode a two-bit counter counts 

the lines read from the tape. The completion pulse is given only after three lines 

have been read. The completion pu Ise transfers information directly from the reader 

buffer to the in-out register if either a completion pulse has been requested by the 

program or the computer is performing Read In. Otherwise I the information is left 

in the reader buffer and must be retrieved later by the computer. 

I.... 
I.J PUf'~CH COt'-~TROL = The punch control unit includes an eight-bit buffer, PS. 

The command pulse from in-out transfer control loads a single line of data into the 

punch buffer from the in-out register and puts the punch in operation. 
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In alphanumeric mode, an eight-bit character is transferred from 10
10

-
17 

to PB
10

-
17

" 

In binary mode, a six-bit character is transferred from 10
0

-
5 

to PB
12

-
17

, and further

more PB
10 

is set aUfomatically. Therefore when a line is punched in binary, hole 8 

(which corresponds to PB
10

) is always punched, and hole 7 (PB
11

) is never punched. 

The six-bit binary character is punched in holes 1 to 60 For both alphanumeric mode 

and binary mode only one line is punched in the tape. 

After receiving the command pulse, the punch control unit waits for a synchronizing 

signal from the punch mo~or _ During the five-mi I! isecond interval after receiving 

this synchronizing signal, the control unit punches a line, It does this by energizing 

appr;opriate solenoids corresponding to the contents of the punch buffer. At the same 

time the control unit advances the tape to the "ext position. 

c TYPEWRITER CONTROL - The typewriter c.ontrol unit contains a six-bit buffer, 

TBi which is used for both input and output operations. In a Type Out instruction, 

a single six-bit character is transferred from 10 12-17 into TB. The outputs of the 

typewriter buffer are then applied to the mechanical decoder in the typewriter. 

This decoder determines which typewriter key is designated by the six-bit character 

in TB, and then strikes the appropriate typewriter key, Control diaracters such as 

carriage return, back space, shift, and so on, Ole sent to the typewriter in the same 

manner. After decoding these control c.haracte!s, the typewriter carries out the indi

cated action 

A simi lar sequence (but in reverse order) operates during input operations. When a 

typewriter key is struck+, the mechanical encoders in the typewriter apply appropriate 

levels to the typewriter buffer logic. These levels correspond to the encoded repre

sentation of the charac.ter. The presence of this information at the 1B gates causes 

two pulses. The first pulse clears the buffer; the second pulse strobes the information 

into the buffer. This second pulse also sets the typewriter buffer status bit and pro

gram flag 1, indicating to the computer that a typewriter key has been struck 0 The 

computer may then transfer the character from the typewriter buffer to the in-out 

register by executing a Type In instruction. 
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3-7 OPTIONAL INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM 

The standard in-out transfer control is designed to permit any of the optional input-output 

devices to be added readi Iy to the standard computer. All of the necessary command de

coder levels and pulses are avai lable at the taper pin panels in the in-out transfer con

trol. Command pulses for optional equipment can be generated from the decoder levels 

and pulses merely by installing the necessary pulse amplifiers and logic nets in "the 

bottom two mounting panels of bay 3. For brief descriptions or the in-out devices that 

are regularly available as options for the PDP-1 system see paragraph 2-3~. 

Space is provided in the taper pin panels for the register outputs, mixer inputs i high

speed channel lines, and sequence break signal lines needed for the optional equipment. 

By adding the necessary bus drivers and input gates; information can be transferred into 

and out of the computer through these taper pins. 

3=8 FLOVv' CHARTS 

Paragraphs 3-9 through 3-15 describe the spec ifi c operations that can be executed by the 

computer. Each computer operation is a chronological sequence of events. Each individual 

event is a change in the state of the computer. 

The flow charts show the operations as sequences of events. The main flow charts (figures 

3-6 through 3-1 n) f:hnw th~ f:eni lenr~c th"t make i ip +hA '1..1"";0"5 ,.. ..... ..",p •• +e .. "v,..les r=,.. ... 1.. ~ ..... .. .. ~ .. _, _ •• _ ...... ,.,. v ,_ ....... ""'..., •• t ....... ~.. .... '.1"-'" .~I' V """""II' "'I I"","'" 0- ~U,"-II 

sequence begins at the top of a flow chart. Time is represented by horizontal bars on a 

nonlinear scale. Each horizontal bar represents the occurrence of a timing pulse. The 

time pu Ise numbers are written in the left hand column. The true time scale is shown in 

the drawing of the comp\Jter memory cycle (figure 3-2). 

Each vertical path on a flow chart represents a sequence of events for a specific operation. 

The arrows indicate the direction of flow. At various timing pulses the line of flow is 

broken by a rectangle. The specific event that occurs at that timing pulse is written in 

the rectangle. All events that are written within a single horizontal bar along a single 

fiow iine occur at the same instant in time. For purposes of ciarity, certain simuitaneous 

events may be shown in separate rectangles, 
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Note that in many' cases the state of a flip-flop {or register} is sensed by the some time pulse 

that changes the state of the fl ip-flop being sensed 0 This is possible because of the delay 

inherent in the fl ip-flop or in its input gating, i 0 e 0 the change in state of the flip-flop out

puts lags behind the p~'se applied to the input gating 0 Therefore the present state of a flip

flop can be sensed at the same time that the flip-flop is cleared, and the outputs of a register 

can be used at the same time that new information is transferred into the register 0 

If a specific event in a given line of flow depends only upon time, then that event is written 

alone in the rectangle. HoweverV' if other conditions which mayor may not be fulfilled also 

govern the specific event, then these other conditions are also written in the rectangle. The 

conditions are written to the left of a colon; the specific event caused by the conditions is 

written to the right of the colon 0 

In some cases several sequences of events may begin with the same partial sequence 0 In this 

case the entire group of sequences is represented by a single flow line showing the common 

events. A branch point which distributes the f,"ow into several separate sequences indicates 

the point at which the several sequences diverge, For examp!e u in cycle zero all instructions 

are retrieved from memory by the same set of events . However, after the operation code is 

transferred to the instruction register, the sequence diverges depending upon whether the in

struction is or is not a nondeferrable! one-cycle instruction. The line representing the deferrable 

instructions and the two-cycle instructions then has another branch point. 

Movement along any specific branch must depend upon the fulfillment of some specific condi

tion. The appropriate conditions are written on the individual branch lines. In all deferrable 

instructions the state of MB5 is checked. If MBS is 1] the defer flip-flop!, df
1 

is set. Follow

ing the timing pulse at which this event occurs the I ine of flow branches into two possible se

quences. One branch is followed if df 1 is 1 i the other branch is followed if df 1 is O. 

In some cases separate branches may join, indicating that the events following the intersection 

point are the same for both sequences u Whenever a branch point or an Intersection point occurs, 

arrows are drawn on all incoming lines 0 

A single path from top to bottom of any fiow chart represents a single computer cycle. The path 

is entered at the top of the chart j according to the conditions listedo At the bottom of the 

chart each path !s terminated by a reference to the cycle that follows the completed sequence Q 
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In the main flow charts only those events that are pecu I iar to an individual sequence are shown 

in the line of flow through the chart. The events that are common to all cycles are listed in a 

column at the left of the charL These common events include the events that make up the 

standard memory cycle c Also common to all cycles are those events that synchronize the high-

speed channel control and the sequence bieak system to the main timing system 0 

The main flow charts show all of the operations that are executed within ordinary computer 

memory cycles 0 These include both the standard operations and the operations required for the 

three control options, the memory extension control, the sequence break system, ard the high

speed channel control. Events required for optional operations are shown in parentheses. When 

appropriate, events involving extension registers are assumed to be included in events that affect 

the extended registers. That isv if the memory extension control is installed§' a transfer between 

extended registers inciudes the cOf!"esponding transfer between the register extensions, and the 

transfer of PC to AC includes the transfer to AC of OV l' EXD! and EPC. 

Those computer operations that are not executed within memory cycles are shown in a different 

form. The events executed by special pulses and by in-out transfer command pulses are listed 

in tables 3-1 and 3-2., respectively 0 The special pulses include the power-clear pulse, the 

start-clear pulse, pushbutton pulses J and the special pulse chain] SP 1 through SP 4. The spec

ial pulse table includes all events except those contained in the operation Read In. Read In 

is shown in a separate flow chart (figure 3~5) u The command pulse events for all standard in-

out transfer instructions and a II in-out transfer instru ct10ns that govern centra I processor options 

are included in table 3-2. This table provides the link between the cycle-zero in-out transfer 

flow line and the flow chart of the individual in-out transfer operations (figure 3-11) 0 

There are four non-memory cycle flow charts u These flow charts include the sequences of 

events that make up the Read In ope!"ation" the in-out transfer operations and the two optional 

automatic instructions, Multiply and Divideu The Multiply and Divide flow charts are included 

in chapter 7 with the description of the multiply/divide log!co The non-memory cycle opera

tions are not dependent upon the regular computer timing system" Read In utilizes the special 

pulse chain but Multiply and Divide utilize the chain of multiply/divide pulses. !n the flow 

I charts for these operations the appropriate pulses are listed in a column at the left. The sequences 

of events that make up the in-out transfer operations do not depend upon any sequence of timing 

pulses 0 Instead, they depend upon the signals from the in-out devices or delays included within 
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the control-unit logic. In the non-memory cycle flow charts, delays between the various 

events in each sequence are shown by breaks in the line of flow. The length of the delay 

is written in the break. 

3-9 SPECIAL PULSE OPERATIONS 

The console-initiated operation Read In is shown in a flow chart, figure 3-5. All other events 

dependent upon special pulses are listed in table 3-1. 

'vVhen power is first applied to the computer iogic the initiai state of each of the various computer 

flip-flops is indeterminate. As a result: it is possible for the initial states of flip-flops at power 

turn-on to cause information losses by generating unwanted information transfers. A power-

clear pu Ise is used to prevent such information losses. Whenever the main power switch is 

operated the power-clear pulse clears the control flip-flops in the memory and in the in-out 

equipment control units. 

All other special pulses result from using the operating switches on the console. Whenever any 

• • I •. I I I .. I. - ; - II I :: 

operating sWitcn IS turnea on, a pusnourron pUlse IS generated. ror all console operatIOns 

except Stop, the pushbutton pulse triggers the chain of special pulses, SP
1 

through SP
4

. This 

chain of special pulses times the execution of the appropriate operation. In all the special 

pulse chain operations except Continue, SP
1 

also generates the start-clear pulse SC. The 

start-clear pulse prepares the computer for initial operations by clearing various registers and 

clearing or setting various control flip-flops throughout the system. 

A flow chart of the special read-in mode of computer operation is shown in figure 3-5. This 

mode of operation utilizes both the special pulse chain and the regular timing chain to bring 

information into the computer without a stored program. In this operation the special pulse 

chain is not continuous. 

Read In begins with a pushbutton pulse which triggers the special pulse chain. However, 

after SP
1 

the chain is broken and the system waits until a single word in binary has been read 

from paper tape. The return of the reader completion pulse restarts the pulse chain, which 

then continues from SP 2 through SP 4' If the instruction read from the tape is Deposit In-Out 

the reader retrieves another word from the tape. This time the reader completion pu Ise triggers 

the regular timing chain so that the computer performs cycle one of dio. The final timing pulse 

of the instruction again triggers the special pulse chain. 
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Thus the Read In cycle is performed over and over again, each time retrieving a single word 

from the tape and storing it in memory. The process continues unti I the instruction Jump appears 

on the tape. When this happens SP 4 triggers the timing chain and places the computer into 

normal operation in cycle zero. The computer begins normal operation at the address specified 

by the Jump. 

3-10 MEMORY CYCLE 

Most of the events required for the basic memory cycle are common to all cycles and are shown 

in a column at the left in all of the main flow charts. The memory cycle begins with the transfer 

of an address to the memory address register at TP O. This event is not shown as common to all 

cycles. Instead, the address transfer is shown in each individual cycle flow chart because the 

source of the address varies depending upon the type of cycle that is being performed. 

At TP
2 

the read level is enabled by setting flip-flop R. At TP
3 

the memory buffer register is 

cleared and flip-flop RS is set. Three-tenths of a microsecond after RS is set the read strobe 

transfers a word from the addressed memory location to the memory buffer. The strobe also 

triggers TP 4. At this same timing pu Ise the sequence break system is synchronized to the com

puter timing system. 

At TP
7 

the read level is disabled by clearing flip-flop R. At the same time flip-flop W is set. 

The next timing pulse begins the assertion of the inhibit level by setting flip-flop I. At TP 9 

flip-flop RS is cleared. The 0 state of RS in conjunction with the 1 state of W enables the 

write level. If the computer is operating in the single-cycle mode, TP 9 also clears flip-flop 

run. At TP 9a' the high-speed channels are synchronized to the computer timing system. 

At TP
10 

both the inhibit and the write levels are disabled by clearing flip-flops I and W. If 

the computer is going to continue in normal operation, the memory address register is cleared 

in preparation for the next memory cycle. If flip-flop run is 0, the computer halts. The halt 

tokes precedence over any other flow I ine shown leaving TP lOin the flow charts. The last 

timing pulse in the cycle also synchronizes the sequence breok system reset function, freeing 

any channel on which a break has been requested. 
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3-1 1 CYCLE ZERO 

The events that occur in cycle zero are shown in figure 3-6. Cycle zero events occur in 

two distinct groups. The standard program control and instruction retrieval operations are in 

the first half of the cycle. Operations required for individual instructions are executed in the 

second half of the cycle. 

Those events that occur in the first half of every cycle zero are shown in the left flow line in 

the upper ha If of the figure. In each cycle zero an address is transferred from the program counter 

to the memorY address reaister and the proqram counter is incremented. After the instruction is 
I ~ • -

retrieved from memory the operation code is transferred from the memory buffer to the instruction 

register. 

If the previously executed instruction was one of the shift group or the in-out transfer group the 

instruction is completed while a new instruction is being retrieved from memory. The additional 

events required for these instructions are shown in the flow lines to the right of the standard 

events. 

After the op code is transferred to the instruction register, the flow branches into two main 

sequences. The flow I ine for the two-cycle instructions and the deferrable instructions goes 

to the left. The flow I ine for the nondeferrable one-cycle instructions goes to the right. If 

the indirect address bit of any deferrable instruction is 1, the defer fl ip-flop is set. The flow 

I ine for the deferred instructions goes on to the defer cycle. The flow I ine for the directly 

addressed two-cycle instructions goes on to cycle one. Flow lines for the directly addressed 

one-cycle jump instructions return to the one-cycle part of the flow chart. 

The specific events required for the execution of the one-cycle instructions are shown at the 

right of the figure. In addition to the specific events shown in the flow lines, instructions 

of the skip, shift, and operate groups require the decoding of various bits of the memory buffer 

in order to determine certain characteristics of the instruction. The required decoding is shown 

in the upper right of figure 3-6. 

The flow I ine for the in-out transfer instructions separates into four distinct branches depending 

upon the states of the indirect address bit and the in-out halt flip-flop. A nonwait in-out 

transfer (which may occur either in a break routine that interrupts an in-out wait or in a normal 
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program sequence) returns to cycle zero. If a normal iot begins an in-out wait, the return is 

made to the in-out wait cycle. The in-out wait cycle is cycle zero of an iot instruction in 

which the in-out halt flip-flop is 1. If the iot is performed as part of an in-out wait cycle, the 

return is made to a normal cycle zero if the completion pulse has been received. Otherwise 

the return is made to the in-out wait cycle. 

In any non-wait iot instruction or in an iot instruction that begins an in-out wait, the second op 

code must be decoded into command pulses. This decoding is shown in table 3-2 and described 

in paragraph 3-15. 

From the final timing pulse the flow lines continue to cycle zero, the defer cycle or cycle one, 

unless the normal program sequence is being interrupted. A break request is always granted at 

the end of cycle zero except in the case of a jump instruction that is deferred. 

3-12 DEFER CYCLE 

The two types of defer cycle are shown in figure 3-7. The standard defer cycle is shown in the 

left column. If a memory extension control type 15 is included in the system significant changes 

occur in the defer cycle. The altered defer cycle is shown in the right column of the figure. 

The defer cycle may be entered either from cycle zero or from another defer cycle. In the 

standard cycle a 12-bit indirect address is transferred from the memory buffer to the memory 

address register. If the deferred instruction is Jump this address is checked to determine 

whether or not a return is being made from a sequence break routine. If the Jump is a break 

return, the appropriate sequence break system fl ip-flops are cleared to free the channel on 

which the break occurred. After the deferred address has been retrieved from memory the in

direct address bit is again checked. If MB5 is 1, df 2 is set and the defer cycle is repeated. 

If the system includes additional memory modules, the 12-bit indirect address is taken from 

the memory buffer wh i I e the modu I e address is taken from the extension of the program counter. 

Thus the indirect address is taken from the same module from which the instruction was retrieved 

during cycle zero. If the deferred instruction is a Jump that is extended the indirect address 

is checked to determine whether or not a sequence break return is being made. A sequence 

break return must be made by an extended deferred Jump from some location in field o. If 

the Jump is a break return the appropriate sequence break system flip-flops are cleared to 
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free the channel on which the break occurred. 

If the computer is operating in the extend mode, the extend-mode cycle flip-flop is set at TP 5" 

In an extend-mode cycle the computer interprets a deferred address as an extended 15-bit 

or 16-bit address instead of a normal 12-bit address. When the computer is operating in the 

extend mode, indirect addressing is limited to one level. After the deferred address is retrieved 

from memory, a second defer cycle is executed only if both the indirect address bit is 1 and the 

extend flip-flop is O. 

The terminating events for both types of defer cycle are the same. A break request is always 

granted at the end of a defer cycle. If a break is requested the computer continues to the 

interruption cycles. If there is no break the computer continues either to another defer cycle, 

to cycle one, or to cycle zero. If the defer flip-flop has not been cleared during the cycle 

the computer executes another defer cycle. If a two-cycle instruction is being performed, 

the computer continues to cycle one. The only instructions that can be completed in a defer 

cycle are the one-cycle iump instructions. If a deferred jump has been performed the computer 

returns to cycle zero. 

3-13 I NTERRU PT ION CYCLES 

The four interruption cycles are shown in figure 3-8. A high-speed channel interruption requires 

only one cycle. A sequence break system interruption requires three cycles. 

Interruptions in the normal program sequence are granted only at the end of a cycle. When a 

break request is granted the computer must first determine whether the break is for high-speed 

channel access or a sequence break. The high-speed channels have priority over the sequence 

break channels. If a high-speed channel break is requested, flip-flop HSC
O 

is set and the com

puter enters the high-speed channel cycle. If there is no high-speed channel request then the 

sequence break system gains priority. For a sequence break, the break counter is incremented 

to 1 and the computer enters break cycle one. 

When a high-speed channel cycle is completed any further break requests are always granted. 

If the request is for another high-speed channel acceSS, the high-speed channel cycle is repeated. 

Should no further high-speed channel break be requested, flip-flop HSC
O 

is cleared and a se

quence break is allowed. For a sequence break the computer continues to break cycle one. 
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If there is no break at all the computer returns to cycle zero. 

The initial events in break cycle one vary depending upon whether the computer includes the 

standard one-channel sequence break system or the 16-channel sequence break system type 20. 

For the standard system a break is always made to memory location a, so no address transfer is 

required. After the break is made, fl ip-flop b2 is cleared and fl ip-flop b4 is set. For a break 

on the 16-channel system, the break is made to the address specified by the break encoder. 

After the break is made, flip-flop bn3 is cleared while flip-flop bn4 is set. 

No interruption of the normal sequence is ever allowed after a break cycle. When break cycle 

one is completed, the break counter is incremented and the computer automatically continues 

to break cycle two. After break cycle two the computer continues to break cycle three. After 

break cycle three is executed the break counter is incremented to a and the cycle flip-flop is 

cleared. This automatically returns the computer to cycle zero to perform the Jump to the de

sired break routine. 

3-14 CYCLE ONE 

The cycle one event sequences for the second cycle of the various memory reference instruc

tions are shown in figures 3-9 and 3-10. In both figures, the events that are common to all 

memory reference cycles are shown in a column at the left of the figure. At the beginning 

of cycle one, the address for the memory reference is transferred from the memory buffer to 

the memory address register. 

For computers that include the type 15 memory extension control, the origin of the address 

extension depends upon whether or not cycle one follows an extend mode defer cycle. If 

the extend mode cycle fl ip-flop is 1, an extended address is taken from the memory buffer. 

If the extend-mode-cycle flip-flop is zero, the module address is taken from the extension of 

the program counter. Consequently, the operand is retrieved from the same module from which 

the instruction was retrieved in cycle zero. FI ip-flop emc is a either if cycle one follows 

directly from cycle zero, or if cycle one follows a defer cycle that was not extended. 

The transfer of an address from the memory buffer occurs at the beginning of cycle one for 

every instruction except Ca II Subroutine. In th is exceptiona I instruction, the usua I transfer 

is inhibited and instead address 100 is transferred into MA. During cycle one, the computer 
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performs the actual operations required for the various memory reference instructions (computa

tional operations, data-handling operations, or program transfer operations). 

Between cycle zero and cycle one {or between a defer cycle and cycle one} the flow line 

representing the tvvo~cycle instructions is distributed into 20 separate branches. Each branch 
_________ ._ 1- _ J.. L _ _ __ ~ _! r· _ .,. . • I,.. • I • • ,.. _ • I • - . • -

repre:>enTS Tne speCifiC seT OT evenrs requlrea ror rne execution or a partiCUlar instruction. t"or 

all of the instructions except one, the flow line continues directly through cycle one. The single 

exception is the instruction Execute. In this instruction, the operand retrieved from memory is 

itself executed as an instruction. In order that the computer shall interpret the operand as an 

instruction, the computer is returned to cycle zero from TP 3 of cycle one. 

An interruption in a normal program sequence is always allowed at the end of cycle one. If 

there is no interruption the computer automatically returns to cycle zero. 

If the computer includes the multiply/divide option type 10, the standard instructions Multiply 

Step and Divide Step are replaced by the automatic instructions Multiply and Divide (figure 3-9). 

For these two automatic instructions the cycie-one events do not compiete the instruction. Oniy 

certain initiating operations are carried out during cycle one, and then after cycle one is com

pleted the computer init'iates the appropriate automatic sequence. The flow charts of the auto

matic Multiply and Divide sequences are included with the description of the multiply/divide 

hardware in chapter 7 (figures 7-5 and 7-6, respectively). 

Interruptions are a I lowed after the automati c instructions are completed. The required inter

ruption-initiating events (such as the setting of HSC
O 

or the incrementing of the break counter) 

are performed at TP 10 of cycle one. The interruption cycle is, however, postponed until the 

automatic operation is completed. If a break has been granted during the previous cycle one, 

the computer continues to the interruption cycles after completion of the automatic sequence. 

If there has been no break, the computer returns to cycle zero after completing the automatic 

sequence. 

If the computer is operating in either of the manual modes, it halts at the completion of cycle 

one. However, if either of the automatic instructions is being performed the computer con-

tinues from cycle one to the automatic sequence and halts after completing the instruction. 
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TABLE 3-2 TIMING CHART: COMMAND PULSE OPERATIONS 

FOR IN-OUT TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

(Note: All command pulses occur during the first cycle of an in-out 

transfe:- instruction, i. e., when the condition lOT· ioc 
1 

is satisfied). 

2
nd 

Op 
I 

2
nd 

Op I Operations Operations 

Code Code 

00 I No action 03 TPi I~TB 

I 
01 TPi RPA TP

10 
: TYO 

l!.,.rcp ~tcp NAC: NAC: 

-- I~rcp NAC: 
10 NAC: ~tcp 

I 10 1012~17 >TB I ~RBO_11 

I 11 l!.,.tyo 
~RB12_17 

I~rby (see figure 3-11) 

~IO I 04 TPi 

It ~rcl, rC 1 2 , 
TP

10
: TYI 

I 
(see figure 3-11) 1 TB

12
_

17 
) 10 

02 TPi RPB 
I.Q..,.TBS 

I~rcp NAC: 

I 
NAC: ~rcp 05 TPi ~PB 

I 
I 0 '-!~pun 

I 
--:> RB

O
_

11 
I 

11 ! TP
10

: PPA 
I ~RB12_17 

I 11 NAC: 1.1 pcp 
i 

:......;>rby, rcl, 

I I~rc -
NAC: I!pcp I 1 

! I~rc 1 

I 2 I 
1010_17)PB 

I (see figure 3-11) see fi ure 3-11) g 
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TABLE 3-2 TIMING CHART: COMMAND PULSE OPERATIONS 

2 nd Op 

Code 

06 

07 

30 

I 

FOR IN-OUT TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

(conti nued) 
Ii 

Operations 

TP . ..... 
I 

~pun 
TP 10: PPB 

I ~pcp NAC: 

NAC: I~pcp 

III ~DD. 
""0-5 • ... 12-17 

l4PB 
10 

(see figure 3-11) 

TPi J4DB 

TP
10

: DPY 

~dcp NAC: 

NAC: ~dcp I 
(see Display supplement) 

TPi I~IO 

TP 10: RRB 

RB-110 

I~RBS 
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2
nd 

Op 

Code 

50 

51 

52 

Operations 

~JO 
/ 

TP 10: CKS 

Bits~JO 

Standard Bi ts: 

Lpl, ~lOO 
RBS1: ~101 

0 
tyo : t.!..~lO~ 
TBS 1: 

I 
~10 

3 

0 l~lO4 pun : 

TP_= DSC -r 

~bnll 
n=C(MB

6
_

11
) 

I TP
7

: ASC 

~bnll 

n~C(MB6_11) 

i TPi ISB 

L-!~bn21 

n=C(MB
6

_
11

) 



2
nd 

Op 
Code 

53 

54 

55 

56 

74 

TABLE 3-2 TIMING CHART: COMMAND PULSE OPERATIONS 

FOR IN-OUT TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

(continued) 

Operations 

TP
7

: CAC 

~bl's 
TP

7
: LSM 

10 
~sbm 

TP
7

: CBS 

1 Channel: 

~b3,b4 
Type 20: 

l~b2lS 

~b3's 
~b41S 

TP 10: EEM + LEM 

0 
MB6: I~EXD 

1 
MB6: I~EXD 
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3-15 IN-OUT TRANSFER OPERATIONS 

In-out transfer instructions are executed during cycle zero. When the operation code for the 

in-out transfer group appears in the instruction register; the second operation code is decoded 

into command pulses by in-out transfer control. This decoding occurs only when the in-out 

commands fiip-fiop is ii that is, during a nonwait iot or during the first cycie of an iot with 

an in-out wait. The command pulses are always generated either at TP
7 

or at TP10~ The 

operations executed by the command pu Ises are shown in table 3-2. 

iot instructions that govern the centra I processor options. Any iot instruction that performs 

some central processor function (such as checking status bits, governing sequence break chan

nels, and so forth) is completed in cycle zero. The iot instructions that govern in-out informa

tion transfers usually serve only to initiate the operation of a specific device control unit. 

After operation is initiated the computer continues with other cycles while the device con-

.J.~,.,.I II .... :" ........ ""'eerJs : .... rJepe .... rJe .... f.lv IIVI Villi t"IV'-' \"A IllY - - 11\0".0II 1111/. 

The command pulses perform various operations in the control units, such as clearing a buffer 

register ,and setting or clearing various control flip-flops. The command pulses also control 

the states of the completion pu Ise fl ip-flops. The programmer must, by adjusting the states 

of bits 5 and 6 of the iot instruction word, determine whether or not the device and the com

puter shall be resynchronized by a completion pulse. If the need-a-completion-pulse level 

NAC is asserted, the appropriate completion pu Ise fl ip-flop is set. Level NAC is defined by 

the fo Ilowi ng equation: 

NAC = MB~MB~ + MB~MB~ . 

The input-output operations of the control units are shown in a flow chart, figure 3~11. All 

of these operations except typewriter input are initiated by the command pulses of in-out 

transfer instructions. The typewriter input sequence is initiated by the striking of a typewriter 

key. After the completion of the input sequence, the program must retrieve the typed character 

from the control unit by executing a Type In instruction. There is no sequence of timing pulses 

for the input-output operations. Each individual event in an in-out sequence either is triggered 

by a delay from some previous event, or else is triggered by a signal received from the in-out 

device. 
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3-16 USE OF DRAWINGS 

Four types of illustrations are used in this manual: photographs, block diagrams, logic dia

grams, and circuit schematics. The block diagrams and photographs illustrating the text 

(chapters 2, 3, 5, 7 and 11) are bound into the back of the manual. Figure references to 

these illustrations are of the form" figure 5-1" (i. e. the first figure in chapter 5). 

The complete system logic is shown in D-size drawings furnished separately for more conven

ient use by maintenance personnel. Reference to these drawings is essential in understanding 

the detai led operation of the system. Because these drawings are the most frequently used 

source of troubleshooting information, it is important to be familiar with the symbols and con

ventions which they employ. 

The figure numbers for the D-size logic drawings are always preceded by the prefix rrD" . 

Thus figure D8-1 is the first D-size logic drawing mentioned in chapter 8. 

Figure D11-1 is a detailed layout drawing of the central-frame logic elements. This drawing 

shows the pane I location of the princ i pa I computer logi c networks and gives the number of 

the logic drawing on which each logic network may be found. 

The standard DEC logic symbols used on the logic drawings are explained in the DEC Digital 

Logic Handbook. Additional symbols used in PDP-1 drawings are shown in figure 3-3. 

Each circuit included in the logic drawings is identified by type as well as by its physical 

location in the computer. 

Circuit type is always shown as a four-digit number. This number is the same type number 

used to identify the circuit in the DEC catalog. 

Examples: 

4105 - - - - 5 inverters (500-kc series) 

1105 - - - - 5 inverters (5-mc series) 

1607 - - - - 3 pu Ise ampl ifi ers (5-mc series) 

All circuits other than logi c nets are shown as blocks on the logic drawings. Besides the four

digit type number, these blocks usually include a two-letter mnemonic abbreviation of the 

circuit function. 
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Examples: 

DE - - - .. ~ de I a y 

PA - - - - pulse amplifier 

PG - - - - pu Ise generator 

SD - - - - solenoid driver 

BD - - - - bus driver 

The circuit location code is lettered directly below the circuit type number. Circuit location 

code is shown as a single letter preceded by one digit and followed by one or two digits. 

Example: 

i 

• I 

A 
I 

I 
j 

I 
I 

a 

I hi.. ---------t e p ug-m Un! t 

1------------ of mounting panel A 

.L---------------_ in bay 1 

Terminai designations are formed by adding the pin letter to the plug-in unit location code 

described above. 

Example: 

lA 10M ------- pin M of the connector in position lA 10 

Since taper pin panels contain two or three rows of terminals, the number of the row is added 

after the pin letter in the taper pin desianations. 
I I I '-' 

Example: 

3H25V3 ------- pin V in row 3 of the taper pin panel in location 3H25 

Each logic drawing is laid out with rectangular map coordinates. The horizontal coordinates 

are 1 through 8 (from left to right), and the verti cal coordinates are A through D (from top 

to bottom). Because a single drawing may contain a number of networks, coordinates are 

usually included in figure references to specific networks within a logic drawing. For example, 

a reference to the circu it II in figure D6-3B4" wou Id mean that the circuit is located at coor

dinates B4 of the D-size logic diagram D6-3 (the third diagram referred to in chapter 6 of 

this manuai). 
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Schematic diagrams for all computer circuits are bound into the back of the manual. These 

schematics are arranged in numerical order by circuit type designation. Ai I of the circuits 

illustrated are described in chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INSTALLAT!ON 

4-1 GENERAL 

This chapter provides the information needed to instal! the standard PDP-l computer system. 

Installat!on and !nspection procedures are described/ together wHh general information on 

initial test!ng and use of the checkout programs. 

I _ It _" i .,. ~. I Q I ; • Ii" I D..f •. installation proceCiures Tor OpTiOnal penpnerOi eqvlpmenr are coverea fin supplemenTS ro rnls 

manual. 

4-2 INSTALLATION 

The standard PDP-l consists of a four-bay central frame with three Items of input-output 

equ i pment: 0 photoelectri c paper tape reader I a paper tape punch I and an automati c type

writer. The tape reader and punch are mounted in one of the computer bays 0 The automatic 

typewriter is placed on a separate table, also included in the standard system. The central 

frame is shipped fully assembled except for installation of the in-out equipment. Thein-out 

equipment items are packed separately and must be installed before the system is ready for 

use. 

~ SITE SELECTION - Before installing the PDP-1 system, a suitable location must be 

selected. Space requirements for the system depend upon the quantity of optional 

equipment to be used. The standard central processor occupies an area 97-1/4" by 

2711 and is 69-1/2" high. The ';';'p~writer table is approximately 3 1 x 3 1
, and is 

usua!ly placed beside the computer console desk. The computer is mounted on casters. 

A level floor is required, since these casters have no ieveling adjustment. The floor 

should be capable of supporting 150 pounds per square foot. At least 3 feet clearance 

shou Id be 01 lowed on all sides of the central processor for ease of access during main-

tenar.ce. 

The system is designed to operate efficiently over an ambient temperature from 50 0 to 

1000 F. All necessary fans and blowers are installed at the factory 0 No additional 
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cooiing equ~pment is required. 

The user may elect to operate PDP-l on e~ther 110 or 220 vae. The internal power 

control connections for one type of line voltage or the other are made at the factory 

before shipment. Although the standard computer draws less than 20 amperes (at 110 vac) 

while in operation, turn-on surges in the in-out equipment' (particularly the paper tape 

punch) may momentarily exceed this value. A 30-ampere line is therefore recommended 

for the standard computer. (Additional power must be provided for optional peripheral' 

equipment) . 

£ UNPACKING AND HANDLING - The central processor is shipped on a skid, and 

may be crated or not, depending on the mode of transportation. For truck shipment it 

may be left uncrated 0 A crate is furnished for air shipment. The crate containing the 

central processor is approximately 74 inches high, 3 feet wide! and 7 feet long. 

The typewriter tabie, typewriter, tape reader, and tape punch are separately crated 

for a II types of sh i pment. 

(1) If the central processor is crated, carefully remove all crating and strapping, 

and any packing material. If the computer is shipped uncrated, remove any pro

tective padding 0 

(2) The plenum doors at the rear of the central-processor bays have spring catches. 

To reinforce these doors during shipment two screws are used to hold each door 

shut. Remove these screws and store them in the plastic loops provided. 

(3) Remove any packing material, shipping blocks, etc 0 from the inside of the 

computer. 

(4) The plug-in modules are taped into the logic panels to prevent damage in 

sh i pment. Remove the tape. 

NOTE: If the user plans to reship the computer {or move it more 
than a short distance} in the near future, special packing materials 
shou Id be saved for re-use 0 The containers for the tape reader I 
punch, and typewriter, in particular, have been designed especially 
to accommodate this equipment I and are the safest means of packing 
it for reshipment 0 
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~ INSTALLATION OF STANDARD IN-OUT EQUIPMENT - The paper tape reader, 

punch, and typewriter are packed in separate containers. To unpack, install and connect 

these devices, follow the procedures listed below. 

This frame is provided with rollers, and is designed to slide like a drawer into the 

end of bay 11 immediateiy above the consoie controi panei. 

(a) Carefully uncrate the tape reader and remove all packing material. Visually 

inspect the reader to make sure nothing has come loose during shipment. If 

reader appears to be undamaged, slide it carefully into place. When the back 

of the reader touches the stop bar, the mounting plate shou Id fit flush with the 

other end panels of the console. 

(b) With the reader in place, open the double doors and the plenum door ot 

the rear of bay 11 (to the left of the console). The control cable for the 

tape reader is permanently connected to the left side of mounting panel 11A. 

The other end of this cabie is equipped with a twist-iock connector. Connect 

it securely to the corresponding socket at the back of the reader. 

(c) Power for the tape reader is taken from the ac distribution lines running 

along the top of the computer. The red and black twisted-pair reader power 

line is attached to one of the ac terminals at the top of bay 11. Connect 

the red wire to pin 6 and the black wire to pin 7 of the terminal strip on 

the tape reader. 

(2) Tape Punch - The paper tape punch and cover are shipped in two separate 

containers. Carefully unpack and remove all packing material. Inspect for loose 

wires, screws, etc. Place cover on punch. 

(a) Open the double doors and the plenum door at the rear of bay 11. Note 

the two aluminum seating studs on the shelf near the top of the bay. The two 

mounting plates fit over these studs. Place the punch on the seating studs, 

and determine that it is securely in position. 
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(b) The punch control cable is permanentiy connected to the left s~de of IT 

ing pane! 11B. Four wires from this cable are connected to terminals on 

type 812 power contro! pane I at the top of the plenum doof on this bay 0 

loose end of the punch control cable is equipped with a 32-pin Amphenoi 

Connect this plug to the corresponding socket at the back of the punch" 

(c) The power cable for the punch is equipped with a twist-lock connector 

(The other end of this cable is permanently connected to the control panel 

the top of the bay 11 plenum dOOL) Twist the power cable connector fin 

into the corresponding socket at the back of the punch 0 

(3) Typewriter - The typewriter and typewriter table are shipped in separate co 

toiners. The typewriter table should be unpacked first and placed at either sidE 

of the console desk. 

(a) Carefu Ily IJncrate the typewriter and remove all strapping and packing 

materials. Remove rubber stops at each side of the type baskeL These stol 

prevent the type basket from shifting during shipment 0 Remove carriage 

locks at each end of the carriage guide rail 0 Each lock consists of three 

parts: a screw, a nylon piece, and a metal stop. Save for possible re-use 

all items that are taken off 0 

(b) Position the typewriter conveniently on the typewriter table, Rapid 

automatic typing may cause the typewriter to shift its positionn To prevent 

this, four aluminum mounting cups are provided < Cement the mounting cUF 

(using contact cement) to the table top in position to correspond to the typ. 

writer feet. Place the typewriter feet in these cups 0 

(c) The typewriter logic cable is equipped with a 50-pin Cannon connecto 

Plug this connector into the corresponding socket underneath the computer 

console desk 0 

(d) Plug the typewriter power cord into the power outlet under the desk 

beside the logic cable connector 0 
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4-3 INSPECTION AND ADJUSTlV\ENT 

The PDP-l system is thoroughly tested and checked before it leaves the factory. However, it 

should be inspected and checked again after instailation to make sure that no damage has 

occurred during sh~pment. 

~ VISUAL INSPECTION - After the computer has been unpacked and the in-out 

equipment is in place, the system should be inspected visually. 

Check the following: 

(1) Have all. shipping blocks, pocking materials! tape, etc. been removed? 

If not I remove them. 

(2) Are all plug-in units inserted firmly in position? Secure any that are loose. 

(:~) Are there any loose nuts or bolts? If so, tighten them. 

(4) Are there any loose or broken wires? (Refer to Chapter 11 for repair of 

. wiring). 

(5) Are the tape reader and punch properly installed? 

(6) Are the typewriter power and data cables plugged in? 

(7) Make sure console POWER switch is off (right) . 

(8) Plug in system power cable. The cable is equipped with a Miller Electric 

Type 034=2 connector. Note that unless the system has been modified for use 

with 220 vac, the power cable must be plugged into a 110 vac outlet. 

(9) Are the three MAIN POWER and the two PUNCH POWER circuit breakers on 

the type 813 power control panel on? If not, turn them on (up). Make sure 

the MEM POWER switch is off (down); 

b METER READ INGS - Before starting to run the test program, all machine voltages 

should be checked with a meter. 

(1) With the computer connected to its power source but with MEM POWER 
_" L • • ____ LL._ 

~ IUIII VII lilt:: 

light. 



(2) The type 728 power supplies each have three output lines: +10 vdc, ground, 

and -15 vdc. The output voltages should be checked for each type 728 supply 

before operating the computer. Measure these voltages at the top and bottom 

mounting panels of each bay. All A pins on each mounting panel are bussed 

together. Similarly, the B pins, the C pins, and the D pins are also bussed 

together. Pins A and B are at +10 vdc; pin C is at -15 vdc; pin D is at 

ground. 

(3) Now turn on MEM POWER. This switch can now be permanently left on. 

c PREOPERATIONAL CHECKOUT - The PDP-1 program library includes a set of test 

programs. These test programs are designed to check out different portions of the com

puter to ensure that they are functioning correctly. The test programs are a powerful 

aid in diagnosing computer malfunctions. 

The test programs usually run at installation include Memory Checkerboard, Instruction 

Test, Reader Test, Punch Test, and Typewriter Test. Because all computer operations, 

including the running of test programs, depend on proper functioning of the memory, 

the Memory Checkerboard program usually should be run first. After the computer has 

passed the memory test, the Instruction Test program should be run, followed by the 

Reader Test. The Punch Test and Typewriter Test programs should be run last, in 

either order. 

More detailed instructions concerning use and applications of the PDP-1 test programs 

are furnished in the maintenance chapter of this manual, Chapter 12. 
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CHAPTERS; 

OPERATING PROCEDURES 

5-1 GENERAL 

The purpose of th is chapter is to provi de the opera tor wi th the information needed to operate 

thePDP.-l computer system 0 DescriptIons of'all controls and indicators are incl uded, together 

with instructions covering the operation of the standard in-out equipment 0 In addition, 

this chapter provides general instructions for operating the computer under normal conditions. 

These general instructions supplement the special instructions included in each program 

write-up. 

5-2 CONSOLE CONTROLS AND INDiCATORS 

Most of the controls and indicators associated with the central processor and the standard 

in-out equipment (reader, punch, typewriter) CHe contained in the two panels on the front 

of.theconsole ~ The panel qirectly above the desk is the operator control panel. This 

pq.qeLis divided into two~ections: a panel face which contains aU of the indicators and 

some of the switches, and a ponel shelf at the bottom whi~h contains only switches 0 The 

There are two versions of the operator control panel 0 The panel shown in figure 5-1 contains 

the: register ex tensions for use with the type 15 memory extension control 0 On th is panel 

the reader and punch switches a're located at the right end of the panel shel f o The panel 

shown in figure 5-2 does not have the register extens!ons 0 On th is panel! the reader and 

punchswitchesare pushbuttons located on the right side of the panel 0 Figure 5-2 shows 

two views of the panel, one view from the front and one from the side 0 Any computer 

which includes the optional memory extension control has the control panel shown in figure 

5-1. A computer which does not include the type 15 option may have either panel" 

When any console indicator is lit, the associated flip~f!op is in the 1 state qr the associated 

function is true 0 Most toggle switches on the operator control panel are pushed up for on 

(or 1) and down for off (or 0) 0 The power and mode swHches are pushed to the I eft for on 
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and to the right for off. The operating switches on the panel shelf are two- or three

position momentary-contact switches with a center off position; the direction in which 

these switches should be operated is discussed with the individual switches. 

The operator control panel is the main control panel of the computer. The operating switches 

used to iniHate computer operations are all located on this panel, together with the indicator 

lights that monitor the contents of the central processor registers and the major control 

flip-flops. lhe face of the operator control panel is divided into three areas vertically; 

the I eft half- of the panel face is devoted to the registers, the col umn just to the right of 

center is devoted to flip-flop indicators, and the right quarter of the panel face includes 

the power and mode switches and the program control elements. 

The in-out and sequence-break panel, located at -the top of the console, contains only in

dicator lights. If the computer includes a type 20 sequence break system, the panel is divided 

into two sections. The left half of the panel includes the in-out indicator lights; the right 

half of the panel includes the sequence-break indicator lights. This is the version of the 

panel shown in figure 5-3. If the optional sequence break system is not included, then the 

in-out indicator lights are located in the center of the panel. 

In the remainder of th is paragraph, the operator control panel is referred to merel y as the 

II control panel", while the in-out and sequence-break indicator panel is referred to as the 

II i ndi cator panel II 0 All of the control swi tches are located on the control panel. Both 

panels include many indicator lights. Although the relative brightness of the lights gives 

some indication of their relative duty cycles while the computer is running, the primary 

purpose of these I ights is to show the states of the functions being monitored after the com

puter has halted. Certain indicators are significant only for troubleshooting purposes. 

In the following text, the switches and indicators are explained in terms of the figure 5-1 

control panel. The figure 5-2 control panel is referred to explicitly only for those elements 

in which it differs from the figure 5-1 control panel 0 In reading the following text, the op

erator shoul d refer to the phototgraph of the control panel that corresponds to h is computer. 

Functionally, the various switches and indicators on the two panels may be divided into the 

following eight groups: 
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1. Central processor registers (described in ~ below). Six sets of register indicators 

and two switch registers most of which are located on the left half of the control panel face" 

The instruction register is located in the lower right corner of the figure 5-1 control panel 0 

•• • _I,.. ,." . 1 1 .1 • ..' I I' ill. • 110wever, 1t1 tne ngure ::>~.L. conTrOl pane! rnls regisTer IS locateo Wi hi tile otller registers, 

2. Central processor control flip-flop indicators ~ below) 0 Thirteen indicators (twelve 

in the figu-re 5-2 control panel) located in the center column of the panel face, and six 

indicators located at the right of the in-out indicators on the indicator panel. 

3. Program control elements ~ below}. Six sense switches with associated indicators 

and six program flag indicators. Located in the right quarter of the panel face. 

4. Power and mode switches ~ below}. Three switches located in the upper right corner 

of the panel face . However, the figure 5-1 control panel has an additional mode switch 

located to the left of the address switch register 0 

5. Operating switches ~ below). Six switches located at the left of the panel shelf. 

6. Reader and punch switches (£. below) 0 Two switches located at the right of the panel 

shelf. In the figure 5-2 control panel, these switches are replaced by three pushbuttons 

located on the right side of the panel 0 

7. In-out indicators ~ below). Indicators for the buffer registers and flip-flops in the 

control units for the reader, punch and typewriter. These are located on the left half of 

the indicator panel (figure 5-3) if the computer also in~ludes the type 20 sequence break 

system. If the type 20 option is not included, the lights are in the center of the panel, 

8. Sequence break indicators (.b. below). Lights that indicate the states of the 64 flip

flops in the sequence break system priority chain 0 Located in the right half of the in

dicator panel. 

~ CENTRAL PROCESSOR REG ISTERS (figures 5-1, 5-2) 

Register Indi cators 

INSTRUCTION (IR) 

Five-bit register which contains the instruction code of the instruction being performed 

or just performed. 

PROGRAM COU NTER (PC) 

This 12-bit register contains the address of the next instruction in the program. 

EXTENS ION (EPC) Four-bit extension of the PROGRAM COUNTER. The contents 
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displayed indicate the memory module from which the next instruction ,.is to ~e .ob

tained. The next operand will also be obtained from this module unless ~?<tended 

indirect addressing is employed c 

MEMORY ADDRESS (MA) 

This 12-bit register conJains the address of the previous memory access. 

EXTENS ION (EMA) Four-bit register which contains the address of the memory,' 

module used during the previous memory access. 

When the computer has stopped f these lights display the last address u~eq~1 be~?use the 

normal end-of-cycle clearing of MA and EMA is inhibited immediately prior' to o'"hblt. 

MEMORY BUFFER (MB) 

All transfers into or out of core memory take place through this l8-bit regist~r. Furthermore 

this register holds the operand for all computational instructic;>ns. When the computer h,a~ 

halted, MEMORY BUFFER indicates the word contained in the memory locatiof1 :a~dre:ss.ed. 

by MEMORY ADDRESS ~ 

ACCUMULATOR (AC) 

This l8-bit register is the major arithmetic and operating register in the compu.ter; and'i's' 

involved in most computer operations, In computational instructions the operand f~oni' , 

MB operates on the contents of ACe The results of computations always appear in, AC. ( -

IN-OUT (10) 

Eighteen-bit in-out and multiplier-quotient register. During in-out opera'tions, 10 is 

used as a buffer for transferring data between the computer and the in-out device cOh't~ol 

units. During multiplication and division, it serves as a magnitude extension of tbe 

accumu lator 0 

Switch Registers 

ADDRESS (TA) 

A 12-bit toggle switch register through which the' operator provides the memory address 

for the console fUr1ctions Start! Examine and Deposit. 

EXTENS ION {ETA) Four-bit toggle switch register which provides a module address for 

the location specified by ADDRESS. EXTENS ION also specifies the memory module for 

the operation Read In, 
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CAUTION 

After beginning Read In do not operate the ETA switches unti I 
the computer has left the read-in mode 0 

TEST WORD (TW) 

Lifting DEPOS IT transfers the contents of this l8-bit toggle switch register into the 

memory location specifi~d by the ADDRESS switch registero During Load Accumulator 

from ie~t Word (Ia't) the TEST WORD is transferred into the accumulator. 

b CENTRAL PROCESSOR CONTROL FLIP-FLOP INDICATORS -

Control panel (figures 5-1, 5-2) 

RUN (run) 

Lit while the computer is running in normal mode. Whenever the run flip-flop is 

cieared, the computer stops at the end of the current memory cycle. 

CYCLE (cyc) 
. . 

If this' right is not O~f the next cycl~ to be performed is cycle zero. When the light is on, 

the computer is about to' perform cycle one or a special cycle. Before a defer cycle, 

high-speed channel cycle or one of the break cycles, CYCLE is lit together with the 

appropriate one of the following: DEFER, H.S 0 CYCLE, or BRK. CTR oland/or 2. 

DEFER (df
1
) 

When·lit, in'C:Jic'ates th~t the next cycle to be performed is a defer cycle (i.e. an 

indirect address cycle). 

H . S • CYCLE (HSC
O
) 

When lit, indicates that the next cycle to be performed is a high-speed channel cycle. 

BRK. CTR. 1, 2 (bc l' bc 2) 

Two-bit break counter. This counter contains the number of the break cycle to be per

formed. 

OVERFLOW (OV
1
) 

When this light is on an overflow condition has occurred in the accumulator since 

START was pressed and since the last szo instruction. 
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READ IN (rim) 

Lit while the computer is in the read-in mode. 

SEQ c BREAK (sbm) 

Lit whi Ie the computer is in the sequence-break mode. 

EXTEND (EXD) 

Lit while the computer is in the extend mode. Note: this light is not included on 

the figure 5-2 control panel. 

1-0 HALT (ioh) 

Lit during an in-out wait. 

1-0 COM!DS (ioc) 

Lit at all times except during an in-out wait. 

1-0 SYNC (ios) 

This flip-flop is set by the completion pulse to end an in-out wait. It is cleared at 

the beginning of the following cycle provided that the computer is in the in-out wait. 

Otherwise it is cleared when the in-out wait begins. 

Indicator Panel (figure 5-3) 

MEMORY: READ, STROBE, INHIBIT, WRITE (R, RS, I, W) 

These four flip-flops generate the memory core-drive pulses in memory module o. 

DEFER 2 (df 2) 

This flip-flop is set whenever a defer cycle is followed by a defer cycle, but it is 

cleared too quickly to turn on the indicator. Used only for troubleshooting to indicate 

a malfunction 0 

OV
2 

(OV
2
) 

This flip-flop is set during cycle one of any add or sub in which an overflow can 

occur, but it is cleared too quickly to have any effect on the indicator. Used only 

for troubleshooting, to indicate a malfunction. 

~ PROGRAM CONTROL ELEMENTS (figures 5-1, 5-2) 

SENSE SWITCHES, 1 to 6 (SSl_6) 

These switches may be set for manual intervention in a program. The levels produced 
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by these switches can be sensed by the program, When a switch ·is on, the associated 

indicator is !it .. 

PROGRAM FLAGS ,1 to? (pf
l
_
6

) 

These fl i p-fl ops can be sensed by the program for control purposes 0 They can be set 

or cleared by the program or by an in-out device l but not from the console 0 

d POWER AND MOJE SWITCHES (figures 5-1 f 5~2) < 

PO'vVER 

Pushing this toggle switch to the left turns on computer power and lights the associated 

indicator c After turning PO'NER on, the operator must wait five seconds to allow the 

memory power supply to turn on before starting computer operations., When POWER 

is switched ofC memory power turn-off is immediate but computer power rema!ns on 

for five seconds, 

This switch normally applies power to the entire system unless a piece of optional 

in-OUT equipment is turned off individually" 

SINGLE STEP 

If this switch is pushed to the left, the computer enters the single-cycle mode, lighting 

the associated indicatorc in this mode, the computer executes a single memory cycle 

when START is operated 0 Subsequent cycles in this mode are executed one at a time each 

time CONTI NUE is operated 0 

SIN(;LE INST" 

If this switch IS pushed ro the left! the computer enters the single-instruction modej 

lighting the associated indicator. in this mode", the computer executes a single 

instrucr!on when START is operated - Subsequent instructions in this mode are executed 

one at a time each time CONTI NUE ~s operated. 

in the single- instruction mode, the computer treats the set of three break cycles together 

with the transfer instruction to the break rouTine as a single instruction. Note thar H 

both SINGLE STEP and SiNGLE INST, are on,. the single-cycle mode has preference, 

EXTEND 

When this switch is on (up) the computer- enters the extend mode whenever eHher 
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START or READ iN is operated 0 EXTEND is located to the left of the ADDRESS 

switches on the figure 5~ 1 control panel 0 

e OPERATING SWiTCHES - All the operating switches are spring loaded to return 

to the off (center) position as soon as they are released 0 

START 

This is a three-position switch; it can be operated upwards or downwards 0 When 

START is lifted up, the computer starts operating in the sequence-break mode; 

i oe o the start level is generated and flip-flop sbm is set. Pushing START downwards 

also generates the start level, but sbm IS cleared 0 In eHher case the computer starts 

operating in normal mode; the first instruction executed is taken from the location 

specified by the ADDRESS switches 0 If EXTEND is on when START is operated, the 

computer also enters the extend mode 0 

STOP 

When the computer is running in normal mode, pushing this switch down causes the 

computer to halt by clearing the run flip-flop. If the computer is operating in 

read-in mode, this switch stops Read In following the reading of an odd-numbered 

word from the tape (one of the dio instructions) 0 

CONTINUE 

When this switch is pushed down, the computer resumes normal operation, starting 

at the point indicated by the console lights 0 Th is switch must never be operated 

while the computer is in the read-in mode. 

EXAM~NE 

When this switch is pushed down, the contents of the memory location specified by 

the ADDRESS switches are displayed in both the ACCUMULATOR and MEMORY 

BUFFER lights 0 

DEPOSIT 

Lifting this switch up stores the contents of the TEST WORD switch register in the 

memory 10caHon specH:ed by the ADDRESS switch register 0 

READ iN 

When this switch is pushed downb' the computer enters the read-in mode and begpns 
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the Read In operation 0 This operation reads information from paper tape into memory 

without a program. Upon completion of Read In! if the last word read from the tape 

is a Jump instruction, the computer automatically begins normal operation, starting 

at the location sPecified by the Jump. If EXTEND is on, the computer enters the 

extend mode before beginning normal operation. For additional instructions on the 

use of this switch, refer to paragraph 5-5~ c 

!.. READER AND PUNCH SWITCHES (figures 5-1, 5-2) 

READER 

Lifting this switch up turns on the reader drive motor and energizes the brake. Note: 

the reader must be turned on before running any program in which the reader is used. 

Pushing this switch down turns off the reader, releasing the brake. Note: the reader 

must be off to ioad or unload tape 0 In the figure 5-2 control panel, this switch is 

replaced by a pair of READER pushbuttons START and STOP, located on the side of 

the panel. 

TAPE FEED 

Whi Ie this switch is held down the paper tape punch runs, punching the tape with 

feed holes but no data holes. In the figure 5-2 control panel, this switch is replaced 

by a pushbutton located on the side of the panel. 

~ IN-OUT INDICATORS (figure 5-3) 

TAPE READER 

o through 17 (RB) 

Eighteen-bit tape reader buffer. 

B I NARY (rby) 

This I ight goes on whenever the reader begins reading tape in binary mode. It 

goes off whenever the reader begins reading tape in alphanumeric mode. 

NAC (rcp) 

Need-a-completion-pulse flip-flop. Lit if the last reader iot requested a com

pletion pulse. 
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RC if RC2 (re: r' rc 2) 

Two~bit reader counter which counts the number of lines read from tape by'a single 

iot 0 Thts counter also controls reader buffer shifting 0 For alphanumeric mode, 

tape ~s'read one line at a time 0 In binary mode, tape is read three lines at a 

Hme; these three I ines are assembled in the buffer into a complete l8-bit com-

puter word 0 

CLUTCH (rc I) 

Lit when the reader clutch is engaged. 

TYPEWRITER 

STATUS (TBS) 

Lit when a typewriter key is struck; cleared by tyi. 

BLACK (IBB) 

Lit whUe the typewriter ribbon is positioned for black typing. The light is',off while 

the typewriter is printing on the red portion of the ribbon 0 Note that ·the ribbon 

may be controlled only by the computer, not from the typewriter keyboard. 

Tya (tyo) 

lit dur{ng a Type Out ioto 

NAC (rep) 

Need~a-completion-pu lse fl ip-flop 0 Lit if the last tyo requested a completion pu Ise. 

12 through 17 (TB) 

Single characters are transferred between the typewriter and I012_1Tthrough this 

buffer 0 

TAPE PUNCH 

PU'1ch buffer lights (PB) 

These eight unlabelled I ights are the punch buffer. The relotive spacing of the 

lights is the same as the position of the corresponding holes punched on the tape. 

The gap between the first five and the last three I ights corresponds to the space 

lett for the teed ho !es c 

ON (pu~) 

l.~t by 0 p~~ch iot; cleared by the completion pulse. 
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NAC (pcp) 

Need-a-completion-pulse flip-flop. Lit if the last punch iot requested a comple

: ,tiori pulse. 

" 

h ,SE.QUEN,CE BREAK iNDICATORS (figure 5-3).- . The indicator panei inciudes 

these 'four sets of lights only, if :the type 20 sequence break system is installed in 

the fOmputer. Each'set includes 16 lightS {numbered 0 to 17 octal,}, one'for each_ 

. of th~ 16 channel~. The descriptions given below'are for a single light in each 
.. ~ .' ,. " . . . 

, set because all ,the lights in a set ~ave the same meaning, each for its corresponding 
: . ~ . ; . '. ,: I •. . 

channel ~ 

CHANNEL ON, 0 to 17 (bOOl to b 171) 

lifYihen sequence breaks are being allowed on the corresponding channel. 

SYNCHRONIZER, 0 to J7 (bOO2 to b 172) 
, ' 

This flip-flop is set when the corresponding channel receives a break signal from 

, on in-out device, provided that channel is on. However, the program can set 
I' ~ 

the flip-flop (and initiate a break) regardless of the state of the CHANNEL ON 

flip-flop. In either case, synchronization to the computer timimg system is pro

. vided"during the same cycle, so the flip-flop is cleared too quickly to light the 

indicator. 

, WAITING BREAK, 0 to 17 (bOO3 to b 173) 
" 

lit while the ~hannei is waiti~~ for a break. The iight goes on when the brea~ 

signal' is synchronized t~ the computer timing system and goes off when the 

break request is granted. 

BREAK STARTED, 0 to 17 (bOO4 to b 174) 

Lit while the compute,r,i~ performing the break routine for the corresponding 

channel. T~e light goes.on when the br~k request is granted, and goes 

off when the computer returns h? the interrupted program,. 
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5-3 CENTRAL PROCESSOR POWER CONTROLS 

This paragraph describes the power controls for the central processor. Altemating line 

voltage is distributed to the various computer power supplies through the type 813 power 

control panel located at the top of the bay 3 plenum door. In some machines, a type 

810 power control panel is used instead of the type 813 panel. 

A separate panel is provided for control of marginal check voltage. This panel includes 

switches for applying marginal check voltage to specific portions of the computer. In 

addition, individual marginal check toggle switches are located on the front of each logic 

panel. 

a POWER CONTROL PANEL TYPE 813 - Central processor power is controlled by 

the POWER switch on the operator control panel (paragraph 5-2~. Turning this switch 

on activates the power control panel type 813 at the top of the bay 3 plenum door. 

The type 813 power control panel (figure 5-4) contains an elapsed-time meter, three 

MAIN POWER circuit breakers, two PUNCH POWER circuit breakers, and the MEM 

POWER toggle switch. The elapsed-time meter counts the number of hours main com

puter power is on. The circuit breakers and toggle switch are normally left on at all 

times. 

The three MAIN POWER circuit breakers provide overload protection to the computer 

power supplies. (There are only two MAIN POWER circuit breakers on the type 810 

power control panel.) Line voltage for the enti re computer, except for the paper 

tape punch motor, goes through these three circuit breakers. A separate pair of 

PUNCH POWER circuit breakers is provided for the tape punch motor. This is nec

essary because the punch draws a 9-amp surge at turn-on. Note that the punch

power l"ine makes line voltage available to the type 812 punch control panel, but 

that the punch motor is not actually turned on until the punch is needed. This pre

vents excessive wear of the punch. 

The 813 control delays memory power tum--on. This delay turns on memory power 

five seconds after main power is turned on, to ensure that turn-on transients in the 

computer do not affect the memory. The MEM POWER switch on the type 813 panel 

permits turning off this delayed line-voltage input to the memory power supply. 
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Memory power can thus be turned off separateiy from the rest of the computer for main

tenance or troubieshooting purposes. if the system inciudes more than one memory mod

ule, delayed line voltage to all the memory power supplies goes through the MEM POWER 

switch. 

For computer turn-off another set of delays is included in the power input to the com

puter. While memory power turn-off is immediate, the turn-off delay keeps main com-

puter power on for five seconds after the console PO\VER switch is turned off. 

!: MARGINAL CHECK CONTROLS - The variable power supply type 734 furnishes 

marginal check voltages to the computer. It is located at the top of the bay 2 plenum 

door. This power supply provides voltages which can vary from 0 to -20 or +20 vdc, 

depending on the setting of the associated polarity switch 0 Output values between 

o and 20 volts are controlled by a variac and monitored on the MARGINAL CHECK 

voltage meter (figure 5-5) 0 Line voltage for the type 734 power supply is supplied 

directly from the power control panel with no intervening switch. Therefore the mar

ginal check power supply is one whenever the rest of the computer is on 0 

The plug-in unit pins to which marginal check voltage is applied are selected by 

three toggle switches (at the left of each logic panel on the front of the bays, figure 

5-6) and an associated three-position polarity switch (on the marginal check switch 

panel, figure 5-5). To make positive marginal check voltage available to the com

puter, the polarity switch is set to +10 MC 0 Marginal vol tage can then be applied 

to the A I ines of any panel by push ing up the top toggle switch on thcif panel, and to 

theB lines by pushing up the center toggle switch~ For marginal check of the -15 

vdc lines, the polarity switch is set to -15MC and the bottom toggle switch of each 

panel being tested is pushed up. Note that all I ines not being marginal checked 

automatically receive their normal voltages. 

Although no marginal voltage can be applied to the computer if all three toggle switches 

on every panel are off (down), it is also possible to disconnect all marginal~voltage 

inputs by turning the polarity switch to the OFF position. This applies normal voltages 

throughout the computer regardless of the settings of the toggle switches. 
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There are five toggle switches to the right of the three-position polarity swHch ::>n 

the marginal check switch panel (figure 5-5)" For all these switches, the up position 

is on; down is off, Only the first three switches on the left are used; the two on the 

right are spares 0 

The SENSE AMP switch applies marginal voltage to pin A of the memory module sense 

ampl ifiers" These sense ampl ifiers take up onl y a portion of panel 3D. For ease in 

troubleshooting, the sense amplifiers are isolated from the rest of the panel and are 

checked independently by the SENSE AMP switch 0 The rest of the plug~in units in 

panel 3D are marginal checked in the usual way by the switches on the mounting 

panel. 

Marginal checking of the sensing circuits in the photoelectric tape reader is done 

with the FEED HOLE and INFO HOLES switchesc To facilitate troubleshooting, 

separate switches are provided for feed-hole and inforrl"lation-hole sens!ng circuits. 

When one of these switches is pushed up, marg~nal voltage is applied to the +10 vdc 

lines in the corresponding circuit if the setting of the polarity switch is +lOMC. 

5-4 OPERATION OF STANDARD IN-OUT EQUIPMENT 

The in-out devices furnished as s1andard equipment with PDP-l are a photoelectric punched 

tape reader, a paper tape punch, and an automatic typewriter, Manufacturer's manua Is 

for these devices are provided with the PDP~ 1 computer v In addition! some special instructions 

and precautions are included below regarding thf> use of these devices as part of the PDP-l 

system 0 

a PHOTOELECTRIC PUNCH ED TAPE READER - The tape reader, used by the computer 

as an input device, is mounted on the computer console" directly above the operator 

control panel (figure 5-7), Reader operation IS as follows, 

(1) Loading - Before loading or unloading the tape reader .. the reader motor 

must be turned off by push ing the READER switch down 0 Th is rei eases the brake 

and prevents damage to the tape. 

When load~ng the tape reader,. the tape must be oriented so that it unfolds from 

the top of the fan-folded stack, and with the edge nearer the feed holes away 
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from the operator. The fan-folded stack is placed in the dght=hand tape bin. 

(2) Operation - Once the tape is properl y loaded into the tape reader I the 

reader is turned on by I ifting the READER switch. Th1S energizes the brake and 

starts the reader motor. A reader lot (or the console operation Read in) can then 

make use of the tape reader by sending signals to the reader cl utch. When the 

clutch is engaged, the tape moves past the sensing photocells. 

CAUTION 

Before running a program inc! uding any tapeoooreader iot's'l 
or before executing a Read In, the tape reader must be 
turned on. Failure to do this will .cause the computer to 
ha I t at the poi nt where the tape reader is requested 0 

When this occurs, the program must be run again from the 
beginning. To avoid such loss of computer time g always 
I ift the READER switch before beginning any computer 
operation which includes the tape reader 0 

(3) Unloading - After the reader has finished reading a tape" the tape may be 

removed from the left storage bin. To prevent damage to the tape, always push 

the READER switch down before attempting to remove the tape. 

(4) Coding - When reading tape in binary mode! the reader reads only the 

six least significant bits of each character that has the eighth hole punched, 

and assembies three such characters into an i 8~bit computer word 0 When reading 

tape in alphanumeric mode, the reader reads all eight bits in each character. 

These eight bits may be in any code. The FiO~DEC Code and Concise Code are 

I isted in table 5-1 0 The FlO-DEC Code is used on tapes prepared with the 

off-line typewriter sold by Friden for use with the PDP~l 0 This code includes 

a parity bit (bit 8). Characters are actually defined by the six least Significant 

bits, which are the same in both FlO-DEC and Concise Code. Tape prepared 

by the computer on the paper tape punch may be in ei ther code, depend! ng on 

the program. The automatic typewriter uses only Concise Code 0 

b PAPER TAPE PUNCH - The paper tape punch" used by the computer as an output 

device, is mounted on a shelf inside the upper portion of the console" and is accessible 

from either the front or rear of the console bay. The punch mechan~sm faces t.he 



double doors on the front of the bay (figure 5~8), Fan-folded tape is fed to the punch 

from a container. After punching, the tape is fed into a storage bin. A slot on the con

sole (above the tape reader, see figure 5-,7) allows access to this storage bin without op

ening the double doors 0 Punch operation IS as follows 0 

(1) Loading - Load the paper tape punch as shown in figure 5-8. After tape has 

been properly positioned through the device, hold the TAPE FEED switch down long 

enough to feed approximately 18 inches of leader. Make sure the tape is feeding 

and folding properly in the storage bin. 

(2) Unloading - To remove a length of punched tape from the storage bin, first 

hold TAPE FEED down long enough to provide an adequate leader at the end of the 

tape (and also at the beginning of the next length of tape) . 

Reach into the tape storage bin slot and remove the fan-folded tape. Tear off the 

tape at a point within the leader area (that portion of the tape with only feed holes 

punched) 0 

After removal from th~ storage bin, the stack of folded tape should be turned over so 

that the beginning of the tape is on top, and then labeled. 

Make sure enough leader is left in the punch storage bin to make at least three folds, 

with the first fold towards the bin opening. This ensures that the tape will stack pro

perly inside the bin. If necessary, hold down TAPE FEED to provide additional leader. 

c AUTOMATIC TYPEWRiTER - The automatic typewriter is used by PDP-l as an input

output device 0 In most ca.ses, the operator communicates with the computer through the 

typewriter, especially when debugging a program. The typewriter is mounted on a sepa

rate table, usually placed beside the console, and connected to the computer by a cable 

plugged into a connector underneath the console table. An electric outlet, also under 

the console table, provides 110 vac tc run the typewriter motor. Instructions for use of 

the typewriter as part of the PDP-l system are as follows. 

Figure 5-9 shows the typewriter keyboard 0 Special symbols replace certain of the standard 

punc tua ti on rna rks on th is keyboa rd, The typewd ter uses Conc ise Code (see ta bl e 5-1) , 
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Color shifting (from black to red and vice-versa) can be done onl y by signal from the 

computer, not from the keyboard. The BLACK light on the indicator pane! is lit when 

Operating the SHIFT t key on the right locks the typewriter in upper case. All typing 

will be done in upper case until the left-hand SHIFT key is operated. This key locks 

the typewri ter in lower case. 

The typewriter is turned on by pushing back a switch under the right side of the keyboard. 

When the typewriter is on, a window directiy over the switch wiii show white. To turn the 

typewriter off, move the switch forward. 

Special instructions on the use of the typewriter with a particular program (such as tab 

settings, etc.) may be found in the written description of that program. Typewriter use 

is determined by the programmer when writing a program. 

CAUTION 

Before running a program that calls for use of the automatic type
writer, make sure the typewriter is on. Failure to turn on the type
writer will cause the computer to halt at the point in the program 
where the typewriter is required. When this occurs, turn on the 
typewriter and hit the space bar. The first Type Out character is 
lost but the computer conti nues 0 

5-5 COMPUTER OPERATING MODES 

The computer may operate in the following four modes: read-in mode, normal mode, or either 

of the two manual modes, single cycie or singie instruction. In normal or manual mode, the 

computer may simultaneously be in sequence-break mode. In this mode the computer grants 

any break requests made by the in-out equipment. No sequence breaks may occur in read-in 

mode. 

In addition to the operating modes, the computer performs two independent console operations, 

Examine and Deposit 0 These operations are initiated by the EXAMI NE and DEPOSIT operating 

switches. The computer ieaves the mode it is in before executing either operation. 

a NORMAL MODE - The START switch initiates normal-mode operation. It is also 

used, in conjunction with the manual-mode toggle switches, to initiate operations in 
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manual mode. When START is operated, the computer starts in cycle zero; the first 

ins.truction access is made to the location specified by the ADDRESS switches. For 

concurrent sequence-break mode operation, START is lifted up. Normal-mode operation 

without sequence-break mode is initiated by pushing START down. 

When the computer is operating in normal mode, it can be halted by pushing down the 

STOP switch. Always press STOP before operating any other initiating switch. This 

prevents any accidental loss of information in the computer. 

If the computer has been halted while in normal mode, it can be restarted by pressing 

CONTINUE. This causes the program to continue where it left off. Note, however, that 

whenever a hal t is followed by any operation that changes the state of the computer 

(such as Examine or Deposit), the computer must be started as at the beginning of normal

mode operation. The address of the next instruction must be set into the ADDRESS switches 

before START is operated. 

bREAD-I N MODE - The read-in mode reads from paper tape without a program. This 

operation is used to load programs or data into the computer, and is initiated by the READ 

IN switch. 

Each tape word of information used in Read In alternates with a dio instruction. The 

memory location where a word is stored is specified by the address portion of the dio 

instruction immediately preceding it. In systems including more than one memory 

module, this address specifies a location in the particular module selected by the operator. 

Selection is made by setting the appropriate module address into the ADDRESS EXTENSION 

swi tches. Th is address is transferred into the modul e sei ection registers at each cycl e of 

Read In. Therefore, once set, the switches should not be disturbed until Read In is 

completed. 

At the completion of Read In, if the last word on tape is 0 Jump instruction, the computer 

automatically leaves the read-in mode and begins normal operation at the location speci

fied by the jump. When no Jump instruction is included at the end of the tape, the com

puter halts at the completion of Read In. Normal operation can then be initiated by 

START at the location specified by the ADDRESS switches. The START switch causes the computer 

to leave the read-in mode and begin operation in normal mode. 
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The two console functions Exampne and DeposH also cause the comp\.Jter to leave the 

read-in mode before either fu,!ction is performed" These two functions are sometimes 

used at the end of a Read !n to examine ,the contents of certain memory iocations or 

to deposit additional information into memory 0 

The STOP switch may be used to halt the computer in the middle of Read !n 0 Note, 

however, that if for any reason Read ~n !s interrupted, the computer cannot resume 

the operation at the place where it stopped. Instead, the operator must take out the 

tape and begin the Read In over again form the beginning 0 

CAUTION 

Never operate the CONTiNUE switch while in the read=in 
mode 0 This causes the computer to attempt to run in both 
read-in mode and normal mode simul taneousl y. 
Never operate the READ I N switch twice in succession 0 

Pushing READ IN while the computer ,s already running in 
the read-in mode may cause the reader to begin reading the 
wrong I ines on the tape 0 

5-6 OPERATOR'S CHECKLISTS 

The following checkl ists are provided for the opera'tor's convenience 0 Checkl ists are incl uded 

for operating the computer in read-in mode, in normal mode, and in either manual mode. 

Special instructions for running a particular program may be found in the write;,;.up of that 

program 0 

a READ-IN MODE - To operate the computer in the read~in mode, follow the steps 

below in the order given. 

1) Turn off all SENSE SWITCHES, ADDRESS switches, and TEST WORD switches. 

Make sure the two manual-mode switches (SINGLE STEP and S~NGLE iNST,,) are 

both off. 

"2) Push READER switch down to release reader brake 0 

3) Load punched tape into reader. 

4) Lift READER switch up to energize bmke and turn on reader motor 0 

5) If the computer includes the optional memory extension control type 15, set the 

ADDRESS EXTENSION switches t'o tte address of the memory module to be read 

into during Read In 0 
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6) Press the READ IN switch. 

7) To stop the computer during Read In, press the STOP switch. Do not' operate 

any initiating switch without first hal ting the computer. Never operate CONTI NUE 

during Read In. If Read In is interrupted, the entire operation must be started again 

from the beginning; repeat from step 2 above 0 

8) If the tape incl udes a Jump instruction at the end of the tape, the computer 

automatically starts normal operation at the end of Read In. 

9) If the tape does not include the automatic start feature (step 8) normal operation 

must be initiated manually. Wait until the tape reader has finished reading the tape. 

Then proceed as for normal-mode starting, from step 2 in ~ below. 

b NORMAL MODE - To operate start the computer in normal mode, follow the steps 

below in the order given. This checklist assumes the computer already oontains the 

program to be run (see.:!. above for Read In) . 

1) Turn off all SENSE SWITCHES, ADDRESS switches, and TEST WORD switches. 

Make sure the two manual-mode switches (SINGLE STEP and SINGLE INST.) are 

both off. 

2) Check program write-up for in-out equipment needed for the current program 

run. Where needed, load the equipment with the required tapes, etc. 

3) Turn on all in-out equipment to be used during program run. Failure to do this 

will cause the computer to halt. The entire program must th,en be repeated from the 

beginning. 

4) Set address of first instruction into the ADDRESS switches. 

5) To start in sequence-break mode, lift START switch. To start without sequence

break mode, push START swi tch down 0 

6) Check program write-up for any special instructions to be followed during the 

program run. 

7) To halt the computer, press STOP. To continue with the program, press CONTINUE 

However, if the state of the computer has been changed after the hal t (such as by an 

Examine or Deposit operation), proceed as for starting, from step 4 above. 

c MANUAL MODES - To operate the computer in either of the manual modes, follow the 

steps below in the order given. This list assumes that the computer is already loaded with 



an appropriate program 0 

1) Turn off all SENSE SWITCHES; ADDRESS switches, and TEST WORD switches. 

Make sure the two manual~mode switches are off 0 

2) 
T I u I 10ft i /,.. .... I ~I - ...... ___ ". = I • 

lum on tne appropnote mO!'1uo!-moae swncn \:>IN~Lt ~Itt' tor single-cycle 

mode; or SINGLE INST. for s[ngle~instruct!on mode). Note that if both switches 

are on simul taneous! y 5 the s!ng! e=cycle mode takes preference. 

3) Check program wdte='up for in~out equipment needed for the' current program 

run. Where needed; load the equ~pment with the required tapes, etc. 

4) Turn on ali in=out equipment to be used during program run. Failure to do this 

will cause the computer to hal t. The entire program must then be repeated from the 

beginning. 

5) Set address of Hrst :nstructlon anto the ADDRESS switches. 

6) To run in the sequence=break mode .. lift START 0 To run without sequence-break 

mode; push START down. The computer performs a single memory cycle if 

SINGLE STEP is on; or a single instrucrlon if SINGLE INST. is on. Note that 

the single-instrucHon model' wi~h sequence breaks, treats all the break cycles 

and the following instrucHon as a single instruction. 

7) For each subsequent cycle or instruction p press CONTI NUE. The computer 

stops after every cycle or ~nstruct!on. 

8) To leave the manual mode .... turn off the manual-mode switch that is on. To 

complete the program in normal mode; press CONTINUE. However; if the state 

of the computer has been changed after leaving the manual mode, proceed as for 

normal-mode starting (~abovei step 4). 
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TABLE 5-1 ALPHANUMERIC CODES 

FlO .... DEC Concise 
Character Code Code 

a A 61 61 
l.... B 62 t::r':J v V(:;:. 

C C 263 63 

d D 64 64 

e E 265 65 

t F 266 66 

g G 67 67 

h H 70 70 

i I 271 71 

j J 241 41 

k K 242 42 

1 L 43 43 

m M 244 44 

n N 45 45 

0 0 46 46 

p p 247 47 

q Q 250 50 

r R 51 51 

s S 222 22 

t T 23 23 

u u 224 24 

v V 25 25 

w w 26 26 

x X 227 27 

Y Y 230 30 

z Z 31 31 
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TABLE 5-1 ALPHANUMERIC CODES 

(Continued) 
FlO-DEC Concise 

Character Code Code 

0 ~ 20 20 

1 II 01 01 

2 " " 02 Ui:::: 

3 203 03 

4· ::> 04 04 

5 V 205 05 

6 A 206 06 

7 < 07 07 

8 > 10 10 

9 ... 211 11 I 

( 57 57 

255 55 

I * 256 56 

+ 54 54 

- * 40 40 

I = 233 33 

x 73 73 

/ ? 221 21 

Lower Case 272 72 

Upper Case 274 74 

Space 200 00 

Backspace 75 75 

Tab 236 36 

Carriage Return 277 77 

Tape Feed 00 00 

Red ** 35 
Black ** 34 
stop Code 13 

Delete 100 

:*Nonspacing characters (dead keys) 
Used on typewriter Type Out only (not on keyboard) 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONTROL 

6- i GENERAL 

The control unit of the computer includes all the logic which governs the timing of operations 

within the computer, the transfer of information within the central processor, the execution 

of the program and the individual instructions within the program, the operation of the var

ious registers, and the storag.e and retrieval of information from memory. This chapter des

cribes the general control functions, including conso·le control, timing, and cycle control; 

instruction control; program control; the shift/rotate logic; memory address and memory buffer 

transfer logic; the one-channel and 16-channel sequence break systems; and the high-speed 

channel control. 

Certain portions of central processor control aie discussed in othei chapters. The aiithmetic 

unit control circuits and the multiply/divide option are included In the discussion of the arith

metic unit (chapter 7). The memory address register and memory extension control option are 

included in the memory system (chapter 8). Control of information transfers between the com

puter and the control units of the individual in-out devices is discussed under in-out transfer 

control (chapter 9) • 

The control elements described in this chapter are shown in ten logic drawings, figures D6-1 

through D6-10. For information on the use and organization of these drawings see paragraph 

3-16. 

6-2 GENERAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS 

The general control functions of PDP-1 are shown in figure D6-1. These functions control the 

initiation, timing, and completion of all central processor operations. They also control the 

cycles within which the various types of computer operations occur. 

a CONSOLE CONTROL SWITCHES - There are two types of console control switches: 

operating switches and mode switches. The operating switches start and stop the specific 
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computer operations wh i I e the mode switches control the operating modes of the computer. 

(1) Operating Switches - The six operating switches are located across the bottom 

of the operator control panel (figure 5-1). The inputs to the control I ogi c from these 

switches are shown in figure D6-1, fields B1 and C1. The outputs of the STOP, 

CONTINUE, EXAMINE, DEPOSIT and READ IN switches are applied directly to 

five of the six pulse generators shown in the figure. The levels produced by both on 

positions of the START switch are applied to the OR net in C1. The up position of 

th is switch causes the computer to enter the sequence break mode before starting nor

mal operation. The down position causes the computer to leave the sequence break 

mode before starting. The start level is generated when START is pushed to either 

position. This level in turn is applied to the sixth pulse generator in B1. The -3vdc 

level from any switch is used in the control logic directly. Each switch also produces 

a corresponding initial pulse through one of the pulse generators at the instant the 

switch is turned on. 

Five of the operating switches are initiating switches, that is, they begin various 

operations within the computer. These operations are Start, Continue, Examine, 

Deposit and Read In. The initial pulses produced by all five of these switches begin 

the chain of special pulses that controls the console operations. The sixth switch, 

STOP, hal ts the computer. Therefore, the initial pulse produced by STOP does not 

initiate the special pulse chain. 

(2) Manual Mode Switches - The computer performs programs in normal mode. 

Read In is performed in the special read-in mode. In addition, two manual modes 

are available: single cycle and single instruction. These modes are controlled, res

pectively, by the SINGLE STEP and SINGLE INST switches located in the upper 

right corner of the operator control panel (figure 5-1) . 

Both of these switches generate the manual run level (figure D6-1 C3). When MAN

UAL RUN is true the computer halts at the end of the current memory cycle. MAN

UAL RUN is asserted continuously when SINGLE STEP is on so that the computer 

halts at the end of each memory cycle. When SINGLE INST is on, however, manual 

run is asserted onl y when the instruction-done level is also true. Because th is level 
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is true during the final cycle of every instruction (£ be: ,N), the computer halts at the 

end of each complete instruction when SINGLE INST is ~)n. In either mode the first 

cycle or instruction is initiated by START and succeeding cycles or instructions by 

CONTINUE. 

Grouped with the manuai-mode switches on the controi panei is the P~JWER switch" 

Operation of this switch applies power to the system. Each time the POWER switch 

is turned on, the computer is cleared by the power-cleci pulses (figure 06-506). 

When power is applied to the system, terminal T of plug-in unit 1 B2 is temporarily 

grounded. During the time when pin T is grounded, the clock in 1 B1 produces power

clear pulses through pulse amplifier 1 B2. The power-clear pulses clear various flip

flops and registers in the machine, especially in the in-out control equipment, in 

order to prevent accidental information transfers. 

b SPECIAL PULSES - The networks that generate the special pulses are shown in figure 

1"'\6' 8' th I B4 TI • I I • I I t l t. I I r ,.. I • I I. 
IJ -', • rougn . Ine speCial pUlses inCluae ne s arr-clear pUlse, .)\...., ana me cnaln 

of special pulses SP1 through SP 4' This pulse chain is the timing system for initiation of 

console operations. 

(1) Start Clear - To ready the computer for operation, most control flip-flops 

and registers in the computer are cleared by the SC pulse. This pulse is produced 

by SP
1 

in Start, Examine, Deposit, and Read In (figure D6-1 81). Because Continue 

requires that operations begin according to the current state of the control unit, a 

start-clear pulse is never produced by this console function. 

The SC-4 pulse generated by i'he pulse amplifiers in A6 is a O.4-microsecond pulse 

triggered by the 70-nanosecond SC pulse. The SC pulse and the SC-4 pulse are 

logically identical. 

(2) Special Pulse Chain - The initia I pulse produced when any)perating switch 

is turned on halts normal c.)mputer operation and triggers the special pulse chain. 

n... ..... &::.f'\f'\ .~: .,_ ,. ,,_.,..J ..J_I_ •• I':_ .. __ 1"'\£ 1D,)\ L_L ... __ ._ LL_ !._· ... ·_I .. '-. 1(",1"\. II . 
111'1;; ~VV=HII'~i;., .. ·~,jljU UC'IUY \"~UIC' IJU-IDLJ U~IW~~fl Irl~ Ifllflal pUlse ana ':>11 allOWS 

plenty ot time for computer operations to cease before the chain of special pulses 

begins. The special pulses following SP
1 

are produced by the chain :)f delays and 
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pulse ampl ifiers in B3 and B4. 

This chain of special pulses (SP 1 through SP 4) times computer operations unti I the 

regular memory cycle timing chain begins. In Examine and Deposit the computer 

executes only one memory cycle following the special pulse chain; in Start and 

Continue the computer enters the normal operating mode. However, in Read In 

the computer enters the normal operating mode only when the entire read-in is 

completed ( (3) below). 

(3) Read-in Mode Timing - In Read In the initial pulse puts the computer into 

the special read-in mode by setting flip-flop rim ( paragraph 6-3~. When SP
1 

is triggered the condition rim 
1 

breaks the special pulse chain and pulses RPB rim 
1 

(figure D6-1A5). This pulse causes the computer to read one word in binary from 

paper tape into the in-out register. Because the instruction register is clear at 

this time, the reader-return signal (delayed two microseconds by the 4301 delay 

in A4) restarts the chain at SP2 , provided STOP is off. Note that STOP halts the 

computer whether it is in the normal operating mode or in the read-in mode. 

During the rest of the special pulse chain the op code portion of the word read from 

tape is loaded into IR. If the op code is 010, RPB rim
1 

is pulsed again, causing 

the computer to read another word from the tape. When the reader-return-delayed 

signal is received with 010 in IR, the computer goes into cycle one and deposits the 

word in memory. At the end of the cycle (B3) SP
1 

is triggered, beginning the entire 

process again. 

Read In ends when the op code JMP appears in IR instead of 010. Then at SP 4 the 

computer leaves the read-in mode and begins normal operation at the location spec

ified by the address portion of the Jump instruction. 

c TIMING CHAI N - The main timing system of the computer is a chain of timing pulses, 

TP
O 

to TP
9

, TP
9a 

and TP
10

. These timing pulses occur at irregular intervals throughout 

the five-microsecond memory cycle. The series of delays and pulse ampl ifiers shown 

across the top of figure 06-1 produces the timing pulses. The time of each pulse is 
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written above the name of the pulse. This timing system is also shown in the diagram of 

the memory cycle, figure 3-2. 

The pulse amplifiers shown in figure D6-1 A7 generate Oo4-microsecond pulses from the 

70-nanosecond timing pulses. These are logical I y equivalent to the standard timing pulses 

and are indicated by "-4" following the subscript number of the pulse (e. go TP
7

_
4
). 

Like the special pulses (~ above) each timing pulse is produced by a pulse ampl ifier trig

gered through a delay from the previous timing pulse in the chain 0 Unlike the special 

pulses, however, not all pulses are triggered by the preceeding pulse: TP
3 

triggers TP
7 

after a 1 o5-microsecond delay. During this interval, TP 4 is triggered by the memory 

strobe rather than by TP
3

. Pulses TP
5 

and TP
6 

follow from TP
4

. This aligns the set of 

three pulses, TP 4 to TP 6' with the retrieval of information from memory 0 The interval 

between TP 6 and TP
7 

is great enough so that the main timing chain can continue without 

a race problem 0 

In normal operation the memory cycle is repeated over and over again until the computer 

is h6-hed 0 Pulse TP 10 triggers TP 0 through a delay, causing the cycle to start over again, 

but onl y if fl ip-flop run is 1. The computer is hal ted by clearing run. This prevents 

repetition of the memory cycle. Note, however, that the timing chain can be broken 

only at TP
10

. Therefore, no matter when run is cleared, the computer halts only at the 

end of a full cyc!e. 

When operations are initiated from the console the special pulses control the various func

tions which must precede the first memory cycle. Once these initial operations are com

plete, the memory cycle is started by SP 4. The first timing pulse may be TP 0 or TP
1

, de

pending on the operation. 

The cycle is started on TP 0 in Start and Continue. It is also started on TP 0 following an 

automatic Multiply or Divide. In these optional instructions the timing chain stops and a 

substitute timing system takes control of the computer. At the end of the instruction the 

MD-restart pulse triggers TPn , restarting the normal timing chain. 
v 

In Examine and Deposit the cycle is started on TP 1. These console operations are performed 

as cycle one of the instructions lac and dac respectively, so TP
O 

is skipped to prevent the 
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usual cycle-one transfer of MB into MA. 

The other conditions that begin the timing chain apply only to the read-in mode of the com~' 

puter. In this mode the computer alternately uses the special pulse chain and the timing 

chain to bring information into the computer without a pro9ram (~(3) above). After each 

SP
1 

in Read In the computer reads an instruction from paper tape. If the op code is 010 

the computer reads a data word from the tape and the delayed reader-return signal starts 

the memory cycle on TP O. The cycle then deposits the data word in memory. If the op 

code is JMP , however, the computer leaves the read-in mode and begins normal program 

operation at the location specified by the Jump. In t~is case the first normal-mode mem

ory cycle starts with TP 1 to skip the usual cycle-zero transfer of PC into MA. 

d RUN CONTROL - The computer operates in the normal mode, with one memory cycle 

following another, while fl ip..:flop run is 1 (figure 06-1 C3) 0 Each time the memory cycle 

ends, TP 10 triggers TP 0 of the next cycle, causing the computer to continue 0 'Nhenever 

run is cleared the current cycle is completed and the timing chain ends at TP
10

• 

Flip-flop run is cleared at TP
9

, causing the computer to halt at the end of the current 

memory cycle, on the instruction Holt (OPR MB!l; on an incorrect opcode selection; 

and on the assertion of MANUAL RUN 0 (The last condition can occur only when the 

computer is in the single-cycle or single-instruction mode.) The pulse MDI.~ run also 

clears run and ends the timing chain, but the computer does not stop. Instead the sub

stitute multiply/divide timing system takes over until the end of the arithmetic operation. 

Control is then returned to the timing chain by MD RESTART, which sets run again. 

The initial pulse produced when any console operating switch is turned on also clears run 0 

The computer is hal ted in this way when STOP is operated; th is is the onl y function of the 

stop pulse. In the same way, operation of any initiating switch hal ts current normal op

eration prior to the beginning of the desired console f..Jncf'ion. Because Examine and 

Deposit do not use the normal mode, run remains cleared for the single memory cycle of 

these two operations. For Start and Continue, run is cleared while the special pulses 

perform the initial operations, and is set again by SP li to return the computer to the nor

mal mode. In Read In, the timing chain is initiated separately for each memory cycle, 
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and alternates with the special pulses. Run is initially cleared and remains 0 until JMP 

occurs at the end of the read in; the computer then leaves the read-in mode to begin 

norma I operation. 

~ MEMORY CONTROL PULSES - The memory control pulses are generated by three pulse 

amplifiers (figure D6-1A8) which apply certain of the timing pulses to the memory module 

control circuits. The pulse ~ MEM, which clears the memory control flip-flops in prepa

ration for the next memory cycle, is produced initial!y by the power-clear pu Ise and sub

sequently by the final pulse of every memory cycle. The memory operate pulses 

MOP 2 3 7 9 time memory operations by shifting control information through the four , , , 
control flip-flops in the memory module. These pulses are all applied to the same line 

because flip-flops R, RS , Wand I are a single shift-register plug-in unit with all pulses 

applied to the same input pin. The pulses MOP
2

, 3, 7, 9 are equivalent to TP
2

, TP
3

, TP
7 

and TP 9. The other pulse applied to the memory contr91 flip-flops is INHIBIT (equivalent 

to TP 8). A separate pulse is required for this function because flip~f!op ! is set out of 

sequence in the memory module timing shift register. 

If the computer contains only one memory module the pulses produced by the pulse amp

lifiers in 1 F25 are appl ied directly to the shift register in that memory modu Ie. However, 

if a memory extension control is installed, then MOP 2 3 7 9 and INH IBIT are appl ied to , , , 
the module selection logic, which in turn applies these pulses to the selected memory 

module (see paragraph 8-5d). The pulse ~ MEM is applied to all modules. Similarly, 

the strobe from memory is applied directly to TP 4 in the timing chain if there is only one 

memory module. If more than one memory module is used, however, the strobe pulses from 

the various modules are applied to an OR net in the memory extension control; the output 

of this net is then applied to TP 4. 

£. CYCLE CONTROL - The cycle fl ip-flop, cyc, is shown in figure D6-1 C2. When this 

flip-flop is in the 0 state, the computer is in cycle zero, and the current memory cycle is 

uti I ized to retrieve an instruction word from memory. When cyc is set, the computer goes 

into either cycle one or a speciai cyde. The control function for cyde one is generated 

by the net shown in C2 and C3. This net asserts the level CYl (indicating that the com-
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puter is in cycie one) if cyc is i and the computer is not in any speciai cycle (i oe. a 

defer cycle, a high-speed channel cycle or a break cycle) . 

01\ 

Flip-flop cyc is set by SP2 in the console operations Deposit, Examine and Read In be-

cause the memory cycles of these operations are use,d as cycle one of the instructions 

dac, lac and dio, respectively. In normal operation cyc is set at the end of cycle 

zero if the computer must go into a special cycle or into cycle one of a memory re

ference instruction. Such instructions are indicated by an op code less than 60, i.e. 

either IRO or IR1 is O. 

Normal operation of the computer begins in cycle zero on the console operation Start 

or at the completion of Read In. FI ip-flop cye is also cleared at TP10 of either the 

final cycle of an instruction or of a high-speed channel cycle, provided no HSC or 

SBS break is next required. After BC3 the computer always returns to cycle zero, and 

performs the transfer to the break routine without interruption. Flip-flop cyc is also 

cleared at TP 3 during cycle one of Execute. The computer then performs (in cycle 

zero) the instruction retrieved from memory as the operand of the Execute instruction. 

The instruction-done level (figure D6-1 C8) indicates the computer is in the final cycle 

of an instruction. This level is asserted when the computer is not in a break cycle and 

any of the following condi tions is satisfied: 

(1) The computer is in the final cycle of a memory reference instruction (cycle 

one); 

(2) The computer is in cycle zero of a one-cycle instruction (op code ~ 60) and 

no defer cycle is required; or 

(3) The cqmputer is in the final defer cycle (DF' df~) of a one-cycle instruction • 

.§! DEFER CYCLE LOGIC - The defer cycle logic is shown in figure 06-1, D5 to D7. 

The execution of defer cycles is controlled by a pair of flip-flops, df1 and df
2

. 

A defer cycle can follow cycle zero of any instruction which can use indirect addressing. 

If df1 is set in cycle zero the computer enters the defer cycle after cycle zero is com

pleted. Flip-flop df
1 

is set if the indirect address bit is 1 and the computer is not exe

cuting a nondeferrable instruction. (The nondeferrable instructions include all the aug-
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mented instructions and those memory reference instructions in which MB is used for 
5 

other contro I pu rposes . ) 

During a defer cycle the defer level DF is true. This level is equivalant to the con-

..J:"': ......... "'1.... .... '" 1..... ..... "'I....,..l~ ,.,..",..J ,..",.. ,., .. ..". 1 I~,..J~;~ ~o'" u/h:lo ... ho ,.."rnnll ... or ic:: in n rI~f~r "\I,.I~ 
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1 
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the defer cycle is repeated and another address is retrieved from memory. Flip-flop 

df 2 is set at TP 6 of a defer cycle if MB5 is 1. In this case, no instruction conditions 

are required, because the computer cannot be in a defer cycle unless it is already 

executing a deferrabie instruction . However, if a memory extension controi option is 

included in the computer, another condition is added to the set gating of df 2. The 

second defer flip-flop can be set only if the extend-mode flip-flop, EXD, is O. When 

the computer is in the extend mode, indirect addressing is limited to a single level. 

At TP 10 of a defer cycle, df 1 is cleared allowing the computer to continue with the 

program only if df2 is O. If df2 has been set during the cycle then df
1 

is not cleared 

and another defer cycle is executed. In any case df2 is cleared by TP
10

. Both defer 

fiip-fiops are cieared by SC and aiso by any condition that requires the program counter 

to be counted down. That is, the pulses ~ df] and ~ df2 are logically equivalent 

to U PC. This prevents the computer from attempting to perform a defer cycle 

simultaneously with a high-speed channel cycle or a break cycle. 

h IN-OUT HALT CONTROL - The in-out halt control is a system of four flip-flops and 

associated gating circuits (figure D6-1, B4 to B6). These four flip-flops are: in-out 

commands, ioc; in-out halt store, ihs; in-out synchronizer, ios; and in-out halt, ioh. 

Two levels used by in-out halt control are generated by the net shown in C4. The in

out-halt-done level is true if both ioh and ihs are 0 during an in-out transfer. Note 

that this means that 10 HALT DONE is true not only after a halt is completed, but 

also at the beginning of an lOT, before the halt has even started. The level 10 

HALT DONE is true whenever 10 HALT DONE is fa Ise during an lOT. When the 

computer is not perform ing an in-out transfer, both 10 HALT DO NE and 10 HALT 

DONE are false~ 
~ 
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An in-out wait is included in an iot only if desired by the programmer. If information 

is immediately available, as for example after a typewriter key has been struck, then 

no in-out wait can be used. If a long period of time is required between the initiation 

of the in-out transfer and the actual avai labi I ity of information, then the programmer can 

skip the in-out wait and use the time for computation. In this case, unless the sequence 

break system is being used, another iot that does nothing but begin the wait must occur 

some time before the information transfer is ready. 

The start-clear pulse sets ioc and clears the other three in-out halt control flip-flops. 

Th is is the initial configuration of the fl ip-flops. Note that ioc is normal I y 1. During 

an in-out transfer instruction the command pulses are generated by in-out transfer con

trol only while ioc is 1 (B6). If there is no in-out wait the iot is performed in one cycle 

and there is no need to clear ioc 0 The commands flip-flop is therefore ready for the 

next occurrence of an iot in the program. 

If an in-out wait is required, bit 5 of the iot instruction word must be 1. When the in

out transfer appears in the program, ioh is set at TP7 if MB5 is 1 and 10 HALT DONE 

is true 0 Since the in-out wait has not started yet, 10 HALT DONE is true at this time. 

While ioh is 1 the timing chain continues but no operations are performed for any fur

ther instructions 0 The computer merely repeats cycle zero over and over, decrementing 

the program counter by 1 every time it is advanced during each cycle zero. In this 

way the same iot is retrieved from memory each time. 

At TP 2 of the cycle following the setting of ioh (that is, after 10 HALT DONE becomes 

true) ioc is cleared 0 Thus, even if an in-out wait covers many computer cycles, no 

in-out command pulses are generated after the first cycle of the waiting in-out transfer 

instruction 0 

When the in-out transfer is completed, lOT DONE (paragraph 9-2) sets the in-out 

synchronizer flip-flop, ios. This resynchronizes the in-out operation and the internal 

operation of the central processor. After ios is set, if ihs is 0, ioh is cleared at TP
9 

and the computer continues with the next instruction. After ioh is cleared 10 HALT 

DONE becomes true, clearing ios at TP 2 of the following memory cycle. At the same 
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time ioc is set in preparation for future ,n-out transfers 0 

The in-out halt store flip-flop, ihs, is needed for sequence break operations. If the 

in-out wait is interrupted by a sequence break and the break routine itself includes an 

iot withoutan in-out wait: then that iot must be executed immediately. After the com

pletion of the non-wait iot, the computer is allowed to return to the previous in-out 

wait. This is effected by the circuit in 1330 

If lOT occurs with MB~ wh He ioh is 1 (that is, during an in-out wait) I TP 7 sets ioc 

and ihs and clears ioh. This ends the previous halt and, while ioc is 1, the commands 

for the new iot are provi ded. At TP 10' since ihs is 1, ioh is again set putting the com

puter back into the in-out wait which was interrupted by the sequence break. Because 

ioh is now i iO HALT DONE is true, so in the foilowing cycle ioc and ihs are both 

cleared by TP 2. In th is manner the in-out hal t control fl ip-flops are returned to the 

in-out wait configuration after the non-wait iot is performed. 

BREAK COUNTER - The bredk cycles are controlled by the two-bit counter shONn 

in figure D6-1 C7, A sequence break requires three special memory cycles before the 

computer returns to cycle zero. 

The counter initially contains 00. It is advanced to 01 at TP
1 

when an SBS break occurs. 

The source of the signal SBS BREAK depends upon whether or not the computer indludes 

a high-speed channel control. If there is no H SC control! SBS BREAK is generated by 

the circuit shown in B8. When an SBS break request is made (by either the single

channel or l6-channel sequence break system) the signal HSC + SBS BREAK becomes 

true if either a mid-instruction break is permitted (paragraph 6-~) or if the computer 

is currentl y in the final cycle of an instruction (~~ above) G AI though the level produced 

by this logic net is labeled HSC + SBS BREAK, in this case it is equivalent to SBS BREAK 

alone because there is no HSC control 0 The level is used as SBS BREAK by the break 

counter, and its complement is used as HSC + SBS BREAK by cycle control (,!. above). 

I.e L· L -' I I • I 1 I· ,I ".1 • ,. ,.. ... ,.. I I. 

II II igll-speeu CrlannelS are mCI uaea In me computer Tne requesT Tor an ::>tj::> breaK IS 

"'-made to HSC control, because the high-speed channels have priority over the sequence 

break system. An SBS break can occur only if no HSC break is requested. 
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When SBS BREAK is true, bC
1 

is set at TP
10

. The computer then goes into a set of three 

break cycl es control I ed by the states of the break counter. The counter control is shown 

in C7. The counter is advanced at each TP
10 

while at least one bit of the counter is 1 . 

Note that this OR net of bc; and bc~ ai'so generates the control levels which indicate 

whether or not the computer is in some break cycle. 

The control levels for the individual break cycles are produced by the decoding net in 

B7. When the counter contai ns the numbers 01, 10, and 11, the levels BC1, BC2 and 

BC3, respectivel y, are asserted. These levels control computer operations in break 

cycles one, two -and three. At the end of break cycle three, when the counter contains 

11, TP 10 counts the counter back to 00 so that no further counting can occur. Then 

since no BC level is true, the computer enters cycle zero to perform the program transfer 

to the break routine. 

i SEQUENCE -BREAK MODE CONTROL - The sequence break system, whether 

one-channel or 16-channel, is allowed to make break requests only when the computer 

is in the sequence-break mode, i.e. while flip-flop sbm is 1. The state of this flip

flop can be controlled both by the programmer and by the operator. Operator control 

is exercised through the START switch. If this switch is pushed up (Start, in sequence

break mode) SC sets sbm . If START is pushed down (Start, not in sequence-break mode), 

SC clears sbm. Programmer control of sbm is exercised through two of the class 50 in

out transfer instructions. Command pulse ESM (lOT 55, Enter Sequence Break Mode) 

sets sbm; the flip-flop is cleared by command pulse LSM (lOT 54, Leave Sequence 

Break Mode) • 

The sequence-break mode can occur concurrentl y wi th normal operation or one of the 

test modes, but not with the read-in mode. Sequence breaks are not allowed when 

information is being read into the computer on Read In; therefore the initial read-in 

pulse automatically clears sbm. 

~ HIGH-SPEED CHANNEL CYCLE CONTROL - Flip-flop HSCO controls the high

speed channel cycle. This is a general control which determines whether or not the 

computer is in a high-speed channel cycle. The individual channels are controlled by 
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HSC control flip-flops HSC
1 
~3 (paragraph 6= 10) 0 When a h~gh~speed channel break 

is required, the signal HSC BREAK is true y and TP
10 

sets HSC
O 

0 Thus puts the computer 

into the HSC cycle, which aHows memory access through one of the high~speed channeis 0 

As soon as all HSC requests have been saHsHed f HSC BREAK becomes false 0 FI ip-flop 

HSC
O 

is cleared by TP i the computer then continues wHh cycle zero," 
10 

6-3 INSTRUCTION CONTROL 

- • . • • • I I 0 0 I • fO '"'6 'l me InSTrUCTIOn conTrol lOgiC us snown In nqure u ~L <> TIlis includes the five-bit instruction 

register, the read-in mode fl ip=flopu the instruction decoders and a group of miscellaneous 

order control levels 0 The control of augmented onsfructnons also Dncludes the memory buffer 

decoders (figure D6-4) . 

a INSTRUCTION REGISTER - The instrucHon register and associated control circuits 

are shown at the lower left of figure D6~2 0 The instruction register is cleared initially 

by SC. It is then cleared at TP 4 of every cycle zero, ~reak cycle one and HSC cycle 0 

! 
After IR is cleared in each cycle zero the transfer MB -+ IR IS performed at TP 5' bring-

ing the op code from MBO~4 into IR 0 Note that the instruction register is left clear 

throughout the break cycles and the high~speed channel cycle 0 

In addition to the standard instruction control during normal operation there are also 

several special circuits which control ~R during conso~e functions 0 For any operation 

initiated from the consoleu IR is cleared by SC 0 ~n Examone u IRl is set by SP 2 loadong 

op code 20 (LAC) into ~Ro In Deposltu SP
2 

sets both iRl and ~R3 loading op code 22 

(DAC) into IR 0 

Control of IR during the console operatnon Read ~n HS as fol lows 0 The read-in mode 

flip-flop rim, is set by the initial pulse from the READ IN swHch 0 While this flip-flop 

is 1 the computer is in a specia! read=in mode ar:d maya! ternate! y use the special pulse 

chain and the taming chain to transfer ~nformaHon from paper tape to memory without 

a stored program 0 The start~clear pulse occurs at SP'1I each time the computer goes 

through the special pulse chain. Then at each SP 3 ~e transfer MB~ IR is produced. 

Because every other word on the tape is a d~o ~nstruct!ol1t7 this transfer loads the op 



code for Deposit In~Out into IRo This dio instruction is executed during the single 

memory cycte which fol lows the chain of special pulses. In the final cycl~ of Read In 

the op code for Jump is loaded into IR instead. This clears rim and ends the read-in 

mode 0 Fi ip~flop rim is also cieared by the unitiai puise on the consoie operations, 

Start u DeposH and Examine, so ihat the computer leaves the read-in mode before attempting 

to perform any of these operations. 

b INSTRUCTION DECODER - The outputs of the IR flip-flops are applied to two types 

of decoder. Flip-flops IRa and IRl are decoded by the nets in figure 06-2, Bl and B20 

These circuits decode the first two bits of the register into four outputs corresponding 

to the numbers 00, 01, 10 and 11 in the two flip-flops. These levels are then used by 

the main decoder to generate the specific command levels 0 The instructions which re

quire only a single memory cycle are those with op codes in the 60's and 70's 6 These 

numbers require that IRa and IRl both be 1 0 Thus the decoder output IRa, 1 = 11 is 

needed for cycle control (paragraph 6-2.0 . 

The other three bits of IR are decoded by a standard binary-to-octaI decoder type 1150. 

This produces eight outputs corresponding to the numbers 000 through 111 in IR
2

_
4

. These 

eight outputs and the four outputs of the 1RO_l decoder are appl ied to the AND gates in 

the upper right of the figure. The AND function of one of the set of eight IR
2

_
4 

de

coder levels with one of the set of four IRO_l decoder levels asser~ one out of the 32 

specific command levels. These levels are designated both by the octal op code and 

by the name of the signal. The latter is, in most cases, the same as the three-letter 

mnemonic code for the instruction or instruction group. 

Note that the 32 op codes are the even numbers less than 77. The complete op code 

includes bits a to 4 in IR and the indirect address bit. The command levels are numbered 

for the full op code with the indirect address bit taken as 00 

.:. MEMORY BUFFER DECODERS- Only the first five bits of the op code are decoded 

by the instruction decoder. Indirect addressing is controlled directly by the sixth bit 

from the memory buffer (MB
5

) 0 In the nondeferrable instructions, operations are fre-

. quentl y controlled by the state of a specific bit of MB 0 However, in various augmented 
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instructions a number of operations depend not on the state of a single bit of the instruction 

word but rather on the ocrai number conto[ned in a specHic three~bit section or the word. 

To control such operations the address portion of MB is dIvided into four sections of three 

bits each. The outputs of the three flip-flops ijn each secHon are applied to a binary-to

octal decoder (figure D6-4, Bl and B2). Each of these decoders asserts one out of eight 

output levels corresponding to the octal number contained in the three bits 0 The three 

1_
0
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and MB
6

_
8 

are decoded by MBD
B

, MBDC and MBDD respecHvely. 

d MISCELLANEOUS ORDER LEVELS - The various additional order levels required for 

instruction control are shown in the lower right of figure D6-2. The net which detects 

an incorrect op code selection is in C5 and C6 ° Whenever an undefined op code is loaded 

into IR, the incorrect-op-code-selection level is enabledo This signal halts the computer 

by clearing flip-flop run (paragraph 6-2~. 

ihe operation codes {'lot currently assigned are 00, 121 14, 36 and 74. Note that the 

incorrect-op-code-selection level cannot be generated during a high-speed channel 

cycle or a break cycle. This is necessary because the instruction register is cleared (op 

code 00) during such cycles without a subsequent transfer in 0 

The wiring for the multiplication and division instructions is shown in D8. Note that in 

the instruction decoder operation codes 54 and 56 are labeled MUS + MUL and DIS + 

DIV respectively. This is done because these instructions are not unique and depend on 

whether or not the computer includes the automatic multiply/divide option. If the option 

is not included the command levels MUS + MUL or DIS + DIV are wired to generate the 

specific command levels, MUS and DIV, respectively. If the multiply/divide option is 

installed in the machine the wiring is reversed and the command levels MUL and DIV 

are produced instead. 

ations or for operations common to more than one instruction. The levels generated 

include the following: 
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Level 

JMP + JSP 

JMP. rim 1 

df~ (JMP + JS P) 

df~ . JSP 

BCl + CYl (JDA + CAL) 

Significance 

The two single-cycle jump instructions. 

Final instruction in Read In 

Final defer cycle of JMP or JSP 

Final defer cycle of JSP 

The only operations which require both the 

transfer PC~AC and the transfer MA~PC. 

The remaining circuits do not generate any new logic functions; they buffer certain command 

levels to satisfy the electrical loading requirements of the computer logic nets. 

6-4 PROGRAM CONTROL 

The program control elements comprise the program counter, six program flags, and six sense 

switches. Each instruction in the program is retrieved from the memory location addressed by 

the contents of the program counter. The program counter is stepped one position during each 

cycle zero. This causes instructions to be taken from consecutive memory locations. The pro

gram flags are flip-flops which can be sensed by the computer. Program flags can be set in

dividually either by the program or by external signals. The sense switches can be set by the 

operator only, and can be sensed by the computer. 

The programmer controls the program sequence by means of the skip instructions and the jump 

instructions. The skip instructions cause the computer to skip one instruction in the normal 

sequence, if a specific condition is satisfied. The skip operation is implemented by advancing 

the program counter one extra position. The jump instructions can transfer program control to 

any chosen location. This transfer is accomplished by loading a new address into the program 

counter. 

a PROGRAM COUNTER, PC - The l2-bit program counter is shown in figure D6-3. 

The program counter contains the standard l2-bit address required by the type 12 memory 

module. In machines including additional memory modules, the extra address bits are 

provided by the extension of the program counter in the memory extension control (para-
- \ 

graph 8-5!:). Each flip-flop in the program counter has two complement inputs; both of 

these inputs produce carry pu Ises to the next more signifi cant stage of the register. These 

carry pulses are gated by opposite outputs from each flip-flop so that one carry 
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chain causes the register to function 05 an up coupt'er y whUe the other carry chain causes it 

to function as a down counter. 

;-1 
The pulse~ PC decrements the contents of the prog~am counter by 1 0 The carry chain 

,...,..,.,...,..,..+""",J .. :+1.. I~ Dr ... ~ __ I~_~_ ..... Dr :, Dr _'- _____ £ .... ___ f'I L_ '1 Ti_"_ 0_ .i 
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n n+i 

logical condition required to subtract 1 from the contents of the program counter 0 

Conversely, the pulse l~pc increments the contents of the program counter by 1 0 The 

carry chain associated with I~pc complemenfs PCn if PC
n
+

1 
changes from 1 to O. This 

is the logical condition required to add 1 to the contents of the program counter 0 The 

pulse I~pc counts memory locations in the program, and In sequence breaks ° The 

pulse I~pc backs the counter one location when a mid-instruction break occurs, or 

when the computer completes each in-out walt cycle. A detai led description of the pro

gram count logic is inc! uded in ~ below. 

The program counter is cleared by the pu!se i 0) PC. 

SC, and is also generated prior to any transfer of program control 0 Addresses may be trans

ferred into the program counter from the memory buffer register, the ADDRESS switch reg

ister on the console, or the memory address register. in each of these three transfers, bits 

6 through 17 of MB, TA, or MAl respectively, are transferred Into PC
6

_
17

0 The program 

transfer logic is described in ~ below 0 

Ihe outputs of the program counter bits are appl Hed to the memory address register input 

gating, and to the accumulator input gating 0 The contents of the program counter are 

transferred to MA for memory access 6 The contents of the program counter are transferred 

to the accumulator to save the current program-location address . 

.!: PROGRAM FLAG LOGIC - The program flags are shown in the upper right of figure 

D6-4. These six program flags can be sensed by the computer to control the program (~ 

below). The state of each program flag can be independentl y controlled by the program 0 

This program control is exerc!sed through the ~nput gaHng of the program flag. Each pro

gram fiag aiso has a direct set input which permits the flag to be used for detecting exter

nal signals ° 
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Program control of the flags is exercised through the instructions in the operate group ° 

The input gating of the flags is enabled according to the three-bit address in bits 15 

through 17 of the instruction word. Tnese bits are decoded in the usual manner by l\ABD A 0 

Address 1 enables the input gating to program flag 1, address 2 enables the input gating 

to program flag 2, and so on for the other addresses up to address 6 ° Address 7 enables 

the input gating to all six program flags. 

The addressed flag is set or cleared depending on the contents of bit 14 of the instruction 

word 0 If MB14 is 0 in an operate instruction, the addressed program flag is cleared at 

TP 8 . However, if MB14 is 1, the addressed flag is set at TP 8 ° 

c PROGRAM COUNT LOGIC - The program count logic is shown in the lower left 

:f figure D6-4 ° The nets shown at coordinates B3 and B4 generate ~~ PC in order to 

back up the counter for a break or for an in-out wait. The other nets generate ,~ PC 0 

This pulse advances the counter for ordinary counting and for skipping ° 

(1) 1-1 Decrementi ng PC - The pulse -..,. PC decrements the program counter and 

clears both defer flip-flops. The program counter must be backed up during the 

following two operations ° 

First: At the end of each cycle during an in-out wait (lOToioh 1), the program 

counter is returned to the address it held at the beginning of the cycle ° This prevents 

the computer from going on to the next instruction until the in-out wait is completed. 

Second: Whenever a break occurs before the final cycle of an instruction PC is 

backed up one position. In this way, after the break operations are completed, the 

computer again begins the interrupted instruction. The program counter is backed up 

to the beginning of the interrupted instruction by pulsing L:~ PC. This pulse is gen

erated at the end of any cycle in which an HSC or SBS break request is granted before 

the current instruction is completed. 

The control level that permits mid-instruction breaks is generated by the circuit shown 

at B3 ° Th is control I evel also governs the granting of break requests (paragraphs 6-2.!.. 

and 6-10a). A mid-instruction break is permitted during certain portions of all mem-
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ory reference instructions. During these instructions breaks are permitted whi Ie the 

computer is in either cycle zero or in a defer cycle (i .e., not in cycle one). M!d

instruction breaks are also permitted during a one-cycle jump instruction that is def

erred more than once. 

Note that a break is always a! lowed at the completion of an instruction. Therefore; 

if the computer is performing any instruction which uses the regular memory-cycle 

timing system, the entire set of break conditions can be summarized as follows. A 

break is always allowed at the end of the current memory cycle, except in the case 
- I. I.. I r I I ot a one-cycle lump thar IS aererrea onl yonce. 

There are, however, two other situations that do not satisfy the above criterion. 

These are the break cycles and the automatic mul tiply/divide operations. If the 

computer is in any break cycie, no new break request is granted until the completion 

of the transfer following break cycle three. Thus a sequence break cannot be inter

rupted before the program counter contains the address of the first instruction in the 

break routi ne . 

In the automatic Multiply and Divide instructions a substitute timing system takes 

control of the computer after the completion of cycle one. If a break request is 

made during cycle one of Multiply or Divide the request is granted for the next 

memory cycle . However, the next memory cycle does not occur until after the 

automatic Multiply or Divide instruction is comp!eted. 

(2) +1 
Counting - The program counter is incremented by PC to count memory 

locations in the program, during sequence breaks, and during certain subroutine= 

call ing transfers. 

The standard program counting occurs at TP 2 of every cycle zero. The address of 

the first location in a break is loaded directly into MA. Succeeding locations are 

then counted by PC at the end of each break cycle (B4) 0 The program counter is 

also advanced at TP
9a 

in cycle one of the instructions CAL and JDA. This transfers 

program control to the location fel !ev'ling the deposit location of the accumulator" 

(3) Ski ppi ng - All advances of the program counter, o.ther than those listed iii 
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(2) above, cause the computer to skip an instruction. There.are twosignpls that 

pulse t~ PC directly . One of these signals is the .good-dividesignalfrom the 

automatic multiply/divide logic. The other signal is the external J~PGsignal 
from in-out. transfer con,trol. pJ I other skips are caused eit~er by two-cycle skip 

instructions or by one-cycle skip-group instructions. For all skips in these cate-

gories I~ PC is pulsedot TP 8' . 

The logic nets governing the two-cycle skip instructions are .shown in C3 and D3. 

In all three of these instructions the skip is. made in -:ycle one. The skip occurs on 

ISP if the sign bit of the accumulator is plus; on SAD if AC contains the number 

+0; and on SAS if AC contains the number -0. 

All other circuits in the lower left portion of figure D6-4 govern skipping for 

instructionsi n' the skip group. I n these instructions both the condition on which 

the skip is made and the significance of the instruction can be varied by the pro

grammer. The control level ENABLE is asserted if the addressed condition is ful

filled. If the addressed condition is not fulfilled, the control level ENABLE is 

asserted. The skip may be made on either control level; the choice depending 

on whether the indirect address bit is 0 or 1. The circuit governing the pulsing 

of I~ PC is shown in C4. When the command level SKP is true, the skip occurs 
o ',·"·· ...... 1 

on either of the conditions ENABLE· MBS or ENABLE' MBS' 

The generating circuits for the enabling functions are shown at the left of figure 

D6-4. The level ENABLE is true if the addressed condition is fulfilled; otherwise 

ENABLE is true. At the extreme left of the figure are the sensing circuits for the 

six program flags and the six sense switches 0 The flags are addressed through MBD A 

(MB
15

_
17

); the swi tches are addressed th rough MBDB (MB
12

_
14

) . Addresses 1 to 

6 address the individual flags or switches numbered 1 to 60 Address 7 addresses 

all of the flags or all of the switches. All flags and switches are sensed for the 0 

state. The circuits shown at C3 check the remaining conditions which may be 

addressed by skip-group instructions. For these conditions no binary-to-octal de

coding is necessary. The individual conditions are each addressed by a 1 located 

in a specific bit of MB. The conditions that may be sensed are addressed as follows: 
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MB7: Sign bit of 10 is positive (= 0) 

MBa: PV'l =;:9.' 
MB9:S~gn bit oLAC is. negativ~(=J~ 

.MB
10

: . $jgn bH of A~ i~ positive (=0) 

MBll=' C.(AC) ~.+O 

d PROGRAM TRANSFER LOGIC - All transfers of program control clreeffected by Clear- .' . 

ing the program counter and then transferring a new address into it. Following the t~ansfer, 

PC counts successive memory locations in the usual manner. The transfer logic utilizes 
,; 

• I r I; • r I /I • I. r. ..... , 1:'\ rne rOlloWlng Tour pUlses ~Iower ngnr, Tlgure UO-:J}: 

~PC 
The program counter is cleared by SC prior to any console initiated transfer, and at TP 8 . 

prior to any programmed transfer or sequence break. 

Successive locations in a s~quence break are counted by the program counter. Since the 

break address is transferred directly in MA from the break encoder, the subsequent trans

fer MA <;-.,,1>. PC is required at TP
9 

of break cycle one. This transfer is also required at 

TP 9 ~n CYlof JDAor: CAL because in these instructions program control is transferred to 

the address fo \lowing the storage location of the accumu lator. 

MB~"PC 
Programmed transfers and the starting location of the program following Read In are speci

fied by the address portion of the instruction word in MB. The transfer MB ~ PC there

fore occurs at SP 4 when JMP appears in the read-in mode, and at TP 9 in the final cycle of 

any programmed jump instruction. The latter includes cycle zero of a directly addressed 

JMP or JSP, and the final defer cycle (OF . df~) of an indirectly addressed JMP or JSP. 

TA ~PC 
This transfer occurs at SP 2 of the console operations Start, Deposit and Examine. In Start, 

the program begins at the location specified by the ADDRESS switches. In Deposit and 

Examine information is transferred to or from the memory location specified by the ADDRESS 

switches. Thus the transfer TA ...2.. PC is made merely to utilize the subsequent transfer 

PC ~MA. 
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6-5 SHIFT/ROTATE LOGIC 

The shift/rotate logic includes shift/rotate pulses and control levels. A single step in a shift 

or a rotation is performed each time a shift/rotate purse isgeherated. "The application of 

the shift/rotate pulses to the AC and 10 registers is governed b/arithrriefic onit control (para

graph 7-2::, =). The shift/rotate control levels control the type and direction of the shift 

and the. linkage of the regi&ters. 

a SHIFT/ROTATE PULSES - The ci'rcuit which generates the shift/rotate pulses is shown 
r' : 1 . -

in the upper left of figure 06-4. Shift/rotate pulses occur during three different opera-

tions. These are the instructions Divide Step and Mul tipiy Step, and any i~struction in 

the shift group (SH/RO). In DIS and MUS only one shift/rotate pulse is genei-ated. This 

pulse occurs during'c:ycte o~·eClt.TP1 and TP
S 

respeciti'vely'~ . 

In the shift instructions the number of sh'i'ft/rotate pulses depends';~ the number of lis 

in MB
9

_
17

. Each bit of MB is sensed at a specific timing pulse. Thus when the command 

level SHIRO is'tnie the first SH!RO pulse is generated afTP7'if MB17 is T. Then at 

each'consecutive'timing pulse through the rest of'c\yc:le zero'the n'ext'mo're significant bit 

of MB 'is's'ehsed > The la~fpulse',' TP
10

, 'senses MB
1
'3. HoWever, during the next cycle zero 

(in which a new instruction'ii;retrieved from memory) the command level SHIRO remains 

true until IR is cleared at TP 4;' Thus' the Idst three; possible SHIRO pulses~ina shift, group 

instruction actually occur during cycle zero of the following instruction. The first three 

timing pulses in the cycle sense MB
12

, -MB
1l

· and MB
lO 

r~pectively. 

. . . . - . 

!: SHIFT/ROTA,TE CONTROL LEVELS - The levels which determine the effect of a SHIRO 

pulse are generated by the logic nets shown in figure 06-4, C5 to CS. These levels con

trol the dire~tion of shifting and perform the correct linkages in the reg.isters for cycl ic 

sh i fts and two-register sh ifts. For exampl'~, . the I ~vel ~o· sA I FT I inks 10
1 

to 10
0 

on a II 

left 10 shifts except an arithmetic shift that affects only 10. On all other 10 left shift/ 

rotate operations information is shifted from-IOl into 100' 

Th~ various shift/rotate control levels are generated as follows: 

SHIRO L = SHIRO 0 MB~ 

SHIRO R = SHIRO . MB15 

ROTATE = SHIRO ' MBO 
6 
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AC ONLY = SHIRO· MB~ 0 MB~ (links AC
O 

to AC 17 on AC SHIRO l) 

10 ONLY = SHIRO 0 MB~ 0 MB~ (links 10
0 

to 10
17 

on 10 SHIRO L) 

o 1 
10SHIFT= SHIRO (MB6 + MBa) + DIS + DIV (links 10 1 to 100 on 10 SHIRO L) 

AI = SHIRO . MB~ . MB~ (links AC
O 

to 10
17 

on 10 SHIRO L) 

The following AND and OR functions are also generated: 

AC· ROTATE (links AC
17 

to AC
O 

on AC SHIRO R) 

10· ROTATE (links 10
17 

to 10
0 

on 10 SHIRO R) 

AI· ROTATE (links 1017 to AC
O 

on AC SHIRO R) 

ROTATE + DIV + DIS (links AC
1 

to AC
O 

on AC SHIRO L) 

AI + MUS + MUL + DiS + DIV (links 100 to AC
17 

on AC SHIRO L, and AC
17 

to 

10
0 

on 10 SHIRO R) 

6-6 MEMORY ADDRESS TRANSFER LOGIC 

At the beginning of each memory cycle an address is transferred into the memory address regis

ter. Access is then made to the location specified by the address in MA during the cycle (para

graph 8-2). Since all transfers into MA are 1 transfers, the register must be cleared prior to 

the transfer. Addresses for high-speed channel access are transferred into MA from the HSC 

address mixer under HSC control. Transfers generated 'Nithin the main control unit include 

the following four pulses (upper left, figure D6-5): 

~MA 
The memory address register is cleared by SP 1 prior to any console-initiated merrl~.ry cycle, and 

at TP 10 prior to all succeeding cycles while the computer is in the normal operating mode (run I). 

Note that SP 1 also clears MA prior to every memory cycle while the computer is in the read-in mode. 

PC ~MA 
Since both program and sequence-break locations are counted by the program counter I th is trans

fer occurs at TP () of cycle zero and break cycles two and three (be;) 0 The transfer PC ~MA is 
- -

also necessary at SP 3 of Examine and Deposit because transfers from TA to MA must be made 

through PC (paragraph 6-4:!). 
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MB ~MA 
This transfer occurs at TP a for address retrieval in every defer cycle and for the standard memory 

reference in cycle one 0 Note that the cycle-one transfer is inhibited in the instruction CAL 

(see below). The transfer MB ~ MA is also executed at SP 3 in the read-in mode for each de

posit of a data word from paper tape into memory and, in the final cycle, lor the starting location 

of the program) 

100 ~MA 
In CAL the address portion of the instruction word is ignored and address 100 is used .instead. 

Thus the transfer 100 ~ MA replaces MB ~ MA at TP 0 in cycle one of Call Subroutine. 

BE~MA 
Each sequence break is made to a specific initial location corresponding to the channel through 

which the break occurs. When the break begins the initial address is transferred directly from 

the break encoder to MA. Succeeding locations in the break are then counted on the program 

counter c 

6-7 MEMORY BUFFER TRANSFER LOGIC 

All gated transfers into MB are made from the accumulator or the in-out register. Most of these 

transfers are for the purpose of depositing information in memory, However, all transfers be

tween AC and 10 must be made via MB even though no information is deposited in memory. 

In the read-in mode only every second word read from paper tape is deposited. The other 

words are executed by the computer as instructions. 

Information retrieved from memory is not gated by a transfer pu Ise. The pu Ise outputs of the 

sense amplifiers are applied directly to the individual flip-flops in MB. If there is more than 

one memory module, the sense amplifier outputs are applied to the individual flip-flops in MB 

th~ough the memory buffer mixer. Information deposited in memory through a high-spe~d 

channel must also be applied to individual MB bits through the memory buffer mixer. 

The main control unit generates five control pulses for MB. One of these, the complement 

pulse, can be generated only if the computer includes the automatic multiply/divide option. 

The transfer of 10 to MB is a 1 transfer requiring a prior clear-MB pulse 0 Because the transfer 

of AC to MB is a jam transfer, no prior clear is necessary. This transfer is, however, per

formed by two simultaneous pulses, each affecting a portion of MB, 
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~ lv\S 

The memory buffer is cleared prior to all transfers from 10 to MB and prior to all in-transfers 

through a high-speed channel (HSC ~ MB, paragraph 6-1O~) 0 The MB register is also 

and at TP
5 

in cycle one of DZM so that the regular read-write memory cycle ciecrs (i .e., writes 

zero into) the addressed memory register 0 

10 ~MB 
This pulse transfers information to MB for subsequent deposit in memory in BC3 and CYl of 

DIO. This transfer also occurs at every SP .... durinq Read In to transfer the words read from 
'.j -

tape to MB J' and at MDP-12 during automatic Divide to transfer the quotient from /0 to MB 

for subsequent transfer to AC (see below) , 

AC--4,MB, AC ~MB 
0-5 6-17 

These two I ines are pu Ised simu Itaneously whenever an entire word must be transferred from 

AC to MB. This occurs in BC 1 and BC2 to deposit the current contents of AC and the current 

program location, respectively, during a sequence break. (During BC1, after C(AC) are de

posited, C(PC) are transferred to AC e Then the location of the interrupted program is saved dur

ing BC2 by transferring C(AC) to MB a second time) 0 The transfer also occurs in cyc!eone of any 

instruction that deposits a full word into memory from AC(CAL, JDA, DAC j IDX, and ISP) 0 

The pulse MD:AC~MB from the multiply/divide option causes a full word transfer at two 

different times. At the beginning of an automatic multiplication (MUL 0 CYl 0 TP
2

) the 

multiplier is transferred from AC to MB for subsequent transfer to 100 The multiplier controls 

the formation of partial products from 10 < At the end of automatic division (MDP-13) the 

remainder is jam transferred from AC to MB at the same time that the quotient (previously held 

in 10) is jam transferred from MB to AC 0 The remainder is then transferred to 10 c 

ThetwoAC-to-·tv'lB lox, ;TG:-is;-er I;ne::. erE' rulsed independt3ntly if onlypartofaword isbeingdeposited 

in memory, The,pulse AC 0_i5') MB transfers the op code (bits a through 5) in Deposit Instruction Part; 

the pulse AC6:irMB transfers the address (bits 6 to 17) in Deposit Address ParL 

(C ... LAn 
~/V\D 

In the optional automatic Multiply, MB holds the mu!tiplicand. Since multiplicat!on 

is performed only on positive numbers, MB may have to be complimented before 
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the execution of the multiplication algorithm begins (paragraph 7-5~). 

In the optional automatic Divide the divisor in MB is repeatedly subtracted from the dividend 

in AC. Since the divisor may not always "go into" the dividend at each step, MB may have 

to be complemented many times during the execution of the division algorithm (paragraph 

7-5~). To complement MB, the line ~ MB is pulsed whenever the complement signal 

arrives from the multiply/divide logic. 

6-8 STANDARD SEQUENCE BREAK SYSTEM 

PDP-1 includes a one-channel sequence break system as standard equipment. This one-channel 

system is removed if the 16-channel sequence break system type 20 is installed. The control 

circuits for the one-channel break are shown in the lower right of figure D6-4. 

Program control over the one-channel sequence break system is exercised through three in-out 

transfer instructions. Two of these three instructions, esm and Ism, control the sequence break 

mode (paragraph 6-21) by setting and clearing flip-flop sbm. The third instruction, cbs, clears 

the sequence break system. These three instructions are used in both the one-channel and the 

16-channel sequence break system and for this reason are included in all machines. The de

coding of these three iot's is shown with the in-out transfer control for standard equipment 

~.figure D9-l). 

A break through the single channel is controlled by three flip-flops, b2, b3, and b4. Either a 

pulse or a level from the taper pins in iot control can provide the external signal that initiates 

the break. If the break is initiated by a pulse, b2 is set directly. If b2 is set, or if the break 

is initiated by a level, then b3 is set by TP 40 FI ip-flop b3 thus synchronizes the break system 

to the computer timing system. 

If sbm is 1 and b4 is 0 when b3 is set! then an SBS break request is made. Th is request is 

appl ied directly to the break counter logic if there are no high-speed channels in the computer 

(paragraph 6-2.U . However, if the computer includes a high-speed channel control type 19, 

the SBS break request is appl ied to HSC control (paragraph 6-105:)' This is necessary because 

the high-speed channels have priority over the sequence break system. 

If the break request is granted the break counter is advanced one position and the computer 

enters break cycle one. At TP 4 of BC 1, fl ip-flop b4 is set, thereby preventing any further 
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break request from !n~errupt~ng the present break, At ~he same Hme d, f!ip-flop b2 is cleared 0 

Since there IS anI y one channe~! the break is made to memory 10caHon 00 During break cycie 

two the present contents of the program counter are s~ored in memory 10caHon 1 0 After the 

break routine '5 completed v' a deferred Jump to memory location 1 effects the transfer back to 

memory I.ocation ~s being used for sequence break pur'poses 0 When this Jump instruction occurs 

In the break rouHne t flip-flops b3 and b4 are both cleared at TP
2

0 Clearing these two flip

flops! clears the break system r mak~ng it available for another break requesto After a 3 c5~ 

microsecond delay; the SBS restoring pulse reSTores the original state of the overfiow flip-

flop according to the contents of bit 0 in memory register 1 0 

if more than one memory module !s included In the machine" the transfer back to the mdln pro

gram must be made by a deferr'ed Jump to memory location 1 in module 0" Then at the same 

time that the break flip~flops are c!.eared f DEBREAK sets the extend-mode flip-flop so that the 

return to the main program may be made to any memory module 0 After a 305-microsecond 

delay! the SBS restoring pulse restores the original states of OV
1 

and EXD according to the 

contents of bits 0 and 1 respectively in memory register "I 0 

! 11 addition to the automat! c cI ear of the break system at the end of a break routi ne v the pro

grammer may clear flip-flops b3 and b4 by CBS (lOT 56), All three flip-flops in the chain are 

also cleared by SC, 

6-9 SEQUENCE BREAK SYSTEM TYPE 20 

The type 20 sequence br'eak system aUows the ma~n program to be broken by an external $~gna! 

on anyone of 16 channels arranged !n a priority cha~n, The priorit~y sequence is prewired 0 it 

is determined by the cornections wh~ch are made between the break system and the various 

input-output deVices c If a break is inHiated on any channel either by the external s~gnal o~ by 

the program a break request !s made for that channel provided there is no break on any higher 

pdority channel. 

If the break request IS granted y the break is made to a fixed memory locatlon corresponding to 

the break channel, ~nformat}on necessary for a subsequent ref-urn to the interrupted program 

~s stored in three consecutjve memory locat~ons, Program control for the break routfne is then 



transferred to f fourth memory location. Any break routine may itself be broken by a request 

on a higher priority channel. At the end of any break routine, program control is transferred 

back to the most recently interrupted routine 0 This may be either some lower priority sequence 

break routine or else the main program. 

a BREAK ~YSTEM PRIORITY CHAIN - The 64 flip-flops in the break system priority 

cha in are shown in figure D6-6. Each of the 16 break channels is controlled by a set 

of four flip-flops, bn 1 to bn4 (where n is the number of the channel; n = 00, . 0 • , 17) 0 

The setting of each flip-fl.op represents a stage in the break process as follows: 

bn 1: Chahnel n is on 

bn2: Initiate break on channel n a'nd synchronize by setting bn3 

bn3: Await break on channel n 

bn4: Break for channel n has been started. 

Program control over the system is exercised through the seven iot instructions in class 50 

(see chart in figureD6-7 A6). Some of these instructions control the sequence-break 

mode or the break system as a whole while others control only a single channel. When 

an iot controls a single channel, the number of the channel is specified by bits 6 to 11 

of the instruction word. These bits are decoded in the usual manner by MBDD and MBD C. 

The decoded control information is appl ied to the input gating of the channel fl ip-flops 

in two stages. Bits MB
6

_
8 

are decoded to produce a control pulse for one set of eight 

channels. If MBDD is 0 the appropriate pulse i~applied to the capacitor-diode gating 

of the flip-flops in channels 0 to 7; if MBDD is 1 the pulse is applied to channels 10 to 

17. Thespecific channel out of the set of eight is selected by the asserted level output 

of MBD C (MB 9-11)" For example, the programmer turns channel 13 on with the iot in

struction 721351 (Activate Sequence Break Channel 13) 0 With MBD~, ASC p'roduces the 

pulse ~b lis 10-17' This pulse in combination with the level output MBD~ sets flip

flop b 131, turning on channel 13 (figure D6-6D4). Generation of all break system con

trol pulses is explained in !: below 0 

The control flip-flops for each of the 16 sequence break channels function in the same 

manner. The following description treats the channel 2 flip-flops, b021 to b024, but 

applies equally to the control flip-flops for the other 15 channelso The channel 2 
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flip-flops are shown in figure D6-6,r A3 and B3 

The programmer may turn channel 2 on or off ~'especHve!y by setting or clearing flip-

flop b021. This flip-flop is set by MBD~' I~ b 1 'sO-7; it is cleared by MBD~ . \~b 1 I s
0

_
7

. 

If the channel is on, a break can be initiated by applying a break signal from an external 

device to pin V of R 1A3 c (The break signals are appl ied to each set of four channels 

through the following pin connections~ pins F f Ny V and Y9 respectiveiy ¥ of the plug-in 

units type 4126 located at R1A3,r R1C13,r R1B3 and R1C18)" The externally-generated 

break signai at pin R lA3V initiates the break by setting b022 j provided that b021 is 10 

Note; however; that the program can initiate a break whether the channel is on or off, 

because condition MBD~ 4 b2'lsO_7 can also set b022 , 

After b022 is set, the pulse SYNC (TP 4) synchron!zes the break system to the computer 

timing system by setting b023. Then RESET SYNC (TP 10) clears b0220 The setting of 

b023 also indi cates to the system that channel 2 is waiting for a break. The outputs of 

b023 are applied to the channel-to-channel priority chain which crosses figure D6 from 

left to right between the b3 and b4 fl ip-fiops 0 The priority of a break on channei 2 is 

When b023 is set, the signa! SEQ 2 is asserted if -3 vdc appears on pins K and J of 

R1A10. Pin K is at -3 vdc if b024 is OJ that is,~ if no break is currently being held for 

channel 2. Pin J is at -3 vdc if channel 1 is not waiting for a break (b 103
0

) and if, 

furthermore; pins Nand M of R lA 10 are both at -3 vdc; and so forth up the chain. Thus 

a channel 2 break request is made by asserting SEQ 2 if the following two conditions 

apply: first, if no break is currently being held for channel 2; and second, if no higher

priority (i. e., lower-numbered) channel is either waiting for a break or holding a break. 

Note that the chain to the right of channel 2 has no effect on channel 20 This permits a 

higher-priority channel to interrupt a break on a lower priority channel. 

The signal SEQ 2 is appl ied to the break system control (~below) 0 If the break request 

is granted, the pulse HOLD BREAK (equivalent to TP 4' Be 1) sets B024, thereby indicating 

that a break is being held for channel 2 and disabling SEQ 20 HOLD BREAK also clears 

b023. Since b024 remains i throughout the break routine i no additional break can be 

requested on either channel 2 or on any lower-priority channel until the channel 2 break 

routine is completed" However, because both b022 and b023 are cleared during the break 
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process, it is possible to initiate and synchronize another break on channel 2. If a new 

break is synchronized on channel 2, then channel 2 is again waiting for a break while 

the original channel 2 break routine is being performed. Then, when b024 is cleared at 

the end of the break routine, a new break request is made for channel 2 (provided, of 

course, that no higher-priority channel is also waiting for a break), 

When the break routine is completed the channel is freed by clearing the corresponding 

b4 fl ip-flop. The control pu Ises appl ied to the input gating of the b4 fl ip-flops each 

govern eight stages of the chain. However, these pulses do not function in the same man

ner as the pulses for the other flip-flops in the break system. 

In the case of the b4 flip-flops, one pulse is applied to the even-numbered channels, 

and the other pu Ise is appl ied to the odd-numbered channels. 

The specific channel affected by the b4 flip-flop control pulses is determined by the out

put of MBD
B

. The eight outputs of this decoder each govern two adjacent channels. 

If the level MBD~ is asserted either b004 or bO 14 is cleared depending on whether 

~ EVEN b4's or ~ ODD b4's is pulsed. Similorly MBD~ is applied to the in

put goting of b024 and b034i and so on to MBD~ which governs channels 16 and 17. 

Selection is made in this way because of the method of return to an interrupted program 

after a break ~ (3) be low) . 

The break process through the set of four fl ip-flops governing any channel is the same as 

that described above. However, the priority-determining chain is not continuous from 

channel to channel, The chain is not fast enough to assure proper functioning of the 

lowest-priority channels, To remedy this the chain is continuous only for sets of four 

adjacent channels. The chain runs from channel 0 to channel 3, but the output of stage 3 

is not appl ied to stage 4" Instead the diode net in A5 asserts the level NO BREAK
O

_
3 

if all b3 and b4 flip-flops in channels 0 to 3 are 0, Thus the priority of a break on 

channel 4 is indicated by the level NO BREAK
O

_
3 

instead of by the output of the pri

ority chain from stage 3, Similarly! the diode net in B5 generates NO BREAK
O

_
7 

for channel 10, while the net in C5 indicates to channel 13 that no higher-priority 

channel is waiting for or holding a break. 

In addition to the control pulses already mentioned break-system control also generates 
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eight direct-clear pulses; each of which dears an entire row of flip-flops. 

b BREAK SYSTEM CONTROL ~, The ger.erating circuits for the control levels and pulses 

or the break system are shown in figure D6o~7 0 Functionally these control signals may be 

divided into three groups;; (1) the pu Ises that control the fl ip-flops during the break 

process; (2) the break~request level and break encoder; and (3) the pulses that free a 

channel after the completion of a break. routine 0 

(1) Program control over the break system is exercised through the seven iot instruc

tions in class 500 These seven instructions include both the three iot instructions 

that control the one-channel break system in the standard machine, and the four 

additional instructions necessary for the 16-channel system. Each of these seven 

iot instructions generates only a single command pulse. That pulse performs C! single 

operation at TP 7. The decoding of the standard instructions is shown with the standard 

in-out transfer contro! {figure D9=· n. The decoding of the extra instructions fo! the 

type 20 option IS shown in Hgure D6~7 II B2 and B3 (for an expianation of iot decoding 

The standard command pu Ises ESM and LSM govern the sequence-break mode (para

graph 6-21) 0 The th ird standard pu Ise b' CBS; clears the break system by clearing 

all b2, b3 and b4 flip-flops (upper right J figure D6-7). Initially, the system is 

cleared by seQ One of the additional instructions also affects all channels. This 

instruction is CAC, which turns off an channels by clearing all b 1 flip-flops (C7, C8) 0 

The other three additional instrucrftons affect only the single channel addressed by bits 

6 to 11 of the instruction word 0 Each command pulse generates one of two alternate 

pulseso Each of these pul~es is appBed to the input gating of an entire row of eight 

flip-flops in the break system priorHy chain (figure D6-6) 0 If MBDD (MB 6-8) is 0, a 

pulse is applied to channels 0 to 7; if instead MBDD is 1, a pulse is applied to 

channels 10 to 17 {figure D6~7 (J B6 and C6). The final selection of a single channel 

from the eight partially selected channels is then determined by the number in MB
9

_
11 

: 

This number is decoded by MBD C ~ above)? If MB 6-11 contains the number n, 

command pulse ASC activates channel n by setting bn 1; DSC deactivates channel n 

by clearing bn 1; and ISS initiates a break on channel n by setting bn2. 
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When a break is initiated on channel n, the channel flip-flops are controlled by the 

pulses shown in the lower right of figure D6-7 ° After bn2 is set, SYNC sets bn3 at 

TP
4

; then RESET SYNC clears bn2 at TP100 If channel n has priority and the 

break request is granted, the computer goes into break cycle one. The pulse HOLD 

BREAK then sets bn4 and clears bn3 at TP 4 0 

(2) The priority chain output levels from all channels are applied to the diode nets 

in the lower left of figure D6-7. If any SEQ signal is asserted, then the SBS break 

request level is also asserted provided that flip-flop sbm is 1 (that is, provided that 

the computer is in the sequence-break mode). As in the case of the single-channel 

system, the break request is appl ied to HSC· control if the computer includes high

speed channels (paragraph 6-1 O~), but is applied directly to the break counter logic 

if no HSC option is insta lied (paragraph 6-2J) ° 

Above the break request net is the break encoder. This is a sexadecimal-to-binary 

encoding matrix. If the level SEQ n is true the number n, encoded in binary I 

appears at the four outputs BE 12-15. If n = 0, a II four outputs are at ground; if 

n = 17, all outputs are at -3 vdc 0 At the beginning of break cycle one, n, the 

number of the channel, is loaded from the break encoder into MA
12

_
15

o Since 

MA 16 and MA 17 both contain 0, this transfer is equivalent to loading the number 

4n into MA. Each sequence break requires four consecutive memory registers 0 The 

break is therefore made to memory location 4n for a break on channel n. 

(3) During break cycle two of a break on channel n the current program address 

of the interrupted sequence is deposited in memory register 4n + 1. For example, 

the address for channe lOis stored in location 1; the address for channell, in loca

tion 5; the address for channel 2, in location 11; and so on through channel 17 in 

location 75. Therefore, when the break routine is completed, the return to the 

interrupted sequence must be made by a deferred Jump to a memory location which has 

an address that is less than 100 and that ends in either II 111 or 11511 
° 

On a return from a break for channel np fl ip-flop bn4 must be cleared to indicate to 

the break system that the break is fin ished. Th is fl ip-flop is cleared by the net in 

figure D6-7 I A4 to A6 ° If the Y portion of a deferred Jump instruction is an address 

less than 100 (that is, if MBD~ and MBD~ are both true, indicating that bits 6 
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through 11 of the address are all 0) then ~ EVEN b4's is pulsed by TP 2 on 

MBD!. and ~ ODD b4 1s is pulsed on MBD;. These pulses ore applied to the 

input gating of the b4 flip-flops in the even- and odd-numbered channels respec

tively (figure 06-6) . 

Tho~o oi,.,h+ 
I I Iv"""'" "'I::::,flll 

outputs are each applied to the input gating of the b4 flip-flops in the two selected 

channels. For example, if bits 12 through 14 of the Jump address contain 0 the 

output MBDS selects channels 0 and 1. This output is applied to the input gating 

of fiip-fiops b004 and bOi4, the b4 fiip-flops of channels 0 and i respectiveiy. 

One of these two flip-flops is then cleared. The choice of the flip-flop to be cleared 

is determined by the contents of bits 15 through 17. If these three bits contain 1, 

all of the even numbered b4 input gates are pulsed. This clears the channel a b4 

flip-flop, b004. Conversely, if bits 15 through 17 contain 5, all of the odd 

numbered b4 input gates are pulsed. This clears the channell b4 flip-flop, b014. 

If the MBD~ output is osserted insteod of the MBD~ output I the return is from 

channel 2 or 3 instead of from 0 or 1. The choice between channels 2 and 3 

'again depends upon whether MBD A (MB
15

_
17

) is 1 or 5. A similar system is followed 

for each pair of channels: 4 and 5, 6 and 7, and so on through the eighth pair of chan

nels, 16 and 17. For sequence breaks on channels 16 and 17 the return to the inter

rupted sequence is made to memory locations 71 and 75, respectively. 

Detection of the return from the break routine is gated by sbm 
1 

to ensure that the 

Jump location is being used for sequence break purposes. The same pu Ise that clears 

bn4 also triggers a 3. 5-microsecond delay which produces SBS·RESTQRE. This' pulse 

restores the,pri,ginal state of the overflow flip-flop according to the tontents of bit 0 

,ik' memory.register 4n + 1 . 
• ' .:, r." .', 

If more thQn one memory module is included in the machine, the transfer back to the 

interruptedpro9,ram must be made by a deferred Jump to memory loctition 1 in module 

'0. Then ot the same time that bn4 is cleared, DEBREAK sets the'extehd-mode flip-flop 

so that the return to the interrupted program may be made to any module. After a 

3. 5-micros~c.ond delay, the SBS restoring pu Ise restores the originar~tates of OV 1 

'ofld EXD qccording to the contents of bits 0 and 1, respectively, in memory register 

4n + 1. 
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6-10 HIGH SPEED CHANNEL CONTROL TYPE' 19," 

This optional control J"nit governs three high-speed ~ha~nels arranged" in a pri~rity ch~in. The 

channels are p'rewired to the individual in-out device~. Through these" chahnelsa high-speed 

device such as magnetic tape or data channel may gain direct acce~~ 'to memory forth'e trans

fer of inforfl;lotion to or f.rom the computer . When a :device requests access on a high.-speed 

channel the computer program pauses for one memory cycle while access is made and· then 

continues v-.<ith the program .. 
, . , 

The HSC'control unit inCludes the control circuits which gover~ the pf'io'rity chain and the pulse 

logi C for fhe information' transfers.' Th~ un itdlso 'inc ludes two "input mixe~s, one for the transfer 

of addresses into the memo~y address reg'ister, and another for the transfe~ of data into the 

memory buffer register. 

a REQUEST AND TRANSFER LOGIC - The control circuits forthe" high-speed.,channels are 

shown in figure D6-8. In the upper left of the figure are the channel request flip-flops. 

When~ver a request is made on arlY channel, the corresponding channel request flip-flop 
". .. .. '~" . . :,' . 

is seL The outputs of these flip-flops are appl ied to a logic net whose stages form a pri-
... ;'. , " ," ; . .,-' .' ') 

ority c:hain. The initial input to the chain is at the left (A 1). This input requir~s that no 
" , 

break can be made through the chain unl,ess the computer is eith~r in th~ final cycle of an 
• ~. " ..... ~ .,o , ' 

instruc:tion or a mid-instruction break is being permitted. If this initial condition is ful-
. .... - , , 

filled, then a break can be made through the c~ain by the ~ighest,priority flip-flop which 

is in the 1 state. 

If HSC 1 has been set, then a break is made for channell. F.or each ,channel the break 

can b~ made only if the initial condition isfulfilled and no hi~her pr~ority channel is re

questing a break~ Note that the SBS break request signal i~ applied to th~ right hand end 
~ . .. ,. .' \'. .'. 

of th is chain 0 Thus the high-speed channels have priority over the sequence br~ak system. 

If the initial condition is fulfilled and no HSC request is made, then an SBS break request 

is' granted ~ 

If a b~eak is made on any high-speed channel, the level HSC BREAK be~omes true, setting 
.' ~ - ' .' ~ 

flip-fl?p HS~Q. This flip-flop continues to enable the priority, chain (A,l) even !f the other 

initial con~itions become false. This is nec~ssary so that the previouslxgranted channel 

break signal will remain true throughout the HSC cycle. If either an HSC break or a sequence 
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I break is granted the signal HSC + SBS BREAK becomes true. This signal is used in cycle 

control and in the program count logic (paragraphs 6-2.£ and 6-4~). 

The pulse control for high-speed channel information transfers is shown at the right of the 

figureo All pulses occur only for the channel on which the, break is granted while the com

puter is in a high-speed channel cycle 00 eo, while HSCn -is 1). The pulses for all channels . - . - v 

are identical. Therefore the following description of channel 1 (A5) applies equally to all 

channels 0 

At the beginning of the cycle (TP 0) a memory address is transferred into MA through the HSC 

address lines. Besides transferring an address into MA, the pulse ADD~MA generates the 

pulse WORD XFERo This word-transfer pulse signals the in-out device that access to memory 

has been granted. If the HSC access is made for retrieval of information from m_emory, the 

in-out device must generate a transfer-in pulse. This pulse must occur after the data is 

made avai lable to the HSC data-out I ines from MB (i. e., after the TP 4 memory read-out 

which occurs approximately 1.5 microseconds after WORD XFER). In any event the device 

must drop the channel request before TP 9a (4 microseconds) or the computer will perform a 

second HSC cycle for the same requesta 

If the signal CHAN # 1 IN is true, the device does not accept data from the computer I and 

at TP 5 the memory buffer is cleared. Then at TP 7 a word is transferred into MB from the 

HSC data-in lines 0 

After the data transfer is completed TP 9 clears the corresponding channel request flip-flop 

(B2 and B3). This once more makes the channel- avai lable and allows the computer to handle 

any postponed request on any lower priority channels. If there are no requests HSC BREAK 

becomes false 0 This clears HSC
O

' causing the computer to return to the program. 

b HIGH-SPEED CHANNEL MIXERS - The high-speed channel control unit includes two 

capacitor-diode-gate mixers 0 At the beginning of each HSC cycle an address is trans

ferred into the memory address register through the HSC address mixer HSAM. The length 

of the address loaded through the mixer may be 12 or 15 bits, depending upon the number 

for the transfer of information into the computer, the memory buffer is cleared at TP 5 and 

at TP 7 an entire word is transferred into MB through the 18-bit HSC buffer mixer HSBM. 
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(1) Address Mixer - The high-speed channel address mixer is shown in figure 06-9. 

One HSC address I ine for each channel ;s appl ied to the I evel input gate of the cor

responding bit of the mixer 0 The address I ines are prewired and fixed in the same 

order as the request lines to the priority chain 0 The transfer pulses AOO~MA are 

applied to the input gates across all the bits of the mixer Thus on the pulse ADD--';;"f'.AA. 

for a given channel, output pulses occur from those bits of the mixer which correspond 

to asserted input levels from the HSCA I ines of the corresponding channel; 

If only one memory module is in use the address mixer coptains 12 bits HSAM
6

_
17

, 

If the computer contains a type 15 memory extension control. a 15-bit address is re

quiredo The standard 12-bit address, specifying a location within a single memory 

module, is transferred through HSAM
6

_
17 

to MAo The three-bit module address is 

transferred through HSAM
3

_
5 

to t~e extension of MA in the type 15 control (para-

graph 8-5~). If the memory is expanded beyond eight modules, another bit (HSAM
3

) 

must be added to the mixer 0 

(2) Buffer Mixer - The high-speed channel buffer mixer is shown in figure D6-10o 

This mixer contains 18 bits so that an entire word can be transferred into the memory 

buffer from the HSC data lines 0 As in the case of the address mixer ,one HSCD line 

from each channel is applied as the level gate input to the corresponding bit of the 

mixer. Data transfers through the mixer from a given channel are made on the 

WORD-'?MB transfer pulse for that channel, The pulse outputs of the high-speed 

channel buffer mixer are applied through the memory buffer mixer to the memory buffer 

register (paragraph 8-5~ 0 

However, if the computer does not include a memory extension control, there is no 

memory buffer mixer. The HSBM pulse outputs are then applied directly to the MBM 

input gates of MB (paragraph 8-3). In this case HSBM acts as a mixer if both for the 

high-speed channels, and also for data transfers from the single memory module to 

MS. The pulse outputs of the memory sense amplifiers are applied to the transistor 

input gates mounted on the 1607 pulse amplifier units in HSBM. 
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6-11 DATA CHANNEL TYPE 123 - This optional unit acts as a control for high speed informa

tion transfers between PDP-l and an external device. The data channel, DC, includes its own 

data buffer DB, word counter WC, and location counter LC. Through two iot instructions the 

program initiates data channel operations by specifying the number of words to be transferred 
I • I •• •• I I I ,. I. I I I I r""'IIo.. I I . I. I 

ana rne iniTial aaaress ror nlgn speea cnannel memory access. uara cnannel conrrol rnen re-

sponds only to signals from the external device. At each word transfer, in either direction, 

the location counter is incremented by 1 so that each subsequent HSC cycle makes access to 

the next memory location. After processing the specified number of words, DC control signals 

the computer that the block transfer is complete. This completion signal may initiate a sequence 

break if desired by the programmer. 

In a single block, all words are transferred in only one direction. However, DC may control 

a single device for both input and output, or two devices, one for input I the other for output J 

For output operations DC makes immediate HSC access to memory in order to make the first 

word available to the device. It then requests subsequent access only upon signal from the 

device (i.e. after the device retrieves the current word) For input the external device con-

trols the loading of information into the DC data buffer, On signal from the device, DC con

trol requests HSC access to transfer the contents of the data buffer to memory. 

~ EC~:UIPMENT LAYOUT - Th~ data channel requires five panels in the standard DEC bay 

(Figure 6-11). In the logic drawings, letters A to E designate panel locations, althvuDh 

panels may be mounted in any position. The equipment includes an indkator panel ('1\), 

three standard 25-module logic panels (8, C, D) and an in-out plug panel (E). 

The unit requires two 50-connector cables for connection to the computer 0 Computer con

nections are made through standard 50-pin Amphenol connectors from the bay 3 in-out plug 

panel to sockets EA and EB at the data channel. Connections to the DC logic are made 

directly from EA and EB. Signal connections for the external device are available at 22-

pin Amphenol connectors mounted on the logi c panels. Plugs specified by the user may be 

mounted in any of the other panel E sockets. The actual connections made from the logic 

nonp I c:onnpc:tor" to thp nnnpi F nit Inc:; rlpnpnrl llnOn thp morlp of i nformnti on trnnc:;fpr hptwppn 1- ------ -----.--.-.- .- ••• - .-.•• _. - 1-'-;:;1- --1--"- -.- ..... - ... --.- - ..... - .... _ .. _ ... ,--.-._. -_ ..• -_ .. 

the externa I device and the DC buffer. 

The three logic panels include DC control in panel B, word counter and location countf~r 

C, and data buffer in D. The respective logic drawings are Figures D6-15, -16 011:, ... 
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If the data channel is mounted in a bay separate from the rest of the computer it requires both 

a 728 power supply and an 813 power control. The operator may turn the data channel on or 

off independently of the computer by means of the power switch on the indicator panel u If 

the data channel is mounted in a bay bolted to the rest of the computer it requires only the 

power supply 0 Data channel power is switched by the computer power control! and the DC 

power switch is not cOrlnected 0 

The following table lists the compiete module requirements for the data channel (Figure 

6-11 shows the· modu Ie layout). 

Type Quantity 

Bus driver 1685 or 1690 9 

Inverter 4105 1 

Inverter 41 06R 4 

Diode 4112R 

Negative capacitor-diode 4127 5 

Negative capacitor-diode 4127R 2 

Negative capacitor-diode 4129 9 

Quadruple flip-flop 4213 7 

4-bit counter 4215 8 

Pu !se ampl Hie r 4603 2 
added to i ot con tro I 

Pu !se ampl ifier 4604 9 

b LOGICAL ORGANIZATION AND TIMING - Figure 6-12 includes a detailed block 

diagram of the data channel and a timing chart for data channel operations. The block 

diagram shows the control section and the registers as well as connections from the data 

channel to the computer and to an external device. If a line in the figure represents more 

than one physical connection J the plurality is indicated by a number in parentheses. For 

example, transfer of incoming data from DB through HSBM to MB requires 18 lines. Dia

monds and arrowheads on the lines indicate signa! polarities. 

The data channel logic :s shown between the verticai dashed lines in the block diagram. 

At the left are connections to the various sections of the computer. The figure I ists both 

signal names and pir. connections on in-out plugs 0 Listed at the right are signals provided 

to the externa! de\/ice and signals that must be provided by the device. Some choice is 

avai lable in both data and control signals? depending upon the mode of information trans

fer 0 The figure !lsts or';'y mounting panel connectors because actual connections made to 

in-out plugs depe~d upon the type of signalS required 



The program initiates data channel operations by specifying the number of words to be 

transferred, an address for the initial HSC access to memory, and up to eight additional 

bits of contra! information. Both word counter and location counter are 14 bits in length .. 

I b f d h b f' . .,. .14 d so the maximum num er 0 wor stat may e trans erred in any single block is 2' an 
I • • • _ .' - •• . - 14 . 

these words must be stored in or retrieved trom the lower numbered 2 memory !ocatlons, 

Besides loading LC and WC the program may also load up to eight bits of control information 

into two 4-bit registers, A and B. The state of p,,.., determines whether HSC access shall 

transfer data into the com pu ter or au t to t he dev i ~ e (A ~ = IN). T he other seven b i Is may 

be used for any controi purposes as required by the externai device, 

The program initiates data channel operations through the following pair of iot instructions: 

Set Channel Word Counter ..... . 

. . .. scw Instruction Code 72X057 ((iO
O

_
3

) replace ((A)i the complement 

of C(IO 4-17) replace C0/VC). This instruction also clears two of the three DC control flip

Hops: TRANSFER DONE and WCOV (see below). The bit transferred into AO determines 

the direction of information transfers, All four A bits are available to the external device 

for control purposes. \A/C receives the complement of the number contained in 10
4

_
17 

because, in PDP-l binary arithmetic, the complement of a number is equivalent to its neg

ative. Then as each word is processed WC can count up norma lIy, through negative num

bers I' instead of counting down. When the counter reaches 0 (i . e, WC overflows I WCOV) 

DC control terminates the block transfer. Since the maximum, when interpreted as a nega

tive number, is -0 (all 1s) the counter must count through -0 in order to reach +0 (all Os). 

Thus in order to cause the data channe! to process a block of n words the program must 

specify the number n-1 in 10
4

_
17

, 

Set Channel Initia I Location 0 ••• 0 , 

sci Instruction Code 72X 157 C(10
7

_
3

) replace C(Bli C(IO 4-17) 

replace C(LC) , If the preceding scw specified an output operation (AO = 0), sci also re

quests initial HSC access to memory to make the first word available to the device, For 

input operations sci signals the device that DB is ready to receive data. LC receives a 

memory address for the fi rst HSC access from 10
4

_
17

, As each word is processed the counter 

is incremented by 1 so that each HSC access is made to the next consecutive memory location. 

The iot command pu Ise inputs to the data channel are shown at the lower left of the block 

diagram. SCW
7 

clears both A and WC; then SCW 10 transfers 10
0

-
3 

into A and the compi(f;A 

ment of 104_17 into 'vVC .. Similarly, SCI
7 

clears Band Le, while SCI
10 

transfers CUO) 
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into them. SCI
10 

also triggers operations in DC control; all further events then occur only 

on signal from the external device ,. 

For output operations the 0 state of AO !'legates the HSC channel-in signal and SWC
10 

sets the HSC request fl ip-flop causing an initial request for HSC access to memory 0 The 

location counter provides the address for each such access to HSAMo As soon as an HSC 

request is granted, the WORD XFER pulse from HSC contro~ (paragraph 6-10~) triggers a 

chain of time pulses within DC control, 

Two of these time pulses contro! the transfer of outgoing data from computer memory to DB" 

The first time pu!se clears the buffer; the second transfers data into it after the computer 

memory cycle has made the data available at the memory buffer. At the same time DB 

is cleared, DC control signals the device that outgoing data is almost ready, Then, after 

allowing time for DB to settle, control signals the device that data is available 0 The data 

channel then waits until the device signals it to load the next data word by again requesting 

HSC access to memory 

For input operations, the 1 state of AO asserts the channel-in signal and causes SCW 10 

to trigger the chain of time pu Ises. No HSC access is yet requested) DC control then 

clears the data buffer and signals the device that DB is almost ready to receive incoming 

data c After al lowing time for DB to settle down, DC control sigp.als the device that the 

buffer is available. The device must then assemble a complete l8-bit word in the data 

buffer. This may be done in anyone of four modes_ 

The A and B modes both require 18 data lines, In the A mode the device must provide two 

transfer pulses to assemble a word from two 9-bit characters. The B mode requires three 

transfer pu Ises to assemble a complete word from three 6-bi t characters 0 The C mode re

quires only one data line and one control line§' and the data buffer functions as a shift 

register. The device must provide 18 transfer pulses on the single control line j each one of 

which transfers a single bit of information into DB17 and shifts the contents of DB one place 

to the left The device may also transfer a full l8-bit word by providing both A-mode trans

fer.s,pul~es or all three B-mode pulses simultaneously 

After assembl ing a~ e'1tire word in DBf, the device signals DC control to deposit the data 

word by requesHng HSC access, When the request is granted WORD XFER again triggers 

the time cha!n, LC provides the memory address to HSAM whi Ie DB provides the incoliling 

data to HSBM, After HSC cortrol has transferred the data to MBy DC control again clecn~i 

DB and signals the devIce that 1+ is once more avaPable for input, 
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When each HSC request is granted, WORD XFER triggers the DC timing chain and incre

ments both the location counter and the word counter. Incrementing LC in every HSC cycle 

assures that access will be made to consecutive memory locations. As each word in the 

block is processed, the WC i$ also incremented. Finally, the transistion of we from all 

15 to all Os sets the overflow fl ip-flop WCOV preventing further HSC requests. The transi:" 

tion also produces a completion pulse, indicating that the block transfer is finished, and 

sets the transfer done status flip-flop. These signals allow the computer to initiate a se

quence break if the sequence break system is on. WCOV and TRANSFER DONE both re-

main in the 1 state untt I the program again initiates DC operations v/ith an scw instruction, 

Complete timing for data channel operations is shown at the right in Figure 6-12. The DC 

timing chain includes six pulses spaced 1 microsecond apart. The upper two portions of the 

chart show the standard memory cycle and HSC timing as related to the DC timing chain 0 

In order to gain access to a particular computer cycle DC must establish both the memory 

address and the HSC request 1 microsecond before the cycle begins. The lower portions of 

the chart show the timing of data channel transfers and DC signais to the device. Note 

that in order to operate at the maximum 200-kilocyc!e word transfer rate {one transfer every 

5 microseconds} the device must signal DC to request HSC access by the 2.7 mi crosecond time 

in every computer memory cycle. 

The data channel equipment also includes an indicator panel (Figure 6-13). The register 

indicators on this panel show the contents of A, Bf WORD COUNTER, LOCATION 

COUNTER and DATA BUFFER. Note that the WORD COUNTER lights are connected to 

the 1 outputs of the flip-flops but the register receives the complement of the number of 

word transfers specified by 10. Thus, to determine the number of transfers remaining in 

the block, read the counter indicators in reverse - i < e. an off I ight represents a 1 while 

an on light represents a O. The panel also includes indicators for the three control ftip-flops~ 

REQUEST, TRA DONE (transfer done) and WC3. The last indicator represents the state 

of WCOV - that is, the overflow from WC 4' the most significant bit of the word counter. 

If the equipment is mounted in a bay separated from the rest of the computer (and thus 

includes an 813 power controi), power is appiied to the system by pushing to the left the 

POWER switch located in the lower left corner of the panel. Located above the control 

flip-flop indicators is the POWER light. 
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~ DATA CHANNEL LOGIC - Figure 6-14 shows the two 4603 pulse amplifiers that must be 

added to iot control when a data channel is installed in the computer (for module locations 

see Figure 09-7)" The two iot instructions scw and sci use secondary operation codes 057 

and 157 respectively. Neither instruction requires an in-out wait; therefore, both must 

use primary op code 72. Each instruction generates two command pulses at TP 7 and TP 10 

(for decoding of iot instructions see paragraph 9-2), 

The complete data channel logic is shown in three D-size block schematics, Figures 06-15, 

-16 and -17. Figure 06-15 shows the DC control logic, Control inputs from the computer 

are the four iot command pulses at the upper left. The two TP
7 

pulses merely clear DC 

counters and control registers. In addition to loading A and WC, SCW
10 

clears TRANSFER 

DONE and WCOV (A2, 02). SCI
10 

loads Band LC and also performs other functions de

pending upon the direction of data flow. 

Whether DC is t.::> control transfers of data into or out of the computer is determined by the 

state of AO (the buffered outputs of this fl ip-flop are labeled BA
O
)' For Out90ir10 trclllsfers 

(p.~), SCI
10 

sets the REGUEST fl ip-flop at the same time that it loads the registers (C3, C2). 

When access is granted, HSC control returns WORD XFER (paragraph 6-10~) which directly 

increments both the word counter and the location counter (B 1), Through a PA (B 1), WORD 

XFER also clears RE~!UEST and, if WCOV is 0, triggers the timing chain (A3). The chain is 

is produced by a series of six 4604 pulse amplifiers. External connections are made on these 

PAs so that each produces a l-microsecond negative output pulse. The leading edge of a 

given output pulse is the negative-going time pulse while the trailing positive-going edge 

1 microsecond later triggers the next PA to produce the next pulse in the chain. 

The first time pulses (TO, Tl, T2) are not used within the DC logic but are available to an 

external device if required. DC waits for the completion of the read portion of the HSC 

cycle. Then T3 clears DB and indicates to the device that outgoing data is almost ready 

(B3). Next, T4 transfers the contents of MB into DB and, after allowing 1 microsecond 

for the buffer to settle, T5 signals the device that data is ready" After the device has 

retrieved data from DB it signals DC control to load the next data word by setting REQUEST 

(C3) . 

For input operations, A~ asserts CHANNEL IN (Cl) and causes SCI
10 

to trigger the timing 

chain 'Nhen it loads B a;,d LC DC then waits un+iI HSC control has transferred incoming 
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data to MB. At T3, DC clears DB and signa Is the devi ce that the buffer is a Imost ready to 

receive incoming data (B4). Finally, after waiting 1 microsecond for DB to settle, DC sig

nals the device that the buffer is available at T4. 

The device must then transfer data into DB by making data avai lable to the DB input gates 

and generating the appropriate transfer pu ises. Each pu ise generated by the device is ap-

plied to a pulse amplifier to generate a corresponding local transfer pulse (A6, B6). In 

the A mode the device must generate two transfer pulses to assemble a complete 18-bit word 

from two 9-bit characters. The B mode requires three pulses to assemble a word from three 

6-bit characters; the C mode requires 18 pulses on a single line to shift information into the 

buffer from the right, one bit at a time. After assembl ing the entlre word, the device signals 

DC to deposit the word by setting REQUEST (C3). 

Transfers continue with one HSC access after another until the word counter is incremented 

to all ls and then recycles to all Os. Since the most significant bit WC
4 

can change from 

1 to 0 only when the entire counter changes from ls to Os the overflow flip-flop WCOY is 

set on the transition of WC
4 

(D3). The negative-going transition of the WC
4 

0 output is 

used as a pulse in a capacitor-diode gate. The negative gating level is provided by the 

WC 4 1 output. The delay inherent in a capacitor-diode gate prevents the gating level 

from falling during the state change of the flip-flop. WCOyl holds REQUEST in the 0 

state preventing any further requests for HSC access to memory. To prevent any spurious 

HSC requests, VvCOV is a Iso set by the start clear pu Ise when computer operations are 

begun. The same pulse that sets WCOV also generates the completion pulse BTD (B2). This 

pulse initiates a sequence break if such breaks are being allowed by the program, and also 

sets the status flip-flop TRANSFER DONE. 

Figure D6-16 shows the word counter I the location counter I and the two control registers 

A and B. Instruction sc i transfers a fu II 18-bit word from 10 into Band LC (10
0

-
3 

into 

B, 10
4

_
17 

into LC). All 10 bits are avai lable with the 1 state at ground assertion, How

ever, bits 4 to 17 are inverted to provide the necessary input polarity to LC. 

Instruction sew transfers the contents of 10 into A and WC (lO(L,) into A, 10 A_17 into 
v-v ~-II 

WC). However, the transfer into WC is not a normal 1 transfer. The 10 bits are avai lable 

with the 1 state asserted at ground but bits 4 to 17 are not inverted at the WC inputs. 

Thus, the 10
4

_
17 

input bits are actually Os asserted negative; and a given WC bit is set 
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if the corresponding 10 bit is 0. This means that the transfer into WC produces the comple

ment of the number originally contained in ,00 Since in PDP-l binary arithmetic the com

plement is used to represent the negative, WC is counted from a negative number up to,O. 

The 1 outputs of all LC bits are available through bus drivers to HSAM to provide a memory 

address for HSC access. Both outputs of A
O 

are buffered for use in DC control to specify 

the direction of data flow. Both outputs of all eight A and B bits are available to the 

external device for general control purposes. The transition of WC
4 

from 1 to ° signals 

the transition of WC from -0 to +0. No other we outputs are used except in counter internal 

connections. 

Both LC and WC are composed of type 4215 4-bit counter modules. At the beginning of 

every HSC access to memory WORD XFER increments both counters by complementing 

their least significant bits (LC
17 

and WC
17

). Connections from one 4215 flip-flop to the 

next cause any given fl ip-flop to be complemented on the ground-going transition of the 

preceding flip-flop 1 output. Thus, whenever a given bit changes from 1 to 0, a carry is 

generated which complements the next more significant biL 

Besides counters and control registers the data channel also includes an 18-bit data buffer 

DB (Figure D6-17) 0 The buffer gating includes both 1 t~ansfer gates for normal parallel 

transfers and left shift gates for shifting data into the register one bit at a time from the right. 

Before any transfer in .. DC control clears the buHer at T3 On the middle of every HSC cyc!e}. 

For output, DC control loads DB from the memory buffer by means of an l8-bit parallel 

transfer. For input both the data gating levels and the transfer pulses must be provided by 

the external device. The device may assemb~e a fud word in DB either by two transfer pulses 

for 9-bit characters (A mode) or three tratlsfer pulses for 6=bit characters (B mode). For the 

C mode the device must assemble a full word from 18 si:1g1e bits by pulsing the shift left 

line 18 times. At each shift a new bit of data must be made available by a gating level 

at DB17 (A8). The bottom set of gates below the buffer may be used for special applica

tions {such as sense amplifier outputs; in whkh single bits of data are provided to each 

buffer bit individtHJ! !yo This type of transfer req:,.dres 0 separate pulse and gating level 

for every bit. 

The 1 outputs of aH DB bits are made ava! iable throvgh bus drivers for data transfers to the 

externa I devi ce or thro-Jgh the HSC bucfer ", ;X€'" +0 rnerncwy-
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CHAPTER 7 

ARITHMETIC UNIT 

7-1 GENERAL 

The standard arithmetic unit includes three full-word (18 bit) registers (two active and one 

passive) and associated control circuits. The one passive register, the memory buffer register; 

is described in detai! as part of the memory system (paragraph 8-3). The two active registers, 

the accumulator and the in-out register, are described in this chapter. 

The control elements associated with the arithmetic unit are the overflow logic and the logic 

nets that generate the various control pulses for the accumulator and the in-out register. In 

addition to describing the standard arithmetic-unit equipment, this chapter also describes one 

central processor option. This option, the automatic multiply/divide logic, is a control system 

that aiiows muitipiication and division to be performed as single instructions instead of as sub-

routines. 

The arithmetic elements described in this chapter are shown in four logic drawings, figures 07-1 

through 07-4. For information on the use and organization of these drawings see paragraph 3-160 

7-2 ACCUMULATOR 

The accumulator is made up of 18 type 1201 flip-flops (figure 07-1). Each of these flip-flops 

has two gated complement inputs, in addition to the usual gated 0 and 1 inputs and direct clear 

input. A complement output terminal is associated with each complement input. When a pos

itive-going pulse is applied to one of the complement inputs, an output pulse is available at 

the corresponding complement output terminal. However I only one of the complement outputs 

is actually used& No output connection is made to the complement output terminal correspond-

ing to the complement input at the left (pin J). This input receives both the regular ungated 

complement pulse for the entire register and the gated partial-add complement pulse. 

The complement input on the right (pin L) produces complement output pulses at pin M when it 

receives gated complement pulses. These gated pulses are generated by either the main carry 

function or the bit-to-bit carry from the next less significant stage of the register 0 The associated 
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pu Ise output produces the carry into the next more sign ifi cant stage of the register. 

The bit-to-bit or "ripple" carry is an addition carry. The pulse output from AC is applied to 
n 

the complement input of AC 1 on Iy if AC changes state from 1 to O. The initial input to 
n- n 

the ripple carry chain is the add-l-to-AC pulse applied to the pin L complement input of AC 17 " 

The effect of the standard add- 1 pu Ise ( 1.:2... AC) is dupli cated by the pu Ise CARRY. This pu ;:e 

is the end-around carry produced from AC
O 

when the sign bit changes from 1 to 0 (from plus to 

minus). The end-around carry is a necessary characteristic of l's complement arithmetic (see 

~ below). 

All but two of the accumulator control pulses are applied to the input gates of all bits in the 

register. The two exceptions are the ripple carry and the 1 transfer from MB to AC. The ripple 

carry output for each bit is applied only to the next more significant bit of the register. The 

transfer from MB to AC is divided into two control pu Ises, MBO~? AC and MB 6~ l! AC. 

The level gates for transfers from other registers are applied to each bit of the accumulator from 

the corresponding bit of the source register. Each bit of the accumulator also receives the out

puts of the stages at either side as level gates for shift/rotate operations. The shift/rotate con

trol levels (paragraph 6-5.!:) are applied only to the sign bit and the least significant bit of the 

register (i.e. bits AC
O 

and AC
17

) to control register linkage in shift/rotate operations. 

The outputs of the accumu lator fli p-flops are used by the accumu lator input gating for both sh ift/ 

rotate and arithmetic operations. These outputs are also applied to the jam transfer input gating 

of the memory buffer to deposit the contents of the accumulator in memory. If either the visual 

display option or the precision display option is included with the computer, the 0 outputs of 

certain bits of the accumu lator are made avai lable, through type 4113R buffers, at taper pins 

in in-out transfer control. For the visual display, bits AC
O

_
9 

are avai lable; for the precision 

display bits AC
O

_
11 

are available. If the type 52 tape control is included with the computer, 

bits AC
15

_
17 

are also made available, through type 1685 bus drivers, for addressing the tape 

un i ts • 

The four types of accumulator input gating are descirbed in ~ through 5! below. These four types 

of gating are the transfer, shift/rotate, logic, and arithmetic gating, respectively. The addi

tion algorithm used in the accumulator logic is described in ~ below. 

a TRANSFER GATES - Transfers to the accumu lator are made from the program counter, 
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from the console TEST WaR D switch reg ister I and from the memory buffer. The first two 

of these transfers are 1 transfers requiring a prior clear 0 The transfer from the me:ilory 

buffer, however, is a jam transfer; hence no clear is necessary. 

The contents of the program counter are transferred into the accumulator through the bottom 

into AC
6

_
17 

during a sequence break and during any jump instruction that saves the con

tents of the program counter.. Altho!..<gh only bits 6 to 17 are required for PC, the pulse 

pc-4AC is applied to the input gates of all bits in the accumulator e 

At the same time that the program address is transferred into AC, the state of the overflow 

flip-flop OV 1 is saved in ACOo If the computer includes extra memory modules, the con

tents of the extend fl ip-flop EXD and of the extension of PC (which contains the module ad

dress) are transferred into AC
1 

and AC
3

_
5

, respectivelyo Bit AC
2

" is available as a spare 

extension bit in case the memory is expanded beyond eisht modules~ 

For sequence break operations the states of OV 1 and EXD are saved because these two 

fl ip-flops may be affected during execution of a break routine ~ This permits these fl ip-

flops to be returned to their original states when the computer resumes the interrupted sequence~ 

The pulse TW ~AC is appl ied to all bits of the accumulator.. This pulse transfers a full 

18-bit word from the console TEST WORD switch register into the accumulator 0 A test-

word transfer may be initiated either from the console or by the program. 

Transfers from the memory buffer to the accumulator are controlled by three transfer pulses .. 

One of these is a 0 transfer wh ich is appl ied to the 0 input gates of a II b its in the reg ister 9 

The other two pulses are 1 transfers, which are applied to the 1 input gates of AC
O

_
5 

and 

AC
6

_
17

, respectively ~ Whenever a full word is transferred from the memory buffer to the 

accumulator, all three transfer I ines are pulsed. This results in a jam transfer of all bits 

from MB into AC; no prior clear is necessary ~ 

The 0 transfer and full 1 transfers are used alone only in certain logical operations (:.. below). 

The 1 transfer into AC
6

_
17 

is used alone in the instuction Load Accumulator with N (where 
~I •• f I I •• r ~I • _ __ 1\....... I,!, - ~ I. I ~ 

1'1 IS rne aaaress FlrtJon ot the instruction word). Atter this transter IS completed, bits 

AC
O

_
5 

always contain 0, because the accumulator must be cleared prior to the transfer .. 
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1 
The MB ~ AC line is never pulsed alone. 

0-5 

b SHIFT/ROTATE GATES - Two shift/rotate pulses are applied to the accumulator in

put gating. One of these pu Ises shifts the contents of the accumu lator one place to the 

left; the other shifts them one place to the right. A one-piace shift occurs each time 

one of these lines is pulsed. 

The effect of the shift/rotate pulses on bits AC
l
_

16 
is always the same. On a left shift 

the contents of AC are transferred into AC l' Similarly, on a right shift the contents 
n n-

of AC
n 

are transferred into AC
n
+

1
. The effect on the ends of the register (AC

O 
and AC

17
), 

however, depends on the operation in which the shift/rotate pulses occur. 

Two types of instructions generate shift/rotate pulses: the shift group instructions and the 

instructions for mu Itipl ication and division. Within the shift group there are two classes 

of shift operations: the cyclic shift and the arithmetic shift. The cyclic shift, or rota

tion, is a nonarithmetic shift which includes the sign bit. The arithmetic shift multi-

plies or divides the number in the accumulator by 2, but does not affect the sign bit. The 

division shift and the multiplication shift are variations of the cyclic and arithmetic shifts, 

respectively. 

In either case the effect on bits AC
O 

and AC 17 depends on whether the accumu lator is 

shifted alone or together with the in-out register. When both registers are shifted to

gether, the in-out register is treated as a less significant extension of the accumulator. 

For arithmetic shifts of both registers, AC
17 

is linked to 10
0

, For double-length cyclic 

shifts, ACO and 1017 are linked together, as well as AC
17 

and 100' The linking of these 

two registers is governed by the shift/rotate control levels (paragraph 6-5.!::). 

When the accumulator is rotated alone, the sign bit AC
O 

is linked with AC
17

. A left 

rotation transfers the contents of AC
O 

into AC 17' whi Ie a right rotation transfers the con

tents of AC
17 

into AC
O

' 

In an arithmeti c shift the order of magnitude of the number in the accumu lator is changed. 

However, except for bits that are lost by being shifted out of the register, the significant 

bits of the number remain the same. If the number is positive, OIS are shifted into bits 

vacated by the significant bits of the number. For negative numbers, lis complement 

arithmetic requires that the vacated bits of the shifted number be replaced by lIs. Because 
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the state of the sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative numbers, the sign 

bit itself is shifted into the vacated positions in the register. The state of AC
O 

remains 

unchanged throughout the entire arithmetic shift" The multiplication shift varies from 

the standard ari thmeti c sh i ft in that the si gn bi t, AC
O

' is automati ca lIy cleared. 

ferred into AC
O 

from AC 1 on a left shift only if the computer is performing a rotate instruc"

iion or if the shift occurs as part of a division. On a right shift, information may be trans

ferred into AC
O 

from either of two sources: from AC
17 

in Rotate Accumulator Right, or 

from 1017 in Rotate AC and 10 Right. if the right shift occurs as part of the automatic 

Divide instruction or as part of either the Multiply Step or the automatic Multiply instruc

tion, then AC
O 

is automati cally cleared. 

The shift/rotate input gating to AC is shown in figure D7-1C8. On all right shifts, the 
17 

contents of AC
16 

are automatically transferred into AC
17

" In any left shift operation in-

volving only the accumulator, bits are shifted into AC'7 from AC
O

. Left shift/rotate 

pulses which occur as part of multiplication or division, or in the instructions rcl or sci, 

transfer the contents of 100 into AC 17. 

c LOGIC GATES - The computer can perform four logic functions. These are: logical 

negation, AND, inclusive OR, and exclusive OR. 

The logical negation of a word in the accumulator is performed by the complement pulse. 

This pulse directly complements each bit of the accumulator by pulsing the noncarry com

plement input. In l's complement arithmetic, logical negation is equivalent to the arith

meti c negative. If the contents of the accumulator are interpreted as a number, the 

complement pu Ise produces the negative of that number. 

The other three logi c pu Ises produce the logi c function of two words, one from the memory 

buffer and the other from the accumulator. The result appears in the accumulator. Two 

of these logic functions are produced by utilizing a transfer pulse without a prior clear. 

If l's are transferred from MB to AC without first clecrincA.C, Ihe result is:-he irh:hs:v8 OR 

function of the contents of MB and the original contents of AC. On the other hand, if AC 

already contains a word and the O's from MB are transferred into AC, the accumulator then 

contains the AND function of the contents of MB and the original contents of AC. 
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The third two-term logic function is produced by the partial-add pulse. This pulse is the 

first of the pair of pulses which produce addition in the accumulator. Partial addition is 

equivalent to the exclusive OR function. The partial add complements a bit of the accumu

lator if the corresponding bit of the memory buffer contains 1. Thus the final state of a bit 

of AC depends upon the initiai state of that bit and the state of the corresponding bit or fvm 
as follows: 

MB 

o 
o 

AC .. I onglna 

o 

o 

AC f· I Ina 

o 

o 

The final state of a given AC bit is thus the exclusive OR of i-he corresponding MB bit and 

the original state of the given AC bit. The final state is 1 if either (but not both) of the 

original bits were 1; i.e. if the original bits were not alike. 

d ARITHMETIC GATES - The accumu lator includes two addition gating systems. One of 

these is the standard gated bit-to-bit carry chain that allows the accumulator to function 

as a counter. The chain begins with the add- "i-"j-o-AC control pulse applied to the comple

ment input of AC 17' Th is pu Ise ri pples through the accumu lator because a pu Ise appli ed to 

the complement input produces a pulse output which is in turn applied to the carry chain 

gate of the next more significant bit of the register. Each bit is complemented if the next 

less significant bit changes from 1 to O. Thus, when the beginning of the carry chain is 

pulsed, the carry ripples as far through the register as is required to add 1 to the integer 

contained in the register. 

The other arithmetic gating system allows full-word addition to the contents of the accum

ulator. This system includes two sets of gates which receive pulses applied to all bits in 

the register, and it also utilizes the regular bit-to-bit carry chain. The ripple chain, 

however, is not necessarily initiated at the least significant bit of the register. Instead 

the ripple carry may be initiated at any point in the register, adding 1 to the least sig

nificant bit in the section of the register to which the pulse is applied. 

The addition operation is carried out in two stages. The first is a partial addition; the 
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second is a carry function. The partial addition is performed by the partial-add pulse 

which produces the exclusive OR function of the contents of MB and the contents of 

AC (~ above). After the partial sum has been formed the fu II-register carry pu Ise changes 

represented by the state of the accumu lator is the sum of the original contents of the ac

cumu lator plus the contents of the memory buffer. 

The partial sum (that is, the result of the partial addition) is equal to the true arithmetic 

sum for any bit wh i ch does not receive a carry. if the sum of two bi nary numbers is con

sidered on a bit-bv-bit basis. the exclusive OR function of the two numbers is actually , - , , 

the correct sum in a given bit if there is no carry into that bit. For example the sum of 

two OIS is o. The sum of 1 and 0 is 1. The partial sum, i.e. the exclusive OR function, 

of two lis is a. (The last example, however, requires that there be a carry into the next 

more significant bit), 

A gi ven bi t of the parti a I sum is val i d as a bi t of the true ari thmeti c sum provi ded that no 

carry into the bit is present. But if there is a carry into the bit, then that bit of the partiai 

sum is the opposite of the correct bit of the arithmetic sum. After the partial sum is pro-

duced, the full-register carry function changes the states of all those bits of the partial 

sum which are incorrect as bits of the true arithmetic sum. 

The fu II-register carry pu Ise J CARRY) AC produces the correct carry function both by 

complementing certain bits in the accumulator and by initiating the ripple carry at those 

bits that H complements. The full-register carry complements (i .e. carries into) a bit of 

the partial sum if the next less significant bits of the summands were both 1. 

The computer cannot sense the previous state of a flip-flop, so instead it senses the cor

responding configuration of the partial sum. This produces the same result because of the 

following reason. The partial add changes the state of AC only if MB is 1. If after the 
n n 

partial addition there is a a in AC Gild a 1 in MB then both bits must originally have 
n n 

been 1. The carry therefore complements AC 1 if MB is 1 and AC is a. 
n- n n 

At each stage, the complement pulse produces a pulse output which complements the next 

more signifi cant stage of the accumulator if the complemented bit changes from 1 to a. 

Thus the carry initiated by the partial addition of two lis ripples up the register unti I a 

a-bit is complemented. A complemented pu Ise from either type of carry function complements 
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a bit whether it is 0 or 1, but a 0 inhibits the ripple carry from propagating to the next 

bif. 

The arithmeti c gating therefore a Ilows addition to be performed by a pair of contro I pu Ises 

in the following way. The partial add produces in the accumulator a partial sum which is 

rhe exclusive OR function of the contents of MB and AC. The full-register carry then 

initiates the ripple carry at each place in the partial sum where the next less significant 

bit is a 0 resulting from the partial addition of two lIs. Each ripple carry propagates as 

far as is necessary to produce the correct sum of the contents of MB and the original con

tents of AC. That this algorithm does in fact produce the correct sum of two binary numbers 

is proved in ~ below. 

e ADDITION ALGORITHM - Let A be the original contents of the accumulator; B the 

contents of the memory buffer; PS the partial sum produced in AC by the partial addition; 

and S the arithmetic sum of A and B. For convenience let A and B be positive binary 

fractions whose sum is less than 1, i.e. there is no overflow. 

A bit of the partial sum PS is equal to a bit of the sum S if and only if there is no carry 
n n 

into S . If there is a carry into S then PS is equal to the complement of S • Since both 
n n n n 

signs are plus and there is no sign change, there is no carry into PS
17

; therefore PS
17 

= S17' 

Divide PS into sections from the right so that the first section starts with PS 17 and ends at 

the first bit PS
k 

whi ch satisfies the conditions PS
k 

= 0, Ak = Bk = 1. The second section 

starts with PS
k

_
l 

and extends to the next bit that satisfies the same conditions as PS
k

. Pro

ceed in this way through the entire partial sum. 

The least si gn i fi cant bi t of the parti a I sum must be correct si n ce there can be no carry into 

it. If this bit is 1, or if it is a 0 resulting from the partial addition of two OIS, then there 

is no carry out. If no carry exists, the next bit of the partial sum is also correct. Proceed 

with each more significant bit of the partial sum until obit PS
k 

is reached which is 0 re

sulting from the partial addition of two lIs. Bit PS
k 

is also correct; therefore all the bits 

of the partial sum in the first section are correct. 

Because the partial sum in PS
k 

generates a carry, PS
k

_
1 

is not correct. A 1 from the first 

section is corried into P\-l by the full-register carry !CARR\ AC. If P\-l is 1 {re

sulting from the partial addition of 0 and 1L then there must be a carry into PS
k

_
2

. This 
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carry is provided by the ripple carry which complements PS
k

_
2 

when PS
k

_
1 

changes from 1 

to O. 

The ripple carry thus propagates up the register until a 0 bit is encountered~ If this 0 is the 

result of the partial addition of two OIS, then no further cariY is generated .. All further 

(... 0.j. .1..1..1.1.1. ".1.1.1. 1.1. f' • I _ _ .0 I I ,0.0 r • , • 0 !..II!S are COlieC, up 10 Ille nexr v rnOr resuns nOm rne panlal aaalTlOn OT TWO 'os; I. e. up 

to the end of the section e 

If the 0 that terminates the ripple carry results from the partial addition of two lis, then 

there must be a carry into the next bit • However, the partial addition of two lis is the 

condition that ends the section. The full-register carry therefore begins a new ripple carry 

in the next section. Consequently, the carry operation complements all incorrect bits of the 

partial sum. At the completion of the carry operation the result S is the correct sum of A and B. 

The preceding example shows that the addition algorithm works for the special case of two 

positive numbers. Before proving the algorithm for the remaining cases (including negative 

operands) four further facts that are necessary for the discussion must be mentioned: 

1) The sign bits are included in the partial addition; that is, the partial sum of 

two !ni(1U5 signs (lis) is a plus sign (0). 

2) Both carry functions apply to the accumulator sign bit" 

3) The full-register carry complements AC
17 

if two negative numbers are added. 

4) If the sign changes from minus to plus in the carry operation, the ripple carry 

propagates into AC 17. This is the end-around carry .. 

Assume that the binary point is to the left of the most significant bit, that is, that all computer 

numbers are 17-bit fractions~ The computer representation of the positive number x is therefore 

+ 8[XJ 

where the brackets enclose the nu.nber contained in AC .. The sign of this number is 
1-17 

contained in AC
O

• 

In lis complement arithmetic the negative of a number is produced by subtracting the number 

from a number that is all lis. This is done by changing the sign and subtracting the magnitude 

from (1 - 2-
17

).. The computer representation of the number -x is therefore 

-. [l_x_2- 17j 
Consider two positive 17 -bit fractions, x and Ye There are four possible cases of addition: 
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1) x + Y 

2} (-x) + (-y) 

3) x + (-y); Y ~ x 

4) x + (-y); Y > x 

(1) This is the case discussed in the basic description of the addition algorithm. Addition 

is as follows: 

+ · [x] 

+. [yJ 

+ · l2<+yJ 
If (x + y) ~ 1, the overflow changes the sign during the carry operation. If the addition of 

two positive numbers results in a negative answer, the sum has exceeded the capacity of the 

accumulator. When such an overflow occurs, the contents of AC represent the number 

-. G + Y - 1J 
(2) The partial addition and all carry operations not involving the signs result in the following: 

[ -17] 
-.1-x-2_

17 -.0 - y - 2 ] 

~ -17 -17J +. 1.1 + 1 - x - y - 2 -2 

The partial addition of two lis in the sign bit causes the full-register carry to complement AC 17' 

adding 2-
17 

to the conl"ents of the accumulator. If (x + y) < 1, the carry overflows into the sign 

bit. The complete result is 

IT 
-17 

-. 1 - (x + y) - 2 ] 

which is the computer representation of -(x + y). 

If (x + y) ~ 1, there is no carry into the sign bit. In this case (two negative operands), the 

absence of a carry into the sign bit indicates that the result of the addition overflows, that is, 

that the sum exceeds the capacity of the accumulator. Consequently, if the addition of two 

negative numbers results in a positive answer, it is evident that the result has overflowed. The 

accumulator then contains the number: 
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-17. 
+. [1 - (x + Y - 1 ) - 2 J 

The sign is plus, and the magnitude is the complement of (x + y - 1) 0 

(3) Pnrtinl nr:lr:litinn nnr:l nil rnrrv nnprntinnc; nnt rnnnprtpr:l with thp c;innc; rpc; • .It in . ------ -------_. _ .. - --- ----, -r---"-"- .. _. -_ .... __ ._- ......... - _·V'·- ,--_ ... .. 

the fo 1I0wing: 

+. [x J' 
(1_y_2- 17) 

"r 2- 17.J - .. l+x-y-

Since y S x, it follows that (1 + x - y) ~·1. Therefore the carry overflows into the 

sign and the sign change ( - to +) causes an end-around carry. The complete resu It 

is 

+. [x-yJ 

(4) Partial addition and all carry operations not connected with the signs result 

in the following: 

+. ex J 

-17 
[1+x-y-2 J 

Because y > x, it follows that (1 + x - y) < 1. Thus there is no overflow or end-around 

carry and the above resu It is the computer representation of the negative number x - y, 

i .e. -(y-x). 

7-3 IN-OUT REGISTER 

Data tr ansfers between the central processor and all low-speed or programmed in-out devi ces 

are made through the in-out register. I n systems including high-speed channe Is for data trans

fers between the memory buffer and a high-speed device (such as magnetic tape), the in-out 

register is sti II required for transfer of contro I information. 

In addition to its function for in-out operations, the in-out register also serves as the multi

piier-quotient register in the arithmetic unit. Because of this arithmetic function, the in-out 

register is constructed from 18 type 1204 flip-flops. Besides the standard direct clear input 

and gated 0 and 1 inputs, these flip-flops have a negative pulse complement input. These 



complement inputs are not used in the standard computer, but must be avai lable in case the 

automatic multiply/divide option is included in the system. 

The in-out register includes a complete set of shift/rotate gates. The transfer gating allows 

transfers into 10 from the memory buffer or through the input mixer from the peripheral equip

ment buffers. Both these transfers are 1 transfers requ i ri ng a prior clear. The generation of 

the in-out register contro I pu Ises is described in paragraph 7-4~, 

a TRANSFER GATES - For arithmetic-unit operations and output operations, words are 

transferred into the in-out register from the memory buffer. For output operations the con

tents of 10 are made avai lable to the taper pi ns in in-out transfer contro I through type 

1685 bus dri vers. 

During input operations, information is transferred from the in-out device buffers through 

the input mixer to the in-out register. Because the 10 flip-flops have complement inputs! 

they have no direct set inputs. Instead, information is transferred into 10 by applying 

the single-bit negative data pulses from the input mixer to grounded-emitter input gates. 

The contents of 10 (either the results of arithmetic operations or information brought in 

from a peripheral device) can be transferred to the memory buffer for deposit in memory 0 

b SHIFT/ROTATE GATES - The shift/rotate gating system of the in-out register is similar 

to the accumulator shift/rotate gating system (paragraph 7-2~). There are two shift/rotate 

pu Ises, one for left shifts and the other for ri ght shifts. Bit positions vacated during an 

arithmetic shift are filled from the contents of the sign bit, either 100 or AC
O

' As in the 

case of the accumulator, the 10 shift/rotate pulses produce a normal bit-to-bit jam trans

fer in 1°
1
_

16
, Variations in the shift/rotate operations occur at the ends of the register 

(bits 100 and 10 17)' depending on the type of operation and on the linkage of 10 with AC" 

The shift/rotate input gating of 100 is shown in figure D7-2A2. In shift/rotate operations 

100 is unaffected only during arithmetic shifts of 10 alone. During cyclic shifts of 10 

alone, information is gated into 100 from 101 on a left rotation and from 1017 on a right 

rotation. 

During arithmetic or cyclic shifts of AC and 10 together, 100 receives the contents of AC
17 

and 1°
1 

on ri~:ht or left shifts, respectively. This type of double-length shift also occurs in 
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multiplication and division 0 in ali double-length operations 10 I-S consideredlo be 

an l8-bit magnitude extension of AC containing no sign. 

The shift/rotate input gating of 10
17 

is shown in figure D7-2C8. During all shift/rotate 

operations to the right! the contents of IOi6 are shifted into IOi7' On left shift/rotate 

n,dc::pc:: thp r1ntn c::hiftprl intl'"'l In mn\l rl'"'lm~ fl"l'"'Im C:~\I~r,.,1 C:1'"'I"r,..~c: If In ,.,ll"'\n~ ic: c:hift~rI I-_·_--j ... - --_.- - •• ~ .. -- JI,I_ II~ 17"11-, _",111- I~"""""'I 'OJ ....... "' ................ ~"''''''I''''''..,oJe !II 1'-' ""'."" ........... .., .., ••• 11 ....... _ 

or rotated to the left, the contents of 10
0 

are transferred into 10
17

. When 10 and AC 

together are sh if ted or rotated to the left I 10
17 

recei ves the contents of AC
O 

0 However, 

in a double-length sh ift that occurs as a part of division, the complement of the contents 

or ACo is loaded into i0170 (if AC
O 

is 0, then i017 is set; if AC
O 

is l,theni0
17 

is cieared.) 

7-4 ARITHMETIC UNIT CONTRO L 

Arithmetic unit control inciudes aii the logic nets that generate the controi puises for the ac

cumulator and the in-out register. Also included is the overflow logic and a group of diode de

coder nets that a Ilow the computer to sense certai n states of the accumu lator . 

a ACCUMU LA TOR DECODERS - The diode nets that sense certain states of the accumu-

lator are shown at the lower right of figure 07-30 The net in C8 generates the level AC = 

+0 when every flip-flop of the accumulator is inrhe 0 state. For several of the skip instruc

tions the accumu lator is sensed for zero contents by the program count logi c (paragraph 6-4~) 0 

The diode net in D8 senses for either -lor -0 in the accumulatofo If all bits of AC except 

the least significant bit contain lis, then the number in AC is either -lor -0. The decoder 

output level is combined with the states of the least significant bit AC
17 

to determine which 

of these numbers is actually contained in AC. The accumu lator is sensed for -1 'fa contro I 

indexing operations; it is sensed for -0 at the end of certain arithmetic instructions. If 

an addition or division results in an answer of -0, the answer is changed to +0. 

!:: ACCUMULATOR TRANSFER LOGIC - The logic nets that generate the eight accumula

tor transfer pulses are shown ill figure D7-3 _ These eight pulses include the clear pulse, 

five pu Ises that transfer information into AC from other registers, and two pu Ises that shift 

information to the right or left in the accumu latoL 

MB ~ AC, MBO_~ > AC! MB 6- ;i~ AC 

When all three of these transfer lines are pulsed simultaneously an entire word is jam-transferred 
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from the memory buffer to the accumulator. This is done immediately after the retrieval 

of an operand from memory during cycle one of Load Accumulator or of either of the two 

index instructions. The jam transfer also occurs at the very end of an automatic Divide 

(MDP-13). In this latter case the quotient is jam-transferred to the accumu lator at the 

same time that the remainder is jam-transferred to MB. 

The 0 and 1 transfers are used separately to perform certain logical functions. In these 

cases the accumu lator is not cleared prior to the operation. The 0 transfer, when used 

alone, produces the AND function of the contents of MB and AC. The full-word 1 trans

fer, when used alone, produces the inclusive OR function of the contents of MB and AC. 

There is one case in wh i ch a 1-transfer pu Ise performs a regu lar information transfer. Th is 

utilizes only the single 1 transfer that loads MB
6

_
17 

into the corresponding bits of AC. 

Th is transfer occurs in the instruction Load Accumu lator with N. The accumu lator must 

be cleared before the transfer takes place. 

lJAC 
The accumulator is cleared prior to any transfer of information into AC from the program 

counter (figure D7-3C2). The clear pulse is also generated prior to a 1 i-ransfer from MB 

(LAW) and prior to the transfer of a test word into the accumulator in the console opera

tion Deposit. The on Iy pu Ise generated by the instruction Clear Accumu lator is the c lear

AC pu Ise . However, the same condition (OPR 'lv\B ~O), in the instructions lat and lap, 

also clears AC prior to transfers from TW and PC respectively. 

The accumulator is also cleared at the end of cycle one of Multiply (after the multiplier 

has been transferred to the in-out register). The accumu lator is then free to begin the 

formation of partial products in the automatic multiplication. 

There are also several situations in which AC is cleared because it contains either of the 

numbers -lor -0. The clear is generated during an index instruction if the contents of AC 

have been counted to -1 by the instruction (D2). The accumulator is also cleared if the 

number -0 appears in AC as the resu It of ei ther of the instructions Add or Divide Step (C 1), 

pc-1. AC 

The program may transfer an address from PC to AC by the operate instruction Load 

Accumu lator from Program Counter. The current program location is a Iso saved in the 
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accumulator at the beginning of any sequence break and during the final cycle of any jump 

instruction that saves the program counter. The final cycle of JDA + CAL is cycle one. 

The final cycle of the non-memory reference instruction jump and Save Program Counter is 

cycle zero if the instruction is not deferred, but is the final defer cycle if the instruction 

is deferred. 

T\A/ ~Ar I" • r' .. ~ ... 

The 1 transfer of a word to the accumulator from the console TEST WORD switches occurs in 

two situations: in the operate instruction Load Accumulator from Test Word; and in the 

console operation Deposit (B8). 

AC SHIRO L 

The contents of the accumulator are shifted one place to the left each time a SHIRO pulse 

is generated during the instruction Divide Step or during a shift group instruction which 

calls for a shift or rotation of the accumulaTor to the left. The accumulator is also shifted 

to the left at each step of an automatic Divide (MDP-l). 

AC SHIRO R 

The contents of the accumulator are shifted one place to the right at each SHIRO pulse 

that occurs either during the instruction Multiply Step or during a shift group instruc-

tion which calls for a right shift or rotation of the accumulator. In this logic net, the 

instruction Multiply Step is represented by the logical condition MUS + MUL. However, 

MUL is a don It-care condition. 

The accumulator is also shifted to the right in both of the operations controlled by the 

automatic multiply/divide option~ In Multiply the accumulator is shifted to the right by 

the multiply shift in each step of the operation (A7). In Divide the accumulator is shifted 

to the right only once at the end of the instruction (MDP-9) if the complete division has 
1 

actually been performed (SCRa). 

c ARITHMETIC LOGIC - The logic nets that generate the four arithmetic pulses are shown 

in figure D7-3o The first two of these pulses, partial add and carry, perform the addition 

alqorithm. The other two pulses are the comDlement Dulse and the indexina oulseD ..... • I I _. - - - -0 I - --

MB~ AC, ICARRr AC 

When these two functions are pulsed in succession, first the partial add and then the carry, 
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the contents of the accumu lator are replaced by the original contents of theaccumu lator 

plus the contents of the memory buffer. Th is two-stage addi tion operation occurs in cycle 

one of all four of the standard arithmetic instructions (B5) 0 The partial addition is per

formed at TP 5; the carry function fo Ilows at TP 6. The operation is always performed in 

Add; Subtract; and Divide Step. The addition is performed in Multiply Step; however; 

on Iy if 10
17 

is 1. This means "that the addition of a partial product does not take place 

if the current bit of the multiplier is O. 

This two-stageadditionoperation is also used for the automatic multiplication and division. 

The partial addition occurs on multiply/divide pulses 3 and 7; the carry function is gen

erated whenever the carry signal arrives from the multiply/divide logic (B7) 0 In Multiply 

partial addition is caused by MDP-3; the carry always follows. However, MDP-3 is not 

generated on every step of Multiply. If the current multiplier bit is 0,' MDP-3 is inhibited 

and no addition takes place. In Divide, the partial addition is generated by MDP-7 in 

every step of the automati c operation; but the carry fo Ilows on Iy if certai n other condi tions 

are fulfi lied. The automatic multiplication and division are described in detai I in para

graph 7-5. 

The partial addition, which is equivalent to the exclusive OR logic function, is also used 

independently of the carry in several nonarithmetic i~structions. These are the logical in

struction exclusive OR and the two program contro I instructions that compare the contents 

of the accumulator with the contents of a memory register. Partial addition can be used 

as a comparison function because if two words are identical every bit of their exclusive 

OR function is O. 

The command levels for these three instructions are applied to the same logic net that con

trols partial addition for the arithmetic instructions. As a result, the partial add occurs at 

TP 5 of cycle one. The complements of these command levels inhibit the carry function 0 

In the two compare instructions the partial addition is performed a second time at TP 90 

Th is second parti a I add restores the ori gi na I contents of the accumu lator. 

I-SAC 
The subtraction algorithm requires that the accumulator be complemented twice in the 

same memory cycle -- once at TP 4 prior to the addition, and again at TP 9 following the 
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addi tion. A subtraction is performed in cyc Ie one of the instruction Subtract (01). A 

subtraction is also performed in cycle one of Divide Step provided that the previously 

generated bit of the quotient is 1. 

The other logi cal conditions that complement the accumu lator are not part of the sub-

traction alaorithm. The~e condition~ orodllce the loaical or arithmetic neaative of the --------- ---.;;J---------- ------ -------------1-------- ---- --.;;J--~- -- -------------- ---.;;J------ -- ----

contents of the accumu lator. The complement pu Ise is generated by the operate instruc

tion Complement Accumulator (02). It is also generated during LAW if a negative number 

is being loaded into the accumulator. If the computer includes the automatic multiply/ 

divide option the accumulator is complemented whenever the complement signal arrives 

from the mu Iti ply/divide logi c (D3). 

I~AC 

The contents of the accumulator are incremented by 1 in indexing operations and in certain 

steps of a division e In cycle one of either of the index instructions (C3), 1 is added to 

the contents of the accumulator provided AC does not already contain -1. If AC does 

contain -1, it is cleared instead. 

In certain steps of a division the number in the accumu lator must be incremented by 1 be

cause of the characteristics of lis complement arithmetic. In the standard instruction ~ivide 

Step the incrementing occurs at the beginning of cycle one if the previously generated 

bit of the quotient is 0 (03). In the automatic Oivide the incrementing occurs whenever 
. . 

MOP-2 arrives from the multiply/divide logic (04). 

d OVERFLOW LOGIC - The logic elements that check for overflow in the accumulator 

are shown in figure 07-3, 05 to 07. The overflow logic includes two flip-flops, OV 1 

and OV 2' The setting of OV 2 indi cates that overflow can occur in an operation. The 

setting of OV 1 indi cates that overflow has occurred c 

If two numbers of opposite signs are added together, the magnitude of the result must be 

less than the magn itude of the larger number 0 As a resu It no overflow can occur when the 

signs are different. In cycle one of Add or Subtract, OV 2 is set at TP 5 if the sign bits of 

the memory buffer and the accumulator are the same. In Subtract the accumulator is com

plemented before TP 5. Therefore, the overflow check is made on lyon the addi tion part 

of the subtraction algori thm . 
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When two numbers of I ike sign are added together the result must a Iso have the same sign. 

Therefore, after the addition algorithm is performed in Add or Subtract, the states of the 

sign bits are again checked e FI ip-flop OV 2 is cleared if the signs of MB and AC are again 

the same~ If the ~~gn~arenoi· the c:ame,indicating that overflow has occurred, OV 2 is 

not cleared. Consequently OV is set at TP o. The state of OV can be sensed by one 
1 1 1 

of the skip group instructions to determine whether or not the accumulator contains the 

correct result of an addition or a subtractione Sensing OV also clears it so that it is avail-
1 

able for later use 0 

Both flip-flops are cleared inititially by SC. Furthermore OV
2 

is also cleared in every cycle 

by TP • A sequence break may interrupt computations in the arithmetic unit, and the 
10 

overflow fl ip-flop may be affected during a break routine. Therefore, during break cyc Ie 

one, the contents of OV 1 are transferred to AC
O 

at the same time that the program address 

is saved in AC. Then, so that OV
1 

is available for the break routine, it is cleared at 

TP 10' After the break routine is completed the restoring pulse from the sequence break 

system returns OV
1 

to its original state. 

e IN-OUT REG ISTER TRANSFER LOG IC - The logic nets that generate the five in-out 

register control pulses are shown in the lower left of figure 06-5. Information can be 

transferred into 10 from only one other central processor register, the memory buffer. 

All transfers of information into 10 from peripheral devices are made through the input 

mixer (paragraph 9-3). Transfers from either MB or the input mixer are 1 transfers requiring 

a prior clear. In addition to the clear pulse and the transfer-from-MB pulse the 10 transfer 

logic includes two standard shift pulses (one left, the other right) and a complement pulse. 

The pulse ampl ifiers for the complement pulse are inc I uded in the computer on Iy if the auto

matic multiply/divide option is installed 9 

~IO 
The in-out reg ister is c I eared prior to any transfer into the reg ister either from the memory 

buffer or from peripheral devices through the input mixer. Whenever 10 is used for input 

operations it is cleared by the pulse ~IO ON lOT. This clear pulse is generated by in-out 

transfer control (paragraph 9-2). 

The in-out register is also cleared by the operate instruction Clear In-out Register (C1). 
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In the standard computer, the in-out register is loaded from ;'AB only in the instruction 

Load In-out Register. If the computer includes the aUTomatic multiply/divide option? 
1 

the MB ~ iO transfer is also made whenever the corresponding transfer signal arrives 

from the muitipiy/divide iogico This occurs once in each of the automatic instructions. 

In both cases it occurs as the second stage of a transfer from AC to 10,r because all such 

transfers must be made via MB 0 The transfer MB~ 10 is made at the beginning of Mul

tiply to transfer the mu Itiplier from AC to 100 The same transfer is made at the end of 

Divide to transfer the remainder from AC to 100 

10 SH IRO L 

The contents of the in-out register are shifted one place to the left each time a SH /RO 
.,..~ 

pulse is generated during the instruction Divide Step or during a shift group instruction 

which calls for a shift or a rotation of 10 to the lefta The in-out register is also shifted 

to the left at each step of an automati c Divide (MDP-l) 0 

iO SH /RO R 

The contents of the in-out register are shifted one place to the right at each SH /RO 

pu Ise that occurs either during the instruction Mu Iti ply Step or during a sh ift group 

instruction which calls for a right shift or rotation of 100 The in-out register is also shift~ 

Ls'O 
The In-out register is complemented whenever the complement signal arrives from the 

multiply/divide logic. This may occur at the beginning or the end of either of the auto~ 

matic instructions. During these instructions y th~ complement pulse performs the necessary 

adjustments to the sign of the number in 100 

7-5 AUTOMATIC MULTIPLY/DIVIDE LOGIC 

Tho I",,..: ... "':I" ... II:te .j:''''1'' tho ,..llt ..... rYl"ti,.. rYlllltinl,,/r-li\lir-lo ..... nti ..... n nrp c:ht"'lwn in fil"'ll'I"P n7-4 Th .. e .,."" ''''::;:JI'''''' ...... I ........ V •• ~ ''''I ., ....... """""".""11 .......... _ "'_·" .. '/1 _ITI_" ",,,'._10 _ .. - _ .• _ ....... '.1 ',v-t.- _. -v ~ -

multiply/divide logic is a timing and indexing system that generates a series of transfer and 

ari thmeti c pu Ises 0 These output pu Ises are in turn appl ied to the standard logi c nets in the 

computer to produce the appropriate operations within the arithmetic uniL 
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When the multiply/divide option is included in the machine, the standard instructions Multiply 

Step and Divide Step are replaced by the instructions Multiply and Divide, respectively. During 

cycle one ofeither of these automatic instructions, the regular timing ~ystem of the computer 

serves only to initiate the required sequence of operations. At the end of cycle one, the timing 

chain- stops, and a substitute multiply/divide timing system takes over controi of the computer 0 

This substitute timing system is a chain of multiply/divide pulses MDP-l to MDP-13 0 Neither 

instruction uses the entire chain, but the parts used by each instruction overlap. 

In some case-s the multiply/divide pulses are applied directly to the logic nets in the standard 

control unit and arithmetic unit. In many cases, however, the transfer pulses require addi

tional gating, and these extra logic nets are shown in the multiply/divide drawing. The out

puts of these logic nets are designated by the name of the appropriate transfer pre ceded- by the 

letters "MDII. The transfer pulse from the multiply/divide logic is then applied to the cor

responding logic net in the control unit or the arithmetic unit to produce the desired transfeL 

For example, whenever a transfer from MB to 10 is required for either of the automatic instruc

tions, the multiply/divide logic generates the pulse MD:MB~IO. This pulse is applied to 

the 10 transfer logic in the standard computer to generate the corresponding pulse MB--1 100 

Whenever any pulse produced by the multiply/divide logic is applid to a logic net in some other 

part of the computer, the number of the figure which contains the receiving logic net is written 

in an oval beside the output pulse in the multiply/divide figure. These figure numbers are 

written beside all the special pulses produced by the multiply/divide logic nets and also beside 

any of the regular multiply/divide pulses that produce operations outside the multiply/divide 

logic itselL 

The multiply/divide timing chain is shown from left to right across the center of figure D7-4. 

The last few higher-numbered pu Ises are shown in the lower ri ght of the fi gure. The logi c 

nets that produce the special transfer pulses are shown at the left. Indexing for the auto

matic instructions is provided by the step counter (upper left); the contents of the step counter 

are decoded by the diode nets shown in the upper right. 

Since all automatic computations must be performed on positive numbers, the original signs 

of the operands are stored in the flip-flops shown in A5 and A6. After the instructions are 

completed, the states of these flip-flops are sensed to determine the sign of the result. At 

certain stages in multiply/divide operations it is necessary to know whether the accumulator 
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contains either the number +0 or -0 and whether the in-out register contains the number +0. 

The decoding of the contents of AC for +0 or -0 is performed by the standard accumulator de~ 

coders shown in figure D7-3D8. To decode the in~out register fo!" +0 contents j the two diode 

decoder nets shown in figure D7-4B7 must be added to the computer, These two diode plug-in 

in mounting panel 2H. 

In the standard machine the in-out register and the memory buffer register cannot be comple

mented, However, these operations are required for automatic multiplication and division. 

To allow for these operations, the necessary pulse amplifiers must be added to the MB and 10 

transfer logi c (see figure D6-5). 

The specific sequence of operations that produces an automatic multiplication or division, and 

the hardware necessary for the execution of these operations are described in detai I in ~ and 

~ respectively. The proofs of the algorithms utilized for these operations are presented in !: 
and d respectively. 

a MULTIPLY SEQUENCE - The complete sequence of operations that execute an auto

matic Multiply instruction is shown in the flow chart, figure 7-5, The following descrip

tion of the hardware para Ileis the sequence shown in the flow charL All of the hardware 

described is shown in the multiply/divide drawing, figure D7-4. As each logic net or con

trol pulse is mentioned, the coordinates at which it appears in this figure are also given. 

When the multiply/divide option is installed in the machine, wiring connections in instruc

tion control are changed, so that the appearance of op code 54 in the instruction register 

asserts the command level MUL instead of the command level MUS 0 During cycle one of 

the instruction, the multiplicand is retrieved from memory by the usual cycle~one memory 

reference 0 However, while memory access is made for the multiplicand! the multiplier 

is transferred from the accumu lator to the in-out register in preparation for execution of 

the instruction (A3). At TP 2' 10 is cleared,. and AC is transferred to MB 0 Then at TP 3" 

the AC-to-IO transfer is completed by transferring the multiplier from MB to 100 

At TP 9' the step counter and the sign flip-flops, smb and srm, are cleared. Then at TP 10 

the signs of the operands are saved in the sign flip-flopso At the same time, if either of 

the operands is negative it is complemented 0 This is done because the partial products must 
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be formed from positive numbers. If the sign of the multiplicand in MB is negative, 

flip-flop smb is set (A5) and MB is complemented (B2). If the multiplier in 10 is nega

tive, flip-flop srm is set (A6) and 10 is complemented (C2). 

Furthermore, at TP 10 of cycle one, several operations are performed to ready the system 

for the automati c sequence. The accumulator is cleared by applying the signal MU L· 

CY 1 . TP 10 directly to the AC control logic (A2). Flip-flop run is cleared (A6), halting 

the normal computer timing system, and the step counter is advanced from 0 to 1 by set

ting SCR
4 

(A4). The automatic Divide sequence requires one more step than the automatic 

Multiply sequence. Therefore before Multtply begins, the step counter is advanced one 

position. In this way, the termination of both automatic operations can be controlled by 

the same set of step counter decoders. 

At the end of cycle one, the substitute timing chain is initiated by pulsing MDP-6 through 

a O. 15-microsecond delay (C5). The values of the delays between the pulses in the chain 

are shown in the flow chart (figure 7-5). The values given are the delays actually pro

duced by the delay circuits. The delays inherent in the inverters and pulse amplifiers 

are not included. 

With the initial generation of MDP-6 the repeated formation of partial products begins 0 

Each bit of the multiplier is sensed in 1017. The multiplicand is added to the accumulator 

if 1°
17 

contains 1. After the addition, the contents of AC and 10 are shifted one place 

to the right, thus shifting a new bit into 10 . The sequence of operations is then repeated, 
17 

using the new bit in 1°
17

" If 1017 is 1, MDP-6 generates MDP-3 (C3)0 This pulse is 

applied directly to the accumulator control circuits, producing a partial addition (para

graph 7-4~). Then,O. 2 mi crosecond later, MDP-4 generates the carry function (D2). The 

logic net for the carry pulse includes several other conditions besides MDP-4. These con

ditions, however, are relevant only to the instruction Divide, and are automatically satis-

fied during Mu Iti ply. 

Following the addition, MDP-5 advances the step counter one position (A4) and produces 

the multiply shift (B5). Note that if 1017 contains 0, MDP-5 is generated directly from 

MDP-6. Thus if the current bit of the multiplier is 0, the addition is skipped and the timing 

chain skips directly from MDP-6 to MDP-5. The step counter counts the present stage of 

the sequence and the multiply-shift signal shifts both AC and 10 one place to the right (see 
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AC SHIRO R, paragraph 7-41~.i and 10 SHIRO Rl' paragraph 7-4~:). In a multiply shift, AC
O 

is automatically cleared 0 Th is is done because the addition that forms a partial product can 

overflow.. In the shift, the partial product is shifted back into the proper portion of the regis-

ter, and the overflow bit is removed 0 

The multiply shift also re-pulses MDP-6, so that the whole sequence of operations is repeated. 

Finally, when the step counter contains 21 (indicating that 16 steps have been performed), 

MDP-6 initiates the cycle of operations once more and also restarts the normal computer timing 

systerr, The multiply/divide restart puise sets flip-fiop run and puises TP
O 

to begin the timing 

chain. The restart is inhibited, however, if the computer should stop because it is operating in 

one of the manual modes, single cycle or single instruction" 

While the normal timing chain is starting, the multiply/divide timing chain performs one more 

cycle of addition and shift, again pulsing MDP-60 But this time the step counter contains 22 

(indicating 17 steps), preventing MDP-6 from again starting the partial-product cycle0 This 

last MDP-6 samples the sign flip-flops in order to adjus!- the sign of the double-length product. 

If the two sign flip-flops are in different states, indicating that the initial operands had differ-

duct, which is now positive, should instead be negative c If SPQ is asserted, and the double

length product is not already equal to +0 (C8), the last MDP-6 generates MDP-ll 0 This final 

multiply/divide pulse complements both 10 and AC (C2, D2), changing the sign of the resulto 

!: MULTIPLlCAT!ON ALGOR!THM - The actual operation of multiplying two numbers is 

performed only on positive numbers ~ above), In PDP-l, these two positive operands are 

binary fractions; the fixed binary point is to the left of the most significant bit 0 The al

gorithm therefore need only be discussed for the case of two positive fractional operands, 

In penc i I-and-paper multipl ication of two binary fractions, each bit-product (the product 

of the entire multiplicand by one bit of the multiplier) is shifted to the left before the 

final additiono For example, the full pencil-and-pa'per multiplication of 0101100 times 

.100101 (without skipping any steps) looks like this: 

101 100 
100 101 
10'! 100 

o 000 00 
101100 

o 00 000 
00 00 00 

10 1 10 a 
11001 0 1~1---='1~00::-



Because two six-place binary fractions have been multiplied together, the product formed 

must be a twelve-place binary fraction; this final product is eOll 001 all 100. Note 

that each consecutive bit-product is shifted left one place before the addition. 

The computer cannot add a co lumn of numbers; it adds on Iy two numbers at a time 0 Consequ

ently, to form the product of two numbers, the computer forms parti al products by adding 

each consecutive bit-product to the sum of all previous bit-products 0 In other words, the 

computer uses the relation 

a + b + c + d + . G • = (( (a + b) + c) + d) + 

There is also a second difference between the conventional penci I-and-paper method and 

the computer method of mu Itipli cation: the computer does not sh ift each bit-product left 

one place before adding it to the sum of the previous bit-products. Instead, the computer 

shifts the sum of all previous bit-products right one place, and then adds the current bit

product. A detailed flow chart of computer multiplication is shown in figure 7-5. 

The example in table 7-1, using the same numbers as the penci I-and-paper example above, 

shows the multiplication as performed in the computer. For simplicity, the registers in 

this example contain only six bits plus a sign bit. Since six-bit registers are used in the 

example, there are only six steps to the multiplication operation. The step counter, SCR, 

therefore contains 7 at the completion of the operation (SCR starts the operation containing 1). 

At the end of the operation, the combination of the two registers, AC and 10, contains the 

12-bit product of the two numbers. The last bit of 10 contains the original sign of Ie) which 

is 0, because the operation is performed on positive numbers. Multiplication in the computer 

is performed in just this way except that instead of six-bit registers, the computer uses 17-bit 

registers. 

~ DIYI DE SEQUE NCE - The complete sequence of operations that execute an automati c 

Divide instruction is shown in the flow chart, figure 7-6. The following description of 

the hardware paralle Is the sequence shown in the flow chart. All of the hardware describ

ed is shown in the multiply/divide drawing, figure D7-4. As each logic net or control 

pulse is mentioned, the coordinates at which it appears in this figure are also given. 

When the multipfy/divide option is installed in the machine, wiring connections in instruction 

control are changed, so that the appearance of op code 56 in the instruction register asserts 
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TABLE 7-1 EXAMPLE OF MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM 

MB 
l"". • r" __ .• ' " 1" 11"" ')Tarr or operaTIon v IV I IVV 

Last bit of I 0 is 1, 
add MB to AC 

Increment SCR and 
shift right one place. 
Th is forms 1st partial 
.... r,.,r/III"'T t'1...., ...... ...., ........ 

Last bit of 10 is O. 
Increment SCR and 
shift right one place ~ 
This forms 2nd partial 
product 0 

Last bit of 10 is 1. 
Add MB to AC. 

right one place. This 
forms 3rd partial 
product 0 

Last bit of 10 is o. 
Increment SCR and 
shift riaht one olace. -. v - - 1-

This forms 4th partial 
product. 

Last bit of 10 is again O. 
Increment SCR and shift 
right 0 This forms 5th 
partial product. 

Lost bit of 10 is 1. Add 
MB to AC. 

Increment SCR and shift 
ri ght. Th is forms 6th 
partiai product, which is 
final product. 

SCR 
(octal) 

2 

3 

3 
3 

4 

5 

6 

6 

6 

7 
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AC 

" """""" v VVVVVV 

o 101100 
o 101100 

0010110 

o 001011 

o 101100 
o 110111 

0011011 

o 001101 

o 000110 

o 101100 

o 110010 

o 011001 

10 
A 1 AA 1 A 1 
V IVVIVI 

o 100101 

o 010010 

o 001001 

o 001001 

1 000 100 

1 100010 

110001 

1 110001 

o 111000 

MDP 

6 

3,4 

5 

5 

3,4 

5 

5 

5 

3,4 

5 



the command level DIY instead of the command level DIS. Durirlg cycre one of the in

struction, the divisor is retrieved from memory by the usual cycle-one memory reference. 

No cycle-one transfers are required in preparation for the Divide sequence. 

As in the case of Mul tiply, the step counter and sign fl ip-flops are cleared at TP 0 and the 
/ 

sign fl ip-flops are adjusted at TP 10. The signs of the operands are not regulated in the 

same way as they are in the order Multiply. The dividend must be positive, but since 

the division is performed by repeatedly subtracting the- divisor from the dividend, the 

divisor must be negative. Therefore, if the divisor in MB is negative,. its sign is saved 

by setting flip-flop smb (A5) but the divisor is complemented only if itis positive (B2). 

If the double-length divid~nd is negative {as indicated by the state of AC
O
), flip-flop 

srm is set and the entire dividend is made positive by complementing both AC an'd 10 

(B2, C2). 

At the end of cycle one, the normal computer timing chain is ended by clearing flip-flop 

run (A6). At the same·time, the multiply/divide timing chain is initiated by pursing 

MDP-3 through a 0 . 15-microsecond delay (C2). The delays between the mul tiply/ 

divide pulses are shown in the flow chart (figure 7-6). The values given in the figure 

are the delays of the actual delay circuits. The delays inherent in the inverters and 

pulse ampl ifiers are not included. 

The initial pulse, MDP-3, produces a partial addition (paragraph 7-4~) and also pulses 

MDP-4. This pulse then produces several operations. If the partial sum in AC is not equal 

to -0, the standard carry function follows (D1, D2). However, if the partial sum is 

equal to -0, the accumulator is complemented instead (D1, D2). Then, aft~r a 50-

nanosecond delay, if the divisor is negative (which it must be on the first cycle of the 

Divide sequence) it is complemented (B1) . 

Furthermore, MDP-4 also pulses MDP-5, wh ich advances the step counter one ,position. 

At the same time that MDP-5 incrementsSCR, it also samples the contents of the counter. 

If the sign of the accumulator is 0 on the first circuit of the division cycle (when SCR 

contains 0), then the timing chain continues on to MDP-7 (C6). The condition that the 

number in AC is positive after the first subtraction indicates that the divisor is less than 

or equal to the dividend and consequently the division is not possible. The pulsing of 

MDP-7 at this time skips all further cycles in the sequence and continues the timing 
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chain into the termination operations. 

If the sign of the accumulator is not positive, MDP-5 instead pulses MDP-l (e1). But 

if the sign bit of AC is positive (i.e. 0) then MDP-1 complements MB (B1). (This opera

tion can occur onl y on subsequent cycles. The operation cannot be executed on the 

first cycle because the condition AC~ prevents the generation of MDP-1 in the first 

cycle) . 

Pulse MDP-1 also produces the divide shift by directly pulsing the shift/rotate lines 

of the accumulator and the in-out register (paragraphs 7-4~, .5:). The divide shift 

is a rotation of AC and ;0 to the left, but it differs in one respect from a normal rotation. 

In the divide shift, the complement of AC
O 

is jam-transferred into 1017 (figure (B6). 

Following the divide shift, if 10
17 

is 0 (C2), MDP-2 adds 1 to the contents of AC 

(figure D7-3B5) . However, if 10
17 

is I, MDP-2 is skipped and the timing chain goes 

directly to MDP-3. This begins the division cycle over again, since the terminating 

condition for an impossible division now cannot be satisfied. The cycle MDP-3, -4, 

-5, -1, -2 is repeated over and over again until the step counter contains 22, indicating 

.1 ..1 ., ....,..1.. ,.. .1 .... I. r I...... .1. ... .1 , -,..1 • I 
mar rne 1/ rn step or rne operaTIon IS being perrormea. At rn IS TIme rne 1/ rn srep nas 

not been completed, because the termination is at MDP-5, and MDP-1 and -2 of the 

fi no I cye! e have not been performed. 

The condition SCR = 22 causes MDP-5 to pulse MDP-7, which in turn pulses MDP-8. 

ThoSQ .,. .. ,,..... p .. I<'es "'''e .. .,.;I;..,."",.J ~,..... .. "'he .,.e ........ ; .... "'.,.;" .... ,,~ .,.h,.." ",11"''''''''''''''';''' "'''''e .. ",.,.:,... .... u,he.,.hQI" 
III ........ lyyV VI,;) UI VIIII"'-":;;U IVI III I 1I11111UIIVII VI III\;; UVIVIIIUII,- VI"" IUIIVII YYII "',-,, 

the division is val id or not. Pulse MDP-7 produces a partial addition (paragraph 7-49 . 
If AC does not contain -0, MDP-8 then produces the standard carry function. (D1, D2). 

However, if AC does contain -0, MDP-8 compl ements the accumulator instead (Dl). If 

the timing chain entered the termination sequence from the first cycle because the division 

was not possible, the actions performed by MDP-7 and MDP-8 restore the original (positive) 

dividend to the accumulator. If the division is a val id one the actions performed by MDP-7 

and MDP-8 complete the final cycle of the Divide sequence. 

Many of the terminating operations must be performed onl y if the Divide sequence has 

resulted in a valid quotient. Since the step counter is incremented only once if the 

division is not possible, the occurrence of any number greater than 1 in the step counter 

indicates that a complete division has been performed. Thus on the condition SCR~ , 
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MDP-7 generates the good-divide signal (B2). The good-divide signal advances the pro

gram counter one extra position! causing the program to skip the instruction following 

Divide. Consequently the program performs the next instruction in sequence only if the 

division was not possible c This allows the programmer to compensate for an impossible 

division by jumping to an appropriate subroutine. 

After MDP-8, either the original dividend is in AC, or else a correct division has been 

performed and the quotient is in 10. In the latter case, AC contains an l8-bit remainder. 

Therefore, on the condition SCR~, MDP-9 shifts AC one place to the right (paragraph 

7-4~) putting the remainder into the standard form for a number in the accumulator. 

This shift automatically clears AC
O 

(figure D7-1A1). 

Since the Divide instruction is now almost complete~ MDP-9 also restarts the regular 

computer timing chain by setting fl ip-flop run and pulsing TP 0 (B6). However, this 

restart pulse is not generated if the computer is stopping because it is in one of the 

manual modes, single cycle or single instruction. 

Following the final shift, MDP-10 clears the memory buffer (paragraph 6-7) and adjusts 

the signs of AC and 10. The sign of the accumulator is made the same as the sign of 

the originai dividend whether the division is completed or not. This is done because 

if the division is not performed, AC must contain the original dividend; and if the 

division is performed, the sign of the remainder must match the sign of the dividend. 

In either case, if the dividend was originally negative (srml) MDP-10 complements 

AC (Dl) provided that AC does not contain +0. 

Adjustment of the sign of the in-out register depends on the completion of the division. 

If the division has not been performed and the dividend was originall y negative ( the 

condition SCR~· srm
l
), MDP-10 complements 10, returning it to its initial configuration 

(C1). The sign of a valid quotient depends on the original signs of dividend and div

isor. The control level SPQ (sign of product or quotient) is asserted if the signs of the 

operands were originally different (A5) 0 Thus if 10 does not contain +0, a complete 

division has been performed (SCR~), and SPQ is asserted (Bl), then MDP-10 comple

ments 100 

After MDP-10 all signs are correct and either AC and 10 contain the original double

length dividend, ot" else AC and 10 contain the remainder and quotient, respectively. 
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Pulses following MDP-10 occur only if the division has actually been performed; MDP-10' 

then pulses MDP-12 on the conditiofl sCRb (D7). Since MDP-IO has already cleared 

MB, MDP.;;.12 transfers the quotient from 10 to MB (paragraph 6-7). Next MDP-13 

switches the positions of the quotient and remainder. It does this by jam-transferring 

the quotient from MB to AC (figure D7-3) and by simul taneously jam-transferring the 

remainder from AC to MB (A2). Finally, MDP-14 transfers the remainder from MB to 

10 (A3). 

After the entire Divide sequence has been completed the quotient is in the accumulator 

and the remainder is in the in-out register. The :-sign of the remainder is the same as the 

sign of the original dividend. 

d DIVISION ALGORITHM - The actual operation of dividing one number by another 

is performed onl y on positive fractions (~ above). The algorithm for division therefore 

need onl y be discussed for the case of two positive fractional operands. 

Let A be the divisior, B the dividend, Q the quotient, and R the remainder (if any) . 

Both A and B are positive fractions. Then, by the basic definition of the division 

process: 

1 ) B=QA+R, 

In other words, given any two positive fractions B and A, there is a number Q (which 

need not be a fraction) such that the product of Q and A comes with in the fraction 

R of equal I ing B. In the PDP-l however, all numbers are represented as fractions. 

Consequently the number Q must also be a fraction. This requires that B, the dividend, 

be smaller than A, the divisor. In the PDP-1, the division is not performed if the 

fractional dividend B is larger than the fractional divisor A. 

The expression 1), given above, is valid in any number system. If, for example, all 

the numbers A, B, Q, and R are represented in the binary system, expression 1) still 

hoi ds true. 

In the binary system as well as in the decimal system, pencil-and-paper long division 

is carried out by determining the digits of Q one at a time. To do this, a number of 

steps are performed, each step representing a successive appl ication of expression 1). 

Let B < A as required. Since the division is to be performed in the binary system, 
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let Q. be the coefficient of 2-
i 

in the quotient. (That is, Q. is the ith digit to the right 
I I 

of the binary point in the quotient.) Then the steps representing the division of B by A are: 

2) B 2-0 Q A -0 O~R B<A = + 2 RO' = 
0 0 

-0 -1 ?-l R _ O~ <A 2 RO = 2 Q,A + R 
- "1 ' "1 

2- 1R 2-2 Q A -2 O~ R2 <A = + 2 R
2

, 
1 2 

-(k-1 ) 2 R
k

_
1 

o~ 

The number k indicates the number of quotient digits to the right of the binary point 

that have been computed. For example, if k = 3, then the last step of 2) is: 

-2 -3 -3 
2 R2 = 2 Q

3
A + 2 R

3
. 

Substituting th is expression for 2-2R2 into the expression for 2-
1 

R1 in 2) gives: 

-1 -2 -3 -3 
2 R1 = 2 Q

2
A + 2 Q

3
A + 2 R

3
· 

Continuing the substitutions for the R's up to the expression for B (in the first line of 2) 

above) shows that: 

which exactly parallels the original expression 1): B = QA + R. And, by definition, 

every valid division process produces a quotient and remainder which satisfy expression 1). 

< < -3 -3 
Because 0 = R3 < A, it follows that 0 = 2 R3 < 2 A. Therefore the remainder left after 

a division to a three-place quotient is a number whose most significant digit is at least 

four places to the right of the binary point. 

The expression for the result of thefirst k steps of 2) is (by induction): 

This expression also parallels expression 1) above: B = QA + R. Expression 3) states 

that B is equal to the product of A times a binary quotient accurate to k places; plus 

a remainder whose first significant digit is at least k+ 1 places to the right of the binary point. 
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Although this pencil-and-paper method for division is valid, there are two reasons why the 

PDP-l cannot use it . First, wi thout testing, the computer cannot know whether B < A, or 

whether A ;£ B. Second, the pencil-and-paper algorithm presented in expression 2) above, 

requires that in each step a decision be made as to how many times A iigoes into ii R. 
I 

( or into B). 

The computer tests whether B < A by using a modification of the initial step of expression 

2): Let R. * be the contents of the accumulator after the /h division step, so that in 
I 

particular the result of the test for B < A is RO *. Rather than performing the initial step 

of expression 2), 

B = 2-0Q A 
a + < o = RO < A, 

the computer instead simply subtracts A directly from B in the accumulator: 

4) B-A=R * o ' -A;; R * < + 1 o 
Then if RO* is negative, B < A, and the machine proceeds with the remaining division 

steps. On the other hand, if RO * is positive or 0 I then A;£ B, and the division sequence 

~~ __ " ____ 1_,,_-' 
I~ IIUI \...UII'IJltltU. 

The question of how many times A "goes into" B has been partially answered by the 

initial subtraction, because the machine can now determine the value of Q
O

. After 

the initial subtraction the accumulator contains RO * = B - A G If this number is negative, 

then B is not as great as 1 . Ai so the quotient coefficient 00 of 2-
0 

(=1) must be 0 c 

Conversel y I if RO * is posi tive, then B is at I east as great as lOA, so Q
O 

must be 1 . 

Thus the value of Q
O 

is determined by the sign of the number RO * = B - A developed 

in the accumulator by the initial subtraction. 

In a valid division, 00 is required to be 00 The digit Q
O 

is actually the sign bit of 

the quotient, so that Q
O 

= 0 signifies that the quotient is to be a positive number. This 

follows from the fact that the division sequence is performed onl y on positive binary 

fractions . However, if the initial test subtraction reveals that A ~ B, then Q
O 

= 1 . 

A 1 as the sign bit of the quotient indicates that the quotient is a negative number, 

which is not vaiid as the resuit of a division with positive operands. 

All division steps performed by the computer subsequent to'. the initial test subtraction 

. d . ISh h h .. If· h· th d· . . are I entlca. uppose t at t e mac Ine IS current y per ormlng tel IVISlon step. 
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Then as the resul t of the previous step (the i - 1 st step), the accumulator contains the 

number R. 1 *'" As the first operation performed in the current step, the computer shifts 
1-

the contents of the accumulator, R. 1 *, one place to the left, generating the number 
1-

2R. 1 * . 
1-

At the same time (as part of the shift operation) the machine senses the sign of R. 1 *: 
1-

if the sign is positive, then Q. 1 is 1; if the sign is negative, then Q. 1 is o. The 
1- 1-

sign of R. 1 * also determines the next operation performed as part of the present step: 
1-

if the sign is positive, the machine subtracts A from 2R. 1*; however, if the sign of 
1-

R. 1* is negative, the machine adds A to 2R. 1*. The result of the addition (or subtraction) 
1- l-

is the new remainder, R. *. The fi rst operation of the next division step then checks the 
I 

sign of R. * to determine the next digit Q. of the quotient. 
I I 

The first operation of a division step creates 2R. 1 * from R. 1 *, and produces Q. 1 
1- 1- 1-

according to the sign of R. 1 *. The second operation is either an addition or a subtraction 
1-

of the divisor A, according to the same sign, that of R. 1 *. The expression corresponding 
1-

h . th d· . . . h f to tel IVISlon step IS t ere ore 

5) 2R· 1* + (1-2Q. 1) A=R.*, 
1- 1- I 

< -A = R. * < + A 
I 

Q. = 1 if R.* is positive; 
I I 

Q. = 0 if R. * is negative 0 

I I 

The term +(1-2Q. l)A determines whether A is added or subtracted in the current step. 
1-

If R. 1 * is negative, then Q. 1 = 0, so that +(1-2 Q. l)A = +A. That is! A is added to 
1- 1- 1-

a negative 2R. 1 *. On the other hand, if R. 1 * is positive, then Q. 1 = 1, so that 
1- 1- 1-

+(1-2Q. l)A is equal to -A, In other words, A is subtracted from a positive 2R. 1*' 
1- 1-

The first division step subsequent to the test subtraction is just expression 5) with i = 1 . 

The accumulator contains RO * from the test subtraction. The shift left doubles RO *, 

and since Q O = 0 (as required for a val id division), A is added, not subtracted. If this 

first division step is to be performed at all, Q
O 

is required to be 0; and RO* is required 

to be negative. However, for the purposes of the following remarks, Q
O 

is retained in 

the expression representing the first division step: 

5) i = 1 , 
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Since RO * = B - A by 4), then 5) is equivalent to 

6) 2 B - 2A + (1 - 2 QO) A = 2 B - A - 2 QO A = R 1 * I 

so that B = 2-
1 
A + 2-

0 
QOA + 2-

1 
Rl *, -A ~ Rl * < + A 

Now collecting terms! 

step 1 : < -A = R * < + A 
1 

Compare this expression with expression 3) above, with k = 1 : 

I, - , " - I, o _/"'-Or'l, ..L",-lr'l, \A +",-l D 
u -\L ~O'L \.Xl,M L 1'1' ('\ S D /' I A 

v - 1\.1 ....... T M 

Expression 3) states that for given values of A, B, and QO' a value for Q
1 

may be found 

such that Rl is positive and less than A. But the expression for step 1 above impl ies the 

assumption that Q
1 

= 1, and allows Rl * to be either positive or negative. 

The sign of Rl * is the test for the val idity of the assumption that Q
1 

= 1. If Rl * is 

positive, then B is large enough to leave a positive remainder with ~ given and Q, 

= ]. In other words, from step], with R] * positive, B ~ (2-
0 

Q
O 

+ 2-I )A. Howeve:, 
" , 

if Rl* is negative, then step 1 implies that B < (2-vQO + 2-')A, so that Q
1 

must be o. 
Thus the sign of Rl * determines the val ue of Ql' as stated in the expression for the i th 

division step, 5) above. 

The second division step is just expression 5) again, with i = 2 <: 

Expressi"on 6) above gives Rl * = 2B - A - 2QOA; substituting: 

4 B - 2A - 4 Q A + (1-2 Q ) A = R * o 1 2 

Shifting terms in A to the right and clearing powers of 2: 

-1 -0 -2 -1 -2 
B = 2 A + 2 QOA - 2 A + 2 Q

1 
A + 2 R2 * I 

so that, 

step 2: -0 -1 -2 -2 
B = (2 Q

O 
+ 2 Q

1 
+ 2 Q2)A + 2 R2 * . 

Now compare expression 3) above with k = 2: 

3) k =2, 
-0 -1 -2 -2 

B = (2 Q
O 

+ 2 Q
1 

+ 2 Q2)A + 2 R
2

, 
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The comparison is parallel to the comparison made above for step 1. That is, expression 

3) with k =2 states that given A, B, QO' and Q1' a value may be found for Q
2 

such 

that R2 is positive. Step 2 impl ies the assumption that Q
2 

is 1, and develops a number 

R2 * whose sign tests the val idity of the ossumption that Q
2 

is 1. The same relation 

of remainder sign to binary quotient digit holds: if R2 * is negative, then Q
2 

= 0; 

if R2 * is positive, then Q
2 

= 1 . 

Th I d· . . h . th . . 5) e genera IVlslon step, tel step, IS expression : 

5) 2R. 1* + (1-2Q. l)A = R.*, 
1- 1- I 

< -A = R.* < + A, 
I 

Q. = 1 if R. * is positive; 
I I 

Q. = 0 if R. * is negative. 
I I 

Th . d' . . d' ff' I h' th . . I e In uctlon on I IS not I ICU t; tel step IS equlva ent to: 

7) _ -0 - 1 - (i -1) - i - i * 
B - (2 Q

O 
+ 2 Q

1 
+ ... + 2 Q

i 
_ 1) A + 2 A + 2 Ri 

which is directly comparable to expression 3) with k = i: 

3) k =i, 
-0 -1 -i -i. 

B = (2 Q
O 

+ 2 Q 1 + ... + 2 Qi)A + 2 Ri' 

< o = R. < + A. 
I 

Comparison shows that the value of Q
i 

is determined in the same manner as Q
1 

and Q
2 

were determined in steps 1 and 2 of the division sequence. Expression 7) impl ies the 

assumption that Q. is 1, and produces a remainder R.* whose sign tests the validity of 
I I 

the assumption that Q. is 1 . 
I 

Expression 3) with k=i states that given values for A, B, and all Q1s up to Q. l' the 
1-

digit Q. is determined by the requirement that R. be positive. That is, expression 3) 
I I 

says that the proper value for Q. is the value which makes R. positive and less than 
I I 

A; expression 7) says set Q. = 1, and check whether th is is the correct val ue by checki ng 
I 

whether R. * is posi tive; (i .e. if R. * is negative then 1 is not the correct val ue for Q., 
I I I 

so Q. must therefore be 0) . 
I 

This reasoning shows that every division step performed by the computer (i .e. the 

ith division step for all i) produces the correct value for the digit Q., the coefficient 
I 

of 2- i in the quoti ent. However, the proof of the a I gori thm as presented above uses 

negative powers of 2, i.e., all powers of 2 were divided out in order to show the 
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similarity of the general division step to the general pencil-and-paper algorithm step. 

On the for right of expression 7), the last term is 2-
1 
R. *" 0 The computer , however, 

• I 

actually has R.* itself in the accumulator, not 2-
I
R.* c This disparity leads to the 

I I 

question: why are significant bits not lost during the left shift performed as part of 

each division step? 

To show that no bit significant to the division sequence is shifted out of AC during a 

division step, one preliminary observation must be made: that it is possible for AC to 

contain a number, say 2R. *, of the mnge =2 < 2R. *" < + 2. The representation of . 
I I 

numbers of this range in AC uses the sign bit I ACr\f as the coefficient of 2-
0

, i oe 0 , 

v 

as the coefficient of 1. Although most representations of numbers in AC use AC
O 

as 

the bit representing the sign of the number I nevertheless, AC
O 

behaves precisely as 

a next more significant bit of the accumulator 0 

The computer representation of a negative number in lis complement arithmetic is the 

bit-by-bit logical complement of that number 0 Thus, for example, -0 is represented 

as a number whose digits are all lis 0 This means that if a number in the accumulator 

is negative, then AC
O 

= 1! i.e O! AC
O 

contains the binary digit -0. If a number in 

AC is positive, then AC
O 

= 0, i "e. ,AC
O 

contains the binary digit +0. 

Suppose that AC contains a 17-bit number, say R. *", of either sign 0 If this number is 
I 

shifted left one place, then AC contains the l8-bit number 2R. *, and the sign bit is 
I 

lost out the left end of AC. But the sign bit is just ±O, depending on the sign of R.* 0 

! 

The important. fact is that the loss of the sign bit does not affect computations, 

because all logical decisions that depend on the sign of R. * are made before the left 
I 

sh ift. 

As the second operation of any division step, the divisor A is either added to, or 

subtracted from, the contents 2R. 1 * of AC. The result of the addition or subtraction 
l-

is the new remainder, R.*. This new remainder is shifted left one place as the first 
I 

operation of the next division step 0 It is therefore necessary to show that R. * is a 
I 

17-bit number (that the sign bit of R.* is the binary digit +0 or -0) so that the sub
I 

Expressions 4), 5), and 6) of the algorithm discussion above state wi thout proof that 

< -A = R. * < + A 0 If this is shown to be true, then the fact that A is a positive binary 
I 
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fraction implies that R.* is contained in the least significant 17 bits of AC, as required. 
I 

In the initiai test subtraction, the machine developed RO * by subtracting A from B. 

In a valid division, both A and B are positive binary fractions, and B < A. This 

means that 
< 

-A ~ (B - A) = RO * < O. 

Since RO* is negative, the machine adds A to 2RO* as the first division step: 2RO* + 

A = R1 *. Thus 

-A ~ 2(B - A) + A = 2RO * + A = R1 * < + A. 

Both RO * and R1 * are of smaller magnitude than Ai this implies that neither 2RO * nor 

2Rl * exceeds the l8-bit capacity of AC. 

The inequal ity -A ~ R. * < + A is therefore true for i = 0 and for i = 1. If it can be 
1 

shown that the truth of the inequality for i - 1 implies the truth of the inequality for 

I, then by induction. 

-A ~ R.* < + A 
1 

for all i. 

Suppose, then, that -A ~ R. 1 * < + A. There are two cases to consider: 
1-

case I 

-A ~ R. * < 0 
1-1 

In this case, Q. 1 =0; then division 
1-

step i, expression 5) becomes 

.iR. 1 * + A = R. * , 
1- I 

wh i ch shows tha t 

< -A = R.* < + A. 
1 

case II 

< o = R. * < + A 1-1 
In this case, Q. 1 = 1 i then division 

1-

step i, expression 5) becomes 

2R. 1 * - A = R. * , 
1- 1 

wh i ch shows that 

-A ~ R.* < + A. 
1 

In both case I and case II, the required inequality holds. Consequently, all remainders 

R. * developed during the division sequence have magnitudes less than A, which is a 
1 

positive binary fraction. Therefore, the successive AC left shifts, performed during 

the division sequence, cannot result in the loss of significant bits of the remainders. 

The flow chart for the automatic division sequence is shown in figure 7-6. The following 

portions of th is paragraph relate the division al gori thm as discussed above to the PDP-1 
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operations as shown in the flow chart. 

The five-bit step counter is used to end the division sequence after all 18 bits (the 

sign bit and the 17 magnitude bits) of the quotient have been developed 0 The 

eously loading iOO into AC
17

, AC
l 

into ACa, and the complement of ACa into 1°
17

0 

The contents of AC and 10 are both shifted left as one 36-bit register, with the com

plement of ACO shifted into 1°170 

The fact that the complement of ACa is transferred into i017 during this division 

shift reflects the expression 

Q. = a if R. * is negative; 
I I 

Q. = 1 if R. * is positive 0 

I I 

which is given as part of the ith division step, expression 5) 0 This same shift left one 

place generates 2R. * from R. * in AC. 
I I 

Addition and subtraction in the PDP-l are performed by direct addition and addition of 

the 1 ~s compiement, respectiveiyo The divisor A is in MB during the diVision sequence 0 

Therefore; if the contents of MB are +A and a subtraction is necessary; then MB must 

be complemented 0 MB must also be complemented if it contains -A when an addition 

is necessary 0 On the other hand, MB must not be complemented if it contains +A 

before a required addition, or -A before a required subtraction. 

Whether the current step requires an addition or a subtraction is determined by the 

sign of the previous remainder, R. 1 * 0 If the previous remainder is negative, then 
I-

an addition is required, and MB must contain +A 0 If the previous remainder is positive, 

then a subtraction is required, and MB must contain -A 0 The computer must therefore 

compl ement MB if both AC and MB have the same sign 0 If the signs of MB and AC are 

di fferent, however, the computer must not compl ement MB 0 

The PDP-l meets these requirements in the following manner: MB is complemented at 

MDP-4 (see the flow chart, figure 7-6) if the sign of MB is negative, i .eo if MBa = 1. 

Then, at MDP-l of the following division step, MB is complemented if the sign of AC 

• • • • J. r A"" II "I (" ~ i I. (" a \ ...-.. • I I II,. • I .. r.tl. ,.. I'" IS pOSITIVe \IT A\...a IS U oeTore me SnlTf) 0 Inls means mar IT me conTenrs ot A\", and ot 

MB are both positive, then MB is complemented at MDP-l; whereas if the contents of 

MB and of AC are both negative, then MB is complemented at MDP-4. Thus the 
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computer complements MB when MB and AC have the same sign. However, as 

explained above, it is also necessary that MB not be complemented if the signs 

of MB and AC differ. 

if the signs of the contents of tv\B and AC are different! then either MB holds a 

positive number while AC contains a negative number; or else MB contains a negative 

number while AC holds a positive. number. :.In the firstcdse/~/~B is riot complemented at 

all; it is not complemented at MDP-4 because MBa is 0, and it is not complemented 

at MDP-l because AC
O 

is 1. In the other case, in which MB contains a negative 

number and AC a positive number, MB is complemented twice, once at MDP-4 

because MBa is 1, and again at MDP-1 because AC
O 

is O. Complementing MB 

twice leaves the contents of MB unchanged. 

A further difficulty arises when the remainder produced by thei th division step is 

negative. The dividend B is a 35-bit number contained initially in both AC and 

10. AC
O 

is the sign bit, AC
1 

through AC
17 

are the first 17 magnitude bits, and 

100 through 1016 are the last 17 magnitude bits. When 100 is shifted into AC
17 

during a division sh ift, the effect is the same as that of the II bri ng down the next 

digitI! operation done in pencil-and-paper long division. However, the less signi

ficant bits of the dividend in 10 are always positive. If the contents of AC are 

negative before the division shift, then after the division shift AC
17 

contains a 

bit from a positive number, and AC
O 

through AC
16 

contain bits representing a negative 

number. In order to correct for this, the machine adds 1 to the least significant bit, 

AC
17

, if the contents of AC are negative before the division sh ift. 

As an illustration of this correction, let the least significant 17 bits of the dividend 

B be all OIS. Then 10 is initially clear. Suppose now that after a given division 

step the remainder in AC is negative. After the shift, AC
O 

through AC
16 

contain 

twice this negative remainder, and AC
17 

contains a 0 shifted in from 10. But the 

binary digit -0 is represented in lis complement arithmetic by a bit containing 1 . 

The machine adds 1 to AC
17

, so that all 18 bits of AC contain the correct representation 

for a negative number. 

Since the sign of the number in AC is lost out the left end of AC during the shift, the 
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machine senses the newly developed bit of the quotient in 1017 at MDP-2o If 

1°
17 

is 1, then the contents of AC are positive, and AC
17 

is not affected. How

ever, if 1017 is 0, the contents of AC are negative, and 1 is added to AC
17 

at 

lv1DP-2o 

When the step counter, SCR, contains octal 22 (i oe., decimal 18), all 18 bits 

of the quotient have been shifted into 10, and no more division steps are performed. 

Instead, the machine generates the first of several pulses that complete the division 

sequence. The operations that compl ete the division sequence are shown on the 

right of the flow chart (figure 7-6) 0 TIlese operations geneiOte the correct remainder, 

adjust the signs of the remainder and quotient, and transfer the quotient into AC 

and the remainder into 10. 

The correct positive remainder (that is, positive before the adjustment of signs made 

during the completion sequence) is generated by MDP-7, -8, and -9. When SCR 

contains decimal 17, AC contains the product of the 17th division step, R17* 0 

The value of the last digit, Q17' of the quotient depends on the sign of R
17

*. 
TLo. 1 _. '0 0.,-... I. _(" ,0 •• " 1 I ... IO __ !_!_. __ L!!'J. _.J. t.AI'"\D 1 Inls I.CS.T alglT, ~17' can oe rransrerrea Inro IU

17 
OnlY oy a OIVI:)lon :)fllil UI IVlvr-1 ° 

To generate this last division shift, the machine performs an entire division step, 

MDP-l through MDP-5. 

At this point, the step counter, SCR, contains decimal 18, and AC contains R
18

*. 

From expression 7) of the algorithm proof above (with i = 18), this 18th division 

step is equivalent to: 

Step 18: 

But the correct remainder after a division to 17 binary places is 2-
17 

R
17

• Compare 

step 18 above with expression 3) with k = 17: 

-0 -1 -17 -17 
B = (2 Oa + 2 Q

1 
+ ... + 2 Q17)A + 2 R17 · 

Since all the Q. in the two expressions are identical by pairs, the remainders are 
I 

related as follows: 

2-18A + 2- 18R
18

* = 2- 17R
17

" 
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Multiplying through by 2
18

, 

This means that to obtain R
17

, the machine must first add A to R18 * {to produce 

?R 'rtnd rnllC:+ +hAOon sh: f'+ .. :ghfo ",nAOo ... I,.,co fo", ~o\lol "' ... D Duls.o~ I\A nD_ 7 _Q "" •. "'J ... ·'17' """'. III""""" I"""'" I 111.1 II III VII"" r-' U ""'" IV Y""",,"Y,",I""t-' 1~17. I I v~ rV''-'1 , I v \",0111\..1 

-9 perform the addition of A and the one-place shift right (figure 7-6). This com

pletes the proof that the PDP-l division algorithm produces a valid division. 
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CHAPTER 8 

MEMORY 

8-1 GENERAL. 

The basic core memory system of PDp·-l consists of a memory address register and decoders, 

a memory buffer register, and a type 12 memory module" The type 12 module is composed of 

a 4,096-word coincident-current core bank and associated read/write iogic, sense amplifiers, 

and timing circuits. Memory capacity may he expanded by adding the type 15 memory 

extenstion control to the computer, This control allows expansion of the memory system to 

16 type 12 modules (65 , 536 words). 

Because of the systemis 12-bit address format and single memory buffer register, module selec-

tion logic and a memory buffer mixer are required when using more than one memory module. 

All type 12 memory modules are identical in operation, The description of the memory module 

in bay 3 of the standard computer appl ies equally to other modules which may be added to 

the system. All modules share the same memory addressing element and memory buffer reg-

ister. 

The memory system is shown in six logic drawings f figures D8-1 through D8-6. For informa

tion on the use and organization of these drawings see paragraph 3-16. 

8-2 MEMORY ADDRESSING .. 

The memory addressing element of the computer is composed of the 12-bit memory address 

register I MA, and four binary-to-'octal memory address decoders 0 

a MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER- The 12-bit memory address register is shown in figure 

DS-lo The fiip-fiops in the register are labelled MA6 to MAll' These designations 

correspond to the memory address port ion of the instruction word. Each memory access IS 

made to the location specified by the contents of the MA register The 12-bit address can 
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designate anyone of the 4,096 (212) locations within a single memory module. The 

address is decoded to select the particular pair of X and Y windings within the core 

bank which designate the desired memory location. 

In addition to the standard transfer gating at the 1 input, each of the type 1209 fl ip

flops in MA also includes direct clear and direct set inputs. The direct clear inputs 

are all pulsed when the register is cleared by~MA. Since all transfers into MA are 1 

transfers the register must be cleared prior to every address transfer. 

FI ip-flops in MA are set individually through the direct set inputs by pulse outputs from 

the corresponding bits in the high-speed channel address mixer (paragraph 6-10~). 

The logical conditions that govern address transfers through the standard MA input gating 

are described in paragraph 6-6. Full addresses are transferred into MA from PC or MB6_ 17 . 

Four-bit numbers are transferred into MA 12- 15 from the break encoder. Transfer pulse 

100~ MA loads address 100 directly into MA by setting MAll' 

b MEMORY ADDRESSES - The allocation of memory space for information storage is 

in most cases entirely at the discretion of the programmer. However, in certain operations 

memory locations are fixed by the computer hardware. The origin of each address transfer 

and the use of fixed addresses depends on the type of computer cycle being executed. 

An address is loaded into the memory address register at the beginning of every memory 

cycle. The address is held in MA throughout the cycle to govern the location of the 

memory access. At the end of each cycle (TP 10) MA is cleared in preparation for the 

next cycle. However, the clear pulse is inhibited if the computer is to halt at the end 

of the current cycle. Inhibition of the clear pulse preserves the address of the final memory 

access. This address is then available for the operator at the control panel indicator lights. 

When the computer is restarted, register MA is cleared by SP
1

. This pulse precedes any 

memory cycle initiated by a console operation. 

All address transfers are executed at TP 0 except in the console operations Examine and 

Deposit. The memory cycle in these operations is performed as cycle one of lac and dac, 

respectively. Since the address originates at the console ADDRESS switches the computer 

skips the normal TP 0 address transfer and begins the cycle at TP 1• For these operations the 

address is transferred from TA to PC at SP
2 

and thence to MA at SP3 . 
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In every cycle zero an address is fTonsferred in!o MA from the pt'ogrom cour'!e r 
0 During 

any defer cycle or cycle one y the transfer is made from the address podio!! of the memory 

buffer register 0 A single exception to this procedure is the instruction Call Subroutine, 

used instead. This instruction is equivalent to Jump and DeposH Accumulator with 

address 1000 During cycle one of cal ff the normal transfer MB ~ MA is inhibIted while 

100~MA is generated insteado At the end of the cycle the address in MA is tl!"ansferred 

to PC.v incremented, and transferred back to MA at the beginning of the following cycle 

zero 0 The computer then performs the instruction located at address 101 0 

During a high-speed channel cycle, an address is transferred into MA from the address 

I ines of the selected channel 0 Transfer takes place through the high-speed channel 

address mixer 0 

In a sequence break (with the sequence break system type 20) the initial break address is 

transferred into MA from the break encoder during break cycle one, The number of the 

channel is encoded into binary (four bits for 16 channels) and loaded into i&v\A12~ 15" 

Since bits 16 and 17 are Ok for a break on channel n access is made to address 4n 

during break cycle one, Th is makes four consecutive memory locations available for 

each channel. The subsequent locations used during break cycles two and three are 

counted by the program counter 0 Systems having the type 20 sequence-b~eak system 

therefore reserve the first 66 memory locations for use in fixed operations, The 16-channel 

sequence break system uses locat!ons 0 through 77! and the instruction Cal I Subroutine 

uses locations 100 and 101 0 However ff if the computer is not in the sequence~break mode, 

the programmer may uti! ize the sequence-break locations for other purposes 0 

If the optional break system is not instai!ed g only addresses 0 through 3" 100 ard 101 are 

fixed 0 The standard one-channel sequence break. system uses only the first fo~;r memory 

registers 0 There is no break encoder and the AND gates shown in figure D8-1 II D5 to D7! 

are not present 0 Break cycle one does notl.nc lude an address trarsferi bJt because MA 

is previously cleared .. the absence of an address transfer is eq ... dvalenr to the transfer of 

address 00 Locations 1, 2 and 3 are then used in subsequent cycles of the sequence break., 

c MEMORY ADDRESS DECODERS ~ Memory addresses in MA are decoded to select X 



and Y windings corresponding to the addressed memory location. The decoding is accom

pi ished in two stages. First, four memory address decoders convert the 12-digit binary 

address in MA to a four-digit octal address. This octal address is ~presented by four 

asserted octal output levels, one from each of the four decoders. Second stage decoding 
• ,. I 'I I." • " ~, , .. I. • I. . .". . I ~ - \ 

IS accompllsned by applymg tne JL decoder outputs ~mcludlng the tour asserted outputS} 

to the read/write switches in the memory module. 

The four memory address decoders used for the first stage decoding are the type 1150 

binary-to-octal decoders shown in figure DS-l. Each of these four decoders receives 

outputs from three bits of MA, and asserts one of eight output levels. The octal output 

level asserted by a given decoder corresponds to the binary contents of the three asso

ciated MA bits. 

The asserted outputs from the two decoders that decode MA
6

_
S 

and MA
9

_
11 

address a 

single Y winding from the 64 Y windings in the core bank. Similarly, the asserted out

puts from the other two decoders (which decode MA
12

_
14 

and MA
15

_
17

)address a single 

X winding from the 64 X windings in the core bank. Selection of the appropriate X 

and Y windings addressed from the memory address decoders is performed by the read/ 

write switches in the memory module (paragraph S-4~). 

The output levels from the four memory address decoders are designated in the following 

manner. The designation of the levels corresponding to the less significant octal digit 

of the two-digit X address or the two-digit Y address is preceded by the winding letter 

(e. g. XOOO), while the designation of the more significant digit-level is followed by 

the winding letter (e. g. OOOX) 0 The three-digit binary portion of the level designation 

specifies the state of the three MA bits that enables the decoder output. For example, 

memory address 5326 enables the four decoder outputs designated 101Y, YOll, OlOX, 

and X 110. 

If only one memory module is in use the outputs of the memory address decoders are appl ied 

directly to the X and Y selection logic in that module 0 In multi-module memory systems 

the decoder outputs are appl ied instead to the memory extension control (paragraph S-5~ . 

S-3 MEMORY BUFFER REG ISTER. 

The lS-bit memory buffer register (figure DS-2) is the only register that functions in all four 
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sectionscr the computer logic: control, arithmetic, in-out and memory. 

Although op code bits 0 through 5 of an instruction word are decoded from the instruction 

register, all other instruction word control information is utilized directly from MB. In memory 

reference instructions only the indirect address bit contains control information, but in the 

gate specific operations; in others, such as addressing sense switches or program flags, three

bit sections of the register provide octal information through the memory buffer decod'j'i-s 

(paragraph 6-3~) t· 

The MB register also functions as an element of the arithmetic unit in all arithmetic and logical 

instructions. During these instructions MB holds the operand and the MB outputs provide the 

necessary levels to the arithmetic and logical gating of the accumulator. (The contents of MB 

are not r!ffected by these operations except in the optional automatic Multiply and Divide 

instructions. ) 

In high-sp€!ed channel data transfers MB serves as an in-out register I bypassing 10. The out

puts of MB are avai lable to the data out lines through taper pins in in-out transfer control. 

Information can be transferred into MB from the data in lines through the high-speed channel 

buffer mixer. 

As an element of the memory system, MB serves as the buffar between the memory modu Ie and 

the rest of the computer. All transfers of information between the computer and core memory 

must be made through the memory buffer register. 

The type 1204 flip-flops in MB are similar to the 1201 flip-flops in MA (paragraph 8-2~) except 

that the direct-set input is replaced by a complement input. This complement input is not used 

in the standard machine but it is necessary for installation of the multiply/divide option. The 

algorithms used by the multiply/divide option require that MB be complemented at various 

stages in the execution of the automatic instructions (paragraph 7-5). 

As in the case of the memory address register, information can be transferred into MB by single-bit 

1-transfer pulses. Each pulse sets a specific flip-flop in the register. The single-bit transfer 

puises are designated MBMO to MBM17 to correspond to the memory buffer mixer outputs. How

ever, the pulses come to MB from the mixer only if the computer includes a memory extension 

control (paragraph 8-~). If there is no memory extension control but there is a high-speed 
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channei control then the pulses come from the HSC buffer mixer (paragraph 6-10b). If neither 

of these controls is installed the pulses come directly from the sense amplifiers of the single 

memory module (paragraph 8-4~), 

A detai led description of the memory buffer transfer logic is presented in paragraph 6-7. At the 

beginning of every memory cycie MB is cieared. When the sense amplifiers are strobed (TP4)' 

the contents of the addressed core register are loaded in MB through the MBM input gates. 

In most cases the write portion of the memory cycle then writes the same word back into memory. 

if new information is loaded into MB after the read operation, then the write portion of the 

memory cycle writes the new information into memory in place of the old. 

For a high-speed channel transfer into memory, MB is .cleared at TP 5' Then, at TP 7' data 

transferred into MB through the MBM inputs, If new information originates at the in-out register, 

MB is cleared prior to the transfer 10
1

MB, Note that an addressed core register can be 

cleared only by clearing MB without a subsequent transfer in, 

If new information originates at the accumulator, no prior MB clear is required, This is be-

cause the transfer of AC to MB is a jam ,sfer. The transfer AC MB uses two pulse lines: 

one line gates MB
O

_
5

' the other line gates MB
6

_
17

, Full-word transfers are executed by 

pulsing both lines simultaneously, By pulsing one line only either the op code or the address 

portion of the word in MB can be replaced independently, This can be done without disturbing 

the rest of the word, 

The outputs of the fl ip-flops in the memory buffer register are appl ied to type 1684 bus drivers. 

The bus drivers provide amplification and buffering, Through these drivers information can be 

transferred from MB to all other central processor registers and to the core memory, In a com

puter contClining a single memory module, the driver outputs are applied directly to that 

module. In a multi-module system, the driver outputs are instead applied to the memory ex

tension control (paragraph 8-5~) , 

If the computer includes t-he high-speed channel control, the 1 outputs from the type 1684 

bus drivers are also applied to type 1685 bus drivers. The outputs of these drivers are, in turn, 

applied to a taper pin panel in in-out transfer control. Information from MB can then be trans

ferred out of the computer on the HSC data-out lines. 
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8-4 MEMORY MODULE LOGIC 

The standard PDP-l memory module type 12 is shown in figure D8,-3o The memory module is 

composed of a coincident~current core bank aro associated timing, ddvi~g and sensing logic, 

The core bank has a capacity of 4 .. 096 eighteen·-b!t words" The memory module furnished 

manner 0 

a CORE BANK - The memory core bank is composed of 18 core planes,!' each containing 

4,096 ferrite memory cores (64 rows x 64 columns) 0 Every core is threaded by four wind

ings; X and Y selection windings" an inhibit winding! and a sense winding 0 

The 64 X and 64 Y windings each thread a row or column of 64 cores in each of the 18 

core planes 0 A single X or Y winding continues from one core plane to the next f thread

ing the same row or column in everyone of the 18 planes 0 A single X winding and a 

single Y winding intersect at a single memory location containing an l8-bit core register, 

During each memory cycle information is read from or written into the single addressed 

core bank by selecting the single X winding and the single Y winding that intersect at 

the corresponding memory location 0 

There are 18 inhibit windings and 18 sense windings; one inhibit winding and one sense 

winding for each core plane" Both the inhibit windings and the sense windh1gs thread all 

4,096 cores in the plane with which they are used 0 Individual cores w'ithin the addressed 

register are selected by the sense windings during reading, and by the inhibit windings 

during writing 0 

NOTE: The core bank actuaHy includes an extra core plane which 
is completely wired ino There are therefore 19 planes y and 19 inhibit 
and sense windings 0 The extra 19th plane is not o~dinarny used, but 
is provided in case it is wanted for some special appl ication 0 The 
following discussion treats only the 18 core planes that are ordinarily 
U5·:.w. 

b X AND Y SELECT ION - Each of the 4~ 096 locations in the rnemo~y core bank is 

specified by a particu lar 12-bit address in the memory address register., 1 he memory

module selection logic select5 one of the 64 X windings and one of the 64 Y windings 



according to the contents of MA 0 These two windings intersect at the same relative 

location on each of the 18 core planes; the 18 cores located at these intersection points 

make up the addressed memory register. 

The 32 outputs from the memory address decoders (paragraph 8-2~) are appl ied to the in

verters shown in figure D8-3, B2 to C3. The inverter output designations correspond to 

the inverter input designations, but with one minor change. The three-digit binary por

tion of the input designation is replaced in the output designation by the corresponding 

octa I digit. 

From the inverters, the 16 X-selection levels are appl ied to the type 1972 read/write 

switches shown at the top of figure D8-3. Similarly, the 16 Y-selection levels are applied 

to the read/write switches shown at the bottom of the figure. Only four of these 32 

selection levels are asserted during any given memory cycle; two Y levels corresponding 

to the two octal digits in MA
6

_
11

, and two X levels corresponding to the two octal digits 

in MA
12

_
17

. 

The two asserted Y levels enable one of 64 Y read/write switches, and thereby permit 

the associated Y winding to be pulsed by the output of the read or write buso Similarly, 

the two asserted X levels enable one of the 64 X read/write switches, and thereby per

mit the associated X winding to be pulsed by the output of the read or write bus. Thus 

the two sets of read/write switches select one X winding and one Y winding, and thereby 

select the addressed core register for reading or writing. 

A type 1972 plug-in unit includes four read/write switches. A detailed circuit descrip

tion of the read/write switches is included in paragraph lO-7!:. There are 64 switches 

in each of the two sets; both sets are identi ca I in function. Each switch is controlled by 

an AND-gate input 0 Each AND gate receives one of the eight more-significant-digit 

selection levels and one of the eight less-significant-digit selection levelsoOnly the 

AND gates that receive two asserted selection levels are enabled. During any memory 

access, these AND gates correspond to the single X and Y windings designated by the 

contents of MA. 

When both inputs to a read/write switch AND gate are at ground, the switch closes, 

completing the current path between one end of the associated winding and the read bus, 
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Since the other end of the winding is permanently connected to the write bus, the read/ 

write switch permits appl ication of the bi-polar core-drive pulses to the two selected 

windings. (One polarity corresponds to a read pulse; the other polarity corresponds to a 

write puise). 

The tvoe 1976 resistor cards located between the read/writp swit~hes nnd the ("nr~ hnnk ---- -,,-- --- - -------- ------- --------- -- ----- - - - -, - - - .. ------- ---- --.- -_.- -_.-., 

provide the necessary loading to produce a core-drive current of appropriate magnitude. 

Nominal value of the half-read and half-write currents is 190 rna 0 A single half-current 

is not sufficient to change the state of a core -, However r the intersection of two half 
.. .. .. I ,.. • I I I t (J. • ,.,... g ~ _ .,. _ , _ I I 

currents at tne cores ot tne aaaressed regIster IS suttlclent to SWitch these cores ~see ~ 

and.£ below). 

c MEMORY TIMING FUNCTIONS - The timing for the memory cycle read and write 

operations is controlled by the shift register containing flip~flops R, RS, Wand I 

(figure D8-3Bl). This shift register is in turn controlled by the memory control pulses 

(paragraph 6-2 ~" During a memory cycler timing control information is shifted through 

the shift register by the shift signal MOP 2r 3( 7, 9' This signal is equivalent to tim-

The entire register is cleared at the end of 

each cycle by L.g MEM(TP10)' This memory clear pulse prepares the register for the next 

cycle. 

The control data shifted through the register is self-contained. No external gating levels 

are applied to the registeL The register starts the memory cycle in a cleared state. Be

cause the outputs of the second stage (RS) are appl ied to the opposite input gates of the 

first stage (R), the first shift pulse following the memory-clear pulse automatically sets R. 

At the second shift pulse, R 
1 

sets RS J asserting the condition RS 1. This causes the third 

shift pulse to set Wand clear R. The condition R
O 

in turn clears RS at the fourth pulse. 

Thus a 0 is shifted through the first three stages of the register two pu Ises behind the 1. 

The final stage of the shift register (I) is set early by the inhibit pulse (1P8). This grounds 

the 0 output of flip-flop L Although the fourth shift pulse (TP9) clears RS, this pulse 

does not affect 10 
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The four timing functions, read, write, inhibit, and strobe, cause the read and write 

operations to be performed. The read, write, and inhibit functions are levels; the strobe 

function is a pulse. State changes in the ferrite cores of the memory core bank occur 

much more slowly than changes of state in the computer logic elements. The core-driving 

pulses are therefore of relatively long cJuration (approximately two microseconds). The 

duration of these puises is much ionger than the duration or computer logic pulses. The 

core driving pu Ises are in fact produced from computer logi c levels. 

The memory timing functions are generated from the shift register outputs by the logic 

nets in B2 and B3. The logical conditions for these functions are as follows: 

Read: 

Strobe: 

Inhibit: 

Write: 

R = 1 

o . 3 llsec after ~ RS 

1 = 1 

(RS = 0) . (yV = 1) 

Operation of the memory timing network is summarized in Table 8-1 below. This table 

shows the states of the four shift fl ip-flops after each timing pulse. The shaded columns 

at the right of the table show the duration of the timing functions. Note, however I 

that these functions are shown relative to the irregularly-spaced timing pulses. Therefore 

the length of each shaded column is not necessarily proportional to the actual duration of 

the associated pulse. The true duration of these functions is shown in the diagram of the 

memory cycle (figure 3-2). 

Timing 
Pulse 

Initial State 

2 

3 

7 

8 (Inhibit) 

9 

10 (Clear) 

TABLE 8-1 

MEMORY TIMING 

Timing FI ip-f1cps Timing Functions 
R RS W I Read Strobe Inhibit Write 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

o 

o 

0---) 
0--- ---m 
0- ---

:= ~ ~ ~ = -=- -=----=-~ - - --m 
0- - - - - - - - - ~- - --Ij 
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d READ AND WRITE DRIVERS \i iSUfe DS-3D8) The type 1973 memory current drivers 

in the memory modu Ie provide the read and write currents appl ied to the core bank windings, 

These two currents are identical in magnitude, but of opposite polarityo A detailed des

cription of the type 1973 current driver is included in paragraph 10-7 ~. 

to the selected X and Y windings. This read current flows through the following path: 

terminal V of the read driver (-13 vdc), the read bus, the two closed read/write switches 

(these two switches provide parallel paths, one for X, and ore for V), the selected X 

winding and Y winding corresponding to the two closed read/write switches, the write 

bus, and terminal V of the write driver {-3 vdcL. 

Conversely, when the write driver is enabled by the -3 vdc write level, current is applied 

to the same X and Y windings, but in the opposite direction. Terminal V of the write 

driver is then at -13 vdc, and terminal Vof the read driver is then at -3 vdc. The current 

path is exactly the same for both the read pulse and the write pulse. However, during 

the read pulse, the voltage at the read bus is 10 volts more negative than that at the 

write bus, while during the write pulse, the write bus is more negative. The type 735 

memory power supply furnishes the -3 vdc and -13 vdc used by the type 1973 drivers. 

Circuit description of this power supply is treated in paragraph 10-11~: A separate power 

supply is required for each memory module because of possible temperature-induced vari-

at ions in the core characteristics, 

e READ SENS ING - When a memory core is magnetized in the 1 direction, it is said to 

contain a 1. When magnetized in the opposite direction, it is said to contain a O. Dur

ing the read operation, a full-read current (i .e. two half-read currents, one on the se

lected X winding, and one on the selected Y winding) is applied to each of the 18 cores 

in the addressed memory register 0 The fu II read current tends to magnetize the memory 

cores in the 0 direction, and hence has no effect on those cores of the addressed register 

which were initially in the 0 state. 

However, when the full-read current is applied to a core containing 01; the core magne-

tization changes polarity, and the core is switched from the 1 state to the 0 state 0 This 

change of state induces an output voltage on the sense winding that threads the core. 
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(The same sense winding threads all 4,096 cores in the plane containing the affected core)" 

The two ends of this sense winding are connected to the two input terminals of a type 1540 

sense amplifier. A circuit description of the 1540 sense amplifier is included in paragraph 

10-7a. 

There are 18 type 1540 sense ampl ifiers in the memory module, one for each of the 18 core 

planes (figure D8-3, B7 and C7). The sense ampl ifiers are differentia I ampl ifiers wh i ch 

reject common-mode signals and ampl ify difference signals by a factor of 20. This tends 

to prevent noise voltages on the sense windings (from half-selected cores, etco) from be

ing erroneously sensed as valid 1 output signalso The actual output $ignal from a 1 state 

core which has been switched to the 0 state by a full-read appl ies a difference signal 

of approximately 60 millivolts to the sense amplifier inputs. 

The sense ampl ifiers sampl e the core outputs by means of a 70-nanosecond strobe pu Ise. 

This strobe is regu lated to occur approximately one microsecond after the beginning of 

the read level. At this time the sense winding is likely to produce the best signal-to

noise ratio. If the addressed core in a given core plane contains a 1, the read pu Ise 

causes it to apply a difference signal output to the sense winding. 

The strobe pulse samples this output signal, and causes the sense amplifier to generate a 

standard logic pulse output (provided that the core output exceeds the required l-signal 

threshold at the time of the strobe). This logic pulse output sets the corresponding flip

flop of the memory buffer register. The strobe pulse also restarts the timing chain by 

pulsing TP 4. This aligns timing pulses 4, 5, and 6 with the retrieval of information from 

memory (paragraph 6-2~. 

The transfer of information from the memory to the memory buffer register is a 1 transfer. 

The memory buffer is cleared prior to the read-out from the addressed core register. At 

read-out, the sense ampl ifiers corresponding to the l-state cores of the addressed register 

set the corresponding bits of MB. When a memory buffer mixer is included in the system, 

the output pulses from the sense ampl ifiers are appl ied to MB through the mixer (para

graph 8-5~). If no mixer is included, the pulses are applied directly to the MB input 

gating (paragraph 8-3). 

f WRITE INHIBIT DRIVING - The read operation is destructive; read-out leaves all cores 
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of the addressed register in the 0 state. During writing, a full-write current (i .e. two 

half-write currents, one on the selected X winding, and ore on the selected Y winding) 

is applied to all 18 cores in the addressed memory register. The full-write current tends 

to magnetize the memory cores in the 1 direction. Cores that receive oniy a fuii-write 

current are switched from the 0 state to the 1 state of magnetization. 

To write a word from MB into the addressed core register, it is necessary to prevent (or 

inhibit) this change of state for just those cores of the addressed register that correspond 

to 0 bits in MB 0 This is done by applying an inhibit current of opposite polarity {the 

• I • t" I It" i .\ • I I I· I • • '- f'\ I. I. equivalenT or a nalT-reaa CUrrenT} TO onlY tnose cores WniCrl ore to remam m t"e v s,u,e. 

Net current to these cores is then equivalent to. only one half-write current. Because 

this current is not sufficient to drive the cores beyond the II knee!' of the hysteresis loop, 

they do not change state, but remain in the 0 state. 

The inhibit currents which prevent the writing of l's into the 0 bits of the addressed reg

ister are applied to the core planes through the 18 inhibit windings, each of which threads 

all cores in a single core plane. Each inhibit winding therefore threads one of the 18 

bits in the addressed register. The type i 982 inh ibit drivers (figure D8-3, B4 and (4) 

determine which of the 18 inhibit windings are to be pulsed. Circuit description of the 

1982 inhibit drivers is treated in paragraph 10-7..! .. 

The inhibit drivers are switching circuits which are enabled by two ANDed inputs. The 

inhibit level ~ above) is ANDed with the 0 signals from the bits of MB, enabling those 

inhibit drivers corresponding to MB bits that contain O. This allows inhibit current to 

flow through the associated inhibit windings. Inhibit current flows from the inhibit common 

line {always at -3 vdc} through the enabled inhibit drivers to the inhibit reference line 

{always at -13 vdc} G While the inhibit level is asserted, current paths are completed 

from the common I ine through the enabled drivers and the associated inhibit windings to 

the reference line 0 

8-5 MEMORY EXTENSION CONTROL TYPE 15. 

The standard type 15 memory extension control allows expansion of PDP-l core memory to a 

capacity of 32,768 eighteen-bit words contained in eight 4,096-word type 12 memory modules. 
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However, the type 15 control can be modified to allow further expansion to sixteen type 12 

memory modules containing a total of 65,536 eighteen-bit words. 

To provide the 15-bit address format necessary to specify one out of 2
15 

memory locations, the 

program counter and the memory address register are extended three extra bits. The extensions 

of these registers are included in the type 15 extension control as a pair of three-bit registers, 

EPC and EMA, respectively. For selection purposes, the eight memory modules are designated 

as module 0 through module 7. During each memory access, a module is selected according to 

the three-bit module address contained in EMA, while a specific location within that module is 

selected according to the normal twelve-bit address contained in MA. 

At the beginning of each normal memory cycle, the module address is provided to EMA by the 

extension of the program counter. Thus, as the program continues, both instructions and operands 

are retrieved from the same memory module. However, the program may jump to another module 

and operands may be taken from another module, by performing a defer cycle in the extend mode. 

The word retrieved from memory during such a defer cycle is interpreted as a 15-bit address 

instead of the usual 12-bit address. Memory access during the following cycle is then made to 

the new I y addressed modu Ie. 

In addition to the registers that serve as extensions of PC and MA, the memory extension con

trol also includes buffers and mixers for the transfer of information between the computer and 

the expanded core memory, module selection logic, and module transfer rogic. 

~ ADDRESS AND DATA TRANSFER CONTROL - If the computer contains a single memory 

module, the outputs of the memory address decoders and memory buffer register are applied 

directly to that module. The output pulses from the sense amplifiers are applied directly 

to the input gating of the memory buffer register. 

If the computer includes additional memory modules, the memory address decoder and mem

ory buffer register outputs are applied to all memory modules through the MAD and MB buffers 

(figure D8-4). The sense amplifier outputs from all modules are applied to MB through the 

memory buffer mixer (figure D8-5). Data coming into the system over the high-speed 

channels is also transferred to the memory buffer through the memory buffer mixer. 

b ADDRESS EXTENS ION - The extensions of the memory address register and the program 
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counter are shown in the upper right of figure D8-6. The flip-flops in EMA and EPC are 

numbered 3, 4 and 5, because they form left-hand extensions of MA and PC. The exten

sion of PC stores the current operating module address from cycle to cycle. The extension 

of MA holds a module address for use during a given cycle. 

Whenever either of the normal 12-bit address registers is cleared, its extension is also 

cleared. At the beginning of every memory cycle, a module address is loaded into EMA 

at the same time that a regular 12-bit address is loaded into MA. In a normal cycle, the 

module address originates at EPC; but in an extend-mode cycle, the module address 

originates at the memory buffer. 

During high-speed channel access, a full 15-bit address is provided on the high-speed 

channel address lines (paragraph 6-10~). The most significant three bits from the extended 

mixer are loaded into EMA through the directset inputs. 

Whenever a program address is transferred into PC, a module address is transferred into 

EPC. In a normal cycle, the module addressoriginates at EMA, so that the program con

tinues in the same memory module. However, in an extend mode cycle, the module 

address originates at the memory buffer, so that the program jumps to a new module. Any 

module address that is made available to the system from the extension of the console 

ADDRESS switches is also transferred into EPC. 

c MODULE TRANSFER LOGIC - The module transfer logic is shown in the upper left of 

figure D8-6. The module-address transfer for console operations is shown in B3. A module 

address is provided from the console to EPC whenever an address is transferred from T A to 

the program counter. A module address is also transferred from ETA to EPC at SP
2 

of Read 

In. This allows the operator to read information into any memory module. 

The address extension transfer pulses for nonconsole operations are generated by the logic 

nets shown in A 1 to A3. Transfers between extended registers always generate the corres

ponding transfers between the extensions of the registers. That is, any transfer from PC to 

MA, or MA to PC, is always accompanied by a transfer from EPC to EMA or EMA to EPC, 

respectively. 

For other transfers to EMA and EPC, -the origin of the module address depends upon whether 

or not the computer is performing an extend-mode cycle. An extend-mode cycle is a 
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cycle which satisfies the following two conditions: 

(1) the cycle occurs while the computer is operating in the extend mode, I. e. flip

flop EXD is 1; and 

(2) the cycle includes an address transfer that both originates at fv1B and occurs be-

tween TP 5 of a defer cycle and TP 1 of the following cycle. 

There are only two types of cycle that can satisfy the second condition. These are the defer 

cycle of a jump instruction, and cycle one of an indirectly addressed memory reference in

struction. 

Setting the extend-mode fl ip-flop, EXD, puts the computer in the extend mode. This limits 

indirect addressing to a single level. Whenever a defer cycle occurs while the computer is. 

in the extend mode, TP 5 sets the extend-mode cycle flip-flop, emc. The 1 state is emc 

prevents further indirect addressing and changes the origin of the subsequent module-address 

transf.~r . 

For normal cycles (emc = 0), an address transfer from MB is accompanied by a module

address transfer between the extension registers. For retrieval of a deferred address or an 

operand, an address transfer from MB to MA is always accompanied by a module-address 

transfer from EPC to EMA (A 1). For a program jump, an address transfer from MB to PC 

is always accompanied by a module-address transfer from EMA to EPC (A2). 

If, however, the computer is performing an extend-mode cycle (emc = 1), a module 

address always originates at MB instead of at one of the extension registers. In a memory 

reference instruction, cycle one is the extend-mode cycle, and the address transfer from 

MB to MA is accompanied by a module-address transfer from MB to EMA. In a program 

jump the defer cycle is itself the extend-mode cycle, and the address transfer from MB to 

PC is accompanied by a module-address transfer from MB to EPC. At TP 1 fl ip-flop emc is 

cleared to prevent any further extend-mode transfers. 

The rest of the logic shown in the upper left of the figure controls the extend mode of the 

computer. The extend mode may be controlled either by the operator or by the programmer. 

Both flip-flops EXD and emc are cleared initially by SC. The computer then enters the 

extend mode at SP 3 of Start or Read In if the EXTEND switch is on. Control of the extend 
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mode by the programmer is exercised through the iot instructions Enter Extend Mode and 

Leave Extend Mode 0 The command pu Ise EEM + LEM (lOT 74) sets EXD if MB6 is 1 and 

clears EXD if MB6 is D. 

For sequence breaks the logi c provides automatic control of the extend mode 0 During 

OV l' EPC and PC (paragraph 7-2.~) 0 Then, at the end of break cycle one, EXD is cleared 

so that the computer transfers to the break routine in the normal mode 0 When a return is 

made from the break routine g the debreak signal sets EXD at the same time that the break 

channel is freed (see paragraphs 6-8 and 6-9.e). This assures that a transfer may he made 

to any memory module for a return to the interrupted program. Following the retrieval 

of the program address from memory I the SBS restoring pulse restores the original state of 

EXD according to the contents of MB 1 0 

d MODULE SELECTION - The module-selection decoder is shown in figure D8-6, D4 

+ ..... DR Th is is n s+nnrJc"rJ +vno. 11 ~ 1 bincry-+,....-or+n I de"'oder \uh i,..h rJe,..,....des +he ,.,....n+o.nf. S 
.'" '"'~.. I'" • ~ !"".I1 .... !I"'" 1/1"''''''' •• ..., I •• I IV"""""" '-' -, "'."''''''''1 ""'-v'" ••• """",III",all!l 

of EMA in the same way that the memory address decoders decode the contents of MA, 

One of the eight memory modules is selected according to the three-bit number contained 

in EMA, The decoder selects a memory module by enabling one of the sets of pulse ampli

fiers shown above the decodero Note, however I that the outputs of the decoder are applied 

to the sets of pulse amplifiers through a tie-point block. This allows a single decoder out

put to be connected to anyone of the sets of pulse amplifiers. Thus, a given physical 

memory module can be made to correspond to anyone of the eight logical addresses. 

As a result, if a particular memory module is down, it can be replaced by anyone of the 

other modules without requiring programming changes. 

Four control I ines connect the control unit and the memory. Three of these lines carry 

control pulses to the memory (paragraph 6-2~. In the standard computer, these pulses 

are applied to the single memory module. In multi-module systems, the pulses are applied 

through the sets of pulse ampl ifiers in the module selection logic (lower right! figure D8-6). 

The c iear-memory pu Ise is appl ied to a II memory modu les. The memory operate pu Ises and 

the inhibit pulse are applied only to the single memory module selected by the module 

address decoder. 
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The fourth control line carries the strobe from the memory modules to the control unit. This 

strobe pulse restarts the timing chain (paragraph 6-2~). In a multi-module system, the 

strobe from the operating memory module is appl ied to TP 4 through the one-bit mixer 

shown in C1. 

! MODIFICATIONS FOR FURTHER EXPANSION - The memory system can be further 

expanded to 16 modules (65,536 eighteen-bit words) by modifying the type 15 memory 

extension control. An extra bit must be added to each of the extended registers, making 

EPC and EMA each four bits in length. The extra indicator I ights are avai lable at the 

console. The modified system also requires another set of MAD and MB buffers, a larger 

memory buffer mixer, and eight more sets of pulse amplifiers in the selection logic. 
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CHAPTER 9 

IN PUT -0 U T PUT S Y S T EM 

9-1 GENERAL. 

The PDP-l input-output system includes the peripheral equipment and also two elements of the 

central processor, the in-out transfer control and the in-out input mixer. 

i •• ,.. • II 1 1 1 • d £. S:",J 
In-OUT Transrer conrrol aecoaes tne secona operation co e 01 iii~out tranSI er instructions anu 

provides the various signals necessary for the operation of the peripheral equipment. The opera

tions performed by the command pu Ises of in-out transfer instructions are I isted in a chapter 3 

timing chart (table 3-2). 

The presen-r chapter includes detailed descriptions of the control units for the three standard 

In-out devices. These devices are the photoelectric tape reader, the paper tape punch, and 

the typewriter. Operation of these control units is shown in a chapter 3 flow chart (figure 

3- i i) . 

Expansion of in-out transfer control (for the addition of optional peripheral equipment to the 

computer system) is covered in the present chapter. Also included are a table of the signal 

connections available at the computer for optional equipment, and a table of the in-out trans-

fer instructions that govern the common input=output options. The in-out transfer contro! 

logic needed for the optional devices is treated in the corresponding supplements to the basic 

manual. 

The input~output system is shown in six logic drawings and one wiring diagram, figures D9-1 

through D9-7. Extra drawings (figure D9-8, etc.) are furnished if required for control of 

optional equipment. For information on the use and organization of these drawings see para-

graph 3-16. 

9-2 IN-OUT TRANSFER CONTROL. 

The standard logic circuits for in-out transfer control are shown in figure D9-1. Standard in

out transfer contro I inc ludes the logic elements that contro I the reader, punch,. typewriter, 
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display! one-channel sequence break system, and memory extension control. Furthermore, 

the standard control includes several elements that facilitate the addition of optional equipment 

to the standard computer. 

Decoding of the second op code of in-out transfer instructions uti I izes the outputs of the memory 

buffer decoders (paragraph 6-3~). The outputs of these decoders are appl ied to in-out transfer 

control through the 4113R plug-in units shown in the upper left of figure D9-1. The standard 

secondary op code is six bits in length, This op code is represented by the octal out-puts from 

MBDB (bits 12 through 14) and MBD A (bits 15 through 17). In special cases the op code 

may be augmented; either by octal information provided through MBD C or MBD
D

, or by 

binary information provided directly from the bits of "the memory buffer register. 

The two-digit secondary op code is decoded into one or two command pulses. The more signi

ficant octal digit is decoded into a pair of pulses representing the class of in-out transfer 

instructions (that is, the instructions with op codes in the 30 l s, the 40 1s, the 50's, etc.). 

;'his pulse decoding is performed by the 4603 plug-in units shown in the upper center of 

figure D9-1. The single one of the eight possible MBDB outputs which is asserted gates timing 

puises TP
7

-
4 

and TP 10-4 to produce a pair of pulses representing the class of iot instructions, 

Because the entire system is gated by the condition lOT· ioc 1, this pair of pulses is produced 

on1y during the first cycle of an in-out transfer instruction. The condition lOT' ioc 1 is 

satisfied only when the command level for in-out transfer instructions is asserted from the in

struction decoder and the in-out commands fl ip-flop is in the 1 state. 

The pulses representing the class of instructions are then gated by the asserted output of MBD A 

(the second octal digit of the secondary op code), This produces the command pulses nec

essary for execution of a specific in-out transfer instruct'ion. The decoding of class pulses into 

specific command pulses for the standard iot instructions is shown in the upper right of figure 

D9-1" Some of these instructions utilize two command pulses; others only one " The standard 

i nst ru ctions that are wired into a 11 mach i nes are those instru ct ions that 9'.Jvern the reader I 

the punch, the typewriter, the display f the one-channel sequence brea system, and the memory 

extension control. 

Note that the command pulse RPB is generated both by the decoding of a second op code in an 

iot instruction, and by a special read-in mode pulse generated on each cycle of the operation 

Read In (paragraph 6-2~) , 
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The need-a-completion-pJlse logic for the standard iot instructions is shown in the lower left of 

figure D9-1. The necessity fat' a completion pulse in ali in-out transfer operation is determil!ed 

by bits 5 and 6 of the instructio!'"' word .. if bits 5 and 6 are different, a completion pulse 

is required. The completion pulse flip-flops for the reader j punch, typewriter, and display are 

included in standard in-out transfer control. The state of each of these four completic;' pulse 

flip-flops is indicated by the NAC light located with the indicators for the corresponding de

vice. Completion pulse flip-flops for optional devices (when required) are included in the 

corresponding device control units" The ieveis NAC andNAC are avaiiabie for optionai 

contra! purposes at the taper pin pane!s. 

The remaining circuits shown in figure D9-1 may be utilized by either the standard equipm 

or the optional equipment.. AI!Y inputs to or outputs from these circuits that may be used by 

the optional equipmenl- are available at the taper pin panels. 

The pulse amplifiers for setting program flags are shown in B 1 to B3. Any device may set a 

fiag for signal ing purposes 0 The typewriter is the onft standard device wh ich sets a program 

flag. The typewriter SYNC pulse sets pf 1 whenever a typewriter key is struck. The outputs 

of the program flags j as well as the signals NAC and NAC are buffered by 1685 bus drivers 

(C1, C2) for use by the optional equipment" 

On all low speed or programmed input operations information must be sent into the computer 

through the in -ou t reg ister, Since a II information transfers into 10 are 1 transfers f 10 

must be cieared prior to the transfer On in-out transfer instructions, the net shown in B4 

clears 10, The in-out register is cleared on the instruction Type In and is also cleared prior 

to the reader-return signal from the tape reader (provided either a completion pulse has been 

requested or the computer is i~ read-in mode)" The in-out register is also cleared by any 

instruction in class 300 All c l ass-30 instructions (e .. g, .. status-checking instructions) clear 

10 at TP7 and then load intormation into 10 at TP
10

" The other inputs to the 10 clear 

ret are available for the optiol1al equipmel1t. 

Whenever an in-out transfer sets the in-out halt flip-flop, the computer waits for the cornpletio~ 

of the in-out operation 0 The completion of the operation is indicated by the pulse lOT DONE 

This pulse sets the in-out synchronizer flip-flop. For standard instructions, if the corresponding 

pulse flip-flop is in the 1 state the synchronization is performed by the completion pulse from 

the reader, the punch, the typewri ter (on output) or the display. For the optiona I equ i pment f 
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additional inputs (both gated and ungated) are avai lable. 

In addition to the circuits described above there is a single circuit (shown in C5) which is 

available for the optional equipment but which is not used by any standard device. This circuit 

permits any external source to increment the program counter. 

The standard inputs of all the circuits described above ar~ shown on the common logic drawing 

provided with all manuals. Any optional inputs required for a specific computer system are 

added to the drawing for the manual which accompanies that specific computer. Furthermore 

any variations in the decoding of the standard instructions required for a specific system are 

shown in the lower right of figure 09-1. Such variations include decoding for additional type

writers, checking additional registers of status bits, and so forth. 

If the optional equipment added to the system requires the generation of only several extra 

pulses, the decoding for these command pulses is also shown in the lower right of figure 09-1. 

However, if the optional equipment requires a large number of pulses, the decoding for such 

equipment is shown in an extra figure added at the end of the present chapter (see paragraph 

9-7). 

9-3 IN-OUT INPUT MIXER. 

The input mixer for the in-out register is shown in figure 09 ... 2. The standard computer includes 
~ 

the pulse amplifiers and the upper row of type 4129 plug-in units. The single row of 4129 

units provides four registers of capacitor-diode input gates. If more inputs are required because 

the computer includes optional in-out equipment, and extra row of 4129 units (which provides 

four more registers of input gates) can be added to the system. 

The transfer pulse R~IO (paragraph 9-4!:) loads information from the reader buffer into 10 

through the first gate in each bit of the mixer. The command pulse CKS loads the status bits 

through the second gate of each bit in the mixer. The five standard status bits are always 

loaded into bits 0 to 4 of 10 in the order shown in the figure. When extra status bits are 

required for optional equipment these extra bits are also loaded through the second register of 

gates using bits 5 through 11. If more than twelve status bits are necessary for the system, 

additional decoding must be provided for the Check Status instruction and addi ti.ona I registers 

of gates are used in the mixer. Only twelve gates are avai lable in register 2 for checking 
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status bits. This is because the instruction Type In transfers the contents of the typewriter buffer 

into 10 through the second gates in bits 12 through 17 of the mixer. 

The reader buffer, typewriter buffer and standard status bits are shown on the drawings with all 

manuals. Any additional status bit inputs or buffer inputs required for a specific computer system 

nrp nrJrJprJ tn th~ rlrnwinn fnr th~ mnnllnl thnt nrrnmnnniAc. thnt rnmnlltAr -.-' ----'- .- ••• - -.- ••••• ;;;:J .-•••• - ••• - •• -- •••• _. ____ ••• .-_ ••• _w ....... --••• .--.-•• 

9-4 PHOTOELECTRIC TAPE READER CONTROL. 

The control unit for the photoelectric paper tape reader is shown in figure D9-3. The la-bit 

reader buffer is shown at the: top of the figure. The control logic and control fl ip-flops of the 

unit are shown at the left of the figure. The reader-buffer status bit (lower right) is a 4113 

diode unit connected in a fl ip-flop configuration. 

The outputs of the buffer and control flip-flops of the reader control unit are applied to the 

I ights on the console in-out indicator panel through the indicator drivers at the right. The 

signal designations of the driver outputs are the same as the designations on the indicator panel. 

The inputs from the console READER switch are shown in the lower left of the figure. !n 

earlier machines the reader motor is controlled by a pair of push buttons, START and STOP, 

mounted on the side of the console operator panel. In more recently del ivered machines the 

motor is controlled by a three-positon toggle switch mounted on the front of the operator 

panel. When the switch is pushed up the start connection is momentari Iy closed; when the 

switch is pushed down the stop connection is momentari Iy broken. When the start connection 

is closed, pulse generator 11B11 produces a pulse which duplicates the action of the power

clear pulse, that is, it clears the reader control fl ip-flops. The momentary closure of the 

start connection also energizes a relay in the reader, turning on the motor. The -15 volts 

appl ied through the normally=closed stop connection keeps the relay energized and the reader 

motor running. When the stop connection is momentari Iy opened, the relay is de-energized 

and the reader motor stops. 

a READER BUFFER - The reader buffer shown at the top of figure D9-3 is composed of 

is type 4214 flip-flops. Each flip-flop has a direct clear input and gated 0 and 1 

inputs. The input gating to the flip-flops is provided by type 4128 capacitor-diode input 

gates. These gates utilize ground levels and positive pulses. 
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When information is read the presence of a hole is indicated by a -3 vdc level. Conse

quently the ground level utilized by the input gates indicates the absence of a hole. 

To compensate for this polarity in the input signals the output designations of bits 12 

through 17 of the reader buffer are inverted. Thus the clear-RB pulse actually clears bits 

o through 11 of RB, but sets bits 12 through 17. After the buffer is cleared informa

tion from holes 6 through 1 on the tape is loaded into RB 12-17 by a a transfer. 

Information is loaded into RB by the strobe pulse. This strobe always loads information 

from holes 6 to 1 into RB 12-17 by a 0 transfer. If fl ip-flop rby is 0, indicating 

that the reader is reading in alphanumeric mode, the strobe also loads the output of holes 

8 and 7 into RB 10 and RB 11. The outputs of holes 8 and 7 are inverted, so this transfer 

is a 1 transfer. 

If the computer is reading in alphanumeric mode, only a single line on the tape is read, 

and the entire line is loaded into RB
10

_
17

. If the reader is operating in the binary mode, 

holes 7 and 8 are ignored but 3 I ines are read from the tape. In binary mode, data 

from ho les 6 through 1 is loaded into RB 12-17 by the strob. Following the strobe pu Ise 

a shift pulse shifts the information in RB six places to thE'~ left and sets bits 12 through 17. 

Th is prepares the buffer for the transfer of information from the next I ine on the tape. A 

full-length computer word of 18 bits is assembled in the reader buffer by three strobes 

and two sh ifts . 

!: CONTROL LOGIC - The logic nets and control flip-flops of the reader control unit 

are shown at the left of figure D9-3. The four reader control fl ip-flops comprise the two

bit read counter, rc, the read binary flip-flop, rby, and the reader elutch flip-flop, rei. 

When the reader clutch flip-flop IS set the reader clutch is engaged, moving the tape. 

When rei is cleared the clutch is disengaged and the brake is engaged, stopping the tape. 

The read binary fl ip-flop controls the acceptance of information from the tape. If rby 

is 0 the control unit accepts the first line encountered on the tape and information from 

all eight holes is loaded into the reader buffer. If rby is 1 the reader accepts information 

only from lines in which hole 8 is punched. In this case information from holes 1 through 

6 is loaded into the buffer wh i Ie ho les 7 and 8 are ignored. The read counter controls 

the execution of a reader instruction by counting the number of lines read from the tape. 
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The reader can read the tape in either of two modes, binary or alphanumeric. When the 

reader is to read binary information command pu Ise RPB loads 01 into the read counter, 

sets fl ip-flops rby and rcl, and clears RB. If the reader is to read information in alpha

numeric mode, command pulse RPA loads 1 i into the read counter, clears rby, sets rci, 

and clears RB. 

Command pulse RPA sets rcl by pulsing the complement input. This input allows the pro

gram to check the stopping time of the tape by programming two consecutive alphanumeric

mode command pulses. Because the second RPA pulse clears rc I, th is command pulse is 

interpreted by the reader as an order to hait. The program can then check the reader 

buffer to see if any information was loaded into it. By varying the time between the 

two RPA command pulses, the stop time of the tape can be measured precisely. 

When the feed hole on a tape is encountered, a pu Ise is produced through the pulse gener

ator shown at C3 in figure D9-3. If certain format and read-counter conditions are ful

filled, the output of th is pu Ise generator produces the strobe that loads data from the 

holes into the reader buffer. This strobe is produced only if at least one bit of the read 

counter is 1. The read counter controls the number of I ines read from the tape; when 

the counter is counted to 00 no further information can be accepted. Format control of 

the strobe depends upon the mode of operation of the reader. If the reader is operating 

in alphanumeric mode (rbyO) the first feed hole encountered produces the strobe. How

ever, if the reader is operating in binary mode (rby 1) then a feed hole can generate the 

strobe only if hole 8 is punched. Consequently in the binary mode, the reader searches 

the tape for I ines in which hole 8 is punched. 

If the reader is executing the instruction Read Punched Tape, Alphanumeric, the read 

counter initially contains 11 and the first feed hole encountered on the tape generates 

the strobe. This loads data from holes 8 to 1 into RB 10-17. The strobe also turns off 

the reader clutch (B4) and produces another pu Ise through a five-microsecond delay (B 1) . 

Since rc contains 11 this delayed pulse does not affect the shift logic. However; it does 

clear the in-out register provided either a completion pu Ise has been requested or the 

computer is in read-in mode. ihe deiayed puise aiso produces a second deiayed pulse 

through a~other five-microsecond delay (B2). This second delayed pulse counts the read 

counter to 00 and generates the reader-return signal. Since the read counter is then 
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clear, no further information is accepted from the tape. 

If the reader is executing the instruction Read Punched Tape, Binary, the read counter 

initially contains 01. When a line in which hole 8 is punched is encountered on the 

tape, the feed hole generates the strobe. This pulse strobes data from holes 6 through 

1 into RB
12

-
17 

and also clears rcl. Five microseconds later the pulse from delay l1A2 

generates the shift pulse, shifting the contents of RB
12

-
17 

into RB
6

_
11 

and setting flip

flops 12 through 17. This shift pulse also sets flip-flop rei causing the reader to con

tinue reading the tape. 

Five microseconds after the shift, the pulse output of delay 11A3 increments the read 

counter and the entire process begins again. The tape is searched for another line with 

hole 8 punched; the strobe loads the data from the holes into the reader buffer; and 

information is again shifted six places to the left in the buffer. But on this cyele, the 

pulse that is delayed ten microseconds from the strobe (i .e. the output of 11A3) incre

ments the read counter to 11. The reader then reads a third I ine from the tape. The 

strobe transfers the data from the holes into the reader buffer and clears rcl. 

After the third line is read, the condition rc = 11 prevents the first delayed pulse from 

shifting the buffer. Instead the delayed output of 11A2 clears the in-out register (pro

vided either a completion pulse has been requested or the computer is in read-in mode. 

Five microseconds later the second pulse, which originates at llA3, generates the 

reader-return signal and cycles the read counter to the number 00. 

When the reader finishes reading the tape in either mode, the appropriate information is 

in the reader buffer. The last signal produced by the control unit is the reader-return 

completion pulse. This signal is applied to a pulse amplifier at the in-out input mixer 

(figure D9-3 D4). If a completion pulse has been requested' or the computer is in read-in 

mode, the reader-return generates R~IO. This pulse transfers the information from 

the reader buffer through the mixer to the in-out register. 

In normal operation, if no completion pulse has been requested the transfer does not take 

place; instead the reader-return sets the reader-buffer status bit, RBS. This bit then indi

cates that the buffer contains unretrieved information. The status bit is a 4113 diode unit 

connected in a fl ip-flop configuration (C5 to C6). Status bit RBS stays in the 1 state unti I 
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the computer executes the instruction Read Reader Buffer. Th is instruction generates 

RB-410, which both transfers the information through the input mixer and clears RBS. 

In read-in mode the transfer automatically takes place and RBS is set. However I the 

setting of RBS does not matter in this case because no status checking can occur in read-in 

mode. 

9-5 PAPER TAPE PUNCH CONTROL 

The punch control unit is shown in figure D9-4. The control unit includes an eight-bit punch 

buffer, drivters to power the solenoids in the punch, and several control circuits. In addition 

to the punch and the control unit the punch system includes a type 812 power control panel. 

This panel is mounted at the top of the console plenum door. 

Information may be punched on the tape in either of two modes, binary or alphanumeric. Opera-

tion of the control unit is exactly the same in both cases. The only difference between the two 

modes is in the format of the single I ine punched in the tape. 

Both of the punch instructions require two command pulses. The first command pulse clears the 

punch buffer and sets fl ip-flop pun. 

pulse PPA transfers information from 1010-17 into PB
10

-
17

. Command pulse PPB sets PB
10

, and 

transfers information from 100-5 into PB
12

-
17

. Flip-flop PB
10 

must be set because a line on 

the tape is recognized as binary data only if hole 8 is punched. 

If either flip-flop pun is in the 1 state, or if the console,TAPE FEED switch is held on: then 

the motor-relay signal is asserted (A4). The motor-relay signal is appl ied to K 1 on the punch 

motor control panel (paragraph 10-1I~.) If the punch motor is on, the punch may be used imme

diately. However i if the punch is not used for 12 or 13 seconds, the punch motor is turned 

off. When a punch instruction is initiated with the punch motor off, the control unit must wait 

for the ready signal from the motor control panel to rise. This occurs one second after the 

motor-relay signal is asserted; approximately one second is required for the punch motor to 

reach the required speed. 

When the ready signa I is asserted and fl i p-flop pun is in the 1 state, the system is ready to 

punch. Punching is started by the synchronizing signai from the pick up coii on the punch (B 1). 

This synchronizing signal may arrive any time between 0 and 15.8 milliseconds after pun is 

set and READY is asserted. The punch provides the synchronizing signal every 15.8 milliseconds. 
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This means that the maximum operating speed of the punch is one line every 15.8 milliseconds, 

or 63.3 I ines per second 0 

The synchronizing signal triggers delay 11 B9. The control unit uti I izes both the level output 

and the terminating pulse from this delay. For five mill iseconds after the delay is triggered, 

the -3 vdc output on pin J appl ies the 1 output of the fl ip-flops in the punch buffer to the 

solenoid drivers. If a given flip-flop of the buffer contains 1, the corresponding hole on the 

tape is punched. As a result, the solenoid drivers transfer information from PB 1 0-17 to holes 

8 through 1 on the tape. At the same time that the data is being punched on the tape, the 

level out-put of the delay enables the feed hole solenoid drivers (A8). This punches the feed 

hole and advances the tape to the next position. 

At the end of the five-mi II isecond delay the level output of the delay is disabled and a ter

minating pulse is produced on pin E. This terminating pulse clears pun and produces the punch 

completion pu Ise through the pu Ise ampl ifier in A3. 

The states of fl ip-flop pun and the bits of the punch buffer are shown by the I ights on the con

sole in-out indicmor panel (A4). Whenever a punch instruction is initiated, flip-flop pun 

I ights the ON indicator. There are no designations on the indicator panel punch-buffer lights; 

these I ights are arranged in the same format as the holes appear on the tape. 

9-6 TYPEWRITER CONTROL 

The PDP-l typewriter is an IBM Model B equipped with a Soroban electromechanical encoder 

and decoder. The decoder contains six information solenoids. These solenoids are driven from 

the typewriter control unit. The positions of the solenoid armatures are mechanically decoded 

to determine the desired character. Besides providing the six information signals, typewriter 

control a Iso energizes the typewriter cam magnet, thereby causing the typewriter to print the 

desired character. The typewriter decodes most control characters (carriage return, backspace; 

space, tab, and shift), and all print characters, from the six information solenoids. The two 

color characters, red and black, are decoded by the typewriter control unit, which directly 

controls the color shift solenoid in the typewriter. 

When the operator strikes a typewriter key, the typewriter encoder presents information signals 

to the typewriter control unit. The encoder mechanically encodes all print characters into six 
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coded switch closures plus a common switch closure. Control characters are not encoded at 

the typewriter. When a control character key is struck, a single switch is closed. Closure of 

such a control char'acter switch is encoded within typewriter control. 

The typewriter control unit is shown in figure D9-5. The six-bit typewriter buffer with its 

associated input gates and output solenoid drivers is sho'vvn in the upper right of the figure" 

The six information solenoid drivers are enabled from the 1 outputs of the typewriter buffer 

flip-'flops whenever the typewriter cam magnet solenoid driver (A5) is also enabled. The 

color shift solenoid driver (A3) is enabled directly by the 0 state of fl ip-flop TBB. When 

TBB is in the a state, the color shift solenoid is energized continuously, causing the type

writer to print red. When TBB is set I the color shift solenoid is de-energized, and the type-' 

writer returns to black. The color character decoding nets are shown in B3. 

The signal connections between the control unit and the typewriter are shown in the lower 

leftof figure D9-5o The lines to the typewriter information solenoids TM 1 through TM6 are 

at the right end of the connectoL The typewriter cam magnet is shown in D4. This solenoid 

is disabled whenever the margin safety switch is open. If the computer runs the typewriter 

carriage all the way to the right-hand margin, the margin safety switch opens and the type

writer hangs up. 

1 he co I or-sh ift so I eno i d lines a re shown in D 1. On I y the com puter can cause the typew ri ter 

to print in red. There is, however, a color shift lever in the typewriter I and the operator can 

prevent red printing by hoiding this coior shift iever open. 

The remaining connector lines provide signals from the typewriter to the control unit o Signals 

from these lines are applied to the logic through the switch filters shown in C1 and C2. The 

six print-character switches Tel through TC6 are shown in C3. The output levels from these 

sWitches are appl ied to the input gates of individual bits of the typewriter buffer (B5 to B8). 

The common print~character switch TCC, and the various control character switches are shown 

to thE: I eft- of the s!x print cha reeters , 

The levels from TCe and the various controi character switches are applied to a diode net in 

Al, 

key has been struck, T he various control characters are encoded by the diode nets at the input 

gates of the typewriter buffer" Carriage return, tab, and backspace are encoded directly from 
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the individual control character switch signals. A shift character is partially encoded from 

the shift cam signal; the decoding is completed by the appropriate directional signal. Since 

the space character signa! is not appl ied to the encoder nets when the space bar is struck, no 

buffer input gates are enabled. No inputs are necessary because the code for the space char

acter is 00. 

In addition to color shift decoding, two other characters are decoded from the typewriter 

buffer: carriage return and shift. The carriage return and shift characters are decoded by 

the diode nets in C3 and C4, respectively. The outputs of these decoders are not appl ied 

to the typewriter, but rather are required for the internal logic of the typewriter control unit 

Whenever the typewriter executes a carriage return or a shift, extra time must be allowed 

for type-out operation. 

The indicator drivers for the typewriter I ights on the console in-out indicator panel are shown 

in D70 The output designations shown in the figure are the same as the designations engraved 

on the indi cator panel. 

The typewriter control unit can execute two sequences of operations, an output sequence and 

an input sequence. Besides being used during the input sequence, most of the input opera

tions are also utilized during out-put to allow the program to check the correctness of the 

type-out. 

a OUTPUT SEQUENCE - Typewriter output operations are initiated by the in-out transfet 

instruction Type Out. The preliminary command pulse in Type Out clears the typewriter 

buffer at TP 7 (figure D9-5B4). At TP 10 the main command pulse TYO loads the type

writer buffer from bits 12 through 17 of the in-out register (B5). The main command 

pu Ise a Iso sets fl ip-flop tyo and triggers delay D 1 (B4). 

The diode net shown at B3 decodes the contents of the buffer to determ ine whether or not 

TB contains a color character. If the present character is not a color character, the level 

output of Dl enables the inputs to the six information solenoid drivers for 25 milliseconds 

A given solenoid driver is enabled if the corresponding bit of TB contains 1, At the same 

time that the information solenoid drivers are enabled, the typewriter cam-magnet solenoid 

driver is automatically enabled, causing the typewriter to print. 
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If the typewriter buffer does contain a color character, the enabling circuit for the solenoid 

drivers is inhibited. Then, depending on whether the color character is black or red, 

the terminating pu ise output from deiay D 1 sets or clears fl ip-flop TBB. Clearing TBB 

enabies the coior shift soienoid driver (A3); this causes the typewriter to print red. 

The typewriter continues to print red until the color character black appears in the 

typewriter buffer. When black appears, the pulse output of 01 sets TBB, disabling 

the color shift solenoid driver. 

After the typewriter has responded to a noncolor character, the return signa I from the 

type'vvriter switch closures arrives at the diode net in A 1. Assertion of the return signal 

produces a pulse through pulse generator 11C3. This pulse clears the typewriter buffer 

(B5). The clearing of the buffer cannot affect the print-out, because the return can be 

asserted no sooner than 80 mi II iseconds after the type-out instruction is programmed. 

The 80-mi \I isecond minimum time appl ies to printed characters; control characters 

require longer periods. 

The pu Ise that c I ears TB a Iso triggers delay 03 (A2). Five microseconds later, the output 

pu Ise from D3 strobes the executed character from the typewriter back into the type

writer buffer (B5). After a typewriter output operation, the program can check the con

tents of the typewriter buffer to ensure that the correct character was printed. 

When the return signal from the typewriter falls, another pulse is produced through pulse 

generator 11 C2 (A 1). Th is pu Ise can be produced no sooner than 105 m i!! iseconds after 

the beginning of the print-out. If the output character is neither a shift nor a carriage 

return (B2), then the pulse from 11C2 generates the type-out completion pulse. This 

completion pulse clears flip-flop tyo and is applied to in-out transfer control for the 

standard completion pu Ise operations. 

Since there is no return signal from the typewriter when a color shift is executed, the 

pulse from 11C2 generates the completion pulse on all characters except shift, carriage 

return, and a color character. If the presently-executed character is a color character 

or a shift, the pulse output of 01 triggers delay 02 (B4). The 150-millisecond delayed 

output of D2 then generates the completion pulse directly (B2). This procedure is 

necessary for a color shift because there is no return signal from the typewriter. However, 

it is also required for shift characters because there is a return from the typewriter only 
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if the shift character is actually executed. If a shift up is programmed when the typewriter 

is already in upper case, no shift is actually performed and hence there is no return signal. 

The allowed 150 milliseconds is sufficient for the typewriter to be available again to the 

computer. 

If the typewriter has executed a carriage return, the pu Ise from 11 C2 triggers the 100-

millisecond delay D 4 (A3). The pulse output of this delay then produces the completion 

pulse directly (B2). This additional lOa-millisecond delay beyond the fall of the type

writer return signal is necessary to allow the typewriter carriage to settle down, and 

thus ensure correct execution of further Type Out instructions. 

b INPUT SEQUENCE - When a typewriter key is struck, the signal from the appropriate 

switch closure enables diode net 11C12 (A 1). The assertion of the typewriter signal pro

duces a pu Ise through pu Ise generator 11 C3 . The pu Ise output of 11 C3 clears the type

writer buffer (B5) and also triggers delay D
3

. Five microseconds later, the pu.lse output 

of D3 strobes the character into the typewriter buffer (B5). The strobe also sets the 

typewriter buffer status bit TBS (A3) indicating to the computer that the typewriter buffer 

contains a typed character. 

When the signal from the typewriter is disabled, another pulse is produced through pulse 

generator 11 C2 (A 1). This pulse in turn produces the typewriter sync pulse through pulse 

amplifier 11B5 (A3). The typewriter sync pulse provides the sequence break signal and 

sets program flag 1 as another indi cation to the computer that a typewriter key has 

been struck. 

Program flag 1 may be sensed by a Skip instruction whi Ie '(he TB status bit may be checked 

in 10 if a sequence break is initiated. In either case the character can be retrieved from 

the buffer only by executing a Type In instruction. When the Type In command pulse TYI 

transfers the character from TB through the input mixer to 10, it also clears TBS (A3). 

9-7 OPTIONAL IN-OUT TRANSFER CONTROL 

Additional peripheral equipment can readily be added to the PDP-l system by expanding the 

in-out transfer control section of the computer. The various signal connections required for 

the addition of extra equipment are avai lable at the taper pin panels shown at the right of 
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figure 09-6. The signal type, potarity, and direction are shown by arrows and diamonds in the 

figure. Arrows and diamonds pointing to the left indicate input signals; those pointing to the 

right indicate output signals. 

The various signal connections used for the standard in-out equipment (e.g., signal connections 

to the input mixer, connections for the completion-pulse logic, and so forth) are shown in the 

taper-pin layout drawing included with all manuals. When additional peripheral equipment 

is included in the system, "the various signal connections required Qle'ddded to the layout 

drawing for the specific computer. 

The signal connections shown in the layout drawing are I isted in table 9-1. This table Includes 

signal name, direction, number of lines, ~ignal type and polarity, the type of POP-l plug-in 

unit that produces or receives the signal, and general information about the use or meaning of the 

signal. In the col umn headed II Number ll two numbers are listed. The first number is the number of 

independent signals; the second number is the number of lines available for each signal. 

When extra equipment is added to the system, connection from in-out transfer control to the 

device control unit is made throuah 50-oin amohenol connectors located in the in-out plua - - _. - . _. - ..., I I I """"' 

panels. The six mounting holes (numbered from right to left) for these in-out plugs are avail

able in mounting panel 3F. If additional plugs are required they are mounted in panel 3E. 

Layouts of the 50-pin in-out pi ugs for the common in-out equ ipment options are shown at 

the left of figure D9-6. 

The MBO outputs and class pulses (KX· TP7- 4 , KX· TP 10- 4) needed to decode additional in

out transfer instructions are available from taper pin panels 3J 1 and 3J2 (figure 09-6). As is 

mentioned in paragraph 9-2, when only a f~Vv additional command pulses are needed the logic 

nets that generate these pulses are shown in the lower right of figure 09-1. If a considerable 

amount of logic is required for the control of optional equipment, this logic is shown in an 

additional drawing, figure 09-7. This additional drawing shows the generation of command 

pulses and whatever other signals are required by the optional equipment. The description of the 

logic required for any individual option is provided in the corresponding supplement to the basic 

manual. 

The in-out transfer instructions required for the common optional devices are lested in table 9-2. 

This table lists the instruction, its meaning, and appropriate codes. Whenever the instruction 
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cannot utilize an in~out wait, the entire instruction code is shown in the table. If in-out halt

ing and requirement of a completion pulse are at the discretion of the programmer, only the 

second operation code is listed. In some cases the second op code is augmented either by octal 

or binary information. When the "0" and" 1" represent binary digits, they are enclosed in 

parentheses. Variable digits are represented by letters; upper case for octal, lower case for 

binary. The letter "X" (or "x") indicates a digit that is ignored. 

Note that one of the optional instructions actually includes a third operation code. The in

struction mic has primary op code 72, indicating an in-out transfer instruction with no in-out 

wait. The second op code (15) is the instruction that must be executed by the tape control unit 

to receive control information from the computer. Bits 6 and 7 of the in-out transfer instruc

tion word are decoded to determine which tape control (out of three possible control units) is 

addressed.\ Bits 8 through 11 of the instruction word provide a third operation code. Thi,s 

third op code is decoded by the tape control unit to determine the instruction that the con-

trol unit must execute in governing an individual tape unit. 

Whenever any additional logic circuits are required (either for the generation of signals that 

are not ordinarily necessary for common options, or for signals that are required for special 

equipment) the appropriate logic is shown in udditional drawings numbered 09-8, 09-9 and 

so forth. These drawings include the logic circuits, layouts of additional in-out plugs (when 

required) and explanatory notes. If there is a requirement for additional explanation not pro

vided in the usual supplements to the basic manual, special addenda sheets are provided for a 

specifi c computer ~ 
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TABLE 9-1 SIGNAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CEINTRAL PROCESSOR AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 
---_. ------", 

Signal Direction Number PolarIty DEC Circuit At Remarks 
PDP-l _______ ;0 --------.. ~--.. ""~ ~--.. .... - -- f--- _. ~ 

100- 17 Out '18x9 -<> == 1 1685 General programmed oui'put 
trci"nsfers ' 

MBO_'17 Out 18x3 --+ == 1 1685 For HSC data transfers' 

ACO_'ll Out 12x3 -. =: 1 4113 For oscilloscope or special 
equipment 

AC 15·_ 17 
Out 3x3 ---$> == 1 1685 To address tape unit with 

tYlPe 52 'control 

pf
l
_
6 Out 6x3 --+ =: 1 1685 M~jy be sensed fOlr generol 

control purposes 

-..0 
MBDA Out 8x3 -<> 4113 For decodi ng 2nd op code I 

""'-.I 

MBDB "lOT < ioc 
1 

o TP
7

_
4 

Out 8x3 -+ 4603 For command pulses (2.5 and 

MBDBoIOT<iocloTP10_4 
5.0 ~s after beginning of 

Out 8x3 ---+ 4603 memory cycle) 

MBDc: Out 8x3 -<> 4113 For forming in-out trclnsfers, 
addressing sequence breclk 

MBDD Out 8x3 -<>, 4113 channels, etc. 

NAC Out lx3 .......0 1685 Need a completion pUISE~ 

NAC Out lx3 ---<.> 1685 Dc> not need a completion pulse 

1MO_17 In 18x8 ...-. =: 1 4129 For incoming information, 
levels must be present for 200 
~s 0(4 inputs instal'led, 4- extra 
wired and becomE! availoble 
wHh addition of 9 type 4129 
pi ug~i n units) 
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TABLE 9-1 SIGNAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CENTRAL PROCESSOR AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPJ\~ENT 
(Conti nued) 

Signal Direction Number Polarity DEC Circuit At Remarks 
PDP-1 

HSAM
3

_
17 

In 15x3 .-. = 1 4129 For address in H SC access 

HSBM
O

_
17 

In 18x3 ·.-.=1 4129 For HSC data transfers 

HSC Control 
CHAN REQ In :3x1 --4' 4105 Requests H SC transf4er 

CHANIN In 3x1 .-. 4105 Indicates incoming iinformation 

WORD XFER In 3x1 --+ 4603 Indicates HSC access granted 

SBS Break Signals 
1 Channel In 1x8 --+ 4110 Requests sequence break 

In lx5 ~ 4110 Requests sequence break 

Type 20 In 16x1 ---.. 4126 Requests sequence break 

Miscellaneous Control Pulses - (Output pulses must be buffered by 4603 before driving separate lines) 

I~pc Out 

TP
4

_
4 

Out 

TP
7

_4 . Out 

TP1O- 4 Out 

SC-4 Out 

4603 

--+ 4603 

--+ 4603 

--+ 4603 

--+ 4603 

Indicates program counter 
advanced 

Occur 1 .0, 2.5 and 5.0 J.1S 

after beginning of memory 
cycle, respectively 

Clear pulse in console operation 
Start (= SP

1
) 



TABLE 9-1 SIGNAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CENTRAL PROCESSOR AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 
(Conti nued) 

Signal Direction Number 

STOP-4 Out 1 

POWER CLEAR Out 1 

1 +1 
o •• ,6) In 6x2 ~pf (n = 1, 

n 

~I() In lx10 

I~pc 
I 

In 1x6 

lOT DONE In 1x6 

Pol a ri' ty 

-+ 4603 

-+ 

--+ 

--+ 

-+ 

--+ 

DEC Circuit At 
PDP-1 

4603 

4603 

4112 

4110 

4110 

4110 

Remarks 

Pulse from consolle STOP 
switch 

C>Ccurs when power is 
turned on or off 

Any device may set flaH 

Clears in-out re~,ister 

Advances program counter 

Ends in-out wait 



TABLE 9-2 IN-OUT TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPTIONAL PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 

Instruction 

Visual Display Type 30 

dpy 

Precision Display Type 31 

dpy 

Card Punch Type 40 

pac 

lag 

2nd Op Code or 
Instruction Code 

07 

(l)xx07 

43 

72XX22 

Programmed Magnetic Tape Type 51 

mcb 72XX70 

mwc 72XX71 

mrc 72XX72 

msm 72XX73 

mcs 72XX34 

Definition 

Display one pointon CRT. If both disp~ays 
are present, a 1 in bit 8 selects type 30. 

Display one point on Precision CRT. If 
intensity option included, bit 7 selects 
.intensity; 1 = high, 0 = low. 

Punch a card. 

Load a group of 18 col umns and index 
fiel d counter. 

Magnetic 'tape, clear buffer 

Magnetic tape, write a character 

Magnetic'tape, read a character 

Magnetic tape, select mode 

Magnetic tape, check status 

Autom.atic M~gnetic Tape Type 52 - All type 52 instructions use op code 72; tape control unit 
is addressed by bits 6 and 7 (ab = 00, 01, 10). 

muf 72abxX76 

mic 72abnN7;; 

mri 72abxX66 

9-20 

Take magnetic tape unit address from 
AC -17 and final address from 10. 
AddR-ional tape control information may 
be contained in bits 10 and 11 . 

Take magnetic tape initial address from 
10 and execute command n N . 

Magnetic tape, reset initial address from 10. 



TABLE 9-2 IN-OUT TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS FOR OpnONAL PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 
(Continued) 

Instruction 2nd Op Code or Definition 
Instruction Code 

mrf 72abxX67 I Magnetic tape, reset final address from 10. 

mes 72abxX35 Magnetic tape, examine status 

mel 72abxX36 Magnetic tape, examine location 

Line Printer Type 62 

Ipr (OO)X45 Line printer, print 

Ifb 721X45 Line printer, fill buffer 

isp (10)X45 Line space the line printer 

9-21 





10-1 GENERAL 

CHAPTER 10 

rlnrlllT ,",-rrrninTIr-.". 
'"' I I'\. '"' U I I U C;:) \... !\ ; r I I V I~ 

This chapter describes the function and operation of 52 circuits used in the standard POP-1 

computer and in the associated central processor options. Three additional circuits are 

described. These are power supplies 729 and 142, and power control 810. These three 

units used in earlier models are replaced in later models by power supply 728 and power 

control 813. All circuits except power supplies and controls are plug-in modules; i .e., 

all components are mounted on OEC standard etched circuit boards. 

Schematic diagrams are included for all circuits, except that any module which includes 

a final "R" in its type number shares the same schematic with the unit having the same 

type number without the "R". Inverters 1103 and 1103R are an example of such a pair. 

The additional connections of the R type are indicated by dotted I ines in the common 

schematic. The schematic diagrams are grouped at the rear of the manual, in order by 

type number 0 No figure reference is made in individual unit descriptions, but references 

to the applicable schematics are implied. 

10-2 INVERTERS 

The inverter modules used in POP-l are made up of combinations of three basic circuits: 

a -3 vdc supply, a diode-clamped load resistor, and a basic inverter. The clamped loads 

and the -3 vdc supplies are all identical. In inverter 1103, diode 01 and resistor R13 make 

up a typical clamped load, while diodes 07, 08, 09 and 010 and resistor R19 form a 

typical -3 vdc supply. 

There are two types of basic OEC inverter, differing in speed of operation. These are the 

hioh-sneed (5-mc) inverter and the low-sneed (.sOO-kc) inverter. Module 1103 contains ..., r -- ,- ,--------- ----- ---- ---- -1---- ,--- ---, ---- ----- - --------- - - - -

a typical high-speed inverter composed of transistor Q1, resistors R1 and R2, and capacitor 

C1. Module 4105 contains a typical low-speed inverter, composed of Q1, Rl, R2 and C1 . 

The two inverter types differ only in transistor type, and in the value of the base input bypass 
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capacitor (C1). These two differences affect only the switching speed of the circuit. The 

typical delay time of the high-speed 1000 series is 20 nanoseconds, while that of the low

speed 4000 series is 003 microseconds. Both types of inverter are used as level gates or 

oulse aates, and both are driven bv DEC standard levels and neaotive oulses" 
I - , I -...., - 1- - - -

The inverter transistors are operated in two modes, saturation and cut-off 0 When an inverter 

transistor is in the saturated state, coil ector-em itter impedance is very low 0 Conversel y I 

at cut-off, collector-emitter impedance is very high 0 If the emitter is at ground, and the 

collector is connected to a -3 vdc clamped load, the collector output level (or pulse) is 

an inversion of the base input level (or pulse) 0 For example, if the base input level is 

ground, the transistor is cut off 0 The output is then -3 vdc, determined by the clamping 

vol tage . However, if the base input level is -3 vdc, the transistor saturates 0 The 

ground level at the emitter is then also present at the output. 

Base input loading is determined by the 3K base resistor 0 With -3 vdc present at the base 

input and the emitter at ground, a saturating current of 1 rna flows through the transistor. 

The base input bypass capacitor provides overdriving current to speed transistor switching. 

When the base input is at ground, the 68K resistor to +10 vdc suppHes I to achieve 
co 

good dc cut-off of the transistor 0 This 68K resistor also acts as a voltage divider with 

the 3K input resistor to shift the base positive, thereby preventing accidental transistor 

turn-on by noise pulses 0 

The diode in the clamped load I imits the negative vol tage at the inverter outputs. It 

does this by providing a low-impedance path from the -3 vdc supply when the output 

vol tage at the collector of the inverter transistor is more negative than -3 vdc. The 

clamping diode thus suppl ies whatever current is needed to maintain a 12-vol t rise 

(from -15 vdc) across the 1 a5K load resistor, This current is a maximum of 8 rna under 

no-load conditions, and decreases to zero as the current drawn from the external load 

increases to 8 rna. The val ue of the clamped-load resistor thus determines the maximum 

external load current at which the inverter can maintain a regulated -3 vdc output. 

The -3 vdc suppl y is establ ished by the four 0 .75 vdc forward vol tage drops across four 

series-connected 1 N645 sil icon diodes. Current flows from ground through the four diodes 

and then through the para I! el combination of the supply load and the 560 ohm resistor. This 

resistor accepts enough current to maintain a -3 vdc diode vol tage even under minimum-
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load condi tions 0 

a INVERTER'1103 - This 5-mc module contains six ba'sic inverters, six clamped loads, 

and a ~3 vdc supply. All logic terminals (base input, emitter, and collector) are 

accessible at the output pins of the module 0 The clamped loads are not connected to 

b INVERTER 1103R - Inverter 1103R differs from inverter 1103 in only one respect.. 

Each of the sixciamped ioads in the i i03R is internaiiy connected to the coiiector 

output of the corresponding basic inverter circuit. The schematic for the 1103 inverter 

also represents the 1103R inverter provided that the dotted lines between each colle'~tor 

output and the associated clamped load are considered to be wiring connections. 

c INVERTER 1104 - This 5-mc module contains four basic inverters, four clamped' 

loads, and a -3 vdc supply. Both the logic terminals and the clamped-load terminals 

are accessible at the output pins of the module. Bias return for transistors 01 and O~ 

is to + 10 vdc (A) 0 For transistors Q3 and 04, bias return is to +10 vdc (B). Th is 

division permits submodular marginal testing and thus facilitates troubleshooting. 

d INV~RTER 1105 - This 5-mc module contains five basic inverters, three clamped 

loads, and a -3 vdc supply. All logic and clamped-load terminals are accessible at 

the output pins of the modul eo Bias return for transistors 01 and Q2 is to + 10 vdc (A) . 

The bias return for transistors Q3, Q4, and 05 is to +10 vdc (B). 

e INVERTER 4105 - this module is the 500-kc equivalent of inverter 1105 (~above). 

f INVERTER 4106 - This module is the 500-kc equivalent of inverter 1103 (~above) 0 

.§I INVERTER 4106R ..: This module is the 500-kc equivalent of inverter 1103R.~ above). 

10-3 DIODES 

The diode modules used in PDP-l contain one or more diode logic gates. Each gate is internally 

connected to an inverter base input c A clamped load is provided for each inverter. A single 

-3 vdc supply (described in paragraph 10-2) is included in each diode module. Diode modules 
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1110, 4110" 4112, and 4112R contain negative OR gates (OR gates for negative levels). 

Diode modules 1111,4111,4113, and 4113R contain positive OR gates (AND gates for 

negative levels). Inputs can be driven either by DEC standard levels or, except for the 

1111 and 4111, by negative pulses. 

a DIODE 1110 - This 5-mc module contains two identical six-diode negative OR 

gates (composed of diodes D2-D7 and D9-D14 respectively). The following description 

of a six-diode negative OR gate refers to the circuit containing diodes D2-D7, but 

applies equally to the circuit containing diodes D9-D14. 

The gate is driven by + 10 vdc (A and B) appl ied through parallel puller resistors 

Rl and R2. This voltage forward biases the diodes. The voltage drop across the 

diodes is low. As a result, the vol tage at the base-input resistor R4 approaches 

the lowest vol tage present at any of the gate inputs: K, L, M, N, P, or R. 

If one or more of the six inputs is a negative logic level (-3 vdc), a negative level 

is applied to the base input of the inverter transistor Q1. This turns Q1 on, causing 

the collector output of Q1 to rise to ground (provided that the emitter is connected 

to ground) . 

The inverter transistor is cut off onl y in the event that none of the inputs are negative 

(i .e., only if all six inputs are ground levels). A ground level is then applied to the 

base input of the inverter. The switching delay of the negative OR gate is typically 

30 nanoseconds. Diode D20 prevents the base of Q1 from being driven too positive 

when no input connections are made. It serves as a gate diode with a permanently 

grounded input connection. 

Resistors R1 and R2 are connected to the A and B +10 vdc supplies respectively. This 

prevents excessive sensitivity of circuit operation to the marginal test. Submodular 

marginal testing is still possible, however, because resistors R3 and R9.are connected 

to separate +10 vdc I ines (A and B respectivel y) . 

b DIODE 1111 - This 5-mc module contains two identical six-diode positive OR 

gates (composed of diodes D1-D6 and D7-D12 respectively). The following description 

of a six-diode positive OR gate (an AND gate for negative levels) refers to the circuit 
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containing diodes Dl~D6? but applies equally to the circuit containing diodes D7~D12o 

Diodes Dl through D6! together with resistor Rl, constitute a current-swHchlng diode 

gate 0 Any diodes that have their anodes at ground are forward-biased j prov[d~ng 

current to Rl. If all inputs are at -3 vdc, the gate output is isolated from the input§' 

and current is furnished to Rl by the transistor base through diodes D13 and D140 

If one or more of the six inputs IS a ground level, the transistor is cut off 0 The transistor 

is turned on only in the event that none of the six gate inputs are poslt!ve; i oe 0 f only 

ifall six inputs are negative (-3 vdd levels. A negative level is then applied to the 

I '" t r I: I I: 0: "P' 0" ,......."1 e-.I iI i ~ "CO r-,.,..... "'Ii " case InpUT or me rranSISToro InlS Turns ~I on, causing me collecTor output or ~i to 

rise to ground 0 The switching delay of the positive OR gate is typically 30 nanoseconds 0 

If the source of a nominal ground input level is the collector of a saturated transistor', 

the true input voi tage may be sl ighti y negative 0 The voi tage drop across the gate 

diodes further reduces the actual vol tage applied to the cathode of diode D13 0 

To compensate for these reductions in input ground levels, current from res!stor R3 

produces a forward vol tage across sil i con diodes D13 and D140 Th is vol tage is large 

enough to ensure positive bias at the base of Qi (and reiiabie cut~off of the transistor) 

when any normal ground input is appl ied to the gate c 

To permit sub-modular marginal testing, the two positive OR gates in the 1111 diode 

module are connected (through resistors R3 and R4) to the A and B +10 vdc supplies 

'"e5""'e'" +~ v'e I" I t-' '-II Dl. 

c DIODE 4110 - This module is the 500-kc equivalent of diode 1110 (~ above). 

The two negative OR gates contained in th is module have a switching delay of 

approximately 004 microseconds 0 

d DIODE 4111 - This module is the 500-kc equivalent of diode 1111 (b above) 0 

The positive OR gates contained in this module have a switching delay of approximately 

0.4 microseconds 0 Capacitors C3 and C4 are speed-up capacitors used to reduce 

switch ing time 0 

e DIODE 4112 - This module consists of six identical two-diode negative OR gates 0 

Six clamped loads are also included in the 4112 module, but at present these clamped 
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loads a re not used. 

The two-diode negative OR gate functions in a similar manner to the six-diode negative 

OR gates previously described. If a negative logic level is applied to either of the two 

input terminals, then the inverter transistor is turned on. The inverter transistor is turned 

off onl y when ground I evels are appl i ed to both input term i nal s . 

The six negative OR gates contained in the 4112 module have a switching delay of 

only 0.3 microseconds. The 4112 unit has a shorter turn-on and turn-off time than 

diode 4110, even though the impedance of its base ci rcuit is higher than that of the 

4110. This is because the 4112 diode module uses a much faster transistor. Because 

both the A and B suppl ies of the 4112 modul e are connected to the base resistors of 

all six gates in this module, submodular marginal checking is not feasible. 

f DIODE 4112R - This module is identical to diode 4112 (.:=, above) except that each 

of the six clamped loads in the 4112R is internally connected to the collector output 

of the corresponding gate transistor. The schematic for the 4112 module also represents 

the 4112R module provided that the dotted lines between each collector output and the 

associated clamped load are considered to be wiring connections. 

g DIODE 4113 - This module consists of six identical two-input positive OR gates. 

Six clamped loads are also included in the 4113 module, but at present these clamped 

loads are not used. 

The two-diode positive OR gate functions in a similar manner to the six-diode positive 

OR gates previously described (e. g. module 4111 treated in.:! above). If a ground level 

is appl ied to either of the two input terminals, then the inverter transistor is turned off. 

The inverter transistor is turned on only when negative logic levels (-3 vdc) are applied 

to both input terminals. 

The six positive OR gates contained in the 4113 module have a switching delay of 

approximately 0.16 microseconds. A speed-up capacitor in the base circuit of each 

gate (shunting the two series-connected silicon diodes) accelerates the turn-off of 

the transistor when one or more of the gate inputs is raised to a ground level. The 

base resistors of three of the six gates are connected to the A supply; the base resistors 
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of the remaining three gates are connected to theB supply. This permits- sub=modular 

marginal checking of the 4113 circuiL 

h DIODE 4113R - This module is identical to diode 4113 (g above) excep~ that 

each of the six clamped loads in the 4113 is internal!y connected to the cot!ector 

represents the 4113R module provided that the dotted lines between each collector 

output and the associated clamped load are considered to be wiring connections 0 

BI NARY - TO-OCTAL DECODER 1150 - Both outputs of each of three fl ip=flops 

are appl ied to the input terminals of the binary-to-octal decoder. The decoder 

has eight output terminals numbered 0 through 7. For any given combination of 

states of the three fl i p-flops wh i ch furnish the decoder inputs, one spec i fie output 

of the decoder is a -3 vdc level, and the remaining seven decoder outputs are ground 

levels. 

The binary-to-octai decoder moduie is composed of eight identicai parts 0 Each of these 

parts is a three-diode negative OR gate (which is logically equivalent to a posHive 

AND gate) 0 Except for the number of gate diodes, each of these gates is identical 

to one of the negative OR gates included in diode module 1110 (~ above) 0 

The eight decoder output terminals shown in the 1150 schematic represent, from left 

to right, the octal numbers 0 through 70 The output signals generated by the decoder 

always include a single -3 vdc level at one of these eight terminals 0 The remaining 

seven output terminals are then at ground. The -3 vdc level is generated at a specific 

output terminal: that terminal which represents the octal equivalent of the binary 

number in the three input flip-flops 0 

The eight diode gates are each connected to a different set of input I ines {refer to 

the lower portion of the 1150 schematic}. These connections are arranged so that 

each of the eight gates responds to one of the eight possible combinations of D's and 

lis that can be generated by three fl ip-flops 0 

As in the case of diode modul e 1110 (a above), a given gate transistor is cut off I 

thereby producing a -3 vdc output, only when ground levels are applied to all of 

its gate input diodes 0 Because of the gate input configuration, only one of the eight 
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gates receives ground levels at ai I three input diodes. The remaining seven gates must 

each have at least one negative input level (-3 vdc). Consequently, the seven associated 

transistors remain saturated, thereby producing ground output levels at all but one of the 

decoder output terminals. 

Each of the eight sets of three-diode gate inputs is connected to one output terminal 

(either the 0 terminal or the 1 terminal) of each of the three input fl ip-flops. When 

a fl ip-flop is in the 1 state, its 0 and 1 output terminals are at ground and -3 vdc 

respectively. For the 0 state of the fl ip-flop, the polarity of the output terminals 

is reversed. The decoder logic senses the 1 state of an input fl ip-flop as a ground 

level taken from the 0 output terminal of the flip-flop. Conversely, a ground level 

from the 1 output terminal asserts the 0 state of the fl ip-flop 0 

The output terminals of the flip-flop representing the least significant of the three 

binary digits being decoded are connected to inputs L (lout) and K (0 out). The 

flip-flop outputs for the next most significant digit are similarly connected to inputs 

J and H, while those for the most significant digit are applied to inputs F and E. 

Because the 1 state of a fl ip-flop is asserted by a ground level from its 0 terminal, 

the input connections for each gate are the complement of the three-bit binary 

number being decoded. For example, the gate which decodes octal 7 (= binary 111) 

is connected to the 0 output terminals of all three flip-flops. These three terminals 

are all at ground when the three flip-flops contain the binary number 111. V/ith all 

three diodes at ground, the gate transistor is cut off, and the terminal 7 output of the 

binary-to-octal decoder drops to -3 vdc 0 

1 BINARY-TO-OCTAL DECODER 1151 - Operation of this decoder is almost 

the exact reverse of the 1150 decoder (described in i above). As in the case of the 

1150, both outputs of each of three flip-flops are applied to the input terminals 

of the 1151 decoder 0 However, positive OR gates (rather than negative OR gates 

as in the 1150 decoder) are used for decoding the contents of the three input fl ip

flops. 

Consequently, the input connections to the 1151 decoder are the reverse of those 

required for the 1150 decoder 0 For example, in the 1151, the gate which decodes 

octal number 7 (= binary 111) is not connected to the 0 output terminals of the three 
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input flip-flops, as in the 1150 decoder, but instead is connected to the 1 output 

terminals of these three flip-flops 0 Therefore, these three gate terminals are ail 

at -3 vdc when the three fl ip-flops contain the binary number 111 . 

With all three gate diodes at -3 vdc; the positive OR gate causes the associated 

inverter transistor to saturate. This results in a ground output level being applied 

to output terminal 7 of the binary-to-octal decoder. Because each of the remaining 

seven gate transistors is held off by one or more ground level inputs, the remaining 

seven decoder output terminals remain at -3 vdc. 

The selected output of the 1150 decoder is the single -3 vdc level among seven 

ground level outputs; in contrast, the selected output of the 1151 decoder is the single 

ground level among seven -3 vdc levels. 

10-4 CAPACITOR-DIODE GATES 

The capacitor-diode gate modules contain pulse gates. Standard 0.4 microsecond negative 

DEC pulses are generally applied to the pulse inputs of these gates. Sometimes a logic 

level is appl ied to the pulse input, a pulse being generated by differentiating the negative 

transition. Logic levels are applied to the gating inputs. The polarity of the logic level 

input appl ied to a specific pulse gate determines whether or not that gate will generate an 

output pulse when an input pulse is appl ied to it. 

The 4126 and 4128 positive capacitor-diode gate modules contain pulse gates which have 

an inverter input stage, and an output gating stage. These two modules are onl y used for 

reading information into unbuffered fl ip-flops type 4214. The pulse gates in the 4127 and 

4129 negative capacitor-diode gate modules are constructed differently 0 These modules 

have an input gating stage and an output inverter stage 0 All capacitor-diode gates may 

be used for sampling the outputs of unbuffered flip-flops, where flip-flop output is used 

as a gating level 0 The contents of the fl ip-flop can then be sampled by applying a standard 

DEC pulse to the pulse input of the capacitor-diode gate module. 

a POSITIVE -CAPACITOR-DIODE GATE 4126 - The 4126 module contains SIX 

identical pulse gates 0 The following description refers to the pulse gate having pulse 

input terminal F I but appl ies equal! y to the other five gates on the module 0 
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The circuit is operated by applying a standard negative DECpulse to input terminal F. 

This input pulse is inverted by transistor Q1 0 The resul ting positive pulse at the collector 

of Ql is appl ied to the pulse gate composed of capacitor C4, resistor R8, and diode D4. 

The rising edge of the pulse is differentiated by C4, and may, if the gate is enabled, 

be applied through diode D4 to the output of the circuit. The sharp negative spike 

caused by differentiation of the trailing edge of the pulse never appears at the output 

of the circuit, but is instead discharged through R8. 

The logic level applied to gating input E determines whether or not the pulse gate will 

pass the positive spike generated by the leading edge of the input pulse. A negative 

gating level (-3 vdc) prevents the generation of an output pulse by providing dc back

bias to diode D4. A ground gating level permits the generation of an output pulse. 

When a -3 vdc level is appl ied to gate terminal E, the junction of capacitor C4 and 

diode D4 drops from ground to -3 vdc 0 The delay required for this change in voltage 

is determined by the time constant of R8 and C4. The gate is inhibited when the 

anode of D4 is at -3 vdc. With the gate inhibited, no positive pulse of less than 

three vol ts can cause the i unction of C4 and D4 to rise above ground to forward 

bias D4. Therefore no pulse can be applied to the load at output terminal H (which 

is norma II y at ground potentia I) . 

When a ground level is appl ied to gate terminal E, the junction of capacitor C4 and 

diode D4 rises from -3 vdc to ground 0 The delay required for this change in voltage 

is determined by the time constant of R8 and C4. The pulse gate is enabled when the 

anode of D4 is at ground. Any positive pulse is then sufficient to forward bias D4; 

consequent I y any positive pulse is passed through D4 to the load. 

The 4126 module is only used to read information into an unbuffered flip-flop type 4214. 

For this use, the pulse output of the gate is connected to either the 0 or the 1 input 

of the flip-flop. The positive output pulses from the pulse gate then set or clear the 

flip-flop. The delay built into the capacitor-diode circuits is useful for preventing 

logical race problems. Delay is necessary to avoid splitting pulses when a flip-flop 

is sampled at the same time if is pulsed (e og 0 if the output of the flip-flop were used 

as the gate input to a 4126 module which were in turn used to read information into 

the gating flip-flop), Because of the delay buHt into the circuit, the ground gate 
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enabling level must be present at least 1 .5 microseconds before a shift or jam transfer, 

and at least 4.5 microseconds before a standard read-in operation. 

b NEGATIVE CAPACITOR-DIODE GATE 4127 ~ The 4127 module contains six identical 

pulse gates. The following description refers to the gate containing transistor Q 1 u but 

appiies equaiiy to the other five gates on the module. 

The inverter stage of the gate is located at the output of the gating circuit /1 rather than 

at the input as in the 4126 module ~ above}. The 4127 pulse gates are generally used 

to sample the outputs of unbuffered fl ip-flops. The fl ip-flop output is applied to input 

terminal F of the gate g and a standard 0.4 microsecond negative DEC pulse is applied 

to input terminal E. If the flip~flop output is a negative leve! (~3 vdc) the gate is 

enabled. The negative input pu !se then generates a positive-going output pu Ise at 

terminal H. If the fHp~flop output is a ground level; the gate is inhibited and no 

output pu Ise is generated. 

A logical delay is built Into the drcuit to prevent logical race problems {refer to ~ 

above}. Because of this delay R the gating level must be present one microsecond before 

the arrival of the input pulse. 

The pu Ise gate is composed of capac ito I" C 1; diode D 1; and resistor R2. Through 

resistor R5, the output of the gate is referenced to a dc level of -3.75 vdc. This 

voltage source is provided by an additional series~connected diode, D25, which is 

added to the ~3 vdc supply in the modu Ie. Diode D2! and resistor R 1 are inc luded 

to prevent the level gate input from going more negative than -3 vdc. Should the 

input be driven too negative, diode D 1 might be forward biased/1 causing undue 

sensitivity of the circuit for noise inputs at E. 

When the gate is enabled by the application of a -3 vdc level to input terminal F, 

capacitor Cl charges to -3 vdc through resistors Rl and R2. Diode Dl is still reverse

biased, because its anode is at =3.75 vdc. But£' when a negative pulse is applied 

to pulse input terminal E; and is differentiated by C1! diode Dl is forward biased. 

The resu Iting negative pu !se at the juncHon of D 1 and R5 is coupled through capacitor 

C2 to the base of transistor Q 1. This turns on the transistor i' causing output terminal 

H to rise to ground potentia I. 
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At the trail.ing edge of the input pulse i diode D1 is cut off 0 Some rise in voltage 

is coupled through C2 before D1 cuts off. However, base of Ql is clamped to 

ground through diode D3 f so no excessive back-bias is appl ied to the base of Q 1 • 

The clamped loads in the 4127 module (diode D4 and resistor R4, D8 and R9 etc 0) 

are not used 0 No connections are made from the output pins of the module to these 

loads 0 

c NEGATIVE CAPACITOR-DIODE GATE 4127R - The 4127R module differs from 

the 4127 in only one respect. Each of the six clamped loads in the 4127R is jumpered 

to the collector output of the corresponding inverter 0 The schematic for the 4127 

also represents the 4127R provided that the dotted I ines between each collector output 

and the associated clamped load are considered to be wiring connections. 

d POSITIVE CAPACITOR-DIODE GATE 4128 - This module contains two identical 

units 0 Each of these units is composed of a single pulse inverter and four positive 

capacitor-diode gates 0 These gates are identical to the gates used in the 4126 module 

~ above} 0 The single pu Ise inverter provides the pu Ise input for all four of the capacitor

diode gates 0 

Use of the 4128 module permits economical read-in or shift operations with the type 

4214 quadruple fl ip-flop (paragraph 10-3.!...). Although each set of four diode gates 

receives a common pulse input, the four gating levels are independent. This permits 

independent setting (or clearing) of each individual flip-flop on the quadruple flip-flop 

moduleo 

As in the case of the 4126 unit j a given gate is enabled by a ground gating level, and 

inhibited by a -3 vdc level 0 The level inputs must be present at least 1 05 microseconds 

before a shift or jam-transfer type of read-in and at least 405 microseconds before a 

standard read-in operation. A single 4128 inverter-capacitor-diode unit can be 

conveniently used to control both the setting and clearing of all four individual 

flip-flops on a 4214 quadruple flip-flop moduleo 

e NEGATIVE CAPACITOR-DIODE GATE 4129 - This module contains two identical 

units" Each of these units is composed of four negative capacitor-diode gates ORed 

into a pu lse inverter output stage 0 These gates are identi cal to the gates used in the 
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4127 module (~above}o A 68K resistor returns each gate level input to +10 vdco This 

prevents any unused gates from affecting the rest of the circuiL The 4129 module also 

includes a negative de supply identical to the supply in module 41270 (ThIs supply 

provides both -3 vdc and -3.75 vdc outputs.) 

The pulse gates of the 4129 module are general!y used t09:lmp!e the outputs of un-

buffered flip-flops 0 The flip-flop output is applied to the level input of the gate, 

and a standard 004 microsecond negative DEC pulse is appl ied to the pulse input 0 

Because of the logical delay built into the circuit, the gating level must be present' 

a I I _ r ~ I • I r g I • • I one mlcrosecona oeTore me arrival OT me InpUT pUlse. 

10~5 FLIP-FLOPS 

ihe fiip-flop modules used in PDP-i may contain one (moduies 1201 and 4201), two 

(modules 1204 1 1209, and 4209) or four {modules 1213, 4213, and 4214} flip-flops 0 

All fl ip-flops change state when an on transistor is turned off by a positive pulse appl ied 

to its base. Except for the flip-flop transistors in modules 4201 and 4209, the collectors 
r .1 I 00 e • ~ , ..,.... I _ I •• e I. !"'. 

OT me nonconaucnng TranSISTors are clamped to -.:5 vdc. tach module Includes a -j vdc 

supply for clamping voltage and some contain inverters for use as pulse or leve! gates 0 

a FLIP-FLOP 1201 - This module contains a single buffered flip-flop, two inverters, 

and a -3 vdc supply consisting of four forward-biased diodes connected in series 0 The 

voltage-dropping resistor from -15 vdc, incorporated in the -3 vdc supplies of previously 

described modules is omitted. This can be done because one of the two flip-flop 

transistors and one of the two output buffer transistors are always off 0 Current from 

the vol tage-supply diodes can thus flow to -15 vdc through the clamped loads of the 

non-conductiong transistors 0 

Inputs to the 1201 flip-flop are set" clear, 0 in, 1 in, and two complement inputs 0 

The set and clear inputs use 70 nanosecond positive (205 volt) pulses 0 The remaining 

inputs are all driven from the collectors of the pulse gates. These gates in turn are 

driven by 70 nanosecond negative pulses. Each fl ip-flop has four outputs: 0 out, 

lout, and two carry pulse outputs. The two carry pulse outputs are the complement 

input pulses inverted by a transformer. 
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When the flip-flop contains 0, a -3 vdc level is present at the 0 output terminal 

(terminal F), and a ground level is present at the output terminal (terminal R) 0 Flip

flop transistor Q4 is then saturated, and fl ip-flop transistor Q5 is cut off. 

Output buffer transistor Q6 is also saturated when the fl ip-flop contains 0; conduction 

through Q6 cl.amps the 1 output to ground 0 Output buffer transistor Q3 is cut off when 

the flip-flop contains 0; the 0 output terminal of the flip-flop is then held at -3 vdc 

by clamped load D3-R5. 

The two fl ip-flop transistors Q4 and Q5 remain stable in the saturated and non-conducting 

states respectively, so long as the flip-flop is not set by an incoming trigger pulse. The 

clamped load at the collector of Q5 accepts enough base current from Q4 (through R13) 

to hold Q4 saturated. The voltage divider network between the collector of Q4 and 

+10 vdc (composed of resistors R10 and R14) provides a sufficient positive voltage at 

the base of transistor Q5 to hold Q5 cut off 0 

The flip-flop is equally stable in the 1 state 0 A -3 vdc level is then present at the 1 

output terminal, and a ground level is then present at the 0 output terminal. FI ip-flop 

transistor Q5 is then saturated, and fl ip-flop transistor Q4 is then cut off 0 

Output buffer transistor Q3 is also saturated when the flip-flop contains 0; conduction 

through Q3 clamps the 0 output to ground. Output buffer transistor Q6 is cut off 

when the flip-flop contains 1; the 1 output terminal of the flip-flop is then held at 

-3 vdc by clamped load D12-R17o The output buffer transistors Q3 and Q6 are held 

on or off by vol tage dividers R8-R7 and R15-R16, respectivel y. 

If the fl ip-flop is to be triggered by negative-going input pulses, then the set input 

is applied through a pulse-inverter gate such as Ql, rather than being directly applied 

to the flip-flop input terminal 0 In this case, the collector terminal of Ql is jumpered 

to flip-flop input E (1 in) 0 So long as the gate transistor remains off, the terminal E 

input remains at -3 vdc 0 Capacitor C5 isolates this -3 vdc level from the base of Q4. 

Unless the gate is inhibited (by applying -3 vdc to emitter terminal Z), the flip-flop 

may then be set by applying a DEC standard 70 nanosecond negative pulse to the base 

of gate transistor Ql 0 This triggering pulse momentarily saturates the gate, thereby 

raising the voltage at input terminal E from -3 vdc to ground 0 This voltage rise is coupled 
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through capacitor C5 , diode D5, and the parallel combination of C8 and D19 1 to 

the base of Q40 The vol tage rise at the -base of Q4 back-biases the base-emitter 

diode of Q4g cutting off the transistor. 

When transistor Q4 turns off, its collector voltage drops until it reaches the clamp 

vo liT'age Til o~ I e ____ IL _____ ! ____ ._1_...1.1._ .1.'-_ '-_ .. __ , ," .. _~ .. : .. ,",...", f"'"'\t:. ... 1..."'''" .... 1... k>1() 
o nl5 arop In vOlrag~ I:> ~UUplt::U IU IIIC UU;)C VI IIUII;)I~IVI "X"'" !!"VV~" '''"''' 

and speed-up capacitor C7, thereby turning on transistor Q5 and completing the 

fl i p-flops change of state. 

The output buffer transistors are driven by the fI ip-flop coli ectorsi these transistors 

also switch. Transistor Q3 is turned on (applying a ground to the 0 output terminal 

of the circuH) and transistor Q6 is cut off (causing the 1 output terminal of the circuit 

to drop to -3 vdc) 0 Transistor Q3 is turned on by the drop in vol tage at the collector 

of 040 This voltage drop is coupled to the base of transistor Q3 through resistor R7 

and speed-up capacitor C60 Similarly, transistor Q6 is cut off by the rise in voltage 

at the collector of Q50 This voltage rise is coupled to the base of transistor Q6 

through R16 and speed-up capacitor Cl1 . 

Capacitors C16 and C17 (located at the bottom of the 1201 schematic) synchronize 

the change in flip-flop outputs during the set switching 0 If the flip-flop were set 

without capacitors C16 and C17 in the circuit, the 0 output voltage would tend to 

change before the 1 output vol tage 0 Th is lag would occur because transistor Q3 

I I I. , ,. .1 1.1 • rr r Q4 U t· t Q6 I d .I. wOUla De Turnea on OIrecTlY Dy Tne CUT-OTT or . nowever, ransis or WOUI nOI 

be cut off until after the cut-off of 04 had turned on Q5. Capacitors C16 and C17 

avoid this problem. Capacitor C17 delays the turn-on of Q3 by sharing the driving 

current. When transistor Q3 starts to turn on, the resul ti ng vol tage rise at the coli ector 

of Q3 is coupled through C16 to the base of transistor Q6, thereby accelerating the cut

off of Q6 0 When the flip-flop is cl eared, the functions of C16 and C17 are reversed; 

C16 sha res the dri vi ng current to Q6! and C17 speeds the turn-off of Q30 

At the end of the set trigger pulse, input terminal E returns to -3 vdc 0 Diode D5 is 

then reverse-biased, and diode D22 shorts the discharge of capacitor C5 to ground. 

Resistor R4 determines the discharge time required for the input terminal to return 

to -3 vdc (thereby preparing the circuit for the arrival of the next set pulse). The 

circuit is not likely to be spuriously triggered by small noise pulses. Diode D19 is a 
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sil icon diode. Its forward-current threshold vol tage is series-combined with that of diode 

D5 to prevent small positive noise voltages from setting the flip-flop. 

Because the flip-flop is a symmetrical circuit, it is cleared in a similar manner to the 

way it is set 0 Clearing is accompl ished by applying a positive-going pulse to the 0 

input terminal (terminal T). If the flip-flop is to be cleared by negative-going input pulses g 

then the clear-input is usually applied through pulse-inverter gates such as Q20 In this 

case the collector terminal of Q2 (terminal U) is jumpered to the 0 input terminal of the 

flip-flop. A positive pulse applied to the direct-set input (pin N) sets the flip-flop to 

the 1 stateo In this case the level shifting components of input E are not needed, and 

are omitted. Diode D1 isolates the direct-set input from other set inputs with which 

it is ORed 0 Similarly, a positive pulse applied to the direct-clear input (pin P) clears 

the fl ip-flop to the 0 state. 

The type 1201 flip-flop is complemented when a positive pulse from the collector of 

a pulse gate is applied to either pin J or pin Lo (Both complementing inputs function 

in the same manner. The following description of the complementing circuit including 

pin J applies equally to the other complementing circuit.) If the flip-flop is in the 

o state, transistor 04 is on and Q5 is off 0 Terminal 5 of the lower left secondary 

winding of T1 is connected to the collector of 04 and is therefore at ground. Terminal 

8 of the lower right secondary of T1 is at -3 vdc because it is connected to the collector 

of Q5. 

A pulse applied to input J is coupled to the secondaries of T1 and appears as a positive

going pulse from ground at terminal 6 and as a positive-going pulse from -3 vdc at 

terminal 7. Because pulse height does not exceed 3 volts, the pulseOfrom terminal 7 

cannot forward bias diode D8 and therefore cannot reach the base of Q50 The pulse 

from terminal 6 does rise to a positive level and draws current through D6, D19 and the 

base of Q4, cutting off 04. This causes the flipr-flop to change state by turning on 05. 

The third secondary winding of T1 has its terminal 4 grounded. The input is coupled to 

this secondary, and appears at terminal 3 as a negative-going pulse from ground 0 This 

output produces a 2 .5-vol t 70-nanosecond output pulse 17 nanoseconds after the base 

of the complement input inverter is pulsed 0 

Resistor R23 and diode D18, which shunt the primary of T1! have no effect during the 
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input pu!se rise timeR since 018 IS back-biased. However J at the collapse of the pulse, 

D18 shunts the primary of Tl with the resistance of R23. Th is c!amps the overshoot of 

transformer Tl and prevents the appearance of any substantial second pulse at the secondaries 

of the transformer 0 

Output 5 ~s used as an ,ndicator driver 0 Whenever the fl ip-flop contair!s a 1? output S 

supplies power to an indicator lamp transistor. Resistor R20 limits this output current to 

1 mi II iampere 0 

b FLIP-FLOP 1204 ~ This module contains two identical buffered f!ip~f!ops! two pulse 

inverters i nterna II y connected to the 1 inputs of the fl i p-flops f and a -,3 vdc supp! Yo As 

in the case of flip-flop 1201, the -3 vdc supply is established by the forward voltage 

drop of four sedes~connected si! icon diodes, D27 through 030 G Because both f~ ip~f!op~ 

are identical, the following description of fl ip-flop A (on the left in schemaHc 1204) 

appl ies equal I y to flip-flop B" 

Flip-flop A has a gated 1 input (pin L), a gatable clear input (pin NL a d!rect clear 

(pin M) and a complement input (pin K) 0 Pins E and P are the 0 and 1 outputs.? res~ 

pectively, while pin J is the indicator light output. 

The f! ip-flop can be set to the 1 state by applying a 70-nanosecond negative pu!se 

to pin F while pin H is at ground 0 A positive-going pulse applied to pin N clears 

the flip-flopo This pulse must come from the collector of a pulse gate similar to Ql 0 

The flip-flop may also be cleared by a 70-na'nosecond 2.5-volt posiHve pulse at input 

M 0 A 70~nanosecond negative pulse at input K complements the fl ip~fiop 0 

With the flip-flop in the 0 state, transistors Q4 and Q6 are on, and Q3 a~d Q5 are off 0 

Transist-or Ql is cut off at al! times except when its emitter is grounded (at H) and a 

negative pulse is applied to its base (pin F). When Q1 is cut off, its co! lector is at~3 

vdc 0 If the gate 1's enabled by a ground level at H and a negaHve pulse at F v Q1 

satur'ates, and its col' ector vol tage rises to ground 0 Capac itor C2 di fferentiates the 

rise, generating a positive pulse referenced to ground at the anode of 03, Th:s pulse 

forvlard biases D30 The diode starts to conduct, thereby turning off Q4" The collector 

of Q4 drops to -3 volts c Resistors R3 and R8 couple this voltage to the bases of Q3 

and Q5 f turn ing these transistors on, The coli ector of Q4 rises to ground u Res!stor R 12 
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couples this voltage to the base of 06, turning off 06 and completing the change of 

state of the fl ip-flop. 

In response to a set input pulse, ordinarily the 0 output buffer amplifier, Q3, changes 

state before 06, the 1 output buffer amplifier. However, capacitors C7 and C8 sync

hronize these changes in state by initially delaying the turn-on of Q3 and speeding up 

the turn-off of 06. 

The flip-flop may be cleared in a similar manner by applying a positive-going pulse to 

input N. It may also be cleared through the direct clear input (pin M) by applying a 

positive pulse at this input. In this case the level-shifting components, 012 and C11, 

are not needed. ~iode 011 isolates input N from inputs M and K by ORing N with 

these two inputs. 

A negative pulse at the complement terminal K produces a positive-going pulse of less 

than 3 volts peak at terminals 3 and 6 of the two secondaries. If the flip-flop is in the 

o state, the collector of 06 is at ground. Terminal 4 of the secondary is also at ground 

since it is connected to the collector of Q6. Therefore, if the flip-flop contains a 0, 

the pulse generated at terminal 3 rises from ground 0 Similarly, terminal 5 is connected 

to the collector of Q3. Because in the 0 state Q3 is cut off, the pulse generated at 

terminal 6 rises from -3 vdc if the flip-flop is in the 0 state. Only the diode which is 

in the base circuit of the on transistor passes a current to cut that transistor off. 

Output J is used as an indicator driver, and furnishes current to an indicator lamp 

when the flip-flop contains a 1. Resistor R15 limits this current to 1 milliampere. 

c FLIP-FLOP 1209 - This module contains two identical buffered flip-flops, inverter 

pulse gates for the 1 inputs, and a -3 vdc supply 0 Except that a direct set input is 

substituted for the complement input to each flip-flop, the 1209 module is similar 

to module 1204 (!: above). The complement circuitry of each flip-flop of module 

1204 is omitted, and single diodes (06 and 018) connected in their place. As a 

result, inputs K and Yare direct set inputs to their respective flip-flops. 

For example, if transistor Q4 of the left-hand flip-flop is on, the flip-flop is in the 

o state. When a standard DEC 70-nanosecond positive pulse appears at pin K, the 

pulse is coupled through diode 06 and the parallel combination of 04 and capacitor 
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C6 to the base of Q4, cutting it ofL The fl ip-flop is then in the 1 state 0 

d FLIP-FLOP 1213 - This module contains four identical flip-f!ops (l through 4).:, 

eight capacitor-diode gates, one pulse inverter; and a -3 vdc supplyo The four flip

flops are designed to operate as a unit. With slight changes in external pin connections, 

Both types of operation are described below 0 

When its base (input E) is pulsed, the clamped inverter (transistor Q1) may be connected 

to drive the sh ift-one and sh ift-zero pulse inputs (inputs S and V) to a II four fl ip-flops. 

The eight capacitor-diode gates are used to set and clear each fl ip-flop 0 Note that 

only flip-flop #1 has an external connection for a 0 input (pin P) 0 (The other three 

flip-flops in the module have internally-connected 0 inputs, but no 0 terminal is 

brought out to the module connectoro) A clear input (pin M) is used to ciear all 

four flip-flops simultaneously. The inverted input pulse signal is available at the 

pin F pulse output terminal 0 Each flip-flop has individual 1 and o outputs 0 

Silicon diodes D17 through D20 make up the -3 vdc supply 0 Resistor R28 to -15 vdc, 

in series with the diodes, furnishes sufficient current to keep the diodes forward 

biased 0 This provides a constant -3 vdc source 0 

For use as a buffer register, pin F (pulse out) is externally connected to pin S (shift 

one) 0 When a 70-nanosecond negative pulse arrives at pin E, this pulse is inverted 

by Ql, and appears at pins F and S as a positive pulse referenced to -3 vdc 0 Th is 

enables the set input gates of all four fl ip-fiops. Gating capacitors C11, C13, C15 and 

C17 differentiate the pulse, which is referenced to the level present at the one-in 

terminals of the four flip-flops (pins N, R, Tf and U) e This level may be either 

-3 vdc or ground c Since the cathode vol tages of diodes D2, D6, D10 and D14 

are close to ground, the pulse can pass these diodes only when the corresponding 

one-in terminals are at ground 0 For example, if flip-flop #1 is in the 0 state, tran

sistor Q2 is on and transistor Q3 is ofL If the one-in terminal (pin N) is at ground, 

a pulse through pin S can pass diode D2 to the base of Q2, cutting that transistor off 0 

This turns on Q3, switching the flip-flop to the 1 state 0 If the one-in terminal of the 

fl ip-flop is at -3 vdc, no change in state can occur when pin S is pulsed 0 
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When used as a buffer, no individual zero-in transfers take place 0 The entire register 

is cleared (by a 70-nanosecond positive pulse to pin M) before the parallel transfer 

of lis into the register. The flip-flop side of capacitor C3 is returned to approximately 

-0.75 vdc to provide noise immunity for the clear input. 

For use as a shift register, pin F is externaily connected to both pin S and pin V. The 

o outputs of fI ip-flops #1, #2 and #3 are each external I y connected to the 1 inputs 

of the next-most-significant stages (J to R, L to T, and X to U) 0 These external con

nections parallel the existing internal connections from the 1 outputs of flip-flops 

#1, #2 and #3 to the individual 0 inputs of flip-flops #2, #3, and #4, respectively. 

Although only flip-flop #1 has an external 0 input, all four flip-flops have identical 

reset capacitor-diode gates. These gates are pulsed by the sh ift zero line 0 

As a shift register, flip-flop module 1213 operates in the following manner. If all 

four flip-flops are initially in the 0 state, the first 70-nanosecond negative pulse 

arriving at pin E is inverted by Q1 and appears as a positive pulse on both the sh ift 

one and shift zero lines. This enables the 0 and 1 inputs to all four flip-flops. If 

ground is present at the one-in input of fl ip-flop #1 (pin N), that fl ip-flop is set 

to the 1 state. This causes the 0 output of flip-flop #1 to rise to ground (pin J). 

Because pin J is connected to pin R, the 1 input of flip-flop #2, the second shift 

pulse sets flip-flop #2 to the 1 state. The second shift pulse mayor may not clear 

flip-flop #1, (depending on the level present at the zero-in terminal of that flip-flop). 

The third shift pulse sets flip-flop #3 to the state of flip-flop #2. If the preceding pulse 

cleared flip-flop #1, its 1 output is at ground. This ground output causes the third 

shift pulse to clear flip-flop #2. The lis and OIS injected at flip-flop #1 thus propagate 

through the entire shift register on successive shift pulses. Each stage assumes the 

state of the next less significant stage 0 The delay of the capacitor-diode input gates 

in accepting level changes prevents any ambiguity in the fl ip-flop outputs at pulse 

time. Th is delay is small compared to the pulse rate. 

It is possible to set or reset one of the four flip-flops individually without pulsing the 

shift lines. For instance, to clear flip-flop #4 independently, the collector of an 

inverter is connected to the 1 output of the flip-flop. When flip-flop #4 is in the 1 

state, transistor Q8 is off and Q9 is on. The fl ip-flop remains in the 1 state because 
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the collector of Q8 supplies sufficient current through R26 to keep Q9 saturated. The level 

shift produced by R23 from the collector of Q9 to the base of Q8 reverse-biases Q8, hold

ing it cut off. 

If the emitter of the inverter is at ground, and the inverter is driven to saturation, its col-

lector (together with pin Y) will rise to ground. This causes Q9 to be cut off. The collector 

voltage of Q9 falls to the clamp voltage and turns on Q8. The fl ip-flop is then stable in 

the 0 state 0 The fl ip-flop can be set in the same way by grounding its 0 output ~ A change 

of state performed in th is manner does not affect the other fl ip-flops in the module, and 

can occur independentl y of the shift pulses. It is important that the emitters of inverters 

that are used for this purpose are wired permanently to ground. 

e FLIP-FLOP 4201 - This module is the 500-kc version of flip-flop 1201 (a above). It 

differs in that fl ip-flop transistors Q3 and Q4 are unclamped, and the complement inputs 

are capac itor-coupled to the transistor bases. At cutoff, the collector of Q3 or Q4 is at 

approximately -4 vdc. 

0.05 microseconds. 

f FLIP-FLOP 4209 - Th is module is the 500-kc version of fl ip-flop 1209. It differs from 

the 1209 module in three respects. First, set and clear are gatable inputs similar to the 1 

I ". • ,.. I. I I I I ..-. I. I • . • ,... I I • I I I I ana U inpUTS, :>econa, rne moaule nas no lnalcaTor-llgnT OUTpUT. r-lnallY, pinS J ana u 

are both complement inputs, capacitor-diode gated to the bases of the flip-flop transistors. 

~ FLIP-FLOP 4213 - Th is module is the 500-kc version of fI ip-flop 1213. It operates 

in a similar manner to that flip-:flop. 

~ FLIP-FLOP 4214 - This module contains four identical flip-flops (#1 through #4) and 

a -3 vdc suppl Yo Each fl ip-flop has 0 and 1 inputs and outputs. Moreover, each pair of 

fl ip-flops shares a single clear input: pin P for fl ip-flops #1 and #2, and pin R for #3 and 

#4. A standard DEC Oo4-microsecond positive pulse, applied to either pin P or pin R, 

clears the two assoc iated fl ip-flops. Because all four fl ip-flops are identical, the follow

ing "description of fl ip-flops #1 appl ies equall y to the other three fl ip-flops . 
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When flip-flop #1 is in the 0 state, transistor Q1 is on and tra~s~stor Q2 is off 0 The flip

flop is stable in this state because the negative collector voltage of Q2 is coupled to the 

base of Ql by R20 Enough current flows through R2 to keep that transistor saturated 0 The 

collector of Ql is therefore at ground. The voltage divider R5-R6 biases Q2 off. 

To set the flip-flop to the 1 state, the positive pulse output of a capacitor-diode gate is 

appl ied to pin H (one in). Th ~s pulse turns off transistor Q1 and thereby causes the turn-on 

of transistor Q20 The fl ip-flop remains in the 1 state because the negative voltage at the 

collector of Q1 drives the base of Q2 into saturation, and the ground at the collector of 

Q2 keeps Ql cut off. Silicon diodes D3 and D4 have a forward-bias threshold of over 

half a volt I and thus block smaller noise-pulse inputs from the transistor bases. 

The bases of the two transistors in each fl ip-flop are returned to separate +10 vdc I ines to 

allow more precise troub~e localization through marginal testing. 

FOUR-BIT COUNTER 4215 - This module contains four flip-flops for use as counter 

bits. The four flip-flops, Au Bv C and D, are logically independent, The flip-flops may 

therefore be connected in any logica! configuration 0 When the fl ip-flops are connected 

as a counter i' the significance of each fl ip-flop as a counter bit is determined only by the 

external connections. The module also contains 12 positive capacitor-diode gates 

(C14-R30-D1 and Cl-R7 -D5 are two examples) and a negative dc supply. The supply, 

consisting of diodes D21 to D24 and resistor R29, is similar to the standard supply (paragraph 

10-2), except that -0,75 vdc is tapped from the junction of D21 and D220 

FI ip-flops B, C and D have complement inputs at terminals R, K and E respective I y. FI ip

flop A has separate set and clear inputs, but may be complemented by applying a signal 

to both inputs simultaneous!yo Flip-flop C has an inhibit level input at M. When the 

inhibit is enabled! flip-flop C cannot be complemented from 0 to 1! although it may still 

be complemented from i to 00 

Positive pulses (e ither a standard 0.4 DEC pulse or the positive-going output of a pulse 

inverter) or a positive 3-vott step (such as the 1 output of a less significant counter bit 

when that fl ip-fiop goes from 1 to 0) drive the complement and clear inputs. A -3 vdc 

level at pin M ercob!es the ;nh~b!t to f!ip-flop C, Carry propagate time per bit is 50 nano

seconds 0 The fo!' OW~l1g des::dpt~on of f! ip-flop A also describes the other three flip-flops. 
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A positive pulse app1 :ed to te;"minal W (set one) or terminal V (set zero) reaches the base 

of the associated flip-flop transistor only if the ~~(ansistor is on. The positive pulse changes 

the state of the fl ip-fiop by turn ing the on transistor off c When fl ip-flop A is 1, a positive 

pulse at input V passes through capacitor-diode gate C15-R3°! -D4 to the base of Q2, turn

ing Q2 off. The nip-flop switches to the 0 state. Positive pulses at V now have no further 

effect, since gate C15-R31-D4 is disabled when FFA is o. However If capacitor-diode gate 

C14-R30-Dl is enabled when FFA contains 0, so a positive pulse at W passes to the base 

of Q 1! turn ing Q 1 off£, and switch ing FFA to the 1 state Q 

If W is jumpered to V!l the resulting combined input is a complement input. When th is in

put is pulsed, gates C14-R30-Dl and C15-R31-D4 steer the pulse to the base of the on 

transistor; turning it off£, so that the flip-flop switches state 0 Capacitor-diode gate 

Cl-R7-D5,., associated with terminal X, is permanently enabled because R7 is returned to 

-0.75 vdc. Thus a positive pulse at X clears fl ip-flop A directly. Resistor R7 is returned 

to -0.75 vdc rather than to ground in order to prevent spurious noise from affecting the 

flip-fiop. Since signal voitages are greater than -0.75 vdc, they pass through D5, but 

small noise signals are blocked 0 The gate time constant (R7 x C1) is longer than that of 

the other two capacitor-diode input gates, because a 1 .O-microsecond pulse is used to 

clear the counter 0 Th is allows carries to die out before the pulse ends. 

Terminal R (add FFB) is the complement input to fl ip-flop B. A positive pulse at R is applied 

simu Itaneousl y to two capacitor-diode gates. These gates ,7 C16-R32-D6 and C17 -R33-D9! 

steer the positive pulse to the base of the on transistor, turn ing it off. When fl ip-flop B 

is 1, gate C~7-R33-D9 is enabled .. and a positive pulse at- R clears FFB. Conversely, when 

FFB is 0, gate C16-R32-D6 is enabled, and a positive pulse at R sets it. The complement 

input to flip-flop D" terminal E (add FFD), operates similarly. 

Terminal K (add FFC) is the complement input to fl ip-flop C. Pulses at K are gated by 

two capacitor-diode gates/, I ike the two input gates of fl ip-flop B, described above. One 

of the two input gates of FFC is returned to the collector of Q6. Th is gate, C19-R35-D14, 

is enabled when FFC is 'i. if FFC is 1 i a positive pulse at K is gated to the base of Q6, 

tUin ing it off, and clearing the fI ip~flop 0 The other gate i C18-R34-Dl1, is returned to 

the output of a negative OR gate g of wh i ch the Q5 collector is one input, rather than 

directly to that collector. 
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This OR gate .. composed of D25, D26 and puller res1stor R38, functions similarly to the 

gates described in paragraph ~ 0-3:. (diode 4', i 2) 0 The anode of' D 11 is at the more neg

ative level of either the collector voltage of Q5 or the inhibit level at terminal M. When 

M is ground, FFC fur,ctions as the others in the modu~e g and is complemented by each pos

itive pu Ise at K 0 However,7 if M is at -3 volts J a pu ise at K cannot reach the Q5 base, 

even though the Q5 collector is ground (the fl ip-flop is in the 0 state) 0 The path to the 

base of Q6 is not affected by an input at M, so the fl ip-flop may be complemented from 

1 to 0 regardless of the inhibit level 0 

10-6 AMPLIFIERS 

The present paragraph describes seven modules which are not PDP-l logic elements; but instead 

serve to provide power amplification for PDP-1 logic pulses and levels. Pu~se amplifiers 1607, 

4603 and 4604 amplify and standardize DEC logic pulses. Bus drivers 1684; 1685 and 1690 

amplify the power of logk level.s, and also determine the rise and fall time of changing levels. 

The remain ing three modules ,7 indicator ampl ifie!" 1669 and solenoid drivers 4680 and 4681, are 

basically switches which enable a small amount of input power at logic level voltages to control 

larger amounts of power at higher voltages for use in external circuits 0 

a PULSE AMPUF~ER 1607 - This module contains three identical pulse amplifiers, three 

inverters, and a -3 vd(; supply. The three pulse amplifiers ;nclude transistors Q2-Q3; 

Q5-Q6, and Q8-Q9o The inputs to the three amplifiers are pins H, land P J while the 

outputs are pin5 E-F .. J-K.., and M-N, respectively. The three Inverters are transistors 

Ql, Q4 and Q70 D'!odes D16 through D19 make up the -3 vdc supply. 

A pulse ampl Hier generates an output pulse whenever its input IS grounded 0 The input may 

be grounded by conr,ecting it to the collector of one or more pu!se gates (such as the Q1 

circuit). The inpu! to t'he combined circuit is then the base input of the pulse gate. Nor

mally the signal app! fed to the input is a DEC 70-nanosecond negaHve pulse. However, 

the input requiremen~ ;s s;Jt~sfled by any two to five volt negative pulse having a fall time 

less than 50 nanoseco!':ds and a width of at least 50 nanoseconds at minus two volts. When 

the input ~s pulsed by <1 signal meeting these speclfications.r +he output generates a DEC 

standard 70-narlosecord p;,.;~se delayed by 25 nanoseconds 0 This pUlse is capable or driving 

16 units of pulse 'cocL 0:" 20 iJn,ts where the load IS near by. 



Because all three pulse amp/ ifiers are identical p the following descdption of the ampl ifier 

includi"ng transistors Q2 and Q3 appl ies equal y to the other two ampi ifiers in the module. 

Assume that the emitter of Q1 is grounded (pin Z) and that the collector of Q'i (pin X) is 

connected to the emitter of Q2 (pin H) 0 in the quiescent state J t~'ansistors Q1.7 Q2 and 

Q3 are cut ofL The collector or Ql and the emitter or Q2 are connected to the junction 

of resistor R3 and sil icon diode Dl! and are therefore at approximately -4 vdc 0 Resistor 

R3 and diode Dl i together with R4 and D2, form a voltage divider between -15 vdc and 

-3 vdc (with the diodes forward-biased). The base of transistor Q2 is connected to the 

voltage divider at the junction of Dl and D2g and is held at approximately -303 vdc. 

Another voltage divider is formed by the series combination of Rl i and R16. This voltage 

divider holds the collectors of transistors Q2 and Q3 at approximately -8 vdc 0 Diode D4 

is forward biased, so that the collector voltages of Q2 and Q3 are separated by only 0.3 

volts. The base and emitter of Q3 are at ground. There is no voltage across outputs E 

and H. 

When an input pulse appears at the base of Q1 (pin V), this transistor saturates and grounds 

the emitter of Q2. This causes Q2 to saturate; resistor R41imits the base current. The 

collector of Q2 drops from -8 vdc to ground 0 Th is drop immediatel y appears across the 

primary of Tl 0 Th is voltage remains fairl y" constant because of the low-res istance voltage 

divider Rl1 and R16 0 When the transformer starts drawing more current than originally 

fiowed through resistor R6! diode D4 disconnects the coiiector circuits from Rl1-R16. The 

voltage across transformer Tl begins to decrease 0 Capacitor C2 tunes the circuit to give the 

correct output pulse width 0 When the transformer voltage has dropped to zero the output 

pulse ends 0 Resistor R5 and diode D3 clamp the overshoot ln the primary of 71 . 

The Q3 circuit (including Rl0, T2, D5, R7 and C4) amplifies the pulse from the secondary 

of Tl. The output pulse may be made negative by grounding pin F of the secondary of T2; 

or positive fl by grounding pin Eo A terminating resistor in the range of 82 to 220 ohms is 

used at the ends of cable distribution I ines to prevent signa~ reflections. 

b PULSE AMPliFiER 4603 - This module contains three identicai puise ampi ifiers and 

three inverters. The inverters (Ql, Q4" and Q7) are similar to those in module 4105 (de

scribed in paragraph 10-2~. Inputs for the three amplifiers are pir.s H, L!' and P; outputs 

are pins E-F, J-K" and M-N, respectively. 
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When properly driven, a pulse amplifier produces a standard DEC 0.4 microsecond 2.5 volt 

output pulse. The pulse is positive if the negative output is grounded, and negative if the 

positive output is grounded. To drive the circuit, the emitter of the ampl ifier input tran

sistor is momentarily grounded. Th is must be done through the collector of an inverter 

pulse gate, such as those included in the module. The input to the base of the pulse gate 

is usually a 0.4 microsecond DEC negative pulse. However, it is only necessary that the 

input pulse have a negative amplitude between two and five volts, a leading edge less 

than 0.2 microseconds, and a width greater than 0.3 microseconds. 

Because all three pulse amplifiers are identical, the following description of the amplifier 

with input H appl ies equally to the other two ampl ifiers. The description assumes that the 

collector of Q 1 (pin X) is connected to pin H and that the emitter of Q 1 is grounded. 

When the pulse amplifier circuit is in the quiescent condition, pulse gate transistor Q1 

and ampl ifier transistors Q2 and Q3 are all cut off. Circuit voltages are determined by 

current flowing through series resistors R3, R5, R6, and the parallel combination of R9 and 

R 12. The base of Q2 is coupled to the voltage divider by R4, and is at -3.0 volts. The 

emitter of Q2 is connected to a sl ightly more negative point in the divider chain by R7, 

and is consequently negative with respect to its base. 

The base of Q3 is grounded through the secondary of transformer T1. The emitter of Q3 is 

also at ground (it is grounded by emitter degenerating resistor R11). The collectors of both 

transistors are at -7.5 volts, the voltage at the junction of R9, R12, and R6. Since diode 

D1 is forward-biased and its voltage drop is negl igible, it need not be considered in cal

culating the voltage division. No current flows in either T1 or T2, and there is no output 

voltage across terminals E and F. 

When a negative pulse, meeting the input requirements, is applied to pin Y, transistor Q1 

saturates, grounding the emitter of Q2. Current flowing through resistor R4 then saturates 

Q2, driving terminal 2 of transformer T1 to ground. Terminal 1 of T1 remains at -7.5 volts, 

since the voltage source is of fairly low impedance? The voltage included in the secondary 

of T1 is proportional to the voltage appearing across the primary. 

Increasing current flows in the primary of T1 0 However', the voltage across the primary 

remains nearly constant until the transformer starts drawing more current than originally 
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flowed through R9. At this time, diode D1 disconnects the collector of Q2 from the volt

age divider, Capacitor C5 tunes the primary winding of T1 to<give the proper pulse width. 

When the voltage across the transformer drops to zero, the output pulse ends. Resistor R8 

damps the overshoot, 

in a similar manner! ~he circuit of Q3 further ampiifies and shapes the puise. This circuit 

consists of Q3, an emitf'er degenerating transistor Rll, output transformer T2, damping 

components D2 and R 10, and bypass capacitor C4. The negative output terminal is pin E; 

the positive output terminal is pin F. 

~ PULSE AMPLIFiER 4604 - This module contains three identical pulse amplifiers. The 

first pulse amplifier includes transistors Ql to Q3, and has its inputs at terminals E and F. 

Outputs are at J and H. The second PA is composed of Q4, Q5 and Q6; inputs are M and 

N; outputs are Sand T. The third includes Q7 to Q9, with inputs at Yand Z, and outputs 

at V and X. An additional pair of control terminals is associated with each of the three 

pulse amp! Hiers. For the first, these control connections are K and L. Shorting K to L 

wii'h an external jumper connects an internal capacitor in the ampl ifier circuit. When 

connected, this additional capacitance lengthens the duration of the output pulse to 1 

microsecond 0 The corresponding control connections for the second and third pulse am

plifiers are terminal pairs P-R and U-W. 

Negative-going signals with an ampl itude of 2.5 to 4 volts, a fall time of less than 0.5 

microseconds, and a width greater than 60 nanoseconds drive inputs E, Nand Z. Positive

goind signals with an amplitude of 2.5 to 4 volts, a rise time of less than 0.5 microseconds, 

and a width greater than 60 nanoseconds drive inputs F, M and Y. 

When properl y driven I each ampl ifier produces a DEC standard 0 .4-microsecond pulse 

across its outputs. If the external jumpers are added to the circuits, the outputs produce 

l-microsecond pulses, Because the three amplifiers are identical, the following descrip

tion of the circuit including Ql, Q2 and Q3 applies to all three. 

The pulse amplifier consists of a monostable multivibrator (Ql and Q2), and an output 

puise ampi ifier (Q3) 0 Capacitor-diode C4-D6 coupies a negative input at E to the Q2 

base. Capacitor-diode C3-D3 couples a positive input to the primary of transformer Tl . 

This transformer inverts the positive input, and D5 couples the resulting negative pulse to 
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the base of Q20 An appropriate pulse at either input thus provides a negative pulse at the 

Q2 base.. This negative pulse triggers the multivibrator. The multivibrator generates a 

negative output pulse, which is amplified by the Q3 circuit. The output is a negative pulse 

at J if H is grounded, or a positive pulse at H if J is grounded. 

In the quiescent state Q1 is on, and Q2 and Q3 are off. Base current for Q1 flows through 

R1, holding Q1 in saturation. Voltage divider R7-R9 shifts the slightly negative Q1 col

lector voltage positive at the base of Q2, keeping Q2 at cut-off. Diode D1 clamps the 

Q2 collector to -3 vdc. Voltage divider R8-R10-R13 biases the base of Q3 positive, hold

ing Q3 off. The Q3 collector is somewhat more negative than -7 volts, as determined by 

voltage divider R11-R14. No current flows in the primary of T2, and there is no output 

across the secondary. 

When a negative pulse is applied to input E, C4 differentiates the leading edge of this in

put signal, generating a negative pulse at the cathode of D6.. Th is pulse forward biases 

D6, and passes to the Q2 base. Q2 turns on, and its collector voltage jumps from -3 volts 

to ground. This positive step is coupled by C2 (or C1 in parallel with C2, if pins K and L 

are jumpered), to the Q1 base. Q1 cuts off and its collector voltage drops to -3 volts. 

Current flows from the base of Q2 through R7, holding Q2 on even though the input pulse 

has ended. The multivibrator remains in this state until the coupl ing capacitance (C2, or 

C1 and C2) from the Q2 collector to the Q1 base discharges 0 Th is discharge time is pro

portional to the capacitance.. Hence, the multivibrator stays in its temporary state 0.4 

microsecond if only C2 is in the circuit, or 1 microsecond if both C1 and C2 are in the cir

cuit .. After the appropriate time, Q1 turns on, cutting Q2 off. The multivibrator is back 

in its qu iescent state. 

The negative pulse generated at the Q1 collector turns on Q3. The Q3 collector rises to 

ground, placing approximately 7 volts across the primary of T2. Resistors R11, R14 and 

capacitor C6 stabi I ize the voltage 'at terminal 1 of T2 so that the primary voltage does not 

diminish appreciably during the pulse. The output voltage at the secondary is proportional 

to the primary voltage. The pulse terminates when the multivibrator returns to its quiescent 

state, cutting off Q3. D8 and R12 damp the overshoo'; in the primary of T2. D7 clips the 

overshoot at -15 voits, so that excessive voltage is not applied to the Q3 collector. 

A positive pulse at terminal F triggers the same chai'1 of events to produce an output pul~:e 
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across J and H~ However, the pulse is inverted by T1 before being applied to the Q2 base. 

D2 and R5 damp the transformer during recovery. D5 blocks the positive recovery pulse 

from the Q2 base ~ 

d BUS DRIVER 1684 - This module contains four non-inverting level amplifiers, and a 

-3.75 vdc supply 0 Each ampl ifier output provides logic levels at low impedance, for use 

in heavily loaded logic lines. The inputs are pins K, M, U, and S (amplifiers 1 through 

4 respectively), each input representing 1 unit of base load. The respective outputs are 

pins L, N, T, and R. The output impedance of each unit is 22 ohms, with output capability 

up to 5 units of base load. This maximum output can be increased to 20 units of base load 

by connecting a two watt, 120 ohm resistor between pins C and E. Switch ing time is less 

than 75 nanoseconds. Because the four amplifiers are identical, only the first amplifier, 

with input at K and output at L, is described 

When a ground level is applied to input K, resistors R1 and R2 act as a positive voltage 

divider, biasing transistor Q1 off. With Q1 off, the co! lector of Q1 is at approximately 

-4 vdc. Resistor R3 then suppl ies turn-on current to the bases of transistors Q2 and Q4 

through R5 and R40 When Q4 is on, its collector is slightly below ground (provided that 

output loading does not bring the transistor out of saturation). Transistor Q3 is cut off, 

since its base is connected to the collector of Q2. This isolates the output from the col

lector voltage of Q3. No-load output is essentially ground, with an output impedance of 

22 ohms 3 

When the input level changes to -3 vdc, transistor Q1 saturates, turning off Q2 and Q4. 

Diode D1 I imits reverse bias to the base of Q2 and quickly discharges C3. The collector 

of Q2 falls towards -15 vdc 0 This turns on transistor Q3. Collector-to-base conduction 

of transistor Q3 then clamps the voltage at the base of Q3 to approximately -4 vdc. For 

any load that permits Q3 to operate at saturation, the emitter of Q3 is about -3.75 vdc. 

Because Q4 is cut off, the no-load voltage at output H is therefore -3.75 vdc. Output 

impedance is 22 ohms f the val ue of resistor R90 

The -3075 vdc supply, consistinQ of resistor R41 and diodes D5 throuah D9. is similar to 
I I I'" - '-' , 

the -3 vdc suppl ies included in previously described modules. However, an additional 

series-connected diode is included, increasing the supply voltage three-quarters of a volt. 
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Moreover, R41 is in series with the supply load; rather than in parallel ~ Consequently! 

R41 limits the regulated supply output to approxima+.eiy 20 miiHamperes (5 milliamperes 

per amplifier). This maximum output can be raised to 100 milliamperes by adding a 2 watt, 

120 ohm resistor in parallel with R41. 

e BUS DRIVER 1685 - This module contains four identical non-inverting level amplifiers 

and a -3.75 vdc supply. Each amplifier performs in the same way as an amplifier of bus 

driver 1684 except that the output rise and fall times are extended to 1 .0 microsecond. 

This slow-switching characteristic makes the 1685 amplifiers useful in circuits where 

rapid changes of level could produce unwanted ringing. 

Logic levels (0 and -3 volts) are applied at inputs K, M, U, and S. The corresponding 

outputs at pins L, N, T, and R are logically equivalent to the inputs, but are power

amplified. Each input represents approximately one-half unit of base load. The maximum 

output capability per amplifier is 15 units of base load. Each amplifier is identical, and 

only the amplifier with input K and output L is described below. 

When a ground leve I is appl ied to input K, the voltage divider Rl-R2 biases the base of 

transistor Q1 positive 0 With its emitter group-ded ff Q1 is cut off; its collector voltage 

then drops toward -15 volts". This causes trap-sistor Q2 to saturate, and the collector of 

Q2 rises to ground. Th is voltage rise is appl ied to the bases of Q3 and Q4 through diode 

01. Transistors Q3 and Q4 are complementary emitter followers. One of these two tran

sistors always conducts (Q3 when the output current flows to the load; and Q4 when the 

current flows from the load); therefore output L a~ the emitters of Q3 and Q4 also rises to 

ground. 

When a -3 vdc level is applied to input K, the circuit swHches state. Transistor Q1 then 

saturates! and the collector of Q1 rises to ground 0 ThiS ground level is applied through 

R4 to the base of Q2! thereby turning off Q20 The base voltages of transistors Q3 and 

Q4 are then clamped to approximately -3.75 vdc by diode D2. As in the case of the 

ground input! ei+her Q3 or Q4 always conducts., end ther'efcr:e the termina! L output follows 

the base voltage appl ied to Q3 and Q4. Conseq:Jen{<1 y p a -3 vdc input to the bus driver 

always results in a logica! Iy equivalent (a't-hougr ompHfied) -3 vdc output level. 

Capacitor C3 delays the changes in outpL~t !eve~s: VV'rer': the input d:"'ops fl"om groLnd to 
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-3 vdc, C3 must charge th(oL'gh R6 before the output can change 0 Conversely f when the 

input rises from -3 vdc to g'our.d, C3 must discha:'ge through R7 and R80 Diode D1 prevents 

the low collector resistance of Q2 at saturation from shunting the discharge of C30 Diode 

D14 compensates for the level shift introduced by diode DO! 0 

f BUS DRIVER 1690 - This module may be used in place of the Type 1685 as a bus driver 

for the LC and DB Olltputs 0 It contains four identical inver~ing level amp! ifiers, and a 

-3075 vdc supply, Each amplifier output provides logic levels at low impedance" for use 

in heavily loaded logic lines, The output rise and fall times of level changes are extended 

to 1 ,0 microsecond 0 This slow-switching characteristic makes the 1690 amplifiers useful 

in circuits where rapid changes of level cou.ld produce unwanted ringing, 

Logic levels (0 ard -3 volts) are applied at inputs Kp M, U and So The corresponding out

puts at terminals L/ N,T and R are the inversions of The input levels 0 Each input' represents 

approximately one-half unit of 5-megacycie base ioad, The maximum output capability 

0." ,..,.,... ..... 1·.,:-:0. ; '5 j ;T', ,.....t:, b 0. I I T'h I·f" ""'h" t Kit t / . d 'bed p,-" ~II't.nlll,",r ,S. un"s "". as .... ,000 0 "e amp,/ ler wn .. mpu ; ana OU pu L IS escr! 

here = 

When a -3 volt leve I is app! ied to input K j hans istor Ql turns on and its collector rises to 

ground 0 Th is vohage rise cuts off D1 i and allows R4 and R5 to bring the bases of Q2 and 

Q3 toward +10 vdc, The positive-going rise ends at ground when D1 again conducts. 

Transistors Q2 and Q3 are complementary emitter followers 0 One of these two transistors 

always conducts (Q2 when output current flows to the !oadQ' Q3 when current flows from 

the load) c Output' L at the emitters of Q2 and Q3 also rises to ground, 

When ground level is applied to input Kf the circuit switches state 0 Qi cuts off, and its 

collector voltage falls towa~d -15 vdc 0 However y D'/ and D3 clamp the voltage at -3.75 

vdc 0 The -3 ~75 volt level is applied to the bases of Q2 and Q3" Output l follows the 

base voltage app! ted to Q2 and Q3, Consequently K the OL'tput at L fed!s to approximately 

-3.5 volts ~ 

Capacitor C2 delays the changes in output levels 0 When the input rises from -3 vdc to 

ground, (2 must charge through R3 and D1 0 Conversely, when the input drops from ground 

to -3 vdc, C2 ml.S! discharge through R4 and R5, Diode D1 prevents the low col lector 

resistance of Ql at satvat10n from shuntIng the discharge of C3, D2 compensates for th~~; 

level shift int~oduced by D1 J 
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g INDICATOR DRIVER 1669 - This module contains nine identical inverters, used as tran

sistor switches in indicator lamp circuits. The following descrip~ion of the inverter including 

transistor Q1 appl ies equally to the other eight inverters in the module. 

The input at pin E may be either ground or -3 vdc. When the input is -3 vdc r resistor R2 allows 

suffic ient current to flow through the base of trans istor Q Cj so that the trans istor saturate,$ when 

it is connected to the intended load. When the input is ground, the voltage divider R1-R2 biases 

the transistor base positive, thus preventing accidental turn-on by noise pulses. Resistor R1 also 

suppl ies cutoff current. No current flows in the collector load circuit when the input is ground, 

but when the input is at -3 vdc, the transistor saturates 0 Transistor turn-on completes the load 

circuit. The usual load is a GE327 indicator I ight!l cormected between the collector output 

(pin F) and -15 vdc. Nominal current output is approximately 30 milliamperes. 

h SOLENOID DRIVER 4680 - This module contains three identical driver circuits. Each 

circuit operates as a switch, capable of switching a 500-mi II iampere current in a 35-volt 

(maximum) circuit. Switch control inputs are standard DEC logic levels. Each solenoid 

driver can control an inductive load, such as punch control relays or typewriter relays. 

The three swi~ch inputs are pins K (1 input), M (2 input) and R (3 input), Outputs are L 

(output 1), N (output 2), and P (output 3). Pin E is connected to the external load return 

voltage source. Because all three solenoid driver's are identical, the following description 

of circuit 1 applies equally to the other two drivers. 

When the solenoid driver is in the quiescent condition 7 the pin K input is -3 vdc. Since the 

emitter of Q1 is at ground potential, Q1 is saturated., and its collector is at ground. The 

emitter of Q2 is at -2.5 volts (the forward voltage drop across diode 01 through 03). The 

base of Q2, at ground, is positive with respect ~oits emitter, and Q2 iscutoff. Underthese 

conditions, the load circuit is open, and the inductive load IS de-energized. Diode D4con

nects the collector of Q2 to the external negative supply, protecting Q2 from highly nega

tive transient voltages at the time the load is de-energized. No current flows in the exter

nal circuit, and the output is at the load return vo~tage. When input K is grounded, tran

sistor Q1 cuts ofL The collector voltage of Ql drops toward -15 vOlts, turning off Q2. 

This completes the load circuit, energizing the inductive load. 

SOLENOID DRIVER 4681 - This module contains three ideni'lca solenoid drivers similar, 

to those contained in solenoid driver module 4680. The 4681 module is simnar to the 4680 module., 

but differs in having clamping diodes (04, 08 .. and 012) and output transistors (Q2, Q4, and 

Q6) with a higher inverse voltage rating than the comparable diodes in the 4680 modu Ie. As v re"" 

suit! the maximum voltage which the circuit can sw;~"ch is :rc;reased from -35 vee 0 



10-7 MEMORY ELEMENTS, 

This paragraph describes six ,different niemory'~p'lu9-in ~nits::' 1) the se~~eamplIfier:'1540; 
2) read-write switch 1972; 3) ~emory drtver 1973;.;4)resis~r ,'bodrd1:976; 5) resistorh~rd 
1978; and 6) i,rihJhit.9river 1982. These ~'l~units~rea'i used.in each type 12 me~o~~' 
"""rllll'.::. 1"'\+ +1-.0 Pr\D_l, ...... ""' ..... ""' .. " ' 
II • ....,""''''''.,..,. V •••• " I....,. f.:,_'I~lllvl·~l. 

The 'sense amplifier 'determines when' memory cores chan:~e state (refer to paragraph 8-4!J: 

Read-write switch 1972, memory driver 1973, and resistor board 1976 are used in series 

with the X and ,Y core ~i ndi ngs to form the read-wri te c:u~rent 'path (paragraph 8";4~. 
Inhibit driver 1982 and resistor board 1978'are used iii series with:the'inhYbit:~ir{dings' 

to form the inhibit current path )parag:raph' a-4£) 0 

,I 

) . -'.: ~.. " 

a SENSE AMPLIFIER 1540 -" This module contains a differencepreampH:f,ieri, Cl f 

~ , . ,... 

rectifying slicer, and a gated pulse amplifier. A balanced input, generatedwhen 
_ -.'~. ", .';J.~;"-\ ~ ; _ ~~~ .~ 

a memory core 'changes state, is appli~d to the input of the preamplifi~r. ,H~re, the 
- , ' . ....:. . "'. ~- .,' , "., " ' 

input ·is amplified enough to re~ch the siicing voitage. The preampiifieraiso,Qi~-: 
, " . . . ~. ~ : /. . ",," 

criminates against com.mon-mode noise signals. Differential signal gai,.fl ()f. t~~, 
. . 

preamRI.i~i~r is 20, while ,the common m9de gain~is, 0.5. 
". '.:' 

The pulse 'amplifier gate is enabled wh:en th~ prea!flplifier·output reach~:~;fpredetermined 

slice level. A strobe pulse is applied to the pulse input of the amplifier during the 

specific time interval when the memory cor~s are read and may change:,. state. An 

output pulse from the sense ampl ifier indicates that during the strobe time a c~re , 

changed state, and thereby produced a sl ice le~el which en~bled 'the puls~';~~pl i'fier 
0: • ',',.: 

gate. 

The strobe pulse permits sampling the memory sense-winding at the particular instant 

of the read operation when the signal-to-noise ratio is best. This accurate timing 

increases the certainty that every time a memory core being re,ad actlJaUy switches 
. ;: :' ~ \ , 

from the 1 state to the 0 state I th is change of state wi lIin~~eQb~ sensed; and ,con-
• . •••. ~ .' '. . "'"t "'. ': ."-:."' . . '. .", . : 

versely, that spurious noise signals will not be wrongly interpret~c:i.as~a,change in 
~ .. : '~.~. ~~.,": . .'~.;. ' "'"r - . "!. • '.~~. •• ;.,.~ ".:' • 

core state. 

The two en~s of the memory sens.~ VXiqciing'oreconnected to,'sense>amplifier inputs, 

Hand F. The output pulses induc~d on' the sense winding when the memory cores 



change state are appl ied across these two; inputs. A 70-nanosecond standard DEC 

negative pulse is applied to strobe i.nput R. The polarity of the sense amplifier 

output depends upon the output terminal wiring. When terminal L is grounded, 

a positive output pulse appears at terminal Pi conversely when terminal P is grounded, 

a negative output pulse appears at terminai L. Neither the preampi ifier outputs 

(terminals Sand U) nor the terminal M gating level output are used except for trouble

shooting .. 

Balance potentiometer R2 adiusts the preampl ifierfor maximum discrimination against 

noise signals. SI ice potentiometer R12 varies the predetermined threshold level at 

which the pulse amplifier is enabled. This threshold level can be varied from 0 to 

7.5 millivolts referred to the input. A detailed description of these two adjustments 

is provided in paragraph 11-3~ of the maintenance chapter. 

Before the memory cores are read, no input is appl ied to the sense amp I ifi er from the 

memory sense winding. Therefore the bases of transistors Q1 and Q2 are grounded 

by R1, R2, and R3. The collectors of Q1 and Q2 are at -5 volts. Capacitors C3 

and C4 isolate th is vol tage from the bases of Q3 and Q4. The quiescent vol tage 

at the bases of transistors Q3 and Q4 is determined by the setting of slice potentiometer 

R12. Generally R12 is set so this:'voltage is slightly positive. Transistors Q3 and Q4 

are cut off. 

Transistor Q5, which shares a common emitter connection with Q3 and Q4 is saturated 

since its base is at ground. Since Q5 is saturated, the collector of Q5 is sl ightl y 

positive, holding Q6 off. Voltage divider R18 and R19 keeps the emitter of Q7 

sufficientl y negative to prevent the enabl ing of the output pulse ampl ifier. 

When a memory core changes state, a voltage is induced in the sense winding. 

Input voltages of opposite polarity are applied from input terminals Hand F to the 

bases of transistors Q1 and Q2. For out-of-phase signals, capacitors C1 and C2, 

and resistor R28 bypass emitter resistors R5 and R7. As a result, the Q1-Q2 preamplifier 

stage produces a voltage gain for such difference input signals. But for in-phase 

input signals, the emitter resistance of the preampl ifier stage is higher than the collector 

resistance, and the gain of the stage is less than unity. This feature provides the common

mode noise rejection feature of the sense amplifier-circuit. ' 
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At the arrival of the sense-winding input signal, an ampl ified negative vol tage swing 

is capacitor coupled to the base of either transistorQ3 or transistor Q4 (depending 

upon the direction of the sense winding through that core) 0 

When the base of Q3 becomes more negative than the base of Q5, Q3 conducts. 

Should the base of Q4 become more negative than the base of Q5, Q4 conducts Q 

In either case, the voltage at the emitter of Q5-follows the base voltage of the 

conducting transistor (Q3 or 04). This turns off transistor Q5. Turn-off of Q5 

causes a drop in the base voltage of 06, saturating CJP, and thereby grounding 

.w...~ e ..... : "''''e'' ,...f: r'l7 Tho 0 ..... :H·o,. ,.. .. "" ... ,..! ,.. ... f":'\7 0 ... ,.. hi oc ... ho ","Isa rlm",1 ;f; or I n"'l it 
II!V" IIIII1 I VI ~I. III~ ~111'llvl ~a\JVIIU \,,01. ~, vll'-4i...,lvW' II ......... t''''. '-' """. t'1!1 ."'. II It' ....... a 

gating. Pulse amplifier operation is similar to the 1607 pulse amplifier (paragraph 

10-6a). 

The pulse amplifier remains enabled until the preamplifier output returns to its normal 

quiescent level. During the time the gate is enabled, a pulse appl ied to strobe 

input R generates an output pulse across terminals P and L. AI though the pulse 

amplifier is enabled when the memory core changes state in either direction (during 

operations 0 Consequentl y, the sense ampl ifi er generates an output pulse onl y duri ng 

read operations. 

E. READ/WRITE SWITCH 1972 - This module contains four identical switch circuits 

with outputs numbered 1 through 4. Each circuit is a switch with an AND-gate 

input used to control the appl ication of drive current to a memory core winding Q 

The following description refers to read/write switch #1 (with gate inputs E and F), 

but applies equally to the other three switches in the module. 

When -3 vdc is present at either gate input, the circuit acts as an open switch, 

preventing the flow of core drive current. However, when both the terminal E 

and terminal F gate inputs are grounded, the switch is enabled, permitting core 

drive CUf!"ent to flow through the associated memory core winding. The core drive 

current can then flow between bus terminal V and output #1 (terminal W). 

If one or both of the gate inputs is at -3 vdc, the D1-D2 AND gate causes grounded

emitter transistor Ql to saturated. The comparatively small size of resistor R1 provides 
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fast turn-on. For fast turn-off, germanium diode D4 I imits the excursion of Q1 into 

saturation 0 

When Qi is conducting, its collector is at about -1 vdc 0 This voltage is direct

coupled to the base of transistor Q2, holding Q2 off 0 This opens the forward-

bias current path between -35 vdc and transitors Q3 and Q40 These two transistors 

are then hel d off by forward-biased diodes D5 and D6 respectivel y. Wi th Q3 and 

Q4 cut off, the switch is open, and the drive current path between terminals Vand 

W is interrupted. 

The switch is enabled by grounding both the terminal E and terminal F gate inputs. 

This causes the D1-D2 AND gate to cut off transistor Q1. The collector of Q1 is 

then driven negative by resistor R3 toward -35 vdc. The coil ector of Q1 drops to 

a voltage more negative than the highest voltage at either pin V or pin W. During 

the read/write cycle, one of these pins is returned to -3 volts, and the other to -13 

vol ts. 

Transistors Q2, Q3, and Q4 turn on. The circuit between pin V and pin W closes, 

permitting a read or write current to flow. During the read portion of a memory 

cycle, pin V is at -13 vdc and pin W is returned through the memory core windirg 

to -3 vdc. Core drive current then flows primari Iy through transistor Q4. During 

the write portion of the memory cycle, the polarity is reversed; pin V is at -3 vdc 

and pin W is returned to -13 vdc through the core winding. The core drive current 

flows primari I y through transistor Q3 during th is portion of the cycle . 

.:, MEMORY DRIVER 1973 - Each type 12 memory includes two identical type 1973 

memory driver modules. These drivers serve as both sources and sinks for the memory 

core-drive currents. 

The core-drive current path runs from one 1973 module (called the read driver) through 

the enabled 1972 read/write switches ~ above) and their associated 1976 resistor 

board circuits (~below) and core windings, to the second 1973 module (called the 

write driver) . 

In the quiescent state, the input of either driver is a ground level and the output is 

-3 vdc 0 When a -3 vdc level is applied to the input of a driver, ie, to the read 
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dr:\le~ durhg a read cy!e or to the wrrte ddver during a write cycles the output 

fa! Is to -13 vdc. A i O=·vol t potenHal ~hen eXists between the enabl ed ddver and 

the q0;escent driver. This potentia! causes a core~drive cur:er!t to How "h~ough 

the specific X or Y memory winding se!ected"by the read/write swHches. The logk 

level input' is appl led to input terminal J of the memory driver. The ~3 vde or .~ 13 

vdc output is taken from output terminal V 0 

In the quiescent state; a ground leve! ~s applied to input terminal J. This input 

Cuts off grounded=emHter f'ransistor Q:. The resulting drop in the co!lector voltage 

of Ql permits current through R3 to t-urn on transistor Q2. rne Q2 emitter current 

in turn saturates parallel transistors Q5 and Q7. 

Cu~'rent through resistor R3 also sarurates transistor Q3 J thereby ground~ng both the 

base of transistor Q4 and the anode of diode D3. The ground at the base of transistor 

Q4 turns off Q4, Orode 03 suppPes cut~'off current to paralle' transistors Q6 and 

Q8,f turn~ng these transistors off also. 

With para!!el trarsistors Q5 and Q7 c:onduct!f'lgJ' and paralle! trarls~stors Q6 and Q8 

cut off? outpu~ terminal V is coupled to the ~3 vdc source at termTInal R (and isolated 

from the -,13 vdc $C'Jfce at termE~a~ W) 0 The memory ddver output in the qUiescent 

state ~s! therefore I ~3 vdc. 

In the active state, a -3 vdc level is appl ied to input terminal J. Transistor Ql then 

saturates! ground~ng the base of transistor Q2 and the anodes of d~odes Dl and 02. 

The ground at the base of rrans!stor Q2 f'urns off Q20 Diodes OJ and 02 suppl}" cut

off current to parallel transistors Q5 and Q7, turning these transistors off. 

The ground at the co! lector of trans~stor Ql a!so turns off Q3. Res.'stor R9 can then 

ddve transistor Q4 into soturaHon 0 The emitter current of Q4 fn turn saturates transiSTors 

Q6 and Q8. 

With paralle! transis~ors Q6 and Q8 conducHng", and paralle! transistors Q5 and Q7 

cut off.., output terminal V is coupled to fhe ~ 13 vdc source at termir.a! W (and isolated 

from ~·he :~3 vdc source at termina! T'1e memory ddver output in the acHve state 

IS therefore = 13 vdc c 



d RESISTOR BOARD 1976 - This module contains eight 50-ohm, 3-watt resistors 

with 1/2 % tolerancec A series capacitor and resistor are added in parallei with each 

of the original 50-ohm resistors; they are shown by dotted I ines in the schematic 0 The 

capacitor is 4700 pf with 1% tolerance 0 The series resistor is 47-ohms with 1% tolerance 0 

Each of the eight parallel combinations shown on the schematic is connected as a ter

mination load to a single X or Y winding of the memory core bank 0 The other end 

of the parallel combination is connected to one of the 1972 read/write switch outputs 0 

The relatively high impedance of this load (compared to the impedance of the core 

winding) helps to ensure a constant core drive current regardless of the magnetization 

states of the cores threaded by a single winding. 

e RESISTOR BOARD 1978 - This module contains eight 50-ohm, 3-watt resistors 

with 1/2% tolerance 0 For use in the PDP-1 memory, only six of these eight resistors 

are used (resistors MT and NS are not used) 0 The six resistors which are used have a 

capacitor and resistor added in parallel with each of the original 50-ohm resistors. 

This capacitor and resistor are connected in series with each other; they are shown 

by dotted lines on the schematic. The capacitor is 4700 pf with 10/0 tolerance. The 

series resistor is 47-ohms with 1 % tolerance. 

Each of these parallel combinations is connected to -3 vdc (at terminal P) by 220-

ohm 1 % resistor. A 39 uf capacitor, C9, provides an ac shunt to ground. Each of 

these circuits is connected as a termination load to a single inhibit winding of the 

memory core bank. The other end of the parallel combination is connected to the 

corresponding inhibit driver 0 

f INHIBIT DRIVER 1982 - Each type 12 memory contains 18 identical inhibit 

drivers. Each of these inhibit drivers is a switch with an AND-gate input used to 

control the application of current to the inhibit winding of a single memory core 

plane. Four inhibit drivers are included in each 1982 plug-in module. The following 

description refers to inhibit driver #1 (with gate inputs E and F), but applies equally 

to the other three drivers in the module 0 

The inhibH driver is similar to the type 1972 read/write switch (!: above) except that 

it is used to control only a unidirectional inhibit current, rather than read and write 



currents of opposite polarHy 0 

When =3 vde is present at either gate input F the dr-cult acts as an open swHd:" 

preventing the flow of inhibit currenL However J when both the termtnal E and 

terminal F gate !nputs are grounded, the switch is enabled, permHting core ddver 

current to flow through the assodated memory inhibit winding. The inh!bH current 

then flows between the term~nal V inhibH supply and output #1 (terminal W) 0 

If one or both of the gate inputs is at =3 vdc" the D3-D4 AND gate causes grounded~ 

emitter transistor Q2 to saturate 0 The comparatively small size of resistor R2 provides 

fast turn-on 0 For fast turn~off v germanium diode D7 I imits the excursuon of Q2 ~nto 

saturation 0 

When Q2 is conducHng r its collector is at about = 1 vdc 0 This voltage ~s direct=· 

coupled to the base of transistor Q4; holding Q40fL This opens the forward=b!as 

current path between the base of Q6 and -35 vdc f cutting off Q6 0 Dnode D10 

furnishes reverse bias current to Q6. With Q6 cut off, the current path between 

terminals V and W 1S interrupted, and the inhibit driver furnishes no inh!bit current. 

The inhibit driver is enabled by grounding both the terminal E and terminal F gate 

inputs. Ih~s causes the D3-D4 AND gate to cut off transistor Q20 The collector 

of Q2 is then driven more negative by resistor R6. Furthermore, R6 suppl ies turn-'O!1 

current to transistor Q4! and the emitter current of Q4 saturates Q6. Whh Q6 

saturated, the current path between terminals V and W is completed, so that the 

driver can furn ish ! nh i bi t current to the i nh ibit wi ndi ng . 

10-8 DELAY CIRCUITS 

The four piug~in units described in the present paragraph provide adjustable delays for 

standard DEC negative pulses. Three of these four units (the 13041 ~ 31 Of and 1311 

delays) are high speed 5 mc circuits. These three units are used to del.ay 70 nanosecond 

pulses - The fourth delay unit/ the 4301, IS a low speed 500 kc circuit" Th~s ul1H !s used 

to delay 004 microsecond pulses c 

The 1310 and 131 i units generate comparatively short delays by meol"'ls of impedance 

el ements used as a transmiSs10n line 0 The 1304 and 4301 delays generate longer delay 
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times by means of multivibrators. 

a DELAY 1304 = This module contains an input pulse gate l a monostable multivibrator, 

an output level ampl ifier, and an output pulse ampl ifiero The pulse gate transistor is 

Q1; Q2 and Q3 are the multivibrator transistors; Q4 is the level amp I ifier transistor; and 

Q5 is the pulse amplifier transistoro Diodes D11 through D14 provide a -3 vdc supply. 

Whenever input terminal Y is enabled by a ground level at terminal Z, and triggered 

by a DEC 70 nanosecond negative pulse! another 70 nanosecond pulse is generated 

at pulse output terminal E or F after a predetermined adjustable delay 0 If terminal 

E is grounded, a positive pulse is gene~ated at terminal F. However, if terminal 

F is grounded, a negative pulse is generated at terminal Eo 

In addition to its pulse output, the 1304 delay circuit also has a level output at 

terminal J 0 The terminal J level output, which is normally at ground, falls to -3 

vdc during the delay 0 An al ternate method of triggering the delay is to ground input 

terminal X through the collector of an external pulse gate similar to Q1 0 

Using only internal components, the delay may be varied from 0.25 microseconds 

to 500 microseconds in three ranges. With terminal U jumpered to terminal T, 

potentiometer R5 varies the delay within each range 0 Range selection is determined 

by jumpering terminal H to one of the terminals L, M, or N, thereby connecting 

capacitor C3, C4, or C5 into the multivibrator circuit. The delay range for each 

of these connections is as foil ows: 

H-L 0.25 microseconds to 205 microseconds 

H-N 205 microseconds to 35 microseconds 

H~M 35 mircoseconds to 500 microseconds 

Circuit recovery time is 20% of the maximum delay in each range. The connection 

between Hand L is wired internally 0 If external control of the delay is desired, 

a potentiometer may be connected between pins Sand T. Higher ranges may be 

added to the delay by connecting an additional capacitor between pins Land K 0 

In t~e quiescent state, transistors Ql, Q3, and Q5 are off; transistors Q2 and Q4 are 

on c Transistor Q1 is held off because its base input is at ground, or its emitter is at 

-3 vdc 0 A 2.5 rna current f!ows from the -3 vdc supply through D15, R20, the primary 
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of Tl and R7 to -15 vdc at pin Co A 505 ma current flows from the -3 vdc supply 

through D2, R21, and R7 to -15 vdco The resulting 8 rna current through R7 keeps 

the collector of Ql at about -4 vdc 0 

Since onl y a dc current flows through the primary of Tl, no vol tage appears across 

the secondary. Current flowina from the base of Q2 throuah R3 and the oaralle! 
I '" -..., I 

combination of the R5 potentiometer and R6 (when T is connected to U) holds Q2 on 0 

With the collector of Q2 at ground, voltage divider R4-R9 holds Q30ffo Only a 

small dc current flows through the primary of T2 (through D5 and Rl0 to -15 vdc)g 

and the collector of Q3 is at the clamping voltage, determined at the junction of 

D4 and R12 0 Current flowing through R13 saturates Q4, and the level output at 

terminal J is ground 0 

Since only a dc current flows in the primary of T2, there is no voltage across the 

secondary 0 Consequentlyi' transistor Q5 is held off, and the pulse amplifier remains 

in its quiescent state 0 There is no pulse output across pins E and F 0 

The 1304 delay is triggered in the following manner 0 A -205 vol t 70 nanosecond pulse 

is appl ied through terminal Y to the base of transistor Ql 0 If the emitter of Ql is 

grounded at terminal Z, enabling the Input gate, the transistor saturates" grounding 

its coli ector 0 

Initial! y f terminal 2 of the T1 primary is at -4 vdc 0 When terminal 1 of the primary 

is grounded, the resul ting 4 vol t drop across the primary is coupled to the secondary 0 

Termina! 4 of the secondary then goes negative 0 Current through the primary increases 

linearly from the quiescent value of 205 ma to 8 rna 0 

While the primary current increases, the voltage across the primary at first remains 

near! y constant because of the clamping action of D2 and R21 0 However" when the 

T1 primary begins to draw more than 8 ma, terminal 2 has risen to about -3 vdc[l and 

diode D2 becomes back-biased, thus removing resistor R21 from the primary circuit. 

The resulting increase in the resistance of the primary circuit (R7 alone) tends to cause 

the primary voitage to decrease more rapidiYi but capacitor C2 provides an ac shunt to 

R70 Th is shunt times the primary current to generate the proper pulse width into trigger 

diode D1 0 
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The secondary pulse at terminal 4 is negative with respect to the ground at terminal 30 

The ~egat.ive pulse from termina! 4 is coupled through diode Dl to the base of Q30 

Transistor Q3 then turns on." and its collector dses to ground. The low forward 

resistance of diodes D5 and D6 shunts the primary of transformer T20 At the turn-on 

of Q3, the junction of diode D4 and resistor R12 rises to ground, turning off transistor 

04. The terminal J output level then drops to -3 vdc, indicating the beginning of the 

delay interval 0 

The ground at the collector of Q3 is applied through diode D5 to terminal H 0 The 

ground level at terminal H is in turn coupled to the base of Q2 by one or more of 

the capacitors C3, C4, or C5 (depending upon the connections made to terminal H). 

This ground immediately cuts off transistor Q2, causing its collector to drop to -3 vdc. 

Resistor R4 then draws base current from Q3, holding Q3 on even after the end of the 

pulse from terminal 4 of transformer T1 . 

The monostable mul tivibrator made up of transistors Q2 and Q3 remains in this state 

(Q2 off and Q3 on) for the time interval required to charge the capacitance in the 

Q2 base circuit. The RC time c~nstant which determines this interval depends upon 

the capacitors in use, and the resistance of R3 in series with the parallel combination 

of R6 and potentiometer R5 . 

When the time delay capacitors have charged to a sufficiently negative voltage, Q2 

turns on. The resulting rise in the collector voltage of Q2 is coupled through resistor 

R4 and capacitor C6 to the base of Q30 This cuts off Q3. The current in the primary 

of transformer T2 then falls to its quiescent level 0 The resulting negative pulse in the 

T2 secondary is applied to the base of transistor Q5, turning Q5 on 0 The pulse amp I ifier 

composed of Q5 and transformer T3 then generates a standard 70 nanosecond DEC pulse 

across output terminals E and F 0 Operation of the pulse ampl ifier output circuit is 

explained in the description of module 1607, paragraph 10-6~: 

Since, when Q3 turns off, the junction of diode D4 and resistor R12 returns to -3 vdc, 

transistor Q4 is then turned on. The termInal J .Ievel output therefore returns to ground, 

indicating the end of the delay 0 



b DELAY 1310 - This moduie contains a delay line which provides up to one 

microsecond delay in 50-nanosecond steps, and an inverter driven by the delay 

line outpuL The inverter output can then drive an external pulse ampl if!er (such 

as the type 1607; paragraph 10-6~ 0 The inverter terminais are brought to the external 

connector of the module, so they are available for logical gating 0 

To trigger the delay, a standard DEC 70-nanosecond negative pulse is appl ied to 

terminal X. After a predetermined delay, dependent on the external connections 

made between terminals J through W, the inverter output at terminal E is temporaril y 

grounded, indicating the end of the delay interval. 

The inverter adds 20 nanoseconds to the delay of the line. The line delays descri bed 

below do not include this 20-nanosecond inverter delay. 

Two jumpers are usually used to determine the delay; one for coarse adjustment! 

the other for fine 0 The coarse range of the delay is selected by one of the following 

jumper connections. 

Jumpered Terminals 

U to N 

V to P 

V to R 

W to S 

W to T 

Delay Range 

o - 0.2 microseconds 

0.2 - 0.4 microseconds 

0.4 - 0.6 microseconds 

0.6 to 0.8 microseconds 

0.8 to 1 .0 microseconds 

Within a coarse delay range, there are available five graduated delays separated by 

increments of 0.05 microseconds. The fine delay within a given coarse range IS selected 

by the following i umper connection 0 

Jumpered Terminals 

H to N 

H to M 

H to L 

H to K 

H to J 

Delay = Low end of Range PI us: 

Nothing 

0.05 microseconds 

o .10 microseconds 

0015 microseconds 

0.2 microseconds 
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For example: To produce a delay of exactly 0.95 microseconds, jumper terminals 

Wand Tf and terminals Hand K (008 + 0015 = 0095) 0 

When the circuit IS in the quiescent state, resistor R1 furnishes the cut-off current 

which holds transistor Q1 off 0 Terminating resistors R2 and R3 prevent signal reflections 

from the ends of the delay line 0 By attenuating the short-delay output signals, resistors 

R4 and R5 compensate for the attenuation of long-delay signals traversing a greater 

length of line. Diode Dl isolates the input from back vol tage generated when the 

delay I ine is de-energized. 

c DELAY 1311 - This module contains two identical delay lines. The following 

description refers to the delay containing transistor Ql, but appl ies equal I y to the 

other delay on the module 0 

The 1311 delay operates in a similar manner to delay 1310 (£ above) except that the 

delay intervals available are I imited to the lowest range of the 1310 delay 0 A delay 

of 200 nanoseconds (not including the additional 20-nanosecond delay introduced by 

the inverter) is avai lable in 50-nanosecond steps. 

To trigger the delay, a standard DEC 70-nanosecond negative pulse is appl ied to 

terminal Eo After a predetermined delay dependent upon the external connection 

made between terminal F and terminal H, J, K, or L, the inverter output at terminal 

N is temporariiy grounded, thus indicating the end of the delay interval. 

The delays produced by each connection are as follows. 

Jumpered Terminals 

F to L or (5 to W) 

F to K 0 r (5 to V) 

F to J or (5 to U) 

F to H or (5 to T) 

Delay 

50 nanoseconds 

100 nanoseconds 

150 nanoseconds 

200 nanoseconds 

d DELAY 4301 - This module contains an input pulse gate, a monostable multivibrator; 

an output level amplifier, and an output pulse amplifier. The pulse gate transistor is 

Q1; Q2 and Q3 are the multivibrator transistors; Q4 is the level amplifier transistor; 

and Q5 ~s the pu!se amplifier transIstor. Diodes D10 through D13 provide a -3 vdc supply. 
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Whenever input terminal Y is enabled by a ground level at terminal Z, and triggered 

by a DEC Oo4-microsecond negative pulse, another 0.4 microsecond pulse is generated 

at pulse output terminal E or F after a pre-determined adjustable deiay 0 If terminal 

E is grounded, a positive puise is generated at terminai F. However, if terminal F 

is grounded, a negative pulse is generated at terminal Eo 

In addition to its pulse output, the 4301 delay circuit also has a level output at 

terminal J. The terminal J output which is normally at ground falls to -3 vdc during 

the delay. An al ternate method of triggering the delay is to ground input terminal X 

through the collector of an external pulse gate similar to Ql . 

Using only internal components, the delay may be varied from 2.5 microseconds to 

200 milliseconds in 5 ranges 0 With terminal U jumpered to terminal T, potentiometer 

R7 varies the delay within each range 0 Range selection is determined by iumpering 

terminal H to one of the terminals L, N" M, P, or R, thereby connecting capacitors 

C4, C5, C6, C7, or C8 into the multivibrator circuiL The delay range with only 

C4 in the circuit is 2.5 microseconds to 25 microseconds 0 Connecting each higher 

val ued capacitor in turn raises the delay range by approximatel y a factor of 10. 

Circuit recovery time is 200/0 of the maximum delay in each range 0 The connection 

between Hand L is wired internally 0 If external control of the delay is desired, a 

potentiometer may be connected between pins Sand T. Higher ranges may be added 

to the delay by connecting an additional capacitor between pins Land K. 

Current from the base of Q2 flows through R6 and the parallel combination R7~R8 0 

This current holds Q2 on. With the collector of Q2 close to ground, voltage divider 

R4-R9 holds Q30ffo The collector of Q3 is then held at about -6 vdc by voltage 

divider R13-R14. There is no voltage across the primary of transformer T2/ and no 

vol tage appears across the secondary 0 

Current through R13 and R14 saturates transistor Q4c Consequently terminal J level 

output is at ground c The base of transistor Q5 is grounded through the secondary of 

transformer T2. This ground holds Q5 off. The output pulse amplifier remains in its 

quiescent state. There is no pulse output across terminals E and F. 

The 4301 delay is triggered in the following manner 0 A -2.5 vol t 0.4 microsecond 
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pulse is appl ied through terminal Y to the base of transistor Ql. If the emitter of Q1 . 

is grounded at terminal Z, enabling the input gate, the transistor saturates, grounding 

its collector. 

Terminal 2 of the T1 primary then becomes positive with respect to terminal 1, and 

an increasing current flows through the primary. (Capacitor C2 bypasses the primary 

to prevent input noise from spuriously triggering the circuit.) The increasing current 

in the primary produces a negative vol tage at secondary terminal 4. Diode Dl couples 

this negative voltage to the base of Q3, thereby turning Q3 on. 

The collector of Q3 then applies.a ground through diode D7 to the junction of R13 

and R14. This cuts off transistor Q4. The terminal J output level then drops to -3 

vdc, indicating the beginning of the delay interval. 

The ground at the collector of Q3 is applied through diodes D5 and D6, resistor 

R10, and the terminal H to terminal K capacitance to the base of Q2. This ground 

immediatel y cuts off transistor Q2, causing its coli ector vol tage to drop. Resistor 

R4 then draws base current from Q3, holding Q3 on even after the end of the pulse 

from terminal 4 of transformer T1 . 

The monostable mul tivibrator made up of transistors Q2 and Q3 remains in this state 

(Q2 off and Q3 on) for the time interval required to charge the capacitance in the 

Q2 base circuit. The RC time constant which determines this interval depends upon 

the capacitors in use, and the resistance of R6 in series with the parallel combination 

of R8 and potentiometer R7 . 

When the time delay capacitors have charged to a sufficiently negative voltage, Q2 

turns on. The resulting rise in the collector voltage of Q2 is coupled through resistor 

R4 and capacitor C3 to the base of transistor Q3. This cuts off Q3. The current in 

the primary of transformer T2 then falls to its quiescent level. The resulting negative 

pulse in the T2 secondary is appl ied to the base of transistor Q5, turning Q5 on. 

The pulse amp I ifier composed of Q5 and transformer T3 then generates a standard 0.4 

microsecond DEC pulse across output terminals E and F. Operation of the pulse amplifier 

output circuit is explained in the description of module 4603 (paragraph 10-6~. 
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Since, when Q3 turns ofC the vol tage at the base of Q4 is determined by vol tage 

divider R13-R14, transIstor Q4 then turns on 0 The terminal J output level therefore 

returns to ground, indicating the end of the delay 0 

10-9 PULSE CIRCUITS 

Three modules!, pulse generator 1410, clock 4401, and pulse generator 4410 are described 

in the present paragraph 0 

Pulse generators 1410 and 4410 are similar to pulse amplifiers 1607 and 4603 (paragraphs 

10-6~ and.:, respectively) in that the pulse generators produce a standard bEC pulse whenever 

their inputs are triggered 0 However! the pulse generators differ from the pulse amplifiers 

in that the generators are designed to be triggered from slow, irregular voltage changes, 

such as those produced by mechanical switching. The type 14iO puise generator generates 

70-nanosecond pulses for use in high speed 5 mc circuits, while the pulse generator type 

4410 generates 0.4 microsecond pulses for use in low speed 500 kc circuits. 

The type 4401 clock generates a steady train of 0.4 microsecond pulses at an adjustable, 

predetermined repetition rate. 

a PULSE GENERATOR 1410 - This module contains a Schmitt trigger circuit, an 

output pulse ampl ifier, and an R-C fil ter 0 The Schmitt trigger incl udes transistors 

Q1 and Q2i the pulse ampl ifier transistor is Q3i resistors R1 and R2, and capacitor 

C1 make up the fi Iter. 

Module 1410 generates a standard DEC 70-nanosecond pulse whenever its input 

voltage drops from a value more positive than -1 volt to a value more negative 

than -2.5 volts. If no internal filtering is required, the input is applied to terminal 

S. However, if the internal filter of the 1410 is needed (for example when the 

circuit is used in conjuction with a mechanical switch) terminals Sand U are jumpered 

and the input switch is connected between terminals K and Z. The negative trigger 

input to terminal Z is then derived by mechanically shorting terminal K to terminal Z. 

Terminals E and F are the output terminais of the 1410 0 The output pulse may be 

either positive or negative 0 Terminal E generates a negative pulse when terminal 

F is connected to ground 0 Terminal F generates a positive pulse when terminal E 

is grounded 0 
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In the quiescent state, the input (at S or Z) is ground 0 Diode D4 and resistor R4 

couple this ~nput to the base of transistor Q1 0 (Diode D4 protects the transis tor 

base from excessive positive vol tages 0) The emitters of Schmitt trigger transistors 

Q1 and Q2 at about -2 volts as determined by the voltage divider RB, Rl0, R6 j 

and R5 in conjunction with voltage divider R12, R13, R14, and R150 

The collector of Q2 is at -4 vol ts determined by the vol tage divider 0 The current 

through the primary of transformer Tl is held steady at about 10 ma, and no voltage 

appears across the secondary. The base of Q3 is held at ground by the seconday 

of T1, and Q3 is cut ofL The collector of Q3 is at approximatel y -705 vol ts, 

and there is no output across terminals E and F 0 

To trigger the circuit i a negative vol tage is appl ied to the inpuL Schmitt trigger 

transistor Q1 begins to conduct as soon as its base becomes more negative than its 

emitter 0 This occurs when the input falls below about -205 vol ts 0 When transistor 

Q1 starts to conduct, its collector voltage rises towards ground. Resistor R6 and 

and capac itor C2 coupl e the risi ng coli ector vol tage of Q1 to the base of trans istor 

Q2, thereby cutting off Q2. Turn-off of Q2 makes the common emitter connection 

of Q1 and Q2 more positive, speeding the turn-on of Q1 0 This positive feedback 

of the Schmitt trigger circuit assures a fast change of state, independent of the fall 

time of the input signal. 

With the turn-off of Q2, the current across the primary of transformer T1 collapses, 

inducing a negative pulse at terminal 4 of the T1 secondary. This negative pulse 

is ampl ified by pulse ampl ifier Q3 and is then appl ied across output terminals E 

and F 0 The pulse ampl ifier shapes the output pulse to 205 vol ts ampl itude and 70 

nanoseconds duration 0 Thoe polarity of the pulse depends on whether pin E is grounded 

(for a positive pulse) or pin F is grounded (for a negative pulse) 0 

When the base Input of Q1 again rises towards ground, the emitter of Q1 follows 

this voltage until the base is at approximately -1 volt. At this point, diode D2 

aga in starts to conduct, clamping the emitter vol tage 0 Further rise of the input 

vol tage cuts off Q1 0 As the coil ector of Q1 goes negative i th is vol tage drop is 

coupled through R6 and C2 to the base of transistor Q2, turning Q2 back on, and 

thereby Y'eturning the trIgger circuit to its quiescent state with the emitters of Q1 



and Q2 at -2 vol ts. Th is re-establ ishes current th rough the primary of transformer 

Tl, and induces a positive pulse at terminal 4 of the T1 secondary 0 This positive 

pulse, however, onl y drives Q3 further into cutoff and the output pulse ampl ifi er 

is unaffected. Diodes Dj and resistor Ri i prevent ringing in Ti 0 

b CLOCK 4401 - This moduie consists of an astabie muitivibrator, a puise ampiifier

shaper, and an output pulse ampl i fi er . The mul tivi brator i ncl udes transistors Ql and 

Q2; the pulse shaper transistor is Q3 and the output pulse amplifier transistor is 040 

The type 4401 clock generates standard DEC 0.4 microsecond pulses across output 

terminals E and F at any frequency Jrom 5 cycles to 500 kc per second. The interval 

from 5 cycles to 500 kc is divided into 5 overlapping ranges; within each range the 

output frequency is continuously adjustable. 

Potentiometer R4 adjusts the frequency within each range 0 The range is determined by 

the amount of capacitance between pins T and V. An external jumper connects one 

of five capacitors contained in the module into the circuit for this purpose. The 

frequency range for each of these connections is as follows. 

Connection 

T-M 

T-R 

T-P 

T-N 

T-U 

Frequency Range 

5 cycles to 50 cycles 

50 cycles to 500 cycles 

500 cycles to 5000 cycles 

5 kc to 50 kc 

50 kc to 500 kc 

Diodes D1 through D6 determine the operating vol tages of the mul tivibrator 0 These 

are silicon diodes with a voltage drop of approximately 0.75 volts each 0 Because 

they maintain th is vol tage drop across a wide range of current flow, mul tivibrator 

operation is stable and comparatively independent of the -15 vdc supply. Diodes 

D1 through D6 hold the base of Ql at -2.25 vdc and the collector of Q2 at -3075 vdc. 

Mul tivibrator feedback is obtained by connecting terminal T to one of terminals Mi 

R, P! N, or U, and jumpering terminais X and Yo An aiternative arrangement, which 

extends the multivibrator frequency range, is to connect an external capacitor between 

terminals Vand To External fine control may be provided by connecting an external 
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potentiometer between terminals Y and ground (D, L, or- Z) 0 

Because t"'e fine control potentiometer R4 varies the operating point of QI over a 

wide range, a dual collector load is provided for Q1 0 For low operating current 

resistor R3 ,s the principal load p and the Q1 gain is sufficient to maEntain oscH lation 0 

Fo( high operating current, the principal load is through resistor R2, and Q1 IS not 

driven into saturation 0 

Mul tivibrator transistors Q1 and Q2 al ternate on and off at a rate that is a function 

of the R-C time constant of the range-determining capacitor (one of C3 through C7) 

and the series' combination of resistor Rland potentiometer R4 o' An output pulse IS 

generated during each cycle of the multivibrator whenQ2 turns off 0 

Assume that at a given moment transistor Q1 is turning off and transistor Q2 IS turning 

on 0 The emitter vol tage of Q2 follows the negative-going vol tage at the coil ector 

of Q1. Capacitor C3 (if terminal T is jumpered to terminal M) couples the negative 

transient to the emitter of Q1. The feedback from the coil'ector of Q1 to its emitter 

rapidly triggers the multivibrator to the astable state with Q1 off and Q2 on 0 The 

secondary of T1 generates a positive pulse at the base of Q30 However, this pulse 

onl y drives Q3 further into cut-off, and the output pulse ampl ifier is not affected. 

The multivibrator remains stable in this state while C3 charges through R1 and R4. 

The Ql emitter voltage rises exponentially towards ground 0 When the emitter voltage 

becomes more positive than the ~2 .25 vol ts at the base of Q1, transistor Q1 begins to 

turn on 0 The Ql collector-emitter feedback triggers the mul tivibrator to the other 

state (Q1 on and Q2 off) 0 The multivibrator remains in that state while C3 charges 

through R50 At the turn-off of Q2/ the collapse of current in the primary of transformer 

T1 causes a negative pulse to be generated at terminal 3 of the T1 secondary 0 This 

negaHve pulse saturates transistor Q3, grounding terminal 2 of the T2 primary 0 The 

output pulse ampl Hier! composed of transistor Q4 and transformers T2 and T3 generates 

a standard DEC 004 microsecond pulse across terminals E and F 0 Operation of the pulse 

amplifier output circuit is explained in the description-of module 4603, 10-6.=,0 

c PULSE GEN ERA TOR 44'j 0 = This module is the 500-kc version of pu!se generator 

1410 (~above) 0 ,Except for differing component values and designations! both circuits 
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are identical, and serve a similar purpose. This 4410 module generates a pulse 

output from an irregular level change at the input (such as the vol tage change 

generated by a mechanical switch closure). 

Ci rcuit parameters have been varied where necessary to lengthen the output pulse 0 

Vv'hen a voitage at the input (terminal S) drops from a value more positive than =1 

volt to a value more negative than -205 volts, a standard DEC 0.4-microsecond 

pulse is generated across the output. 

Output pulse polarity can be positive or negative depending upon which of th e two 

output terminals (E or F) is grounded. 

10-10 SWITCH FILTER 1703 

The,switch filter 1703 module contains nine identical circuits. Each of these nine circuits 

converts mechanical switch positions to standard DEC logic levels, in:the process filtering 

out voltage irregularities caused by contact bounce 0 A -15 vdc input (closed switch) pro-

duces a -3 vdc output level. An open switch input produces a ground level output 0 

The module also includes a -3 vdc supply, composed of diodes D19 through D24, and 

resistor R19 0 Input current drawn from a closed switch is 10 mill iamperes. Maximum 

output current is three units of base load. Because all nine switch filters are identical, 

the following description of the circuit with input pin EON l)and output pin F (OUT 1) 

applies equally to the other eight circuits in the module. 

If the input circuit is open (open switch), capacitor C1 discharges through R20 The output 

then rises exponential I y towards + 10 vdc. However, the output is not permitted to rise 

so for; it is clamped at ground by diode D2. The cathode of D2 is connected to the cathodes 

of diodes D19 and D20, which are one diode-drop below ground potential 0 This compensates 

for the drop across diode D2, and ensures that the anode of D2 (the circuit output) is actually 

clamped at a val ue close to ground. 

When the input circuit is closed (closed switch), a -15 vdc level is applied to input pin E. 

,.. • • ,.. , .I _ , . d 'n , TI 1.. 1..1 J: 1 1 .I.. 1 I .I.. I '.1. • ,--apaclTor '--I men cnarges rnrougn 1\.1. Ine outpur r(len ,ails exponen,io"y until il is 

clamped at -3 vdc by diode D1. The actual circuit output vol tage towards which C1 

charges is determined by the voltage divider composed of R1 in series with the parallel 
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combination of R2 and the external load 0 ,Maximum output current is fixed by the I imitation 

that this output voltage should not be allowed to rise above -3 vdcc 

10-11 POWER SUPPLIES AND CONTROLS 

The PDP~ 1 power suppl ies convert standard 110 vac to dc power at the appropriate vol tages 

for the computer circuits 0 The power control units control the appl ication of power to the 

equipment 0 

Different models of the computer use different power suppl ies and controls 0 Some PDP-1 

computers use power suppl i es 729 and 7420 Other models of the computer replace these 

two power supplies with a single type, the 728 supplyo Power control 810, which is used 

in some computers t7 is replaced in other models by the 813 power control 0 All of the 

power supplies and controls which are used in any model of the computer are described 

in the present paragraph 0 

a POWER SUPPLY 728 - In some models of the computer I this unit replaces power 

suppl ies 729 and 7420 The outputs of the 728 supply are +10 vdc (0 to 705 amperes), 

or -15 vdc (1, to 805 amperes) 0 When both outputs are used concurrentl y, the current 

limitations are more stringenL All three of the following I imitations then appl y: 

1) + 10 vdc limited to between 0 and 700 amps 

2) -15 vdc limited to between 1 and 800 amps 

3) Both outputs limited by the relationship: 

< 
51(+10) +61(_15) =53 

The +10 vol t output is regulated between +905 vdc and + 11 vdc; the -15 vol t output 

is regulated between -1405 vdc and -16 vdco Assuming line voltage variation from 

105 to 125 vae .. this regualtion holds from minimum to maximum load 0 Output ripple 

is less than 350 millivolts. 

The! i ne vol tage is stepped down to 10-0-10 vac and 15-0-15 vac by resonant transformer 

T1 0 Dlodes D2 and D3 are connected to the 10 vol t secondary taps as a posHive full-wave 

rectHiero Capacitors C2 and C4 filter out the AC component of the outpuL Resistor Rl, 

in parallel with the 10 volt load, keeps the output within regulation tolerances even 

though the external load is decreased to the no-load condition 0 
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Diodes Dl and D4 are connected to the -15 vol t secondary taps of T1, as a negative 

full-wave rectifier. Capacitors Cl, C3, C5 and C6 fil ter out the AC component 0 

Special properties of transformer T1 make possible the simple design of the power supply 0 

Transformer T1 is a saturated-core resonant transformer which provides inherent over

load protection. Even with shorted outputs, onl y a I imited output current can be drawn 0 

The self-limiting secondary current (which remains comparatively constant over limited 

variations in the primary input) el iminates the need for series impedance elements at 

the fiiter inputs. The dc output impedanc'e of the supply is thus kept iow, rendering 

regulating devices unnecessary = 

b POWER SUPPLY 729 - This power supply furnishes the -15 vdc and + 10 vdc power 

required to operate the logic modules in PDP-1. Input is a nominal 115 vaci outputs 

are +10 vdc at 0 to 0 .5 ampere and -15 vdc at 1 to 6 amperes. 

Resonant transformer T1 converts the 110 vac input to 15-0-15 vac at the center

tapped secondary. Diodes D1 and D2 comprise a full..;wave recti fi er for vol tages 

positive with respect to -the center-tap common 0 The rippl e vol tage superimposed 

on the dc output of D1 and D2 is filtered by Cl. The +10 vdc output is maintained 

at a constant vol tage by conduction through resistor R1 and Zener diode D5. 

Vol tages negative with respect to the center-tap common are rectified by diodes D3 

and D4. Although filtering of the dc output is limited to a single stage of parallel 

capacitance (C2through C6) this capacitance reduces ripple content sufficiently for 

the worst condition of maximum rated load. Absence of series-resistive components 

keeps the -15 vdc output almost independent of load. Transformer T1 is a saturated

core resonant transformer which delivers only a limited amount of secondary current 

even under conditions of shorted output. This built-in overload-protection keeps 

surge currents within the maximum ratings of diodes D3 and D4. 

c POWER SUPPLY 742 - From a nominal 115 vac input, the type 742 power supply 

generates a -15 vdc output at 1 to 8 amperes. Two type 742 supplies are connected 

(paragraphs 10-6!. and 10-6g). The 742 supply is almost identical to the -15 vdc 

portion of the 729 supply (.!: above). The 742 supply differs from the 729 supply 
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only in having an additional parallel filter capacitor, 'and Cl somewhat higher maximum 

rated current load 0 

d VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY 734 - This power supply furnishes dc power for margina! 

checking of PDP-l modules 0 For a nominal 115 vac input, output "voltage is continuously 

variab1e from 0 to ±20 vdc (no load). Maximum voltage output drops 3 volts at full

rated I cad of 2 05 amperes 0 

Line power at 115 vac is stepped down by resonant transformer T1. (Only the terminal 

3 and 4 hal f of the secondary is used.) The vol tage at the secondary is appl ied to 

terminals 1 and 5 of Variac M5. By adjusting the position of the terminal 3 tap, any 

voltage within the range of 0 to -20 vac is available between termina"ts3 and 4. Output 

vol tage is increased by rotating the Variac control cI'bckwise. The Variac output "is 

appl ied to a bridge rectifier (diodes D1 through D4). 

The rectifier diodes ore oriented so that the dc output of the bridge at the junction 

of D2 and D4 is positive with respect to the junction of D1 and D3. Parallel capacitor 

C1 fi I ters the output. Vol tage regulation is improved for small load currents by parallel 

resistor Rl. A slow-blow 5-ampere fuse at the positive output protects the supply against 

overload. The dc output vol tage is indicated on a 0-30 vdc meter across the output 0 

e POWER SUPPLY 735 - This supply provides power to the PDP-l memory logic. 

The input voltage requirement is a nominal 115 vac. Outputs are -3 vdc (pinB), 

-13 to -16.5 vdc (pins C and D), and -35 vdc (pin E). A +10 vdc level is generated 

for use by the internal shunt regulator circuits, and for use by power control 1701 . 

Pins C and B are the inhibit voltage supply output; pins D and B are the read-write 

vol tage suppl y outputs. 

Since the read-write and inhibit vol tages must be well-regulated, compound connection 

shunt regulator c i rcui ts are used across these outputs. The bases of sh unt regulator 

transistors Q1 and Q3 are brought to terminals F and N (for connection to Power 

Control 1701) rather than to their respective output voltage points. Besides regulating 

the output vol tages, the connection to the 1701 control serves two other functions. The 

1701 circuitry varies the output voltage in accordance with the temperature of the core 

bank 0 Furthermore, the 1701 control permits adjusting the output voltage to the individual 
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requirements of a specific core bank. 

The inhibit and read-write supplies are very much alike. They differ, however, in that 

the inhibit supply output current varies over a wider range 0 Whereas the read-write 

supply output current varies only from 0 to 004 amperes, the inhibit supply output 

must vary from 0 to 1 08 amperes. Consequently, both the inhibit supply series dropping 

resistance (Rl-R2) and also the emitter resistor R4 of the principle shunting transistor 

Q4, are smaller than the corresponding resistors in the read-write supply 0 

Resonant transformer T1 steps down the 115 vac input to 10-0-10 vac, and to 35-0-35 

vaco Diodes D2 and D3are connected as a positive fuji-wave rectifier to the 10 voit 

secondary taps 0 Capacitor C5 filters the dc output of the rectifier, which is then 

applied to the emitter circuits of Ql and Q3, and to pin A of power control 1701 . 

Diodes Dl and D4 are connected to the 35 vac secondary terminals as a negative 

full-wave rectifiero Capacitor C3 filters the rectified -35 vdc terminal E outpuL 

This -35 vdc also provides the negative input to both the inhibit and read-write 

suppl ies. The positive input to these two suppl ies is -3 vdc from pin B. This vol tage 

is generated by the forward voitage drop across four series-connected diodes D5, D6, 

D7 and D8. The anode of D5 is connected to the grounded center tap of T1 .. Because 

the inhibit and read-write supplies are similar, the following description of the read-write 

supply also adequately describes the inhibit supply. 

The base of the shunt-regulator transistor Q1 is biased from terminal F of the 1701 

control 0 The operation of the 1701 control is full y described in.i below 0 However, 

to understand the regulating action of transistors Ql and Q2 it can be assumed for 

the time being that the base of Ql is biased through a connection to the terminal 

D output of the suppl y . AI though th is connection is in fact made th rough the 1701 

control circuitry, the bias feedback functions in much the same way as if the feedback 

connection from output terminal D were instead made through a battery, reference 

diode, or resistance 0 

If the output vol tage rises, because of either an increase in the supply load, or because 

of a rise in the supply input voltage, then the base voltage of Q1 also rises. Conduction 

through Ql decreases, and· the emitter vol tage of Ql rises with the base vol tage 0 

Consequentl y, conduction·through transistor Q2 also decreases. The decrease in 
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conduction through the two transistors (chiefly Q2) tends to restore the original 

voltage at D. A fall in the output voltage is similarly counteracted by the shunt 

regulator 0 Capacitor C6 provides AC fil tering for the output vol tage 0 

During normal circuit operation, Zener diode 08 does not conducL This diode is 

used solei y as a protective device. In the event that conduction through Ql or Q2 

is seriously impaired by a malfunction, the circuit output voltage would, in the 

absence of diode 08, tend to fall towards -35 vdc. To avoid such a large negative 

output voltage, and the resulti~g possibility of damaging other computer memory 

elements, Zener diode 08 is used to clamp the output to a maximum negative value 

of -15 vdc, the breakdown voltage of 08. 

The read-write voltage output meter (included only in certain early model computers) 

normally indicates an output voltage in the range from -10 vdc to ;..13.5 vdc. A 

reading which falls as low as -15 vdc indicates circuit malfunction. 

f POWER SUPPLY CONTROL 1701 - This unit controls power supply 735. The 

1701 module contains two identical circuits. One of these two circuits controls the 

735 inhibit supply, and the other controls the 735 read-write supply. Since both 

the inhibit and read-write supplies function in the same way, the following description 

of the read-write control circuit (in the lower half of the schematic) applies equally 

to the inhibit control circuit (top half of schematic). 

Terminal E of the 1701 control is connected to the -3 vdc common of the 735 power 

supply. Terminal H of the 1701 control is connected to the nominal -13 vdc output 

of the read-write supply. Terminal A receives +10 vdc (from the 735 supply). The 

control output is at terminal F. 

As an adjunct to the 735 read-write supply, the control circuit performs three functions 0 

First, the terminal F output biases the base of shunt regulator transistor Q1 in the 735 

supply. This bias determines the read-write output voltage. The bias, and the 

resul ti ng read-wri te output, can be adj usted by a potentiometer. 

Second, a thermistor (placed in the environment of the memory core bank) makes 

the bias temperature-dependent. Because the thermal coefficient of th is thermistor 

is negative (-404% per Co)! the read-write output vol tage is a negative function of temperature 
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(-0 .5% per Co). As the temperature of the core bank increases, the read-write 

vol tage and current decrease. Th is temperature compensation corrects for the fact 

that the higher the core temperature, the smaller the core winding current that is 

needed to switch a memory core. 

The third function of the control circuit is to compensate for changes in the read

write voltage which are caused by variations in the load and in the supply input 

vol tage. 

Transistors Q4 and Q5 make up a difference amplifier. The change in voltage at the 

coil ector of Q5 is proportiona I to the vol tage di fference between the bases of Q4 aro 

Q5. Bias control levels from the potentiometer enter the difference amplifier at the 

base of Q4. Bias control I evels determined by changes in the resistance of the ther

mistor are appl ied to the base of Q5. The feedback, or regulation signai also enters 

the difference ampl ifier at the base of Q5. 

The series combination of control potentiometer R13 and resistor R12 is in parallel 

with a 6.2 vol t Zener reference diode. Th is double-anode Zener diode provides 

the basic voltage reference used by the circuit. The reference diode has extremely 

good temperature stability. Voltage across it remains nearly constant for normal 

variations in ambient temperature 0 

Counter-clockwise rotation of the potentiometer vari es the base vol tage of transistor 

Q4 from -9.2 vol ts to approximatel y -6.5 vol ts. Rotating the potentiometer counter

clockwise decreases the read-write output vol tage; clockwise rotation increases the 

output vol tage. The potentiometer controls the output vol tage in the following manner. 

Assume that the potentiometer is rotated counter-clockwise. The base vol tage of 

transistor Q4 then rises, increasing conduction through Q4 0 Conduction through Q5 

then decreases, raising the base voltage of NPN transistor 06. This increases 

conduction through 06, and thus lowers the bias output at F. The more negative 

output at F causes increased conduction in the 735 read-write shunt regulator tran

sistors, thereby decreasing the read-write output vol tage. Clockwise rotation of the 

potentiometer increases the supply output in exactly the opposite manner. 

To understand the way in which the control circuit compensates for temperature 

changes, assume that while the base voltage of Q4 remains constant, the temperature 
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increases. The increasing temperature produces a decrease in the value of the ther

mistor (connected between terminals J and K). As the resistance of the thermistor 

decreases, the base voltage of Q5 also decreases, increasing conducHon through 

Q5. The bias output at F decreases thus decreasing the suppl y output vol tage 0 

Decreases in ambient temperature produce an increased output voltage in exactly 

the opposite manner. 

Connected across the supply output is a vol tage divider, comprising the thermistor 

and resistors R16, R17, R18, and R19. The supply output vol tage is fed back to the 

base of Q5 th rough th is vol tage divider, thereby regulating the output over variations 

in load and input vol tage. In a sense, therefore, transistor Q5 provides the first 

stage of a compound shunt regulator. The final stage of th is compound regulator 

is transistor Q2 (in the 735 suppl y) . 

If, for example, the supply voltage deviates negatively, then the base of Q5 also 

goes negative, increasing conduction through Q5. Th is causes the base vol tage 

of Q6 to rise, and increases conduction through Q6. The output terminal F bias 

vol tage then drops, increasing conduction through the shunt regulator transistors 

in the 735 suppl y . Th is causes the output vol tage of the 735 suppl y to rise to its 

original correct value. Positive deviations in output voltage are corrected in exactly 

the opposite manner . 

.§! POWER CONTROL 812 - The main function of th is unit is to switch 110 vac 

I ine power between input terminals 1 and 2 and output terminals 3 and 40 The 

switching function is performed by relays controlled by a standard DEC logic level 

appl ied to input terminal 8 or 10. Control of the paper tape punch motor is a typi cal 

appl ication of the 812 unit. 

The 110 vac input to terminals 1 and 2 usually originates at either a type 813 power 

control unit (~ below) or a type 810 power control (.!.. below). The 110 vac output 

is switched to output terminals 3 and 4 immediatel y after the appl ication of a -3 

vdc turn-on level to input terminal 8 or 100 Approximately one second after the 

115 vac output is enabled, a -3 vdc ready signal is applied to terminal 9 0 The one 

second delay permits the punch motor to come up to speed before the terminal 9 punch-
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ready signal is asserted. 

To turn off power, the -3 volt turn-on signal (which may consist of either a level or 

a train of pulses) is raised to ground. After the turn-on signal is thus ended, power 

control output terminals 3 and 4 remain at 110 vec for 12 to 13 seconds, and for 

",L.._ ,. ___ =_ .... _ ........ _1 _ ...... _ .. .&. ... " ... _= __ 1 0 "" __ "': ...... I."lf- '" ....... ,...·~ro,...""' ... ... l....,... _~ ",J,... ... ~,..,J", ~:,... ..... ,..I 
!II"::: ;)UIII"::: IIII":::IVUI, VUltJUI 1":::111111 lUI , ""VI II II IV":::;) IV ..... ;);)"' •• III'" -v v ..... "" ."' .......... , ~I~II""". 

At the compl etion of th is 12 to 13 second turn-off delay, the 110 vac is swi tched 

off, and output terminal 9 rises to ground, ending the ready signal. 

Instantaneous on and off relay K1 operates on -3 vdc. Relay K2 is instantaneous 

on, 12- to 13-second delayed off. Relay K3 is one-second delayed on, but in

stantaneous off. The blocks designated FL 1 and FL2 represent low-pass line fi I ters. 

In the quiescent state, input terminals 8 and 10 are at ground, relay K1 is de

energized, and the power control is off. Because contacts 1 and 3 of relay K1 

are open, relay K2 is also de-energized. Contacts 6-4 and 5-3 of K2 are then. ppen, 

interrupting the circuit between input terminals 1 and 2 and output terminals 3 

and 4. Consequentl y relay K3 is also de-energized, and contacts 3-5 of K3 are 

closed, grounding the pin 9 ready output, and thus preventing the ready signal 

from bei ng asserted. 

The 812 power control is turned on by applying a -3 vdc turn-on signal to either 

input terminal 8 or input terminal.· 10. When the power control is used as a punch 

motor control, the turn-on signal is a train of pulses applied to input terminal 8. 

The input filter comprising C1, R1, and diode D2 prevents contact chatter of relay K1 . 

The -3 vdc signal applied to terminal 7 of relay K1 energizes that relay. Closure 

of K1 contacts 1-3 energizes relay K2. The circuit between the power control 

input terminais 1 and 2 and the power control output terminals 3 and 4 is completed 

by the closure of K2 contacts 6-4 and 5-3. Appl ication of 110 vac to output terminals 

3 and 4 of the power control in turn energizes delayed-on relay K3. Approximately 

one second later, K3 contacts 3-5 open, removing the ground from output terminal 9, 

and permitting a -3 vdc ready signal (from voltage divider R3-R4) to be applied to 

that terminal. 

When the -3 vdc turn-on signal at input terminal 8 or 10 ceases, relay K1 is de-energized 
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immediately 0 The opening of K1 contacts 1-3 de-energize delayed-off relay K20 

After a 12- to 13-second delay, the 6-4 and 5-3 contacts of K2 open 0 The opening 

of these contacts immediately removes 110 vac from output terminals 3 and 4 of the 

power control, and thereby de-energizes K3. Contacts 1-5 of K3 close immediately, 

grounding terminal 9, and terminating the -3 vdc ready signai 0 

h POWER CONTROL 813 - For some PDP-1 computers, this unit is used as the 

main power control. Other PDP-1 computers use the 810 power control (~ below) 

in place of the 813. The 813 power control differs from the 810 in that it may , 

be used with 220 vac input as well as with the 110 vac input used by the 810 control. 

It is like the 810 in that both controls use relay switching, .provideoverload protection, 

and furnish a five-second ground {at pin 7} to enable the powe~-clear pulse ampl ifier 

at computer turn-on and turn-off. 

If the type 813 power control is used with 110 vac, the two H input pi'ns are jumpered, 

and the 110 vac is applied across Hand N . For a 220 vac input, terminal N is the 

ground connection,while the H terminals are the two hot connections to the 220-

volt line. Pins G and H are the power output terminals for punch motor control power. 

The power output for memory power supply 735 is at pins A and B 0 All other ac power 

for the computer is furnished across pins C-D and D-F. 

Relay D1 is instantqneous on, 5-second delayed off. Relay D2 is 5-second delayed 

on, but instantaneous off. Both K3 and K4 are instantaneous on-off relays. 

Normally ac line voltage is present at input pins Hand N. The power control is 

turned on by closing the POWER switch on the console. Relays 01 and 02 are then 

energized. Contacts 2-3 of D1 close immediatel y, energizing K3. All three sets of 

K3 contacts close at once, applying 110 vac across outputs C-O and O-F. All 

the power suppl ies fed by these outputs are then energized. 

AI though even before the POWER switch is closed, 110 vac is present at output 

terminals G and H" no load is then connected across these outputs. The application 

of power to output terminals C-O and O-F permits the computer to switch a load 

across terminals G and H 0 {The punch motor can only be turned on when the computer 

is on} 
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F!ve seconds after the POWER switch is closed! contacts 2-4 of relay D2 close 0 

Unless the memory power switch is open, relay K4 then energizes, closing both 

sets of K4 contacts 0 The closing of the K4 contacts suppl ies 110 vac to memory 

power outputs A and B 0 

The five-second delay introduced by relay D2 ensures that all turn-on transients 

in the rest of the computer have ended before memory power is turned on 0 During 

these five seconds, while the 7-6 contacts of Dl are closed and before contacts 

6~7 of D2 have opened, terminal 7 is grounded 0 The ground output at terminal 7 

contacts 6-7 of D2 open, ending the ground output at pin 7 0 

When the POWER switch on the console is turned off, relays Dl and D2 are de~ 

energized. Contacts 2-4 of D2 open immediatel y de-energizing K40 Power output 

to pi ns A and B is interrupted, thus turning off the memory power suppl y before any 

other turn-off transients can occur 0 Five seconds later, contacts 2-3 of Dl open! 

de-energizing K3. All three K3 contacts open immediately, interrupting power 

the punch motor control from drawing power fromGutputs G and H) 0 

During the five-second turn-off delay, contacts 7-6 of Dl and 6-7 of D2 are both 

closed, grounding terminal 70 This enables the power-clear pulses 0 At the end of 

the five seconds. contacts 7-6 of Dl ooen. endina the around outout at Din 70 
• I . 11 '""...., I' 

The memory power switch permits the operator to turn off memory power while the 

rest of comput~r power is still on 0 Circuit breakers CB1, CB2, and CB3 provide 

overload protection (20 amperes) for all power except the punch motor control I !ne 0 

This line is protected by four-ampere circuit breakers CB3 and CB40 All circuit 

breakers are normally closed 0 

POWER CONTROL 810 - For some PDP-1 computers, this unit is used as the 

main power control 0 Other PDP-l computers use the 813 power control (~ above) 

in place of the 810. The 810 power control differs from the 813 in that it may only 

be operated with 110 vac, and not with 220 vac 0 Like the 813 control, the 810 control 

uses relay switching, provides overload protection, and furnishes a five-second,ground 
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to enable the power-clear pulse amplifier at computer turn-on and turn-off. 

The principal components of the 810 power control are three relays (Kl, K2, and 

K3). These relays turn computer ac power on and off when actuated by the POWER 

switch on the console. Relay Kl is an instantaneous. on-off type, while relay K2 

is an instantaneous on and five-second delayed off type. The on-off characteristics 

of K3 are opposite to those of K2, that is, K3 is a five-second delayed on, instantaneous 

off relay. 

The ac I ine enters the circuit at terminals E and F. Terminals G and H furnish power 

to the type 812 punch motor control. Terminals C and D furnish power to memory 

power suppl y 735. All other ac power for the computer is taken from terminals A 

and B. A five-second momentary ground is established at pin 7, beginning with 

the turn-on or turn-off of the POWER switch. Th is ground output enables the computer 

power-clear pulse amplifier. 

The computer is turned on by closing the POWER switch. When the POWER switch 

is closed, pins 1 and 2 are shorted, thus energizing relays K2 and K3. The K2a 

contacts close immediately, energizing Kl. Contacts Kla and Klb then close, 

supplying 110 vac to terminals A and B. All computer power supplies and equipment 

connected to this output are then energized. 

Although even before the POWER switch is closed, 110 vae is present at output 

terminals G and H, no load is then connected across these outputs. The appl ication 

of power to output terminals C-D and D-F permits the computer to switch a load 

across terminals G and H. (The punch motor can only be turned on when the computer 

is on .) 

Five seconds after the POWER switch is closed, the K3a contacts close. This supplies 

110 vac to outputs C and D for use by the memory power supply. The five-second 

delay ensures that all turn-on transients in the rest of the computer have ended before 

memory power is turned on. During these five seconds, while the normally-open 

contacts K2b are closed, and before normal! y-closed contacts K3b open, pin 7 is 

grounded. The ground at pin 7 enables the power-clear pulses that prepare the 

computer for operation. 
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The computer is turned off by opening the POWER switch. When the POWER switch 

on the console is opened, relays K2 and K3 are de-energized 0 Contacts K3a 

immediately open, interrupting power to outputs C and D. Thus, memory power 

is turned off before any turn-off transients occur in the computer logic c Five 

seconds later, contacts K2a open, de-energizing K 1. Contacts K 1 a and Kl b immediatel y 

open, interrupting power to outputs A and B. (This also prevents the punch motor 

control from drawing power from outputs G and H.) During the five-second turn-

off delay, contacts K2b and K3b are both closed, grounding pin 7 0 

Switch Si permits the operator to turn off memory power whiie the rest of the computer 

power is still on. Circuit breakers CBl and CB2 provide overload protection (20 

amperes) for all outputs except the punch motor control line. This line is protected 

by four-ampere circuit breakers CB3 and CB4. All circuit breakers are normal I y 

closed. 
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CHAPTER 11 

MAINTENANCE 

11-1 SPECIAL TOOLS AND TEST EQU IPMENT 

The following special tools and test equipment are recommended for the efficient maintenance 

of the PDP-l computer. 

Multimeter 

Subminiature 
a II i ga to r c lips 

Osci Iloscope 

Long-lead probes 

Cu rren t probe 

Paper Tape Gauge 

Plug-in puller 

Plug-in extender 

Pigtai I plug-in 
extender 

60-cyc I e bu tton 
pusher 

Soidering iron 

Simpson Model 260A, or Triplett Model 630NA, or equivalent 

Mueller type 30 or equivalent 

Tektronix 540 series with type CA piug-in vertical ampl ifier, 
or equivalent 

Tektronix P-6002 or equivalent 

Tektronix P-6016 or equivalent 

Friden Type T-18118, or equivalent 

DEC type 1960* 

DEC type 1954* 

Modified DEC type 1954 ~ below) 

DEC type 4900 ~ below) 

6 vac iron with isoiation transformer 

~ PIGTAIL PLUG-IN EXTENDER - This maintenance aid can be readily fabricated 

'from a standard DEC type 1954 unit extender. Disconnect the small wire leads to terminals 

A, B, and C of the unit extender, and solder eight-foot leads to the three terminals. 

Solder all igator cl ips to the free ends of the three eight-foot leads. Terminals A and B 

can then be connected to the 10-volt marginal check power supply. Terminal C can 

be connected to the 15-volt supply. This permits convenient marginal testing of an 

individual circuit card. Either the A or the B portion of the card can be separately 

checked, thereby oermi ttina submodu lor testino. , ., 1-- ._....., - - ----- -------0 ... 

* Digital Equipment Corporation furnishes one of each of these units without charge with 
each PDP-l computer. 
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!: 60-CYCLE BUTTON PUSHER - This device simulates the effect of operating any 

console switch at a 60-cycle rateo This uniform repetition is useful for many forms of 

console troubleshooting, especially for the troubleshooting of logic functions that are 

initiated by console switches 0 The button pusher has two leads. One lead cl ips to any 

convenient ground {such as the console frame}; the other lead clips to the switch terminal 

corresponding to the desired console function 0 Button pushers can be ordered directly 

from DEC. 

11-2 EQUIPMENT LAYOUT AND WIRING 

The detailed physical layout for all of the logic comprised by the standard PDP-1 system is 

shown in figure 11-1 0 Locations of the power control panels and power supplies are shown 

in figure 2-8. Two module layout drawings, figures 11-2 and 11-3, show the plug-in module 

types normally installed in every mounting panel location. Figure 11-2 is the module layout 

for the standard PDP-1; figure 11-3 shows the five central processor options. Four wiring 

configuration diagrams (figures 11-4 through 11-7) show the cable connections for the computer 

memory 0 Figure 11-4 shows the standard machine with one memory; figures 11-5 through 11-7 

show machines that include the type 15 memory extension control and the type 19 high-speed 

channel control 0 

The detai led logi c layout! figure 11-1, shows each mounting panel divided into sections 

according to logical function 0 Unlabelled areas bounded by solid lines represent sections of 

the mounting panel in which no plug-ins are installed 0 Areas that are labelled by logic function 

and separated by dotted lines represent circuits appearing on the same logic drawing. Figure 

references are included as two-part hyphenated numbers that refer to the D-size logic drawings. 

(The numbers are at the lower left of each logic section bounded by solid lines.) For example, 

all of the general control function logic in mounting panels 1 H, 1 J and 1 K appears in figure 

06-10 

The wiring configuration diagrams! figures 11-4 through 11-7, show wiring and cabling connections 

between mounting panels 0 The four mounting panels containing the memory module (panels 3A 

through 3D) are shown at the right of each of the four wiring configuration diagrams. If more 

than one memory is used in a machine, the mounting panels containing the additional memories 

are labelled 3A through 3D regardless of their actual position in the bays. 
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The 50-pin connector at theleff:of mounting pane!3C'conn~c'ts the 32 memory address 

decoder outputs and the 18 ·memory buffer zero outputs to the memory logic 0 The connector 

at the left of mounting panel 3D is also a 50-pin connector; but only 44 connections are 

used. Of these 44 connections, 36 connections supply the sense ampl ifier pulse outputs to 

the memorybuffer y and the remaining 8 connections link the timing chain with the memory 

timing functions 0 

All cables that terminate in plugs are either flat printed ribbon cable or twisted pair. In 

cables that carry pulses, each pulse connection al ternates .with its respective ground .con

ne,c:Hon 0 The 18 sense ampi ifier outputs and the 18 corresponding. ground connections make 

up the 36 wires from panel 3D to panel 2D (figure 11-4) 0 Similarl y, the,S ~ires from panel 
. . . 

3D to panels 1 F and 1 H comprise four timing pulse circuits 0 

If the type 15 memory extension is used (figure 11-5), the sense ampl ifier and memory timing 

pulse cables originate at the module transfer and selection logic in panel 3Y and at the 

memory buffer mixer in panel 2Y. The connection to panel 3D of each memory module is 
. . 0 

made by a separate 50-wire cable from panels 2Y and 3Y. The MAD and MB' outputs are 

suppiied through the 50-wire cabie originating at the MAD and MB buffers in 2Z. The 

single cable from panel 2Z connects to the left end connector of panel 3C. lheseconnections 

are jumpered through panel 3C to the right end connector for connection to additional memory 

modules. 

If the type 19 high-speed channel is used (figure 11-6), sense ampl ifier and timing pulse 

connections from the memory are made to the high-speed channel control (panel lY) 0 Infor

mation from memory is mixed in HSBM and transmitted to MB from panel 1 Z. The same cable 

also carries the control pulses 0 The MAD and MBa outputs to panel 3D come directly from 

the decoders and the memory buffer (panels 1 A and 2C) 0 

In machines including both the type 19 and the type 15 (figure 11-7), .connections to memory 

modules are made exactly as in machines using the type 15 memory extension alone. How

ever. additional cabling !s provided from the high speed channel control (in panels 1 Y and 

1 Z) to the memory buffer mixer (panel 2Y) and the memory address register (panellA). 

11 ~3 ADJUSTMENT AND CAUBRA nON 

All DEC systems are designed for maximum reliability under a wide range of operating conditions. 
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Very little adjustment and calibration is required. The following procedures may be carried 

out in the course of corrective maintenance, but should not be performed as routine periodic 

checks. 

a ADJUSTABLE DELAYS ~ Only one type of ad1ustable delay module is used in the 

PDP-1. This is the type 4301 delay (1 shot) module. All other delay modules used in 

the PDP-1 contain distributed-constant delay lines wh ich cannot be adjusted 0 The 

duration of the delay in the type 4301 module is adjusted by observing the duration of 

the level output at pin J. Connect an oscilloscope with a cal ibrated sweep to pin J 0 

Trigger the sweep internally, and set the sweep time per centimeter adjustment so that 

the entire duration of the level output is displayed. The duration of the negative going 

level at pin J is adjusted to the required delay by means of the screwdriver trimpot ad

justment. An access hole is provided for the screwdriver in the aluminum frame of the 

type 4301 module. 

b POWER SUPPLI ES - The PDP-1 contains two types of variable power supply. These 

are the 734 marginal check power supply and the type 735 memory power supply. The 

type 734 power supply provides the marginal check voltage, variable from 0 to +20 vdc. 

The output polarity of the supply is determined by the setting of the polarity switch on 

the marginal check switch panel. The adjustment is at the knob at the front panel of 

the type 734 supply at the top rear of bay 2. This marginal check supply adiustment 

is used routinel y in marginal check procedures. 

The type 735 memory power supply adjustments are made at the type 1701 plug-in 

(part of the supply). The type 1701 plug-in has two access holes for screwdriver 

adjustments. The adjustment through the center hole is the read/write current adjust

ment. For each memory module, machines containing the type 15 memory extension 

provide one complete type 735 power supply with its associated type 1701 plug-in 

control (10-11.=. and i), These 735 supplies are each adjusted independently. 

Type 735 memory supply adjustments are always made for current output. Never adjust 

the 735 supply for voltage output. These current adjustments should not be altered unless 

there has been trouble with the regulation of the supply; both the inhibit current and the 

read/write current adjustments are set accurately during manufacture. Subsequent adjustment 
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is seldom required. 

If memory malfunction has been isolated to insufficient or excessive read/write current 

or inhibit current the type 735 memory power supply may be adjusted by the fol lowing 

steps. 

1) Deposit the instruction" jump to 0000" (60 0000) in location 0000. Depress 

the START swi tch . 

2) Attach an osci Iloscope current probe to the wire originating at pin W of the 

type 1972 read/write switch in location 3B1 0 Set the sweep to 1/2 microsecond 

per centimeter and trigger the sweep on TP O. The oscii ioscope then dispiays the 

read current waveform, followed immediately by the write current waveform which 

is of opposite polarity. 

3) Adjust the current probe to give a calibrated deflection of convenient ampl itude 0 

Check both the read and write current waveforms for the current values given in 

table 11-1 below. Do not yet alter the adjustments at the type 735 memory power 

supply. 

4) Halt the computer and deposit the instruction" jump to 0001 11 (60 0001) in 

location 0001. Again depress the START switch. 

5) Attach the current probe to the wire originating at pin X of the type 1972 

read/write switch in location 3B 1. Again check the read and write current 

waveforms against the values given in table 11-1 below. 

6) If both the read current and write current waveforms as observed at both pin W 

and pin X of the type 1972 read/write switch are incorrect by roughly the same amp

litude and in the same direction, then the type 735 memory power supply needs adiust~ 

mente Adjust the screwdriver trimpot through the center hole of the type 1701 p!ug-in 

so that both the read and the write current waveforms have the value shown in table 

11-1 below. This adjustment controls both the read and the write current waveform. 

The read current may be adjusted two or three milliamps too high if necessary to 

obtain the proper value for write current (or vice-versa). 

7) With the current probe, observe the inhibit current·waveform at pins WI Xi Y, 

and Z of the type 1982 inhibit driver located in 3C7. The peak inhibit current 
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amplitude should correspond to the value shown in table 11-1. The type 735 

memory power supply should be readjusted only if the inhibit current at all 4 pins 

is incorrect by the same amount and in the same direction. 

8) If the inhibit current adjustment is required, adjust the screwdriver trimpot 

through the bottom access hole in the type 1701 power supply control plug-in. 

The inhibit current amplitude may be checked after adjustment at all inhibit driver 

output pins except pR.ns Wand X of the inhibit driver in location 3C5. 

9) Check the inhibit current at pins Wand X {location 3C5) by depositing the 

instruction ida 0000 (17 0000) in location 0001 0 Since MBa and MBl are both 

a in this instruction! the inhibit current levels may be checked at pins 3C5W 

and 3C5X. 

TABLE 11-1 NOMINAL VALUES, * MEMORY READ/WRITE AND INHIBIT CURRENTS 

Core-stack Manufacturer Read/write Current Inhibit Current 

RCA 180ma 165 rna 

Ampex 180 rna 165 rna 

General Ceramics 180 rna 165 rna 

Ferroxcube 200 rna 180 rna 

*Optimum current va lues are I!sted on a label at the rear of the core-stack. 
These values ~et at DEC for best performance under margins. 

c SENSE AMPLIF IERS - The type 1540 sense ampl ifier has two adjustments: the input 

balance adjustment! and the sl ice adjustment 0 These adjustments are made as follows. 

1) Using an osci lIoscope with a differential preamplifier I observe pins Sand U 

of the sense amplifiero Set the preamplifier of the oscilloscope to display the dif

ferential waveform between pins Sand U (on Tektronix type CA preamp, set to 

"add algebraic" and Invert one but not both inputs) 0 

2) Run the memory checkerboard program with sense switches set to minimize the 

base-line drift in the scope display. In particular, do not use the worst pattem 

portion of the checkerboard program g since this pattem generates severe drift. 
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3) Set the duration of the scope trace so that one entire memory cycle is displayed: 

1/2 microsecond/centimeter. Sync at TP 00 

4) Adiust the ba'ance control throuah the unner access hole to minimize the nOise -!- - ---------- -------- ------...,-- ---- -1-1--- ------- ----- -- ------------- ---- ------

injected at TP
7 

and TP100 These timing pulses correspond to the tum-on and turn

off times of the inhibit current. As the correct adjustment is approached, the sense 

preampl Hi er output at TP 4 broadens and increases in ampl itude ° Often the strobe 

pulse may be seen as a pip near the center of the sense preampl ifier waveform ° 

5) Remove the oscilloscope probes from pins Sand U1 and using one probe l observe 

pi n MoTh is pi n provides a -3 vdc logic I evel from the sl ker section of the sense 

amplifieL 

6) At the marg!nal check switch panel just below the type 734 marginal check 

power suppl y y turn on first switch at the lefta Th is switch appl ies marginal check 

suppl y vol tage to the + lOA line for the sense ampl i fi ers ° 

7) Have someone stand by the type 734 marginal check suppl y to vary the vol tage 

and callout meter readings 0 T'ne lower the vol rage of the suppl y, the greater is the 

likelihood that spurious bits are generated; the higher the voltage of the supply, the 

greater is the Ilkel ihood of losi ng bits 0 

Adjust the sl!ce control through the lower access hole so that bits are lost and 

II pkked Upll at marginal check vol tages symmetric about the nominal +10 vdc 

level 0 As the marginal check voltage is decreased, the duration of the logic 

level at pin M is seen to increase, until eventually a spurious, thinner -3 vdc 

logic level appears within, representing the spurious 1 level sensed from a core 

containing 00 

As the marginal check voltage is increased, the -3 volt logic level at pin M narrows, 

and eventually either falls or becomes so narrow as to exclude the strobe pulse 0 

When this happens! the sense amplifier pulse output is absent regardless of the state 

of the sensed cOr.'e; the bit is 10sL The slice control must be adiusted so that the 

voltages (,as prOVided by the marginal check supply) at which bits are lost and 

picked up, are symmetric about the nominal +10 voltso 
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d TAPE READER AMPLIFIERS - The nine reader amplifiers are located on the reader 

chassis 0 They are shown in figure 1-2 of the Digitronics Perforated Tape Reader Model 

3500 manual dated May 19620 

Before making adjustments on the reader amplifiers? the reader itself should be checked 

for proper mechanical operation 0 The reader ampl ifier adjustments affect the timing and 

duration of the reader amplifier output levels 0 However, the intensity and duration of the 

light impulse sensed by the reader photodiodes also affects these same output levels. 

Therefore, before adjusting the reader amplifiers, the following four steps should be 

performed 0 

1) Check the lateral registration of the punched holes in the tape with respect to 

the tape edge 0 Use the Friden tape gauge type T-18ll8o Insert the gauge pins 

into the tape feed holes and check that the tape I ies in the gauge with the edge 

nearer the feed hoi es snug against the raised shoul der of the gauge. 

2) Remove the read head cover 0 Thread the tape through the tape guides on both 

si des of the read head, but pass the tape over the capstan on the left! and over 

(not through) the brake assembly on the right. Position the tape lengthwise so that 

the feed hole of the tape is over the feed-hole photodiode in the read head. Check 

for lateral registration at the feed holes 0 The tape feed hole should not be out of 

registration laterally by more than 10 percent of its diameter 0 The lateral tape 

position adjustment is described in .:. below 0 

3) With reader power on, check the exciter lamp for yellowing 0 Check that the 

light beam falls directly on the row of photodioedes ( the tape need not be loaded) 0 

If necessary, replace the lamp 0 The I ight beam adjustment procedure is described 

in e below. 

4) Replace the read head cover, making sure that the springs at the cover base 

properly flatten tape folds as the tape passes through the head. 

Once the mechanical operation of the reader is satisfactory, the tape reader ampl ifiers 

may be adjusted as described below 0 

Adjustments to the tape reader ampl ifiers are made at the screwdriver trimpot mounted on 

each amplHier card. The amplifier output levels should be observed with an oscilloscope 
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having a dual-trace preamp!ifiero A closed loop of tape having alternate lines punched 

with 1 's a~d a's should be used 0 The adjustment procedure is as follows 0 

1) Sy~c the oscH loscope sweep to the posa!ve~going leading edge of the waveform 

at pi n S of the pulse generator in location 11 A 10Th is signal is the output of the 

tape reader feed-hole ampl ifier 0 Set the sweep to 005 ms/cm, so that two lines 

on the tape are displayed 0 

2) Run the closed tape loop of 1 is and O's continuously 0 This may be accomplished 

by putting the Instructions rpa (73 0001) and II iump to 0000" (60 0000) in memory 

locations 0000 and 0001 respectiveiy; resetting the address switches to 0000; and 

starting the computer 0 

3) WHh one oscil 'oscope channel, observe the waveform at pin 11 A 1 S (in parallel 

with the sync probe) 0 Two positive-going ievels are dispiayed 0 These are the 

feed-hole leve!s c 

4) Adjust the feed-hole amplifier on the reader chassis to provide positive-going 

output leve!s of 1 ms 0 duration 0 

5) Set the oscI 110scope preampl ifier to switch channels on al ternate sweeps 0 With 

the second scope channel, observe the data channel ampl !fier outputs (one at a time) 

arpins F j L, V, Z; J, and Nat location llA20! and at pins Kand Vat location 

l1A21o The display should show the two l-ms feed-hole levels and one data-channel 

negative-going level of longer duration, corresponding to the line of holes on the 

tape 0 

6) Adjust the da+a~channel amplifiers for a logic level duration of 1 07 to 1 08 ms 0 

7) Check that' the trar! ing edge of the negative data-channel I eve! is at least 003 

ms 0 later tha~ t~e traning edge of the posiHve feed-hole leve! 0 This completes 

the ad\us+me~! procedure 0 

e TAPE READER MECHANiCAL ADJUSTMENTS - Th~ee adlustments are described: 

lateral tape position V-egistmtlon). pinch=rolle r cleara~cei and ! ight~beam position 0 

(1) Lote:a! Tape Pos~tlon ~ The lateral posHion of the tape is correct when the 

tape feed ho!e and the feed hole photodiode are in perfect reg!stration 0 Check 



registration by removing the read head cover, positioning the tape in both tape 

guides, and looking through the tape feed hole at the feed hole photodiode 0 If 

the registration is incorrect by more than 10 percent of the feed hoi e diameterJ the 

lateral tape position must be adjusted 0 

The tape is positioned by the tape guides on each side of the read head 0 If the tape 

is too close to the reader front panel, the tape guides may be shimmed 0 If the tape 

is too far from the reader front panel, the read head is shimmed out to register with 

the tape 0 This procedure is necessary because the guides can only be shortened by 

machining the guide body shoulder. 

To move the lateral position of the tape away from the reader front panel, first 

remove the retaining rings for both tape guides (see figure 6-2, Digitronics 3500 

manual). Remove both tape guides, and insert shims for the required thickness 

behind the shoulder of the tape guide body (if shim stock is not available, temporary 

shims may be cut from typewriter paper). Before replacing the shimmed guides, be sure 

that the tape passes freely but without lateral play between the guide nose and the 

guide body. If the tape is pinched or there is lateral play, adjust the clearance by 

loosening the set screw in the guide nose, moving the nose in or out as required f and 

then retightening the set screw. 

If the lateral position of the tape is too far from the reader front panel, the read 

head is shimmed out to register wHh the tape. Loosen the four mounting screws 

of the read head base plate and pull the base plate somewhat away from the front 

panel (see figure 6-1, Digitronics 3500 manual). Insert the required thickness of 

shims under the read head base plate, and tighten the four mounting screws. Shims 

used under the base plate should be large in area, to avoid warping the plate when 

the mounting screws are retightened. 

(2) Pinch-roller Clearance - With power appl ied to the reader and connector 

P4 (of the reader) disconnected, the clearance between the pinch roller and the 

capstan should be between 0.0015 and 0.002 inch. Since the capstan is often 

out of round by the same order of magnitude, the following procedure should be 

substituted for the adjustment procedure given in paragraph 4.7 of the Digitronics 

3500 manual. 
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Disconnect connector P4 of the reader and turn reader power on 0 Loosen the two 

screws holding the solenoid mount to the reader front panel 0 Let one finger ride 

I!ghtly agafnst the pinch rolleL Then bring the so'enoid mount slowly upwards 

(decreas~ng the pinch=roller clearance) untii the pinch ro!ler just begins to iikick ii 
0 

HnlcHnn thp- snip-noRd immovable aaainst the reader front Danel 9 aradually and evenly 
~ ~ - ,. -" .. ~v .. ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- 0- - - - • -- -- - - - "" -- • - • I a """ II 

tighten the two mounting screws 0 

After trrghten~ng the screws y recheck that the pinch roller is easily stopped by light 

pressure of one finger (tightening the screws often alters the position of the solenoid 

mount) 0 Readjust if necessary 0 

(3) Ught Beam Position - If the beam from the exciter lamp does not fall directly 

on the rev,,' of photodiodes, the position of the beam must be adjusted 0 The beam 

invadably requires adjustment when the exciter lamp is replaced 0 

The beam is adjusted by altering the position of the collimating lens (see figure 6-1 

in the DigHronics 3500 manual) 0 This lens is secured from the back of the reader 

front pane! by a s!ng!e 8-32 screw 0 Loosening this screw allows rotation of the lens 

about its long ox.!s 0 The lens should be positioned so that the row of photodiodes 

lies predsel y in the center of the beam of lighL 

When a replacement excIter lamp has a slightly off-center filament, the lamp can 

often be rotated within the lamp holder to properly position the light beam 0 If 

movement of the lamp is not sufHcient to posiHon the beam, the lens must be adjusted 

as desc d bed above 0 

1 ~ =4 RECOMMEN DED SPARE PARTS 

The most economkal quantity of spare parts to be maintanned depends on the requirements of 

the individua! user 0 Spare module stocks for' the PDP~ 1 used one shHt per day need not be as 

large as spare stocks for the PDP=1 used two or three shifts per dayo Similarly? in applications 

that perma on! y m~~ima! down~t!meff the stock of spares must be greater than the stock required 

when more down~!ime can be tolerated 0 Paragraphs ~/ E:, and ~ beiow discuss recommended 

spare allowances for modules] circuit components v and In~out equipment respectively. Para

graph ~ gives t>ecommended mechanical spare allowances 0 
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a MODULE SPARES - For single-shift applications, one spare module of each type 

usually consitutes a sufficient stock of spares. A spare module of each type permits 

testing by substitution during off-hours. When a defective module is removed and 

replaced by the corresponding spare, the defective module can be repaired to create 

,.. n.o ... , c:"'ar.o (').0+.0"'+·1\1.0 +r""ns:st" ... s ,...1°1 "dec: ""nd "+her e""s:l \I ,...Ie+e"'+e,...l +au l +v compo-..... '''Io",Vy ""'t' '",",0 """",,",,",,1 V,"-" D '-'III I VI , U'V oJl, .. ,1I VI I· '-'II III 'U I "". U I II, II 

nents can be rapidly removed and replaced. Seldom, during single-shift operations, 

will two modules of the same type fail before one of the two can be repaired. Table 

11-2 gives the DEC module types used in the PDP-1, including standard in-out transfer 

control; memory; reader, punch and typewriter control logic; and all central processor 

options. 

For PDP-1 appl ications in wh ich down-time must be minimized, and for installations 

used for more than one shift per day, additional stocks of the more complex modules 

are desirable. The more complex modules may require considerable time for diagnosis 

and repair of faults. To minimize down-time, insurance ( in the form of additional 

spares) should be provided against the possibility of two failures within the time re

quired for repair. Additional spares are also desirable for module types used in large 

quantities. 

Table 11-3 gives recommended additional spare allowances by module type for PDP-1 

applications requiring minimal down-time or multiple-shift operation. The spares 

I isted in table 11-3 are recommended in addition to the minimum stock of table 11-2. 

All PDP-1 installations should stock the table 11-2 listing. High-usage or high-priority 

installations should stock both the 11-2 allowance and the table 11-3 allowance as 

well. 

For example, the spares allowance of module type 11,03 are as follows: in a single

shift installation where moderate down-time can be accepted, only the single 1103 

spare listed in table 11-2 need be stocked. In a multiple-shift installation, or in an 

installation where only minimal down-time can be tolerated, two type 1103 spares 

are recommended. (The additional spare is I isted in table 11-3.) Similarl y, the same 

installation should, if equipped with an additional type 12 memory and type 15 memory 

extension control! stock th ree type 1103 spares (see tabl e 11-3) 0 
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TABLE 11~2 SPARE MODULE UST FOR PDP~ 1 

Onc!udes memory: all in=out device contro!s" and aU central processor options) 

1103 1209 'i , t"\ A 
1004 

A "i f'\c: 
.Lt!u;:) 

1104 1213 1685 4106 

1105 1304 1701 4110 

1110 1310 1703 4111 

1111 1311 1972 4112 

1150 1410 1973 4113 

1151 * 1540 1976 4126 

1201 1607 1978 4128 

1204 1669 1982 4129 

'X required only if memory extension control type 15 is used 0 

TABLE 11 ~3 RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SPARES 

(for minimal down~time or multiple shift use) 

Standard PDP= 1 (includes basic memory and standard in-out equipment) 

1103 1204 1607 

1105 1209 1972 

1201 1540 4201 

Central Processor Options 

Each additional Type 12 Memory: 1540 

Memory Exrension Control Type 15: 1103 

High Speed Channel Type 19~ 4603 

Sequence Break System Type 20: 4214 

·4209 

4214 

4301 

2-1972 

1607 

A")'" 
'tLVI 

4209 

4214 

4301 

4401 

4410 

4603 

4680 

4681 

4410 

4603 

I , .... _,."'I" ........ '.uo ............... An ...... An"l"'t"' n 11_ ,.i. ,Ii" r JJ 
I:) ! I"I~UU! UCVI\..,C ~t'AKC t'AKI ~ - Kecommenaea spare pans 01 !OWances ror .ne 

Digitronks photoelectric paper tape reader i the Teletype BRPE 11 paper tape punch, 

and the Soroban computer typewriter are described below 0 
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Table 11-4 gives the recommended spare parts allowance for the Digitronics Type 3500 

reader. Installations at which down-time must be minimized should also have a complete 

Type 3500 reader available for immediate replacement. Table 11-4 is divided into two 

parts: the first part show items that can be routinely replaced upon failure; the second 

t I • J.. th t . . I bl . I • I I· II !' I t par snows ITems a requi re conslaera e recnmca SKill for replacemen . 

TABLE 11-4 TAPE READER SPARES 

I: ROUTI NE SPARES 

Part Number Description 

Osram 10-6411 Bulb 

8-A2253-8 Drive Belt 

PGF 1106A Data Sense Amplifier Cord 

PSE 1101 A Sprocket Sense Ampl ifier Card 

PGE-A-BCl403 SCM Card 

B-C:417 SSA Card 

B-C412 . FRA Card 

B-C413 SDA Card 

C-Cl367 SPA Card 

* in addition to the one provided in clip, inside read-head assembly 

II: ADDITI ONAl SPARES (see paragraph 11-4!:) 

8-C462-2 

A 1073-1 

A 1072-2 

Photo Head Assembly 

Bearing, Capstan 

Bearing, Pinch Roller 

Quantity 

1* 

Experience has shown that the Teletype 8PRE 11 punch is an extremely reliable unit. 

With proper preventive maintenance and I ubrication, trouble-free operation can be 

expected for long periods of time. Apart from lubrication and checkout procedures 

(described in the Teletype manual), all adjustment and repair should be performed 

by Teletype or DEC personnel. One spare timing belt should be on hand for each 

punch. To ensure minimum down time, it is desirable to have available a complete 
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spare punch. The punch requires two types of lubricant! both available from either 

the Teletype Corporation or DEC. These lubricants are: Teletype KS7470 oil, and 

145867 grease. 

The Soroban computer typewriter is a particularly complex piece of equipment 0 Replacement 

of any part of the Soroban decoder and encoder assemblies requires delicate and highly 

precise readjustments. It is highly recommended that a complete spare Computeriter be 

stocked. Should a fault in the Soroban encoding and decoding equipment occur, the 

Computeriter should be returned to DEC for repair and adjustment 0 Spare parts for the 

typewriter itself (platen; ribbons; etc.) are identical to the corresponding,parts for the 

IBM Model B electric typewriter. The Soroban encoding and decoding equipment requires 

two types of lubricant: a light sil icone machine oil (used in place of Lubri -Plate #2), 

and Molub-Alloy #3 or equivalent. Molub-Alloy #3 may be obtained from the Imperial 

Oil and Grease Co., Los Angeles 48, California 0 

~ CIRCUIT COMPONENT SPARES - All circuit components except semiconductor! 

inductive, and distributive-constant delay' components are available through local 

eiectron i cs parts distributors. The sem i conductor, inductive i' and distributive-constant 

delay components may be ordered directly from DEC. " 

Table 11-5 shows the total number of each type of transistor, diode! transformer, and 

delay I ine used in the basic PDP-1 and the five central processor options 0 The quantities 

given for the basic PDP-l include the components used in the basic memory module and 

in the control logic for the standard in-out equipment (reader f punch and typewriter). 

The quantities listed for the type 12 memory module apply to each additional type 12 

memory module; these quantities must be multiplied by the number of additional type 

12 memory modules used. The semiconductors and transformers used in the power supplies 

are also included in table 11-5. 

Although table 11-5 shows the delay I ines used in the DEC pulse delay circuits, replacement 

of delay lines is not recommended. If a malfunction is directly attributable to a faulty 

delay line, the module should be returned to DEC for repair. The right hand column of 

table 11-5 shows the module in which the component appears or, in the event of components 

common to a number of modules, the purpose for which it is used 0 
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The recommended quantity of circuit component spares is listed in table 11--6.; The'" 

quantities listed under the column headed basic PDP-l comprise a recoriul1e~ded i ' 

min imum stock for insta Ilations contemplating modu Ie repair. The quantities listed " 

for the five central processor options should be added as appropr~ate to .,thebasi,c 
• . "I,. 

minimum stock. For example, a PDP-l instal lotion that includes a type ,19 high . \ '" 

speed channel should stock three 2N393 transistors. 

As in table 11-5, the quantities listed for the type,,12 memory moduleapply.to each 

additional memory module. These quantities should be multiplied by·-thelr:lomberof 

additional type 12 memory modules used in the installation. 

Since delay I ine replacement is not recommended, the d~layl ines d~ not a~pear in 

table 11-6. The three power transformers are also omitted from table' 11-6 because 

power transformer failure is extremely rare. In installations where down time must " 

be kept to an absolute minimum, it is preferable to stock one complete spare'of' each 

power supply type, rather than stocking replacement power transformers. ": 

i MECHANICAL SPARES - Table 11-7 gives quantities of mechanical spares re-' 

commended for a PDP-l installation. Except for the qua~tity of ~ir filterS, wht~h ~a'ries 

with the number of equipment bays, the quantities of spares listed are sufficient for most 

PDP-1 installations . However, table 11-7 lists mechanical. spares required only for-the 

optional in-out equipment that is mentioned in paragraph 2-3~. 

11-5 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

This paragraph lists recommended preventive maintenance procedures for the standard PDP:...1 

installation, for all central processor options, and for the standard PDP-l in~ut equipment. 

Preventive maintenance procedures should be performed on' a' rigorously regulcirb~sis. By 
appropriate use of regularly scheduled preventive maintenance ~ech~rq~~~,'r:los:t Pot~nti~1 
computer malfunctions can be detected before occurrence .. : In':order tom.inimize cpmputer 

down-time, this advance detection capability should be used-faHhfvlly'.: GOo,d maintenance 

is preventive maintenance; corrective maintenance is a costly last, resort.,', ' . 

In preventive maintenance procedures involving marginal ~wer levels,th~'use of mai~t~nance 
logs is very important. When accurate logs are kept, long term drifts rrithe values 'of 'margin 
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TABLE 11-5 CIRCUIT COMPONENT TOTALS, BASIC PDP-1 AND OPTIONS 

Component 

ITRANS ISTORS 

I 

I 

2N 393 

2N 456A 

2N 2485 

2N 2489 

2N 599 

2N 711A 

2N 1184 

2N 1184B 

2N 1204 or 
2N 2099 

2N 1304 

2N 1305 

2N 527 

2N 2451 

2N 1754 

2N 1754 

I 2N 1204 

IDIODES 

I 1N 270 

I IN 276 

1N 645 

IN 914 

1N 994 

. IN 1217 

1 N 1220 

Basic PDP-1 

56 

4 

8 

170 

256 

88 

18 

9 

10 

30 

470 

72 

1977 

148 

346 

20 

4 

5301 

2274 

179 

169 

99 

9 

*BVCES ~ 40v at lOOlJa 

Type 10 

-
-
-
72 

151 

12 

361 

180 

36 

37 

Type 12 

• 

-
4 

6 

24 

256 

10 

2 

4 

149 

148 

36 

20 

953 

234 

3 

7 

Type 15 

I 
I -

-
-

102 
I 

104 

235 

52 

592 

253 

51 

11-17 

Type 19 

40 

-
-
36 

20 

125 

75 

34 

612 

168 

18 

22 

I 
I 

I 

Type 20 

-
-
-
-

Modules 

1685 

735 

1973, 1410 

1304, 1410 

I :~~' 1607 
I'YIL. 

1684 

14680 

14681 

1973 

1685, 1701 

I 
I 

78 1500 kc logic I 
I 1669, 4680, 4681 

85 5-meg. logic 

1972, 1982 

210 500 kc flip-flops, 
delays, etc. 

1982 

I 1703 

714 Logic diodes 

336 Reference Diodes 

128 Bias & Logic Level 

Bias & Logic Level 

4680,' 4681 

1
4681 

I 



TABLE 11-5 CIRCUIT COMPONENT TOTALS, BASIC PDP-1 AND OPTIONS 

( Continued) 

Component Basic PDP-1 Type 10 Type 12 Type 15 Type 19 Type 20 Modules 

1 N 429 
,... - 1'\ - - 17nl L £ = I' V I 

(Zener) 

1 N 3316B 2 - 2 - - - 735 
(Zener) 

GRS 20 4 - - - - - (GE Thyrecto 
SP-4B4 812 power co 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS (all are DEC types) 

T 2003 114 36 39 51 18 - 1304, 1410 
1540, 1607 

T 2006 1 - - - - - 1304 

T 2010 75 36 3 51 18. - 1607 

T 2012 1 - - - - - 1410 

T 2017 4 - - - - - 4201 

T 2018 90 - - - 30 21 4603 

T 2019 1 - - - - - 4401 

T 2020 19 - - - - 1 4410, 4301 

T 2021 2 - - - - - 4401 

T 2023 9 - - - - 1 4301 

r) 
ntrol 

T 2024 109 - - - 30 22 4603, 4410, 4301 

T 2029 64 10 - - - - 1201 

T 2033 38 - - - - - 1204 

POWER TRANSFORMERS (all are DEC types) 

100-X-l0l0 1 - - - - - 734 Supply 

100-X-1015 1 - 1 - - - 735 Supply 

100-X-l016 9 - 1/3* - - - 728 Supply 

DELAY LINES (all are DEC types) 

330-25E-3 40 12 4 - - - 1310 

330-25E-6 16 17 1 - - - 1310,1311 

*One type 728 supply required for up to three additional Type 12 memory modules; e.9. four 
Type 12 1s require two Type 728 1s; however, two Type 728 1s can power up to six Type 12 1s etc. 
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TABLE 11-6 RECOMMENDED CIRCUIT COMPONENT SPARES 

Basic PDP-l Type 10 Type 12 Type 15 Type 19 Type 20 

TRANSISTORS ... 

2N 393 2 I 
2N 456A .1 
2N 2488 

.; I 
I 

2N 2489 4 2 2 

2N 599 10 6 I 

2N 711A 2 I 
2N 1184 I 
2N 1184B I 

i 
2N 1204 or 2 I 2N 2099 

2N 1304 2 

2N 1305 6 3 2 

2N 527 2 
1"'1" I 1"'1 A c 1 In ') 
LI~ L£tJ I IV L 

2N 1754* 4 2 

2N 1754 5 2 

2N 2099 or 2 2 
2N 1204 

DIODES 

1 N 270 

1 N 276 40 2 5 3 4 4 

1 N 645 25 2 4 3 4 

IN 994 4 

1 N 1217 2 

1 N 1220 

1 N 429 
( Zener) 
, .. I 1"'11"'11 L n 
11"l.).)IOD 

( Zener) 

GRS 20SP-4B4 

* BVCES > 40V at 100 IJa 
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TABLE 11-6 RECOMMENDED CIRCUIT COMPONENT SPARES 

(Continued) 

Basic PDP-1 Type 10 Type 12 Type 15 Type 19 Type 20 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

T 2003 2 - 1 1 1 -
T 2006 1 - - - - -
T 2010 2 1 - 1 - -
T 2012 1 - - - - -
T 2017 1 - - - - -
T 2018 2 - - - 1 1 

T 2019 1 - - l'!I!I' - -
T 2020 1 - - .... - -
T 2021 1 - - - - -
T 2023 1 - - ... - -
T 2024 2 - - ". 1 1 

T 2029 2 - - - - -
T 2033 1 - - - - -

TABLE 11-7 MECHANICAL SPARE PARTS 

Part Number and Description 

53E 168 , Type CFG: Rotron fan with #2R blade 

Rotron Venture: Muffin fan with mounting cl ips 

1011 x 1011 X 2" EZ Kleen Filters 

Type 418 Super Filter Coat, Pints 

Quant ity of Spares 

* 

2 

*One filter unit required for each bay of the installation; Example: the standard PDP-1 
requires four filters. 

voltage that cause malfunction are readily apparent. It is especially useful to make a log 

entry noting any temporary malfunction which may occur during either testing or actual 

operation. Such entries can be invaluable in isolating intermittent failures. When a 
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mal function occurs, it is useful to note the portion of the program at wh ich the mal function 

is noticed, as well as any control settings and panel indications which may be relevant to 

the di fflcul ty" LocatIon of an intermittent fai I ure is frequentl y accompl !shed by logg!ng 

two or more mal functions wh ich all intersect at a common defective componenL 

Component deterioration is often evidenced by malfunction of a particular module at a 

steadily decreasing margin voltage, Replacement may be indicated when such a long term 

drift in margin voltage is detected, even though the margin at which failure occurs has 

not yet exceeded normal limits. It is always better to perform such preventive replacement 

before an actual operationg mal function occurs 0 Prompt replacement of deteriorating modules 

often forestalls computer errors, thereby reducing both error down time and diagnostic down 

time" 

To minimize computer malfunctions, the following schedule of preventive maintenance 

procedures is strongl y recommended. 

a EVERY DAY (OPERATOR'S MAINTENANCE): 

error halts, noting the reason for the error halt if known, 

2) Inspect and clean the tape-handling surfaces of the tape reader 0 These include 

the read head, tape guides and rollers, the pinch roller, the capstan, and the brake, 

Use a I int-free cloth or a cotton swab (eg a Q-tip) moistened with denatured alcohol 

if necessary 0 

3) Inspect and clean the tape-handling surfaces of the paper tape punch" Use a 

lint-free cloth, a cloth strip, or a soft toothbrush, as convenient, Do not use 

alcohol or other solvents near the feed pawl or the die block since such solvents 

remove the light lubricating film. Empty the chad container" 

4) Inspect and clean the platen and paper guides of the Computeriter as necessary, 

(The platen need be cleaned only if typing has run off the page or if the Computeriter 

has run without paper.) Clean the type, using a carbon~eating putty (such as 

Eberhard Faber "Star Type Cleaner"), Remove lint and other fouling from ribbon 

guides; replace ribbon if necessary c 

5) Check that all cool ing fans (bottom of each bay and back of each core-stack) 

are operati ng proper! y . Check for free flow of air 0 
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6} Replace any non-critical malfunctioning components which can be detected 

by observing the console (eg. indicator lamps, etc). 

NOTE 

The remainder of the scheduled preventive maintenance procedures 
should be performed by qualified technicians only. 

b EVERY WEEK (IN MULTIPLE-SHIFT OPERATION, EVERY 80 HOURS): 

1} Check the operator's maintenance logs. Note mal functions and error hal ts 

detected by operator's MAl NDEC runs. Note non-critical component replacements 

made by the operator (Does a particular fuse blow too often? Does an indicator 

I ight burn out too often?) 

2} Reader inspection: Check for effects of vibration, and for wear at the drive 

belt. Check drive belt tension and adjust if necessary. With the reader power 

off, gently rotate the motor pulley, feeling for stickiness or bind in bearings. 

3} Punch inspection: Check for the effects of vibration, for tightness of wi ring 

connections, and for tightness of the nuts and screws that lock the adjustments. 

Check for the presence of oxidized (red) metal dust near bearing surfaces, indicating 

insufficient clearance; this condition must be rectified immediately. With the punch 

unit cover removed (by removing the four mounting screws) rotate the main shaft 

slowl y in the normal direction (clockwise as viewed from the front). During rotation 

activate all movable elements checking for freedom of movement. Check that all 

contact points meet squarely. 

4} Computeriter inspection: Check for effects of vibration: for tightness of cable 

plugs, mounting screws, etc. Check decoder solenoids for tightness of mounting, and 

check both the decoder solenoids and the accelerator cam trip magnet (TCM) for signs 

of overheating. Check the surface of the typewriter power roll for signs of excessive 

wear or presence of lubricant. If any oil or grease has deposited on the power roll 

surface it must be cleaned thorougly (use a cloth dampened with alcohol or trichloro

ethylene) . 

Run the "QUICK BROWN FOX" maintenance program (MAINDEC 14). Check 

that the type is even on the I ine and of relativel y equal impression. If a character 
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prints weak, is askew, or is out of line, check that the type bar does not strike the 

type bar guide (turn the power off and lift the type bar manually) u 

5) Memory checkout: Run the memory checkerboard maintenance program 

(MAl NDEC 2), Using the worst-case configuration, increase the sense-ampl ifier 

+ lOA margin unti i the first bit is iosL Note the meter reading at the type 734 

marginal check supply, Decrease the sense-amplifier margin until the first bit 

is picked up; note the meter reading c The vol tage at which the first bit IS picked 

up and the voltage at which the first bit is lost should be symmetric about +10 vdc. 

If the bit lost at high margin is the same bit as that lost at low margin, the corresponding 

sense amplifier may be weak. In this case, increase margins slightly further until a 

second bit is lost and note the reading 0 Similarly decrease the lower margin further 

until a second bit is picked up. Again these margins should be symmetric about 

+10 vdc; however, the difference in margin voltage between the first bit error and 

the second is the criterion for iudging the sense amplifier. 

If the margin voltages causing bit error are not symmetric about +10 vdc! the sense 

amplifier slice adjustment should be performed, If one sense amplifier appears weak, 

the sense amplifier balance adjustment should be made before summarily replacing 

the sense ampl ifier 0 Procedures for both adjustments are given in .=. above, 

c EVERY tl\ONTH (I N IV\UL TI PLE SH I FT OPERA II ON EVERY 160 HOURS): 

1) Check the operator's maintenance logs, Note mal functions and error ha I ts 

detected by operator's MAINDEC utility program runs 0 Also review noncritical 

component replacements by the operator, checking for excessive replacement of 

a particular component. 

2) Run all MAINDEC programs with margins. The procedure for running MAINDEC 

with ma,gins is discussed in paragraph 11-7 below. It is extremely important to log 

all malfunct;ons caused by the application of marginal voltage, 

3) Change and clean the air filters at the bottom of each bay! using the following 

procedure, Loosen the two ~hvmbscrews holding the fan and filter housing to the 

floor of the cabineL Remove the fan and filter housing. The filter can then be taken 

out of the housing and the clean spare fi I ter installed, Replace the fan and fi Iter 
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housing containing the cI ean fi Iter, and tighten the two thumbscrews. 

Clean the filters by thoroughly flushing them with hot tapwater in a direction 

opposite to that of airflow. When all dust and I int is removed, shake out excess 

moisture. Stand the fiiter on one end for ten or fifteen minutes to allow remaining 

mositure to evaporate. If the flush water is sufficiently hot, the filter should dry 

completely in about fifteen minutes. Finally, spray the filter with aerosol Super 

Filter Coat or an equivalent product. This spray serves both as a dirt-capturing 

medium and as a detergent which helps wash out the dust and lint during the next 

reverse flushing. 

4) Check all moving parts of the reader for freedom of movement and for wear. 

Check the outputs of the data channel ampl ifiers and the sprocket channel ampl ifier, 

using the procedure of paragraph 11-3~ above. Do this regardless of whether or not 

the tape reader system passed the MAl NDEC reader test program. The reader does 

not require lubrication; all bearings, including those of the drive motor, are per

manently lubricated and require little attention. If a bearing shows any sign of 

sticking, it should be replaced. 

5) Lubricate the high-speed tape punch according to procedures given in section 

five of Teletype Bulletin 215B. The teletype lubrication procedures cover lubrication 

of severai different types of punch. It is important to follow the iubrication procedure 

that appl ies to the particular punch type suppl ied with the PDP-1. It is particularl y 

important to let no oil or grease accumulate between the armatures and the magnet 

pole faces, or between contact points. Always wipe off excess lubricant. 

6) Lubricate the Computeriter following procedures given in the two Soroban 

manuals. One of the two manuals covers lubrication of the decoder and power 

unit; the other covers lubrication of the encoder unit. It is essential to avoid con

taminating the power roll surface with lubricant. In order to eliminate possible 

lubricant oxidation, use a light silicone machine oil for all applications where 

Lubri-Plate #2 is specified in the Soroban manuals. 

11-6 OPERATOR'S MAINTENANCE 

The computer operator at.l PDP-1 installation has three maintenance responsibilities: 1) performing 
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the daily machine checkout; 2) keeping an accurate Operatorls Log; 3) acting as an aid to the 

technician in troubleshooting machine malfunctions 0 

The daUy machine checkout procedure is described in paragraph 11-5~ above 0 Preferably, 

this checkout procedure should be performed as the first operation after the machine is turned 

on in the morning 0 Running the iv\Ai ~~DEC test programs is the most important part of the 

daUy checkout procedure 0 

One good reason for running the MAl NDEC programs every day is that if there is a foul t 

In the computer logic!? one of the MAl NDEC test programs is nearly certain to reveal ito 

This means that the fault in the computer is encountered while running a program which is 

known to be good 0 On the other hand, if the fault should occur during the running of a 

normal operating program later in the day, the fault might easily be dismissed as a program 

error, on the grounds that the program had not been sufficiently debugged 0 

In this case, the fault in the machine remains undiscovered, and valuable time is wasted 

debugging a program which might be good 0 However, to ensure that the machine is not 

at fault! the operator might run the MAINDECo If this is done! when MAINDEC discovers 

the faul t J' the operator shoul d of course notify the author of the operating program y so that 

at least he does not waste further time debugging a good program 0 

For efficient operation, it is obviousl y desi rable to discover faul ts by running the MAl NDEC 

rather than to encounter them during operating programs 0 Otherwise all computing time, from 

the start of the operating program wh ich original I y encountered the foul t unti I the discovery 

of +he fault! is wasted 0 During this time the machine produces no useful resultso 

Another good reason for running the MAl NDEC as the first operation of the machine shift is 

that MAl NDEC test programs have a diagnostic value 0 If a MAINDEC program discovers a 

fault in the computer logic, it simultaneously gives indicaflons as to the general location of 

rhe faulL This is certainly not true of operating programs 0 A great deal of time that would 

otherw!se be spent in diagnosing the location of a fault can be saved If the fault is first 

discovered by MAl NDEC 0 

"'Fi .,....,. ~.. 0 r i ~ I I 0 rre ~ ~ i , 0 I I i I I c I ~ I 

!!1e uperaror·s Log, It Kepr properly ana In suttlclenr aera!1 i can oe a valuaOle ala In SUo-

sequent dIagnosis of mach ine mal function 0 Nearly every computer installation maintains an 

operating Hme log for purposes of charging machine time to the various departments or divisions 
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using the machine. The operator's maintenance log can easily be combined with this operating 

time log. While usually noted as a part of the machine operating time, the daily running of 

the MAINDEC utility programs is most often charged directly to maintenance. 

From a maintenance point of view, the most important items to be logged are: 

1) The times at wh ich computer power was turned on and off. 

2) The name or type of program being run during operating time. 

3) The exact times of beginning and end of computer down-time. 

4) The reason for down-time, if any, and the corrective measures taken to restore 

the computer to operati ng condi tion . 

5) All replacements of minor components made by the operator in the absence of the 

technician. 

6) In case of any computer malfunction and, in particular, in case of a fault discovered 

by MAl NDEC, the register indications and settings of all sense and address switches. 

A sample format for an operation log is given as table 11-8. This format is included only 

as an example. Each user should modify the sample format to best suit his own needs. Any 

operation log format shoul d, however, have two desi rabl e characteristics: fi rst, entries 

during operating time should be simple and require little time to complete because the operator 

is busy during operating time; second, there should be plenty of space for operator's remarks 

and comments as well as for entries of register indications and sense switch positions in case 

of malfunction. 

In most new computer installations, the operator has an opportunity to become fami I iar with 

programming and machine language before the technician. In addition, the operator rapidly 

becomes familiar with the frequently used operating programs and routines. This knowledge 

is a valuable aid in troubleshooting malfunctions that develop during normal operation. Since 

the operator is so often fami I iar with the internal workings of commonl y run programs, he is 

often able to make a prel iminary diagnosis of mal function location. 

Even when a preliminary diagnosis cannot be made, thoughful observation of register indicators 

and positions of test word address and sense switches generally enables the operator to eliminate 

vast sections of computer logic from suspicion. The operator is also in a better position than 
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the technicjan to discriminate between faul ts caused by mach ine logic mal function and errors 

caused by program bugs 0 

In many troubleshooting problems it is convenient to use small program loops containing only 

a few instrucHons 0 These loops may be used either for exercising certain portions of the 

machine logic! or for diagnostic purposes within a small section of machine logico Diagnostic 

and exerdse loops are, generally, extremely simple; ie, an exercise loop could consist of 

only a single instruction. The adjustment procedure for the type 735 memory power supply, 

for example] uses three such one-instruction loops (shown in steps 1, 4, and 9 of paragraph 

11 ~3!V 0 Other examples of exercise and diagnostic loops are given in paragraph 11-8~. 

The operator is often able to aid the technician considerably by producing simple program 

loops for specific troubleshooting applications. 

11 =7 MAl NDEC PROGRAMS 

The DEC Maintenance Programs (MAl NDEC) permit effective use of PDP-1 for self-testing 0 

For the majority of possible equipment malfunctions, intelligent use of these programs provides 

effIcient troub~e detection and location 0 Complete descriptions of the MAl NDEC programs 

and procedures for their use are given in MAl NDEC Program Guides (:!. below) . 

Before loading a MAl NDEC program tape into the tape reader, the reader motor must be 

turned off by pushing READER switch down 0 This releases the brake, allowing the tape to 

be loaded. The fan-folded MAl NDEC tape stack is placed in the right-hand tape bin, 

oriented so that the tape unfol ds from the top of the stack 0 Tape movement through the 

reader is from right to left. Looking in the direction of tape movement, the five data holes 

ate to the left of the sprocket hole and the remaining three data holes are to the right of the 

sprocket hoi e. The centerl i ne of the sprocket hoi e I eads the center! ine of the data hoi es 

through the reader 0 Figure 11-8 shows the appearance of the top surface of the tape and 

the direction of tape movement when the tape is properly loaded 0 

a MA! NDEC PROGRAM GUI DES - The MAl NDEC program guides are a separate set 

of self~contalned technical memoranda, each of which is designed as an aid to learing 

the function and app! ication of a single MAl NDEC program 0 For rapid reference, all 

MAi NDEC program guides are written in the same format 0 Each guide contains three 
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maior sections ~ 

1) Console operating procedure 0 

2) Suggested appl i cations of program 0 

3) Program descri ption 0 

Both the first and second sections are intended for reference and should usuai i y be 

consul ted each time the test program is used 0 The third sectionb' program descriptionF 

is designed as an aid to understanding the program rather than for repeated reference 0 

Each program guide starts with a cover-page abstract which permits convenient ident

ification of the program 0 Immediatel y following the abstract IS the console operating 

procedure 0 

(1) Consol e Operati ng Procedure ~ Th is section is composed of the following 

five tabl es: 

Table 

1) Tapes Required for Test 

2) Switches 

3) Load Sequence 

4) Error Hal ts 

5) Post-Error Restart Procedures 

Contents 

Lists tapes which are required to run the 

program 0 

Usts console switches applicable to the 

program, and specifies appropriate 

settings 0 

Gives detailed step-by-step instructions 

for loading and starting the program 0 

Lists addresses of the programmed error 

halt.s, the contents of relevant registersb' 

and the meaning or cause of the error hal to 

Specifies correct procedure for restarting the 

program after each type of error hal to 

(2) Suggested Applications of Program - The console operating procedure is 

followed by a section covering suggested program usage 0 Th IS section of each 

program guide presents a generally useful test sequence which the operator may 

perform 0 It by no means exhausts the capabi/ It! es of the program,and is not intended 
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to limit the freedom of the operator to modify program use where appropriate 0 

(3) Program Description - The third and final section of each program gul'de 

contains a detailed description of program structL:"e and operation. The operator 

does not need to read this section each time he runs the test. It would in fact be 

possible to execute the suggested test without understanding the program at all 0 

However, a good understanding of the program yields the abi I ity to modify program 

usage as required by actual computer malfunctions. 

In addition to a detailed description of the program, the third section of each guide 

also incl udes a program flow chart and listing. 

b USE OF MARGINAL CHECK - Variable power supply type 734 produces all 

marginal check voltages used in PDP-1. This supply and the associated marginal check 

switch panel are located at the top of the bay 2 plenum door. The 734 supply furnishes 

vol tages which vary from 0 to -20 vdc, or from 0 to +20 vdc, depending upon the setting 

of the polarity switch. Vol tage ampl itude variation between 0 and 20 vol ts is controlled 

by the large black knob on the 734 supply. The output vol tage is shown by the MARGI NAL 

CH ECK vol tage meter. 

Marginal voltage can be applied to the A lines of any mounting panel by pushing up the 

top toggle switch on that panel. Marginal voltage can be applied to the B lines by 

pushing up the center toggle switch. When marginal checking the A and B lines, the 

polarity switch must be in the +10 MC position. To marginal check the Clines (-15 vdc), 

set the polarity switch to ":' 15 MC and push up the bottom toggle swi tch at the left front 

of the paneli'o be tested. 

When the polarity switch is in the OFF position, normal voltages are applied to all 

three power I ines of every panel, regardless of the settings of the toggle switches 0 

The OFF position of the polarity switch is provided as a convenience to the technician 

during troubleshooting, not as a substitute for turning off the toggle switches at the 

mounting panels. To minimize the effects of unauthorized tampering (for example, if 

someone should inadvertently turn on the 734 supply during an operating program) be sure 

to turn off all three marginal check toggle switches at the left of every mounting panel 

at the completion of marginal check procedures. 
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Marg!na! check voltages may be applied to a single module alone by means of the 

plg~tan plug~rn extender- (paragraph 9~ below) 0 

Tr:e two +10 vdc power lines are used principally as the base b,as supplies for trans!stor 

logic 0 Making the +10 vdc supply more positive checks transistor current gain (~) 0 

Reduc!nq the + 10 vdc supply tests for excess!ve transistor leakaae 0 
"- I ~ 6 ......, 

The ~ 15 vdc power Ii ne is used ch iefl y as the co! I ector supp! y c The ~ 15 vdc ! i ne 

is applied only to pulse amplifiers (module type 1607 and 4603)0 Making the~15 vdc 

supply more negative increases pulse amplifier gain; making the ~ 15 vdc supply less 

negative decreases pulse amplifier gain 0 Marginal voltage should not be applied 

simultaneously to all ~ 15 vdc supply lines throughout the computer! because the 

resulting load exceeds the rating of the type 734 supply 0 

During MAINDEC runs, the particular mounting panels to which marginal check voltages 

might, be appl!ed depend upon which maintenance program is selected 0 Any program, 

whether used for ma~ntenance purposes or not, consists of instructions which must come 

from memory !ocaHons c Regardless of the particular section of machine logic which a 

MAl NDEC program tests? It must always depend upon the memory, the timing, and the 

instruction logic for its operation 0 Routine MAl NDEC runs with marginal checking 

should! therefore, be performed in the following order: 

1) ADDRESS TEST (MAl NDEC 3) 

2) MEMORY CHECKERBOARD (MAINDEC 2) 

3) INSTRUCTION TEST (MAINDEC 1) 

4) MUS~DIS or MUL-DIV (MAl NDEC 4 or 4A) 

5) RPA TEST (MAl NDEC 11) 

6) QUICK BROWN FOX (MAINDEC 14) 

7) PUNCH TEST (MAl NDEC 12) 

8) SEQUENCE BREAK (MAl NDEC 5) 

If desired, the RPB TEST program (MAl NDEC 10) may be substituted for the RPA TEST 

program, and the TYPE~ECHO program (MAl NDEC 13) may be substituted for the 

QU~CK BROWN FOX program 0 

When running MAiNDEC programs that test the memory! marginal check voltage should 

be appl,ed only to the memory module and the memory control logic 0 The memory 



checkerboard program! for example! primarily tests the core bank and the sen.se amplifiers, 

If marg!'1al check: voltages were applied to control logic (bay 1) while runn~'1g the memory 

checkerboard program,y control malfunctions might be introduced which the checkerboard 

program cou!d not diagnose 0 Conversely, if marginal check voltages were app!ted to 

the memory module while running the instruction test program, memory errors m!ght be 

introduced which the instruction test program could not diagnose 0 

Suggested appl ications of marginal vol tage (mounting panel locations) for each of the 

eight basic MAl NDEC programs are presented in table 11-90 This table appl !es primad Iy 

to routine MAINDEC runs. While running a MAINDEC program to solve a specific 

troubleshooting problem! the application of marginal check voltage is made at locations 

determined by the nature of the problem 0 To aid in selecting mounting panels for 

marginal checking", the physical location of the various logic sections of the computer 

are shown in figure 11-1 . 

c LOG ENTRIES - During the running of MAINDEC with marginal check voltages§' 

it IS extremely important to keep detailed and accurate logs. An accurate set of logs, 

when combined with the production test marginal check record (supplied with the PDP-l) 

makes up a complete operating history of all machine logic under marginal conditions, 

When accurate and complete logs are kept faithfully, any deterioration of circuit com~ 

ponents is easil y detected. A deterioriating component is revealed in the logs as an 

error of a particular type which occurs at steadily decreasing margin voltages over 

a period of months 0 Without logs, a symptom of this type is likely to pass completely 

unnoticed. 

When accurate logs are kept, a glance at the previous history of the failure pattern 

in certain sections of computer logic often saves unnecessary replacement of plug-in 

un!tso For example, a certain sense amplifier may operate in a completely reliable 

manner under normal conditions, yet it may fail at a narrower margin than the others 0 

Normally this would indicate that the sense amplifier was weak; however, when a 

logged hIstory of sense amplifier performance under marginal check voltages is available, 

it could immediately be determined whether the narrower margin at which this sense 

amplif!er failed is the result of a gradual drift (indicating weakness) or is merely the 

vo!tage at whkh th~s sense amplifier has always failed. In the first case, the sense 
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TABLE 1 'I ~9 MAINDEC: APPLICATiON OF MARGINAL CHECK 

Program A-Lines B~Unes I C":,Urles Remarks 

MEMORY CHECKERBOARD 
I 

I SENSE AMPS 
I 

3A 
I 

3C 3C ·one 'Panel I I 
I 

3B 3D at a time 

3C 

I 3D 
I 

ADDRESS TEST I 3A 3D one panel 

I 3B at a time 

I 3D 

INSTRUCTION TEST I BAY 1 BAY 1 BAY 1 check 1 B! 
I 

except except except 1 H separateiy 

1 B, 1 H 1 B, 1 H 1 Bf 1 H 

1 B lB 1 B alone 

lH 1H lH together 

"'''"' 3D 3D .:)u 

BAY 2 BAY 2 BAY 2 check 2B 

except except except separately 

2B 2B 2B 

2B 2B . 2B 

MUS-DIS or MUL~D!V SAME AS FOR ~NSTRUCTION TEST 

RPA TEST I FEED HOLE; INFO HOLES 

lB lB 

one at a time 

lB 



TABLE 11-9 MAINOEC: APPLICATION OF MARGINAL CHECK 

Program A-lines B-Lines C-lines Remarks 

3J 3J 3J 1 . . RPA TEST {continued} 
3K 3K 3K J< simul taneously 

11A 11 A 11A 

11 B 11 B 11 B 

QUICK BROWN FOX 11 B 11 B 11 B 

1 B 1B 1B 

10 10 10 

1H 1H 1H simul taneousl-y 
: 

1J 1J 1J 

1K 1K 1K 

2H 2H 2H 

2J 2J 2J 

3H 3H 3H 

3J 3J 3J 

3K 3K 3K 

Substi tute 11 C for 11 B and restart 

PUNCH TEST Same as for QUICK BROWN FOX except no 11 C. 

SEQUENCE BREAK TEST BAY 1 BAY 1 BAY 1 

except except except 

1 Bf 1 H 1 B, 1 H 1 B, 1 H 

3H 3H 3H 

3J 3J 3J simul taneousl y, 

3K 3K 3K check 1 B 

11A separatel y 

11 B 

llC 

ALL Rl ALL Rl ALL R1 
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TABLE 11~9 MAINDEC: APPLICATION OF MARGINAL CHECK 

Program A-Lines B-Lines (-Lines Remarks 

... OIK. _ ~ ,,_to. . ~- -- - • ,,# --- lB 1 B lB 
~l:QUl:NCt I:SKtAK. Tt~ I 
(conti nued) 3D 3D 3D 

3H 3H 3H 1>-J 

simul taneousl y 

BAY 2 BAY 2 BAY 2 check 2B 

except 2B except 2B except 2B 
I I 

.l 2B I 2B 2B 

separately 

amplifier would be replaced. In the second, however, since no drift in margin voltage 

is taking place, it can be assumed that the sense amplifier will continue indeHnitely 

to give reliable performance under normal conditions c 

11-8 TROUBLESHOOTING 

There are many ways to troubleshoot the PDP-1. Most of them are slow, inefficient, and 

frustrating 0 A few however are fast, efficient, and usual I y rewarding 0 One such method 

is described in this section 0 

The troubleshooting procedure presented below does not involve the use of mal function 

tables or symptom-cause-remedy charts. For a full-scale general purpose digital computer 

I ike PDP-l, such tables or charts would be so cumbersome and inconvenient as to be use

less 0 Instead, the method suggested depends upon logical thinking, common sense, and 

an organized step-by-step procedure. Troubleshooting has been likened to detective work; 

the analogy is accurate ( In troubleshooting, just as in detective work, the leg-work is 

vital c 

For efficient troubleshooting, the technician must be completely familiar with the PDP-l 

system function and machine logic c When confronted with a malfunction, a technician 

who is not familiar with the machine wastes valuable time poring over prints and elementary 

system description, thus unnecessarily prolonging down-time 0 !t is essential to have a good 

underlying knowledge of system function (chapter 3), operation {chapter 5L the machine 

logic (chapters 6-9), and, to a lesser degree, plug-in unit circuit theory (chapter 10) 0 
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It is equally important to be familiar with the logic prints (D-size block schematics). 

Most people find it impractical to memorize the prints completely; but, after a reasonable 

learning period, the competent technician will probably know which print contains what 

logic, and even the approximate area of the print which show given sections of the logic. 

All of the mach ine logic is on the prints. The description of the logic (chapters 6 through 9) 

is tied to the prints. The flow of logic levels and pulses can be traced from the prints. 

Location and identification of circuits by mounting panel location, pin connection, and 

module type is also given on the prints. 

This maintenance manual is intended primarily as an aid to learning the prints. Once the 

system logic is well understood, the prints are usual I y used muchl more often than the manual. 

The prints are the best available source of reference information, and the prudent technician 

should make the time to become thoroughly at home with them. 

The technician should, for example, know that the pulses and levels for accumulator shifts 

and rotations originate at the logic shown in figure 6-4, that these signals are gated and 

amplified by the logic shown in figure 7-3, and that they are applied to the AC shift and 

rotate gates shown on figure 7-1. After working with the machine for a reasonable period, 

it will become almost second nature to recall that although the 10 transfer logic is shown 

in figure 6-5, the pulse controlling the transfer from the reader buffer into 10 is generated 

by the logic on figure 9-3. This is much easier than it sounds; once the function of the machine 

is well understood, the details of the machine logic follow quite logically, making the learning 

task less formidable than the sheer bulk of the data would suggest. 

In addition to the prints and this maintenance manual, the technician should have four 

manufacturer's manuals for the standard in-out equipment: the Digitronics manual for the 

paper tape reader; the Teletype manual for the punch; and the two Soroban manuals for 

the Computeriter. It is helpful to read these manual, and learn what information is in them, 

and what information is not. Much computer down-time can be saved by knowing in advance 

where to go for information. 

In troubleshooting a malfunction, particularly one which is encountered during an operating 

program l it is essential to maintain a calm, logical attitude. Malfunctions that occur during 

operating runs are generally accompanied by continuous high-level noise, both from the 
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operator, and from the author of the program. AI though th is atmosphere is conducive neither to 

a calm attitude nor to iogical thinking (the emotional strain is frequently contagious), neverthe

less, efficient troubleshooting must be done calmly, logically, and with common sense 0 The 

noise invariabi y damps out, given time. 

When confrontina a new mal function in the machine. the followina seauential Dian of attack _ IT - _. • -...., - -j - - . - - -" - 1- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -

is usually effective: 

1) Initial investigation: gather all available information on the problem 0 

2) Prel iminary check: see if the mal function presents obvious physical symptoms 0 

3) Console troubleshooting: use the MAINDEC utility programs and, if indicated, 

marginal checking procedures; attempt to local ize the problem to a particular section 

of logic 0 

4) Logic troubleshooting: further localize the malfunction to a particular module, 

power supply, or power control unit. 

5) Module troubleshooting: locate the specific malfunctioning component within a 

plug-in unit or power unit 0 

6) Testing after repair: ensure that the machine is really back on the lineo 

7) Logging the trouble: note what went wrong, and how it was fixed 0 

Steps (1) thro19h (4) are further discussed in paragraphs ~ through.:! belowo Step (5), 

module troubleshooting, is treated in 11-9~. Step (6) is explained in ~ below 0 Use of 

maintenance logs (step 7) is covered in..!: below. 

a INITIAL INVESTIGATION - As the first step in troubleshooting a malfunction, 

before even touching the PDP-l, the technician should find out as much as possible 

about the nature of the malfunction. Question the operator mercilessly 0 Consult the 

operator's log: did the mal function also occur during the operator's MAl NDEC runs? 

Has the operator noticed any unusual machine behavior as a prelude to this malfunction? 

If this malfunction occurred during a MAINDEC run, the operator should have noted 

the readings of the console indicators, and the settings of the test word, address, and 

sense switches 0 Alsoi if the malfunction occurs during a MAINDEC run, these indications 

nnd settings are very significant and should be carefully noted 0 
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Look for a possible history of this mal function among previous entries in the maintenance 

logs. This step is particularly important if more than one technician works on the machine. 

Has the same malfunction, or one related to it I occurred before 0 If so, how was it re

medied? Look also at the last half-dozen monthly entries for MAINDEC runs with 

marginal check 0 Is there a deteriorating module (one that fails at steadily decreasing 

margin voltages) that seems related to this malfunction? If so, compare notes; do the 

register indications and switch settings for that failure resemble the indications and 

settings for the present malfunction? 

The more information the techni cian can gather, the more rapi dl y he can make his 

diagnosis, and the sooner the mach ine can be returned to operation 0 Every available 

source of information should be explored 0 Do not try to troubleshoot a computer 

malfunction cold; usually this just wastes time 0 

b PRELIMINARY CHECK - The second step is to check for physical symptoms of 

mal function. Look first at the test word, address, and sense switches. Make sure 

that the operator is not running the program incorrectly. Open the plenum doors. 

Look for blown fuses, broken cords or plugs, tripped circuit breakers. Has someone 

inadvertently placed half the machine on marginal check voltages? Are all plug-in 

units plugged in all the way? Are all memory cables plugged in all the way? Is there 

power? 

This preliminary check is useful far more often in the case of a catastrophic malfunction 

than in the case of an intermittent one 0 Except for cable and plug-in unit connections 

which may be intermittent, most intermittent malfunctions are due to cold solder joints, 

or faulty circuit components 0 Unless the malfunction is almost certainly isolated to within 

two or three modules by the initial investigation (~above), it is poor strategy to start 

checking arbitrary modules for cold solder joints or bad components 0 More sophisticated 

troubleshooting procedures must then be used (.:, and ~ below) 0 Nevertheless, because 

it eliminates many common sources of trouble which might otherwise be overlooked, 

the preliminary check should not be omittedc Few things are more annoying than to 

through complex time-consuming troubleshooting procedures only to discover that the 

malfunction is actually caused by some obvious cable connection not making proper 

contact. 
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~ CONSOLE TROUBLESHOOTI NG - In many cases, the initial investigation discloses 

an appropriate line of attack, but does not in itself pinpoint the location of the trouble 0 

The third step in the troubleshooting sequence, troubleshootrng from the console p is used 

to localize the malfunction within a smaii section of the machine iogicc 

Console troubleshooting most often requires the use of the MAl NDEC programs (with or 

without marginal checkingJ depending on the nature of the malfunction c 

Intermittent mal functions caused by weak components can almost always be aggravated 

and so transformed to relatively consistent malfunctions by the use of marginal checking 

with MAINDEC. Unfortunately, use of marginal check won1t reveal intermittent con

nections (such as cold solder joints or interruptions in cable wiring). Consistent (catas

trophic) 'malfunctions are, however, easy to locate. Simply run the appropriate MAINDEC 

program, wait for the error halt, and consult the MAINDEC program guide. 

(1) MAINQEC Program Selection - Normally the initial investigation (~above) 

restricts a malfunction to within some large section of machine logic. For example, 

a particular in-out device does not work properly; or it is impossible to transfer into 

the accumulator; or some operating program which is known to be good invariably 

halts at a certain memory location; or the automatic divide instruction produces 

gibberish at the accumulator; etc. 

Even if the program does not run at all, the mal function can usual! y be well local ized 

by initial investigation. In this case the trouble is likely to be located in the general 

control functions (ie, in the timing chain; or in the control logic for run, defer, in

out hal t I or memory; or in the instruction register and decoder; or possi bl y in the 

program counter and program control logi c) . 

For nearly any computer malfunction, the initial investigation usually determines 

which of the MAINDEC programs is the proper one to use. The MAINDEC program 

used depends on the character of the mal function. Suppose for e~ample that the 

complaint involves unexplained holts in operating programs. The operator says 

that attempts to restart the programs result merely in another unexplained ha!t, 

and he then produces a I ist of memory locations at wh ich the mach ine frequentl y 

halts. A logical choice of MAINDEC program for investigating this malfunction 
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woul d be the memory address test 0 

(2) Use of Marginal Check - The particular MAINDEC program most likely to 

discover a malfunction should first be run without marginal check voltages 0 If the 

malfunction is a consistent one it shows up immediateiy during this first run. If the 

mal function does not show up during the first run without marginal vol tages, there 

ore two alternate possiblities, one of which probably explains the situation. Fir~t, 

the malfunction may be an intermittent one, for example, a loose connection. 

Second, there may be some loading condition imposed on the logic circuits which 

is present during the operating program, but not during the MAl NDEC. 

If the malfunction is caused by loading conditions unique to the operating program, 

it can nevertheless be detected during a MAl NDEC run 0 This is done by applying 

marginal check vol tages to the suspected sections. From the last few entries in the 

MAl NDEC marginal check log, the technician can determine the marginal check 

voltages which normally cause failure during the selected MAINDEC program. A 

malfunction caused by differences in loading conditions is likely to showup at 

considerabl y smaller margins than those I isted in the last few log entries. 

If MAl NDEC discovers the error during appl ication of marginal check vol tages, do 

not restart the computer. First look at the register indications and at the test word 

and sense switch settings for hints locating the malfunction. 

(3) Procedure - Console troubleshooting procedures for locating catastrophic 

mal functions shoul d be directed toward discovering a pattern of consistency among 

the errors. Two examples of procedures which locate catastrophic malfunctions 

through the discovery of error patterns are presented in (4) below. 

Location of an intermittent malfunction is extremely difficult using console trouble

shooting alone. For this reason, procedures for locating intermittent malfunctions 

are explained under logic troubleshooting (.:! below). 

Malfunctions (either catastrophic or intermittent) in the start-clear and special pulses, 

and in other control logic initiated by console switches can easily be located with 

the 60-cycle button pusher (paragraph ll-l.!:), and, if necessary, with short exercise 
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loops (ci below) . 

(4) Examples - Two examples i I !ustrating the discovery of error patterns are 

given; the first a continuation of the memory address trouble hypothesized in 

(l) above; the second an example of trouble involving the in=out equipment. 

In (1) above, the memory address test was selected as the MAINDEC program most 

likely to give an indication of the malfunction location £ 

A number ot possibie malfunction iocations may occur to the technician: the 

X and Y selection inverters; the memory address register, the memory address 

decoders, the memory address transfer logic, the program counter I etc. However I 

before running the memory address test, the operating program should be closely 

examined: do the memory locations at which the computer likes to halt all contain 

the same instruction? If they do I the instruction register or the instruction decoders 

could be at fault. 

in the present example, suppose that examination of the operating program discloses 

that the troublesome addresses do not all contain the same instruction. The logical 

first step in console troubleshooting is then running the memory address test. 

If the memory address test detects an error! the fai I ing address is indicated in the 

in-out register I ights and its contents are indi cated in the accumu lator lights. 

Suppose that this is an intermittent malfunction, i.e. suppose that the entire mer-nary 

address test proceeds to completion with no error halt. 

The fact that the machine completes the test without an error halt suggests that 

circuit loading conditions during the normal operating program are significantly 

different from conditions during the test run. Do not despair--use marginal check', 

There is one fortunate characteristic which every malfunction displays. No matter 

how esoteric it may be, there is always a thread of consistency in the errors it 

produces, 

Returning to the present example! suppose that the marginal check voltages cause 

recurrence of the malfunction, and that every error halt of the memory address test 

occurs at an address (shown by the in-out register I ights) in which bits 9 through 11 
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contain 5 octal (101). Now there is something to work on. 

The binary-to-octal decoder for MA
9

_
11 

is in location 1A 17 (see figure 8-1). 

The output level labelled 5 is asserted negative. This level feeds a 50-pin 

Cannon connector to the memory module. Figure 8-3 shows the level arriving 

at pin F of the Y seiection inverter moduie in iocation 3D2. The ground assertion 

level comes out on pin T of the same module. We can check for the positive 

assertion level at the memory read/write switches in locations 3B 17 and 3B 19. 

Except for an extremely pathological situation (such as simultaneous malfunction 

of all eight read/write switches in 3B 17 and 3B 19), the trouble must be located some

where along the I ine of connections I isted above. 

The console troubleshooting procedures illustrated by the foregoing example have 

isolated the trouble to a manageable section of the computer logic. The technician 

can now proceed with the signal tracing procedures described in i below. 

As a second example, suppose that the operator reports that the typewriter prints 

nonsense. It is possible, by spending a great deal of time, to make some sense 

of the remarks printed out as part of the operating program's output subroutine; 

however, the data output is entirely meaningless. If the preliminary check discloses 

nothing useful, the logical first step is to run the MAINDEC Type Echo program 

(MAINDEC-100) . 

Start the type echo program at register 30, so that the typewriter alternately types 

out the left half, and then the right half of the test word switches, returning the 

carriage after every 100 octal characters. Using table 5-1, the numeric code 

for every character and typewriter function can be set into the test word switches. 

Suppose during this investigation it is discovered that TW 6 and TW 15 have no 

effect. Figure 9-5 indicates that signal tracing might logically start with the 

modules in locations 11C18, 11C19, 11C21, and 11C23; and from there might 

proceed through the cable to the solenoids in the typewriter. 

d LOGIC TROUBLESHOOTING - After console troubleshooting procedures ~ above) 

have located the trouble to within a small section of the computer, logic troubleshooting 

methods are employed to further isolate the malfunction to within a single module or 

module connection. Logic troubleshooting is most often done using the oscilloscope and 
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small diagnostic or exercise loops consisting of onl y a few instructions 0 

Logic troubleshooting is normally the fourth step in the troubleshooting sequence; it relies 

heavily upon successful completion of the first three steps u Logic troubleshooting is detail 

work, normal I y performed oni y on smai I sections of iogic or particular discrete strings of 

connections between panels 0 With the possible exception of diagnostic and exercise 

loops the procedures outl ines in this paragraph are appl icable onl y to small subsystems 0 

These procedures should not be substituted for the console troubleshooting methods', out

lined in.=. above. To avoid wasted time from widespread detail work, use console trouble

shooting to isolate the malfunction to the smallest possible section of machine logic 

before logic troubleshooting procedures are begun. 

The remaining portions of this paragraph discuss the construction and development of 

both diagnostic and exercise loops, as well as suggested procedures for logic troubleshooting 0 

(1) Diagnostic and Exercise Loops - A program loop is a set of instructions, one 

characteristic of wh ich causes the computer to repeat the set of instructions over 
I • A I " il I,... • •• I I I 

ana over again. A program lOOp may conTain any numoer or instrucTIons, ana generallY 

incorporates some method of indexing 0 The diagnostic and exercise loops discussed 

here, however, contain only a few instructions, and are designed to repeat indefinitely 

(ie, no indexing is used) 0 

section of the computer logic. Some examples of exercise routines, used in adjusting 

memory circuits, are included in paragraph 11-3b, steps 1, 4, and 9, and in step 2 

of paragraph 11-3~. 

A diagnostic loop is simply an exercise loop which includes some method of sensing 

for error 0 A diagnostic loop can be set up to hal t the computer in case of error, in 

such a way that the console indicator lights give some indication of the location of 

the malfunction causing the errOL Good familiarity with the PDP-l instruction list 

is required for the development of small exercise and diagnostic loops. 

Exercise and diagnostic loops are used generally as a way of keeping some section 

of computer logic operating repetitively in a predictable manner 0 When repetitive 
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operation is set up in this way, oscilloscope signal tracing techniques can be used 

to determine whether the correct pulses and levels are being generated. Diagnostic 

loops are also used during console troubleshooting procedures as an aid in further 

narrowing the possible trouble area 0 

The general exercise loop consists of instructions which set up initial conditions, 

followed by an instruction or instructions which generate the desired pulse or level, 

followed by a jump instruction which returns control to the beginning of the exercise 

loop. The simplest possible exercise loop is just the jump instruction itself. If a 

jump instruction is deposited in the memory location corresponding to its own address 

portion, and the computer is started at that memory location, the computer simply 

performs the jump instruction again and again 0 The jump instruction itself provides 

the necessary repetition, as well as being in itself the desired exercise operation. 

In general, the set of instructions which sets up desired initial conditions should be 

very short, certainly no more than three instructions. If a particular repetitive 

operation requires a complicated or involved pattern of initializing, then nearly 

all the preparation should be done at the console before depositing the exercise 

loop. Instructions that set up initial conditions in exercise loops are normally 

taken mainly from the operate group of instructions (eli, lat, cia). Occasionally 

the instructions law (an augmented instruction) and lac ( a memory reference 

instruction) are useful. 

The instruction or instructions which generate the desired operating pulse or level 

inan:exercise loop naturally depend on the specific repetitive pulse or level desired. 

For example, the pulse that generates in AC the exclusive OR function between 

the contents of AC and the contents of MB is produced by a number of instructions, 

ie add, xor, sad, sase Note that if the instructions sad or sas are used, it is also 

possible to make the machine diagnose itself by skipping on an error. 

One of the jump instructions, imp, jsp, or jda must be used to make the exercise, 

routine repeat itself indefinitely. The following example (table 11-10) illustrates 

an exercise loop of six instructions and two data words which tests the reaction of 

each bit of the accumulator to the exclusive OR pulse under each of the four possible 

initial conditions. In other words, the loop repetitively checks each bit of the 
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accumulator for behavior corresponding to the exclusive OR truth table at the 

e~d of' paragraph 7-2~. 

TABLE 11-10 SAMPLE EXERCiSE LOOP 

Exclusive OR pulse loop Instructions Loc. Contents 

Clear accumulator cia 1000 76 0200 

Exdusive OR with all ls xor ls 1001 ,06 109(> 

Exclusive OR with alIOs xor Os 1002 
I 

06 1007 I 
Excl usive OR wi th all 1 s xor 1s 1003 I 06 1006 

Exdusive OR with aliOs xor Os 1004 r 061007 

Repeat imp xor-l s 1005' 1 60 100l 

t all 1 s 1006 '777777 

I aliOs 1007 00 0000 

Alternatively I the instruction clear accumulator could be replaced by the instruction 

In a diagnostic loop, the set of operations to be repeated includes some instruction 
- .. , 

or instructions for sensi ng an error. Genera II y I these ar~ the ski pi nstructions . 

All of the skip instructions are in the skip group except for the memory reference 

'instructions sad and sas. Table 11-11 Qives an example of a simple, diaQnostic 
- I ,_ .' -

loop to test the response of accumulator bits to the exclusive OR pulse. 

TABLE 11-11 SAMPLE DIAGNOSTIC LOOP 

Exclusive OR pulse loop Instructions Loc. Contents 

Load Acc. from Test Word Switches lot 1000 76 2200 

Deposit Acc. in loc. CTW doc CTW 1001 24 1006 

Exclusive OR with Test Word xor CTW 1002 06 1006 

Skip on +0 in Acc. sza 1003 640100 

Halt hit 1004 760400 

Jump to beginning imp lot 1005 60 1000 

Test Word location CTW ' 1006 C(TW) 
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Th is exampl e of a diagnosti c loop does not test for a II possi bl e combi nations of 

lis and OIS in AC and MB as did the exercise loop of table 11-10 . However, the 

loop does halt the computer on an error, and shows the malfunctioning bit of AC 

in the accumulator indicator lights (that bit which is different from the corresponding 

bit of the test word switcbes) . 

The table 11-1- and table 11-11 examples are given only to illustrate form and 

organization. Diagnostic and exercise loops take on endless variety. A technician 

should be able to generate appl icable loops to troubleshoot any section of the computer. 

Although the examples given are typical maintenance loops, they are designed for 

one specific application. Even if a similar problem should happen to occur, the 

particular circumstances are not I ikel y to be identical. For example, it may not 

be necessary to test for every combination of lis and OIS (as does the exercise loop 

of table 10':;'10). It may not even be necessary to test every bit of the accumulator. 

If the problem seems confined to the exclusive OR pulse logic alone, and is unrelated 

to the response of the AC bits, the simple exercise loop composed of the instruction 

xor, followed by imp to the location containing xor, would be sufficient. Ingenuity, 

common sense, and familiarity with the instruction list enable an alert technician 

to develop diagnostic or exercise loops to suit any specific troubleshooting problem. 

(2) Suggested Procedures - Logic troubleshooting procedures should be undertaken 

only after the preliminary check or console troubleshooting has isolated the malfunction 

to a small section of the computer logic. 

Logic troubleshooting is performed inside the computer. It always consists of a number 

of steps designed to narrow down the location of a malfunction to within a particular 

plug-in unit, connection, or power unit. The specific steps required and the order 

in which they are carried out always depend on the problem. In general, however, 

logic troubleshooting steps fall into three broad categories: 1) signal tracing, 

2) substitution, ard 3) aggravation. 

Only one good method of signal tracing is available: the use of the oscilloscope. 

Since component troubleshooting has (hopefully) isolated the trouble to within 

a small section of computer logic, an appropriate exercise or diagnostic loop can 
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be used to operate the suspected section of logic repetitively 0 'Nhen the machine 

is runn!ng in! a closed exercise or diagnostic loop, the desired operating pulse or 

leve! is generated at intervals that are always mui tiples of the 5-microsecond 

I ..-. • I I I I e _ I G __ _ r LL _ L 0 0 memory cycleo Ihe OSCilloscope sweep may De syncnronlzea TO any or me nrrling 

pulses (each generated once per memory cycle) 0 The duration of the sweep may 

be set either to 1/2 microsecond per centimeter (so that the entire sweep displays 

one memory cycle), or to a value which displays one complete performance of the 

exercise or diagnostic loop. 

Every pulse or leve! generated in a given section of machine logic is available 

at some plug-in module output pin 0 The output pin locations are shown on the 

print corresponding to that section of machine logic 0 In the case of a catastrophic 

mal function, the signal tracing method determines with absol ute certainty whether 

a pulse of good qual ity (ampl itude, duration, and rise time) is being generated at 

the right time 0 In the case of an intermittent malfunction this signal tracing 

technique must be combined with some appropriate form of aggravation (discussed 

below) 0 

Substitution is the technique which first occurs to most technicians. Usually, a 

spare plug-in module is substituted for a suspected module, to see whether the 

malfunction is thereby cured. When troubleshooting registers and counters, 

however, it is often more useful to exchange bits of the register or counter 

rather than substituting a spare module. After the exchange, if the malfunction 

has moved to the new location, the trouble is probably in the exchanged module. 

However I if the mal function still affects the original location, the mal function 

is more likely to be in some logic network supplying pulses or levels to that 

location 0 

Aggravation, as an electronics maintenance technique, sounds as though it should 

be scrupulously avoided; it is actually quite useful. In the troubleshooting of 

intermittent mal functions, aggravation is often the onl y technique which gives 

any indi cation of mal function location 0 The two main types of aggravation 

are vibration and the application of marginal check voltage. Marginal check 

vol tage appl ication as a method of finding weak components or mal functions due 
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to program-linked differences in circuit loading is discussed in ~ above 0 Vibration, 

as a malfunction locating technique, is primarily used to locate intermHtent con~ 

nections. 

As long as reasonable care is used to avoid inflicting permanent damage, the 

technician, in his search for a malfunction, should not hesitate to twist, probe, 

worry, or poke at connections, cables, plugs or plug-in units. All connections 

in PDP-l are designed for excellent reliability. Connections through plugs and 

sockets and through cables should be impervious to any reasonable amount of 

pull ing, twisting, or flexing. If such aggravation produces a computer error f 

an intermittent logic connection is probably causing the malfunction. Procedures 

for finding intermittent connections in individual plug-in units are described 

in paragraph 11-9. 

Intermittent failures caused by poor connections cannot be located merely by 

using marginal check with the MAl NDEC . However, an intermittent connection 

can often be revealed by vibrating the modules while running an appropriate 

MAl NDEC program. Wipe the handle of a plastic screwdriver across the back 

of the suspected row of modules. The resulting vibration generally interrupts 

an intermittent connection. 

By repeatedly restarting the MAl NDEC program and narrowing the area of vibration 

(tapping fewer and fewer modules) the malfunction can be localized within one 

or two modules. After localizing the malfunction in this way, try wiggling the 

suspected module up and down within the mounting panel. If wiggiing the module 

cause a computer halt, before removing the module closely inspect the associated 

mounting panel wiring. 

AI though each PDP-l system is thorough I y tested before it leaves the factory! 

nevertheless, one or two poorly soldered connections occasionally show up later. 

This type of malfunction appears as an intermittent failure, and is sometimes 

very difficult to locate. Poorly soldered connections, if anYl are more likely 

to appear in mounting panel or plug and cable connections than within the modules 

themsel ves . 
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e TESTI NG AFTER REPAIR - After a mal function has been located and the defective 

plug-in unit or connection replaced or repaired, a complete test should be made of the 

enti re system. 

The procedures described above (console troubleshooting and logic troubleshooting) 

in the machine. As a matter of fact, even after faul ty parts related to one mal function 

are located and repaired or replaced, the system may still contain other faults . In order 

to ensure that the PDP-l is definitely in perfect operating condition, the entire MAl NDEC 

shouid be run with the appi ication of marginai check voi tageafter the compietion of 

corrective maintenance procedures. Particular emphasis should of course be placed on 

those portions of MAINDEC which check the originally malfunctioning section of the 

computer logic. 

A record of the computer malfunction and the way inwhich it was repaired is entered 

in the maintenance log. The record of the final test, however, should form part of the 

marginal check log. It should include a notation showing that this unscheduled test 

was performed because of computer mai funct"ion and give a page reference to the 

mal function writeup in the maintenance log . 

.f. MAl NTENANCE LOGS - The first step of any troubleshooting procedure is an 

initial investigation of the malfunction (:: above). This entails gathering all available 

information which might apply to the problem. The maintenance log forms a vital 

part of that information. It must therefore contain a cleat, detai led, accurate des

cription of every computer malfunction, giving the cause of the malfunction, the 

steps taken to isolate the malfunction, and the way in which the malfunction was 

fi na II y repa ired. 

A maintenance log should not be constrained into a standardized and rigid format; 

rather, it should look much like a diary. Computer malfunctions are much too diverse 

to categorize into any standard-form questionnaire. The date and time of each entry 

should be followed by comments describing everything that the technician does to the 

computer for whatever reason. 

In addition to malfunction writeups, the maintenance log should also contain the 
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technician's observations of other pertinent maintenance information. For example, 

if the technician notices excessive vibration in the punch, even if such vibration is 

not accompanied by malfunction, it should be noted in the log. 

Th ~. ~ • r • t . - .' t I I • I f" ... e operator mey mendon ... at some piece 01 jj'1-0U equipmen - seemea slugglsn Tor a 

minute or two; this fact should also be noted in the maintenance log. If the operation 

log shoul d indicate that some particular I ight or fuse has been replaced too many times 

over a short period, this should be noted in the maintenance log as well. Maintenance 

log entries of th is type may seem insignificant or even si II y at the time 'they are entered; 

but later if a mal function turns out to be related to these symptoms the entries do not 

appear silly in the least. 

Accurate logs reveal at a glance the previous history of fai I ures throughout the 

entire system. No one can be aware of every possible failure pattern of a large 

system such as PDP-1. Properl y kept maintenance logs can often reveal patterns 

of consistency among failures that seem totally unrelated. In troubleshooting, com

pletely new lines of attack can often be suggested by such patterns of consistency. 

To take best advantage of this information, the maintenance log must be kept accurately 

and faithfully. The more information that is available on a trouble, the less computer 

down-time before it is isolated and repaired. 

11-9 MODULE REPAIR 

When the location of a malfunction has been narrowed to within a specific module, it may 

be worthwhile to continue troubleshooting within the module. In many cases, a minute or 

two of additional oscilloscope signal tracing can isolate a malfunction to a particular 

transistor, diode, or connection. Considerable bench testing time can often be saved in 

th is way, even if the modul e must be replaced. The following portions of th is paragraph 

describe removal and replacement of modules, troubleshooting within modules, and circuit

component replacement. 

a REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT - It is advisable to turn off system power before 

extracting or inserting modules. 
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Modules are extracted by means of the DEC Type 1960 Module Puller furnished with 

the PDP-l 0 Carefully hook the small flange of the puller over the center of the module 

rimr and gently pull the unit out of the mounting panel. Use a straight, even pull to 

avoid damaging the plug connections or twisting the etched circuiL Since the puller 

does not fasten to the module, prevent the unit from fall ing by grasping the rim of the 

unit in your other hand before the unit comes all the way out of the mounting panel. 

When replacing a module, always position it so that the component side of the board 

is to the right, and the printed wiring si de of the board is to the lefL The 01 uminum 

rim of a module extendsalong the bottom edge beyond the piug. When a module is 

properly installed, this aluminum extension fits into a matching slot in the mounting 

panel 0 Should a module be installed with the bottom edge UPi this o.luminum extension 

prevents the module from making contact with the socket in the mounting panel 0 

Carefully slide the module in between the guide ridges embossed on the mounting pane! 

surfaces until the plug just begins to make contact with the sockeL If the plug and 

socket are properly aligned, a gentle pressure is sufficient to fully' insert the module. 

If the plug and socket are not aiigned, do not force the connections 0 Occasionaiiy, 

sl ight movements of the module within the guide ridges may be necessary to match 

the plug with its connector. After a little practice, rapid removal and replacement 

of modules is very easy. 

The -tape reader printed circuit cards (mounted on top of the reader chassis) are removed 

by grasping the top of the card with the thumb and index finger of one hand, and the 

edges of the card with the thumb and fingers of the other hand 0 A gentle pull disengages 

the card from its socket. The card then sl ides straigh t up and out of the mounting panel. 

These cards are inserted by guiding the card into the two mounting panel slots and letting 

it 51 ide downward until it i ust makes contact wi th the socket 0 A sl igh t push downward 

fully engages the connections. When install ing reader cards, note that the component 

si de of the card is on the right, when looking from the front of the reader. 

Connections to· the power supply and power controls are made both by connections at 

barrier terminal strips, and by cables terminating in plugs. AI though the wiring to 

barrier terminal strip connections is color-coded, color-code markings denoting the 

proper connections may be absent from the chassis of the power unit. Before removing 
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or replacing a power unit, clearly mark all unlabeled connections both on the unit 

to be removed and on the spare to be installed. After disconnecting the unit, release 

it by removing the Phillips-head mounting screws on both sides. (The power units 

are fairly heavy, so get a good hold to avoid dropping them when they are removed.) 

~ MODULE TROUBLESHOOTING - Locating a malfunction within a single module 

can be done in two ways. The first (active circuit tr9ubleshooting) involves use of the 

module extender (DEC Type 1954), the pig-tail plug-in extender, the oscilloscope, 

and small two- or three-instruction exercise loops of ~he type described in paragraph 

11-8c above .. 

The second method is bench troubleshooting. This involves use of a suitable mul timeter 

(paragraph 11-1) and other appl icable bench test equipment· such as an in-circuit 

transistor and diode checker, a regulated bench power supply, etc. 

In complex installations, or in multiple instal!ations, an independent bench module 

tester may be desirable. A bench tester for DEC plug-in modules can be made up from 

a Type 722 power supply, standard DEC signal-generating modules (clocks, pulse 

generators), and suitable switching circuits. 

Such a bench tester, when used with an oscilloscope, can provide active-circuit 

troubleshooting (signal tracing) independently of the computer. A desirable addition 

to the bench module tester is d type 734 power supply. This supply permits marginal 

checking of plug-in units at the bench. 

Information on system design with DEC modules, helpful in assembly of a bench tester, 

is contained in the Digital Modules Catalog (A-705) and the Digital Logic Handbook 

(A~400B), both available from DEC without charge. 

(1) Module Extender - The DEC Type 1954 module extender permits troubleshooting 

a plug-in unit while the system is operating. First, turn off the system power. 

Next, remove the plug-in unit to be tested and insert the extender in its place. 

Then plug the unit into the exposed end of the extender. Finally, turn the power 

back on. The unit is then accessible for troubleshooting. 
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If it is desired, during troubleshooting, to apply marginal voltages to an individual 
." 

plug-in unit, the pig-tail plug-in extender (paragraph 11-1:: above) may be used 

InsteadQ Pins A, B, and C of the exposed plug-in unit can then be furnished 

appropriate marginal check voltages through the three alligator clip leads 0 

CAUTION 

Although DEC circuits are designed with internal safeguards which 
prevent damage from opening or shorting the output terminals on a 
single unit, they are not proof against all the accidental shorts which 
might be produced whiie testing the unit on an extender card. Care 
must also be exercised when testing terminals on the wiring side of the 
racks. 

~2) Bench Troubleshooting - If simple inspection fails to reveal the cause of 

trouble, the use of multimeter resistance readings can usually isolate the trouble 

to a specific defective component, 

Resistance readings may be taken to check the emitter-base and the collector-base 

diodes of transistors in both the forward and reverse directions" It is essential to 

determine the internal battery polarity of the multimeter. Often this polarity 

is opposite to the normal polarity of the leads used for vol tage and current 

measurements. 

Resistance readings for both the emitter-base and collector-base diodes of a 

transistor should be relatively low in the forward direction, and relatively 

high in the reverse direction. Note that although incorrect resistance readings 

are a sure indication that the transistor is defective, correct readings give no 

guarantee that the transistor is good. It may have other troubles. 

Several types of inexpensive in-circuit transistor and diode checkers are on the 

market. These can generally provide a more reliable indication of diode or 

transistor malfunction. 

Damaged or cold-soldered connections can also be located with the multimeter, 

Set the multimeter to the lowest resistance range, and connect it across the sus

pected connection. Poke at wires and components around the suspected connection 

with a probe or wi th the fingers. AI ternativel y, rap the module sharpl y (but not 

~. sharply) on a wooden surface. Often the response time of a multimeter is too 
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slow to detect the rapid transients produced by intermittent connectionso 

Current interruptions of very short duration, caused by intermittent connections, 

can be detected by placing a 1 .5-volt flashlight battery in series with a 1500-

ohm resistor across the suspected connection, and observing the vol tage across 

the 1500-ohm resistor with an oscilloscope while probing the connection. 

c COMPONENT REPLACEMENT - Use a six-volt soldering iron with an isolating 

transformer for removal and replacement of defective components. Avoid excessive 

heat which can cause damage to components and may even cause delamination of 

the etched wiring 0 Transistors and diodes require special care 0 Whenever possible, 

attach a copper alligator clip, or other heat sink, to the lead being soldered, thus 

reducing the amount of heat transferred to the component. 
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Figure 2-2 Standard PDP-l 
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Figure 2-2 
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Figure 2-3 Central Frame Logic P~nels 
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Figure 2-3 
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Figure 2-4 Plenum Doors, Back View of Central Frame Bays 
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Figure 2-5 Back View of Mounting Panels, Bay 3 
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Figure 2-5 
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Figure 2-6 Inside of Plenum Door, Bay 3 
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Figure 2-6 
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Figure 3-1 
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Figure 3-3 
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Figure 3-11 Flow Chart: Standard Input-Output Operations 
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Figure 5-1 Operator Control Panel 
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Figure 5-1 
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Figure 5-2 Operator Control Panel, Front and Side Views 
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Figure 5-2 
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Figure 5-3 In-Out Sequence Break Indicator Panel 
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Figure 5-3 
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Figure 5-4 Power Control Panel Type 813 
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Figure 5-4 
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Figure 5-5 Variable Power Supply Type 734 and Marginal Check Switch Panel 
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Figure 5-5 
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Figure 5-6 Marginal Check Toggle Switches on Mounting Panel 
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Figure 5-6 
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Figure 5-7 Photoelectric Paper Tape Reader 
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Figure 5-7 
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Figure 5-8 Paper Tape Punch, Front View 
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Figure 5-8 
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Figure 5-9 Automatic Typewriter Keyboard 
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Figure 5-9 
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~_+_--+_~-4-~-_+_4--4--+-+_+-~~_+--~~~--+-_+~--~--~4-4---~_+~-I-~------~~-OC~5Y t20 i 120 1 120 120 120 120 120 120 

~ ~ ~I"- ~~ r----<r-- r---<r---< .~........ ~~ 
01. ~,~, ~, .. ~, ~, ~~~, ." ~,~, ~, ~,~, ~, ~~~, ~, ~r~, ~~ ~~~~ 

r... t 02'f-D3f- D~ OOTD6'f- 07 DS 09 DIO-' DII DI2 DI3, 014 1015 016 017 1018 019 D20 021 D22 D20 D24 
L I_ 

FF '"' K oo-_+_-+--------~--~~----_+--~------~--~~----~~--------+_~~----_+--+_------~_+~ 

J lo-~+_~--------~~~------_+--+_------_r--r_------~-4--------+_~ I' 
FF "-

H Oo-~+-----------~----------_+--~------_r~~------~----------+_--------~--~------~~ 
F FF I/"\U----------------------....... -------' 

E oo-_------------------------------------------------~----------~---------4--------~ 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4 W 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD. 
DIODES ARE IN276 

BiNARY-TO-OCTAL DECODER 1150 

r->-R-I ------< .. >--R-2------1<.)--R3-----.... <>--R4----..... ~-R-5------.... <>--R-6 ---<.->--R-7----<....--R-S--------------O-A+IOY(AI 

<> 68,000 <> 68,000 <> 68,000 <:. 68,000 68,000 <:> 68,000 <:> 68,000 S 68,000 

~ <> <S> ~ > <:. > ~ 
r----~--...... -----;--~---_;---~----~--~---_;-__1----r---p_---_+--...... -----....... --...... --....... ~OD.PGND 

.....-;:;t,t~:" ~~D4' L. 
~~ 

T 

RI9 <> 
1,500> 
5% "'> 

~~D27 

R20 "> ~500> 
5% > 

~...Q 
X 

< 
R23,.(> 

1,500,,> 
5% "> 

~"D31 

~ tJ IN645 T;,?~D 

~rQ lN~i51C2 
roo z "I"'M~6 

.t~D32 043 
jlN645 I 

*044 I j1N64'5 ! 

~R2!5 I 
<:> 560 t ? 1/2W 

r-~~~~~--~-~--....... --+_--~~-_+--~-~--~--~~r_-+--~-+-~~~~~-~-~----~----~_C-15Y 
R9,~ ~,. RIO.~~' RII,~ ~, RI2 ~~ ~, RI3.~ ~,_ RI4,~ ~, RI5 n~~' RI6.> ~, 
2.000~ ~03312,O00< "" ..... 034 12,000..> ""<-03512,000<' _ .... 036 12,000<' _~03712,000<, f-D3612,000? .~D3912.p00< ,,"D40 

> IN645 > IN645 i> IN645 > IN645 > IN645 ) IN645 > IN645 > IN645 

"~I 
~r-

"~2 .t1~3 
I ~ 

FF :. 0 ~ 

FF! 
,.. 

0 
;: 

.. ~ i ~~ ~~. ~l .4l .4~ .4.. ..~ ~~ .. ~ ~ .. ~.. .t1~ ~~~.. ~~ .. ~ .. ~ .t~ .. ~ 
D4 I D5 D6 D7 DS D9 DIO DII DI2 DI3 DI4 015 DI6 DI7 DIS Dl9 D20 D21 022 D23 D24 

I 

I 
j i 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 

F FFI ; 
I RESISTORS ARE V4 VI, 10% 

D!ODES 4g~ lN215 
~ " . 

BINARY-TO-OCTAL DECODER 1151 

A-l05 



BINARY-TO-OCTAL DECODER 1150 

BINARY-TO-OCTAL DECODER 1151 

A-106 



N F E T R P 

SET "0" OUT "I" IN "rj IN "I"OUT CLEAR 

t 01 

I 

A+IQV!Al 

~ 
B+IOV(Bl 

R4 
560 

D,K GND Z 

Y 
V 

CI3 
v 82 

~ U 

~-----------+--------+-----~--~------~--____________________ ~ ______ ~ __ -4 ____ ~ ________________________ ------~C-,5V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE !NDlCATED: 
REs/S1ORS ARE V4 VI, 10"" 
CA~C/TDRS ARE MMFD 
DIODES ARE IN276 
TRANSISTORS ARE 2N1427 
OIOOES 06,07, 08,09 ARE IN994 

0( ., u a ...... J: .... >< ~ :I: z .......... :;I > ~ >< ..... 

FLIP-FLOP 1201 

~~~~~~---r---t--~~~~-------------t--r-t--r--~~~~~--~-----+------r-~r---~+------------+--~--~A+IOVW 
~;---+f----~~~----t---r---~----~~------t-;--r~-------+----r-~~r---r-----;---~-----+----~------}-+---~B+IOV~ 

A INDICATOR B INDICATOR 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDIC,4(TED: 
RESISTORS ARE 114 W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE "''''FD 

DUAL FLIP-FLOP 1204 

A-107 



FLIP-FLOP 1201 

DUAL FLIP-FLOP 1204 

A-108 



H 01 

A DIRECT A DIRECT 
SET CLEAR 

K M 

C2 09 

017 
IN276 

B DIRECT 
SET 

V 

018 
IH276 

B DIRECT 
CLEAR 

X 

a"d' 8"1" 
IN OUT 

,~ '1 r 
~I 

rl~00~0~~ ________ +-____ r-~N~2~76~~~ __________ ~ __ +-~-4 __ -+ __ ~~~-+ ________ +-________ +-~~~-+----------4-4---~ATIOV~l 

~-----+~~-1~~----1--4------+-~--~------+-~~--+------r-----4~~~~-+--------~-+-----4----~~~-+-+---oB+~~ 

C8 
47 

<:21 C23 
'--------+-~II-( ________ +--____ 47 ____ +-__ I_OO __ _+_~ 

el7 

; 

02S 
IN645 

027 
IN645 

IN645 

,sO ! 
026 

Tit?~5 
I, I LI _I%~-----+-_U 

,.- ~ 1-( ------!--------~ 
(;7 

01 
IN276 

RI 
750 
5~ 
1/2W 

03 
IN276 

ISO 

07 
IN276 

RIS 
750 
5% 
1/2W 

013 
IN276 I 

L---------~------------------_4----+_--.--~~------------~----------4-------_+------------~~_4!____----~~~--__o_C-15V· 

uO 
lJIILESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4 W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 
TRANSISTORS ARE 2NI427 

C3 
2,200 

M 
CLEAR O--------l ~ 

~ RI R4 ,~ 10~RJoo* >6apOO 100,000.? > 1/4W I/4W > V4W > 

[c,§ ~~ 1~q;1 R} 
3,000 
5% 

R5 RS 

>~~O 3,000 
5% > 

JO 

A INDICATOR 

I --------~-~--~----~~~ 

DUAL FLIP-FLOP 1209 

.,r 022 "~D23 

RIO )~ RI3 .~ RI6 ,~ RI9 ,~ 100,000 100,000 10~000 100,000 
V4W > 1/4W > 1/4W > II4W > 

~~ ~ ZL~ ~ '1 

-LC4
/ 

cs..l 7 ..lj~ c7l '0/ V' 
_.-.47 47 47 r-

I 
> < < <> 

RI4 <> > RI7 > RII R20> 
< \000 3,000 <> >3,000 3,000< 

> % 5% 5% 5% > 

B INDICATOR 

~~D24 

R22n~ R2Sn~ 
100,000< 100,000.(> 

II4W 1/4W > 
08 09 

025 ~, 

A+ 

1(> R37 vB 
I > ~500 

10V(Al 

+IOV(Bl 

1< 1/4W 

>- o GNO 

~~ - 47 

- ~~~~ .w J.. '(. ../ ~ ~~C I' '> 

t~~l 
R23 R26 < > 3,000 3,000 
5% 5% 

M 

019 

9 

FO 
cof ~ 
"\ ~ r--

DI .. ~ 

~~ ·'1 
~ 1 104 ~ • I., t I 

1
03 ~ 

.. ~021 R6,< < R9 
~SOO< .?~SOO 
5% > > 5% 

I I 
D7~~ OS ~~ 09 ~~ 011 .. 

~06 
RI2 RIS 

"~010 ~500 1,500 
5% 5% 

~ 1 
........ 

I 
Dl2"~ 0I3"~ .. ~ 

DIS 
RIS_< R21 "~014 ~SOO< I,SOO 

5% i> S% 

016"~ 
R24 R27 

I,SOO ~SOO 021" 
5% 5% 

:t.t 
IIN645 

1N645 '1: ~ R2 8 
60 5 

-

CII '-
180

T 
1 I 

I t l ~ I ~IFT ! 
L _ ZERO !. 
U~ vr O~ 

PULSE PULSE SHIFT 
IN OUT ONE 

0" 
ZERO 
OUT 
FPI 

-> R29 
>1,500 

~ 

ON 
ONE 
IN 

FF"l 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: RESISTORS 
ARE 1/2W, 10%. CAPACITORS ARE MMFO 

I 

J 
> R30 
>I,SOO 
< 

Of' 
ZERO 
IN 

FF"I 

DIODES ARE IN276. TRANSISTORS ARE 2NI427 

-
180 O2T 

--CI3 

\ I TI801 

I 
OH 

ONE 
OUT 
FF"'l 

I 
OL 

ZERO 
OUT 
FP'"2 

I T 
R31 

~,~~ 
VV 

R32 <> I,SOO 

> 

OR 
ONE 

IN 
FF"2 

r'1 -~ 
ISO 14T 

-'-OS' 

I I TI~o 1 

I 
OK 

ONE 
OUT 
FF"2 

I 
OX 

ZERO 
OUT 
FF"3 

1 1 
A /\ 

R33
V 

1,500 

<:> R34 
>~SOO 
') 

I 
OT 

ONE 
IN 

FF"'3 

'-

CI6f 
180 1.. I 

CI7 

i ! 1'81 
I 

OW 
ONE 
OUT 

FFIF 3 

I 
6z 

ZERO 
OUT 

FF"'4 

QUADRUPLE FLIP-FLOP 1213 

A-l09 

1 1 
R35 

}~~ 
VVv 

~ R36 
<> ~SOO 
)-

OU 
ONE 

IN 
FF"'4 

lCIS 
T 180 

I 
! 6Y 

ONE 
OUT 

FF--4 

I 

I 

C-I5V 



DUAL FLI P-FLOP 1209 

QUADRUPLE FLIP-FLOP 1213 

A-ll0 



r-------------------------------~--------------------------------_.--------------------------------OA+IOVW 

R9 
68,000 

1/4W 

RI4 
47,000 

V~----------t_------~~----_1~------------_4----------_.--------_.----------_+----._----~----~r_----~~--~OO GNO 

C3 
RIB 

~?~HfV 
22 

I ~"~~ tOil 

- .. ,., I 
~4S 

Ci 
I I n.~ 

I ~ R3- 4-, t 
I 

I 
C7 

I fl~T3 I f'N64S 82 

I I ISO 

xO I b!JXX) 
I I I tos * 07 

~T2 I I I I tOIO ~~C I 
1013 I T R4 .-.276 1N276 IT~ IN276 T2~F 

3,000 _IL 
lC2 ~.lIt- ~IIL 1'-470 RI7 ~~ RII (00 

01 C6 1N276 220 
IN276 82 014 

1N645 

U 

R20 ? I 
RI9 
220 

220 I 

~~ LL~ L·"" t~ L:-.. l~ ct' S% 

045 ~.~~ 03 
iiiZ76 "5% ii'f276 INZ76 820 

5% 

~ ________________ 4_----~----~----~----------~~--------------------~--~~------~~----------~C-15V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE II2W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD. 

DELAY 1304 

r------------t----~~----11------_r------~----~------~--~--------------------------~~0~ 

1 

RI 
10.000 

O! 

2NZ451 

1 1 1 
J K L M 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INOIOO"EO: RESISTORS ARE 112W, 10'lr0 

DE 1= Q.2 JJ SEC. DELAY UNE 330 OHMS. TAPPED AT Q.OS 

~ SEC. INTERVAL. DEC. 330-25£-6 

DE 2-DE 5 = Q.2 jJ SEC. DELAY LINE. DEC #. 330 - 25 E-3 

P 

DELAY 1310 

A-l11 

1 
T 

R3 
330 

04 
R4 RS 1N994 
68 68 

nTl 
V W 



DELAY 1304 

DELAY 1310 

A-112 



r------------;------~------~---------------------~------------~------.-----~~----------------------+OOG~ 

RI 
22,000 

01 R3 

n III 
J K L 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: RESISTORS ARE II2W, 10% 

DE I 8 DE 2 ARE 0.2 ~ SEC. DELAY LINE. 330 OHMS 

TAPF'ED AT 0.05 ~ SEC. DEC"" 330-25E-6 

+!Ov(A) 
A 

M 

+IOv(B) 
B 

RIO 
33,000 

R5 
22,000 

02 R4 
IN994 180 

DELAY 1311 

ill 
T v W 

M~ ________ ~ __ ~ ________ +-______ +-____________ ~~ __ ~ ______ ~ __________ ~ __ -UD GND 

u 

z U--------~ 
K O~-------., 

R2 
4,700 

RI4 
120 
5% 

~----+-+-~--~E 
DEC 

.T2026 
'------+--+-+----0 F 

L-____________________________________ ~-------------------~--~JC -15v 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE II2W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 
QI AND Q2 ARE 2N982 SELECTED 
FOR lEBO 5 100 uA 4'1 

PULSE GENERATOR 1410 

A-113 

1 



DELAY 1311 

PULSE GENERATOR 1410 

A-114 



r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------{)A+~V~l 

r-----._----~----------~~------------._------------------------------~~---------------------------------oB+~V(~ 

R9 
!i6,OOO 

I 
1~276 

RII 

~'~~_.S~ 
IT~~~AB 

t R21 
68,000 
V4W 

HD-----+f-f I SIGNAL 
INPUT 

RI 
120 

R4 
4,700 

I'll. 

R26 
220 
5")10 

~----~------------~+_----+_----~---------+-----------+----+_--------~-------+------------------------~-UC-15V 

S 
PRE-AMP 
OUTPUT 

------.--------------c.uo .... z .......... z ........ ::)~~ ..... 

PULSE 
IN 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE II2W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFO. 

SENSE AMPLIF !ER 1540 

r---------------------------------------------------~~-----------------------------------------oA+KW(A) 

r--------------------------------+------------------------------------------~B+~V(~ 

r-----------~r1r_----i_---------1------------~~------~--------~------------._._----_.--_.--~-oDGND 

Clt!R2 82 3,000 
5% 

C71421 82 000 
5% 

y S 

Q7 
2N2451 

R28 
~ 

2?y~5 MFO 

019 
1N645 

R30 
ISO 

5% I12W 

I 

~--~------~~------~---------4----~------_+------~~----____ ~--~~--____ 4_------~--------____ ~~OC-15V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE 114W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

PULSE AMPLIF IER 1607 

A-115 



SENSE AMPLIFIER 1540 

PULSE AMPLIF IER 1607 

A-116 



r------,i----.. '----... '----'t------1'~---.. '----.... , ---~,~--------.;o A+ IOv (A) 

t~~·ooo t~ooo ~~ooo tt~.ooo t~ t~Rooo t~~ooo ~~i(ooo }g[OOO 

I ,..--, --+I------.----t-I -----.----+I---.---+-/ ----r----+I~-----t-I -----<lr--+I---t-----t-I-----.---o D GND 

I I n. I I M I I M I I ~A I I ~e I I QG I I 07 I I 08 I I 09 

H5~71 2~[fl;v[1) 2~7~~ 2NW[1) 
>\'~ i Rk I ~~300 I ~~.bl ~~ I S~ol ~Jx,i t~o I t50k 

I I ,5% I 15
% I 15

% I 15
% I 5% I 15

% I 

I. 

I I 

b b J b b b ~ b b b b b b J b J b 
F H K L N p R s T u v w x y z 

lH..ESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 

RESISTORS ARE 1/2W, 10% 

INDICATOR DRIVER 1669 

r-----------------------------------~------~--------~--------------------------------~------~-----------o.~OV~! 
r---~~---~~--_;---~----~---~--~----~--~+_---_+---------~~~ 

~----~--~------_+--_+--~------~~~------+_--~~~----~~--------~_+--~--~--_+~E-3Y 

~------~--_+----------~~--------+_--+_--------~--~-------+--_+--------~--~------~--+_--~------~C-I$Y 

K 
INPUT I 

L 
OUTPUT I 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESI S TORS ARE 112 W 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MNFD 

M 
INPUT 2 

U 
INPUT 3 

BUS DRIVER 1684 

A-117 

T 
OUTPUT 3 

S 
INPUT4 



INDICATOR DRIVER 1669 

BUS DRIVER 1684 

A-118 



r-~--------------~----------------------~----------'---------------~----------------------------'---~A+IOV(A) 
r---~~--------~r----------+---------------+----~~---'----------------~'-~B+IOV(B) 

r-----+---~~--_4r_--~----;_----~--~~----~--~~----~--_.----~----~----+_----~--~--._--~--~_H~~O GNO 

~ R3 
;:>2,700 

I 

SR6 
~2700 

l 

47T 5,600 PJ_7.1 RI4 

.( RI3 
52,700 

1 

07 
IN645 

DB I 

~--Mt---+------. · Lj·% ~O:IO~ ,'I', 03 
IN27S 

<: RIS 
9,700 

1 
IN 276 f 
04 

l 

1M~~1 

'f I. f~:111 
CI5 

2NI304 

~ III 

I Q~R I II ~~O 
~---MI--_---+------+2NI30 --- I 

.l..C21 
.01 

MFO 

L-______ -l __________ ~==========t================l==========:t========~~::====:::j~====::jl--i_--------OC-15V 

~LESS OTHERWISE INDtCATED: 

RESISTORS ARE 112 W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

01 
IN429 

03 
IN429 

• RED DOT 

RI 
470 

R3 
2,000 

WW 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INJICATEO:RESISlORS ARE II2W, 10% 
EXTERNAL RESISTORS ARE Tl£RMISTERS FENAL TYPE 
JA41J1 OR EQUIV, 10K GU 25°C. 4.4% fOC 

---------------------... u 1:1 OM ... :z: _ ..... :I z: ... _ .... ::. :> :t ....... 

BUS DRIVER 1685 

N 0( )< ::e '" c: - '" .... z ~ ...... '- :r: "'" ... 0 " • :. ----------------------

POWER SUPPLY CONTROL 1701 

A-119 

A+IOA 

R20 
2,700 



-y--------------------------;r--------------~r_------------------------------~----~A+I~IA} 

....-----_------------+-----------------+-----....------.------------------h---.() B + 10V (B) 

r--~_--_+---_+---_+---~----4----~----~---~----~---+_--._-._-_.---_+~._~0 GNO 
R2 100,000 

CI ~ RI 

"q''"' 
K 

U 

017 
IN645 

I I 0 (; 

I 
lCI7 ~ IN645 

. TM~IO 015 
N 1 I IN645 

c71 i 01 014 
MFO IN645 

013 
. IN994 

!l60 

f
l R29 

L--------~===========i====================j:========~~==========t=========~--_1---------~C-15V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE 1/2 W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

BUS DRIVER 1690 

A-119a 

THIS SCHEMATIC IS FURNISHED ONLY FOR 
TEST AND MAINTENANCE PURPOSES. THE 
CIRCUITS ARE PROPRIETARY IN NA TUREAND 
SHOULD BE TREATED ACCORDINGLY. 

COPYRIGrT 1963 3Y ::::IGITAL 



BUS DRIVER 1685 

POWER SUPPLY CONTROL 1701 

A-120 



BUS DRIVER 1690 

A-12Oa 



OUT I OUT 9 

F V z 

I 1 r I 

I I I 
I I 

lr 

'l 

rrrrrrrrT=otli 
I I I I I I I I j j 1 
I tOI I '03 I '05 I t07 I '09 I t~1 tOl3 

+015 fOl7 ~~_ 

F F F F F f F F F 
l'''''v~'' 

RI R3 R5 R7 R9 RII RI3 RI5 RI7 

6"200 6 <2'" ,200 1200 ,200 •• 200 ,200 ,200 <200 

E H K M P S U W Y 
IN I IN 9 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 1/2W, 10% 
~OOES ARE IN276 
CI- C9 ARE 6.8 MFo, 35V, TANT. 

SvVITCH FILTER 1703 

OUTCI) OUT(31 
W y 

O~IOV(AI 

° GNO 

OC -15V 

.-----~--------------------r_------~~--------------------_.------~------------------r_------~~----~A+IW(~ 

~--------------~--------~----+--------+----------------~-oV BUS 

r-----+---------------------------1-----------------------r-~----~------------------------_+~OD GND 

~------------~~~----------------------------------------~------------~------------------~OT-~5v 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE II2W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

READ/WRITE SWITCH 1972 

A-121 



SWITCH FILTER 1703 

READ/WRITE SWITCH 1972 

A-122 



r----------1---------------------------------------0A+10V(Al 
P 

(TP) 
M 

(TP) 

r---------~-~--~----------_4---~------------~------O~S.x ~D 

CI 
220 r---------+---~---------._--~-----~R-3V 

+ C5 
~47 MFD 
-I 20V 

~-----------~---------+_--~-~---~V OUT 

~-_--_-__ ___1------}_--------__Oz (TP) 

Rl7 
10 

L--~~-~---~-~--_+----~--~---~-~~--~--+_------oW-13 

L------~----_+--------------_+--4_---~--------t_------oC-15V 

UNLESS . OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE 1I2W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 
TRANSISTORS ARE 2N982 SELECTED FUR 
IESl' ~ IUO JJ. AIIIIPS AT 4V 

L----------------~---------~---------------------~T-35V 

y 
(TP) 

---------------------
« '" '-' c ...... % .... '" ~ ':E z: co. '" '" ... ~ > ~ >< ,.. '" 

MEMORY DRIVER 1973 

A-123 



MEMORY DRIVER 1973 

A-124 



UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: 

ALL RES!STORS ARE 47 AJ"" 
ALL CAPACITORS ARE -4700p f. I"" 

SPECIFICATIONS UNLESS INDICATED 
DEPEND UPON CIRCUIT APPLICATION 

E F H J K L M N 

Y I I I I I 61 
t1CI i:1C2 PC3 C1C4 t:1CS i:1C6 _RJ~ T C7 t1= Ce 

~ P ~o P fJ f1 I=1 I=:1 
112"" 112"" 112"" 112"" 112"" V2"" 112"" "" 
3W R2 W R4 3W R6 3W RS 3W RIO 3W Ril 3W RI4 3W RIS 

z y x w v u 

0( .. v Q ...... J: ~ >< ... :E z ......... :!) ;.. ~ >< :>- N 

RES !STOR BOARD 

---------------------
c .. v 0 .... J: ... '" ... :E <I:' ......... ~ ;0. J: >< ..... 

lQ7A • ,I' ....., 

RES ISTOR BOARD 1978 

A-125 

T s 



RESISTOR BOARD 1976 

RES ISTOR BOARD 1978 

A-126 



04 
IN276 

02 
IN276 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE II2W. 10"'
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD. 

,......----------+----+-------------1~------------I_---_oA+IOV(A) 

v 
L....--+ ....... +--------------+------+----<l_-........ ---o INHIBIT 

SUPPlY 

~-+============;;;=~Pt================~--r_----------~~_J~~O ~O 

012 
1N276 

L-----~~-------------------~~----~-----~~_oT-~V 

"' ..... ~ < c; - .. ,. ... :z I: - .. ~ r ...... 0 ....... »----------------------

INHIBIT DRIVER 1982 

A-127 



INH IBIT DRIVER 1982 

A-128 



r-----------------._--------------------------------------------------------------------------~BtIOV(B) 

L 

01 

R4 
68,000 
1/4 W 

R 

RII 
1,500 
5% 02 

.-----------------<ir-RS-----------<ir------------------()A + I OV(A) 

V 

RI2 
1,500 
5% 03 

68,000 
1/4W 

Z 

RI3 
1,500 
5% 

w 

~~~ 68~ ~5% 
x 
y 

2NI~1 
o 
y 

~--I~--~~OD GND 

lPtt645 

*P~645 I 
~Fot ~ t~~o 

!N276
1 

IN276 , :N276! 
I ~~r_----~--~----~--_+------------____ ~J~I ~~Oll ('"2W 

UNLESS OTHERWISE !ND!CATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4 W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE NNFD. 

INVERTER 

1 1 OC-15V 

Alf"1~ 
"'T IV.J 

r-------------~~--------------._--------------~--------------~--------------~-------------------oA+1OV(A) 

DI 
IN276 

RI3 
1,500 

5% 
D2 

IN276 

RI4 
;,500 

5% 
D3 

IN276 

RIS 
1,500 

5% 
D4 
IN276 

5% 
D5 

IN276 

RI7 
1,500 

5% 
D6 

IN276 

C7 
.01 
MF"D 

RIS 
1,500 

5% 

C8 

T·OI 
MFD 

L---------------~--------------+_--------------~---------------+--------------~--------~~~~C-ISV 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 

RESISTORS ARE 1/4W, 10% 

CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

INVERTER 4106 

A-129 



INVERTER 4105 

INVERTER 4106 

A-130 



~------------------~-----------'--------------------------------------------------------------------~~A+IOV(A) 

~------------;-----------~-------1--------------~---------------------------------------------oB+IOV(B) 

04 

1 NO 
~IN276 

1~~76 I N 0 I~ 
1~76 

j :: =~ 
D9 

IN276 :: :'~l'" I 011 
IN276 

W 

I~k~ 

013 
IN 276 

l~k~6 

07 IN276 

U 

v 

x 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4 W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

R!5 
1,500 

5% 

EL 
01 
IN276 

R7 
27,000 

R9 
56,000 

RIO 
1,500 

5% 

2NI305 

08 
IN 276 

S~~O 
?V2W 

GND 

~----------------------------------~-------------------I~------------~-----OC_15V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 

RESISTORS ARE 1/4W, 10% 

CAPACITORS ARE MPiFD 

DiODE 4 no 

A +IOV(AJ 

D GND 

019 
1N645 

020 
1N645 

021 
1N645 

022 
IN64!5 

R7 
560 
1/2W 

C -15V 

B +IOV(BI 

DIODE 4111 

A-131 



DIODE 4110 

DIODE 4111 

A-132 



r-----------------------------~----------------------------_.----------------------~--------------------OA~OV(A) 

1"2 I 
120..L 

04 iN276 

EO 14 
IN IN??'p 

F O ..... u_'" --IIIII~J-~ 

02 IN276 

IN DI IN 276 

r-----------------------~----~----------------------~~--~--------------.__+--------------------~B.IOVIB) 
r-------------------~~--~--_.--------------------4_----+_--~--------_+--+_~----._--._--._--~D GNO 

DiG iN270 

JO 14 
IN n", 

06 U~ INfl' 
IN276 KO 

Q4 

~T 

~Q5 

to" 
~O5 2NI754 F;ol 2NI754 

T 
2,2l{j 

Lw 
I) ole-

Lz 
OUT 08 IN 276 OUT 014 IN276 OUT 

U X 

IN 07 IN 276 11'\ DI3 IN276 
SO 14 R5 RI3 R21 

1.500 
5% 

UNL~5S OTHERWISE I"IOICATED: 
I RE515 TOR'S ARE 1/4 W 10 °4 

CAPACITORS ARE MMFO 

D5 1,500 011 1,500 D'7 
IN 27& 5% IN276 5% IN276 

L-----------------------------~------------------------------~------------------------~--4_ __ _oC-,5V 

---------------------.. '" '-' c _ _ ::: ~ '" _ J; z ... .. '" _ :: > :t x ~ ... 

DIODE 4112 

.---------------------------------_.----------------------------------~----------------------------------_C~·+OV(Al 

E 
IN 

F 

C2 
2,200 

!J6 

CI 
2,200 

02 
Ro---...... II---...... 

IN 
S o----IIiI-~ 

01 

~-------_<'lB+IOV(B) 

.---------------------------~----_.----------------------------~----~----------~--._--._--._--~~D GND 

C4 
2.200 

OUT 

IN 

010 
IN276 

U 0------1 ..... - ... 
IN 
V o------j~---+ 

L 
OUT 

020 
IN276 

O-----....()'w 
OUT 

019 
IN276 

P 
OUT 

N 
IN 

M 

D30 
IN 276 

Q------Dz 
OUT 

x Q----I~----+ 
IN 

~76 

MFD T
~ 

RI9 
560 
112W 

C8 
.01 
MFD 

~---~---------------9--~~---------------~--~-----------~-~'~OC-15V 

UNLESS OnERWISE 1N0ICATED~ 
RESISTORS ARE 114 W, 10"4 
CAPACITORS A~ MNFD 

----------------------
0( • " Q ... _ :l: .., .. _ ::Iii ~ ....... _ ~ > :I: )( ,.. .. 

DIODE 4113 

A-133 



DIODE 4112 

DIODE 4113 

A-134 



r-----------------------------~------------------------------~----------------------------------------_oA~OV(AI 

r-------------~:)B~O\f(BJ 

r------------------------r----~------------------------t_--~r_------------------~_.--~--~----~D GND 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED~ 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4 W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

Q C4 
330 

I 2.2~ 5% 

I 

CAPACITOR-DiODE 4 i26 

~------------=~OA+IOV(A) 

.----------------+---------------~--------------_+--------------_-----------------------o B+ 10V(B) 

Rl8 
33,000 

015 
IN276 

R23 
33,000 

019 
IN276 

R28 
33,000 

022 
IN276 

.-------+-------~------_r------~------_+------_+------~------~-----~~----_4~------~----._<)D GND 

025 
~--~------r_--~--+_------+_--4---~------_r--~--_r------_+--~--_+------~--~-~--~----~IN914 

R31 
560 
1/2W 

~------r_------*-------+_------~------_r------~------_4------~------_+------~-~----~----~~C-15V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE 114 Yr, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

CAPACITOR-D!ODE 4127 

A-135 



CAPACITOR-DIODE 4126 

CAPACITOR-DIODE 4127 

A-136 



C2 
150 

----------------------....,...------~OA+IOV(A) 

~--------------------------------_.~~O~--~r--t-~-~~--t-~JD GND 
IN276 

I 

~ 
~2,200 

I GATE PULSE 
IN OUT 

1 C8 lClo I" 

GATE PULSE 
IN OUT 

GATE 
IN 

PULSE GATE 
OUT IN 

PULSE 
OUT 

C7 C9 

T 330 T330 

D9 
IN276 

n~n 
1 

* 1~:761 t 1~~761 '* 1~176 
V 6u x bw z by 

GATE PULSE GATE PULSE GATE PULSE 

I 
I I 

I I 

II 

i I 

I I 

i~ ~ 
IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT 

L-____________ ~l--------------------------__ ----------------------------------+!--~-OC-If 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4';\\ 5% 
CAPACITORS ARE MM FD. 

R3 
33,000 

l~ 
T"" 

01 
IN 276 

RI 
1,500 

CI r 
E H 

D3 
IN27S 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

¢-----oP 
I 
I 

M 

CAPACiTOR-DiODE 4 i28 

OA+IOV(A) 
B +IOV(B) 

D9 
IN276 

o GND 

016 
INS45 

015 
IN645 + CII 

-L C7 
- 3.9 MFD 

-IOV 
.01 
MFD 

C-15V 

It5'ffS 

T V W 

CAPACITOR-DIODE 4129 

A-137 



CAPACITOR-DIODE 4128 

CAPACITOR-DIODE 4129 

A-138 



.> R2 
:>88,000 

i/4W 

Z 01 r 
~~ 

·0· 
OUT 

F 

I 

... 
IN SET 

I I 
I 

I 
1,000 

4% 
( f 

~~O 
1\ 

~ltOO: ~~O > '> R4 ' 

~~~:~ :>1,000, . 
L.....-

~: .1 

PULSE 
OUT CO MPLEMENT 

·0· 
COMPLEMENT CLEAR IN 

H J L P T 

I 
I 

R24 I 
iPOO 

5fos\ 
1,000 D4 03 

01 07 .wo I I ~I I 1 14 t I 18 Dc p~ 4,7.0 ... 
I~' 

~ ." 1\ 

,~ RI3 6:},Scxl' >~28,:~ ~.&o > :~~: ~: R22 :> 
:>',"000 : 114W 1/4W ~: 1,000, 15,000 > 

~ 

~ I 
~~, ~'I DIS 04 CI!-~ f." 

IN9I4 If." ~ , 1 ~ 

"(' 
OUT INO 

R S 

1 
I 

R33 
3POO 

5% 

t 

I 

> 
R35 > 

68,000 > 
114W 

-- +IO(A) 

+10(8) _8 

,K GNO _0 

"'J::Il I .~ RI _.> 
3,000.> 10 I CI 

680 
~ 2NI S I 
~ C2 fi 

.~ 
2N1305 ~ 

~~ ~ 
RI2 ~ ~2N1754 2~4' 
~OO ~60s .. '&-2 S'I. ...... 

~;J ~~ I/2WS% 

~ I ~ 330T •• 
R23 ~ 
l~ 2NI305 

I12~U; 

I~S~ 
I 014 ~ 
IN645~ 

I DIS 
IN645 

016~ 
IN645 

.. JQ6 W 

~ ~~ ·llY· ... _-"" U:>~ ;r-C2 
, 2HI305 ~ 

F- ;.~:9 

o 
680 

S2J. 
Y .01 r- '""""' 

MfO 19 I~~O R9 : ':4 ~~T I i "i 5 .. 
~, 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED, TRANSISTORS ARE 2NI3O!5 

DIODES 1-8 ARE CTP-2425. OTHER DIODES ARE IN276 
RESISTORS ARE V2W, IO%. CAPACITORS ARE MMFO 

i 

C8 
> 330 :> Rl5 
>2,200 

• 5% 

CJ3 > 
330 '> ~'"""~ 820 R21' TCI5

• 
~ :> R31 

2,200 • 
5% Oll~ ~ ,>~~ 

i 

I 

------.--------------<C • u a .... z: ....... ::I z ........... ;:) :> t: x .... 

FLIP-FLOP 4201 

MFD ~ 

fl." 
~ 

R32 , 

:~ R34 ~: 
,>560 

--C-15V 

L-~----_+--~-+----4+----~--_+4_--~~~~~~~+_r_--~~----r_--r_r_--Hr----~----r+---_+~~--_+~t_---O-B~OV;B; 
RI9 > > >. R37 > I 

.~ R4 ~ R5 ),RIO ? RII R42 ">IR
O
I4
00

• • IS,~~ ,> c R21 • R25 R26 R416 > P.32 > >fl36' 15,0%9 > I 
• ~OOO < 15,000 >IPOC, : 68im l.ovO' ,>'. 1,000 C> C 1,000 , I~,OOO : 1,000 ~OOO > 68'19g~ > >1.000 > ~OOO > I 

!b~3~O ~ sl.o~?> /~3~~ /~ _ ~~O {R31 ~i I 
I ~~ I ~,,' V4W;' 'I" I (I~' I I~~ ~ "~~ >6~;P~ ~~/T ~~, ' 

I I J u~, I 1 J Q4 "-V \' OS \' 1\-, '" ~rtfo l'7Q8 "'-V \, Q9 \' I 
Va3 ~ V2NI754 /~ A A A ...... 2NI754 ...... Q6 1 '1-'07 '5% V2rm54 /~ ...... 2N1754 , QIO 

~+---<p--__ L..---..vvv ~3 ~;J I'~ ~-- H-+-----. __ '----...,····v Ef3 ~3 ~~~ ~ 

• R8 ~ ~,R50 3~~RI7 < ~ RI8 • R28 k- :gl R5I > _ ;:ZO · R34 =--~.R40 
• 2,200 ;>1,0')0 2,200: j~D21 >7;~ >1~ j~D7 • 2,200 ~r:~~0.~ ;.~M~ID ,>2,200 1 ~"012 >7~ 

1/2W 1/2111 MF!) 1/2W I 

1 
C411820 82011 CIS 

C9 11820 C2211820 

UNLESS OTIiERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 114 1/1, 10% 

r.APACITORS ARE MMFD 

DIODt.S ARE IN276 

TRANSISTORS ARE 2NI305 

DUAL FLIP-FLOP 4209 

A-139 

-D GND 

"013 
IN64 

"()14 

IN645 

'~Dl5 
IN645 

" ~D16 
1N645 



FLIP-FLOP 4201 

DUAL FLIP-FLOP 4209 

A-140 



C3 
2,200 

CL~R~~~----~----------------------~--------------------~~--------------------" 
023 ~~ 024 ~r 025 ~~ 

r------------+---_+-------+------'t--------f---....,----------t-t--~A+IOV\A1 
r----------,~I-------4J~---+---_::l__----____.l~-+----;;;~----....,...-____1---j-----_,----tf---~-S+IOV\6l 

~ RI 1<4 )~ Z I RIO . ~ RI3 > 1 RI6 .> RI9 . ~ I R22 R250~ I> R37 
100.000 68,000 R7 .<; Ii 68,000 -> 68,000> I 68,000-> 68,000 <> I 66,000 68,000 I> 1,500 

> 68,000<:> '> '> i '> > i I ? ~o GND. 

I ~ @2 ffi3 Q4 05@6$71 J~d\! _ 1~017ilv rl--* ) .....---+---t-+-r.;!--+-: ~~ r;~ I 1 ~ \XI t I i IN645 

R2 I I~~T J l 19ri 
150T \ ) ~ 1150

\ 150 1 l l ) ~ \150\ 150 1 ~ l ) ~ \1501 IIN6~N~10 '+' rl l ''-T!J.!YJ.l !IC5
r J ~D '(l,Y , ~61 rlcJ iT' ':!:cB1 'IC9)!!' ,! -roC,O' IDIS' 09 

I I ~3~~0 ~i~~ I I I ~~~ox~o~ 1 II L~3~~~3~~0 > II LS3~2m I ~~~51 
II 1 1 ' T .,"" 1 ~ 1 + 1 · t:J 1"\ lIt I~r 020 

R6 > > R9 I RI2 RI5 I "" RIS < R21 R24,,> R27 021'" .( 

01~1l- o3"1l- 04 4 II~~~~ 07~1l- DB t ~Il- I +011 > 012" I~l I" 015 > ~016 t1N645. 

R3 .. ~.02 1500 <> ">1500 I .. ~D6 1,500 1,500 I .4~PI'O 1,500 <' i,500 .4~ 1,500 <> I,~~O 1 IN9:~ to <> R2B I,~~O 1N914 5%',> <.>'5% 1N914 5% 5% 1 IN9I4 5% > 5% 5% t I <~;~W 

I Til I ( -C-15V 

1. 
PULSE 

IN 

I V 
SHIFT 
ZERO 

F S 
PULSE SHiFT 

OUT ONE 
ZERO 
OUT 
F~I 

UNLESS OTHERWiSE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 114 VI, 10 % 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD. 
TRANSISTORS ARE 2N1754 
DIODES ARE IN 276 

<) R29 
<>~500 
~. 

( N 
O;';E 

IN 
FF"'I 

I I I I I 

I I 1 j I 
R30 I 1 <:> 1,500 1 

'> Ii,~ 1 
13C13 

330 

T 

L I 
P OL 

ZERO ONE ZERO 
IN OUT OUT 

FF~I FF"'I FF#2 

I I I I I i I I I I I I I R35 R31 

1 I j I 
'\N'v 

111 I 
1,500 

I l 
1,500 R33 

'V\/'v VV'v 1,500 

I'K:!: 1 I 
I 

ICls' =1 1 C!B R32 1 R34 ) .~ 1,500 330 > ~500 330 1,500 

I 
T 3 0 

,];C15 ~ 1307 
330 330 

T j 

t C K X T W ( Z t L 
ONE ONE ZERO ONE 0 NE ZERO ONE ONE 

IN OUT OUT IN OUT OUT IN OUT 
FF""2 FF-2 FF"3 FF"'3 FF""3 FF""4 FF .. 4 

FF.4 

QUADRU PLE FLI P-FLOP 4213 

CLEAR 

I
r-I r--~t--+-4--~-4-~-_.--_.-_+-+_4_4__+-~----'t_-~~-+_4__4~-+_4_-_+---~-~_+~-~~----'~~OG~ 
03 ~r ~~.o4 ~.~~ ~f~ 012~r ~[_01411 ol?~~ ~~Dl9 wI. 

I

IN9I4 r r,;~ ~ ~ 1N914 IN9I4~-++0~~ 0 ~ r- IN9I4r- ~t\ (,~ N9f4 1N914~-++~~~ r;~~~-++--+---4~914 ~~J'~~ 
01'-.[:) '=~21 _ 10KD '-::VQ4..L ..L Q5\...r;.' '(L/06 ..L I I 07\...D '(vas -L ~FD23 

C2 =-r- \2NI754 2N1754 I ~~ &o"T" 2N1754 2N1754 ~C12 CI3_--r- \2NI754 2N1754 'T';C181 IC ~ 12N1754 2N17s., ~ 

R20 

<> 3,000 
> 5% 

R23 ~ 
\~OS 

.4 ~Ol ~.r > D2 j ~ .4 ~1N02676 ~RIO 10NI027~~~ ~~ 011 . $>~i~ 013 ~~ .4~ 016. <' li~~, DIS ~~ ~ 
1N276 ~~ SlN276 ~500 '" IN276 < ~ 1N276 IN276 <' R22 IN276 <:> R2!i 

5% r 5% i> 1,55~ (> 1,55% <) 560 
L-~--~--~+_~~~~~--_+--~+_++_4_+--+_~4-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J~ 

L-____ +_----~--+_~~----~~--~------+-~~~~----+_--__ ~----~--~--+_-----~j--~~----~--~--~~~C-15V 
b 

H F 
ONE ZERO 

IN OUT 

() 0 (~ ) 
oJ E M L 

ONE ZERO ONE ZERO 
OUT IN IN OUT 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 112 W, 10% 

CAf'lllCllORS ARE MMFO 

o ') () (~ 
N K U T 

ONE ZERO ONE ZERO 
OUT IN IN OUT 

() ob b 
v S y X 

ONE ZERO ONE ZERO 
OUT IN IN OUT 

QUADRUPLE FLIP-FLOP 4214 

A-141 

FF~ 

I) () 
Z W 

ONE ZERO 
OUT IN 



UNI,ESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4W,IO,," 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 
DIODES ARE IN276 * THIS JUMPER IS INSTALLED DURING MANUFACTURING. 
IT IS NEEDED WHEN INHIBIT FEATURE IS DESIRED. 

!l * THIS JUMPER IS NOT INSTALLED DURING 
MANUFACTURING. IT IS USED WHEN INHIBIT 
FEATURE IS NOT NEEDED AND STANDARD LOADING 
OF F FC rs DESIRED. 
TRANSISTORS ARE 2NI499A 

---------------------
... '" Q .. _:1: ... :0: _::E z ...... _:>;. J: "' .... 

FOUR-BIT COUNTER 4215 

A-141a 

~C4 
~r-.ooIMFD 

R28 > 
3,000,(' "019 

5% < 

6J 
ONE 
OUT 
FFD 

THIS SCHEMATIC IS FURNISHED ONLY FOR 
TEST AND MAINTENANCE PURPOSES. THE 
CIRCUITS ARE PROPRIETARY IN NA TUREAND 
SHOULD BE TREATED ACCORDINGLY • 

COPYRIGHT 1963 BY OIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPCRATJON 



QUADRU PLE FLIP-FLO P 4213 

QUADRUPLE FLIP-FLOP 4214 

A-142 



FOUR-BIT COUNTER 4215 

A-142a 



QI 
2NI3051 

I 

I CI 
680 

rdJ I I xO 

I I C2 
470 111 --I I 4 

TI 
DEC 
T2023 

~lool I 

I 

R3 D2 R5 
1,500 IN276 3,900 

5% 5% 

U"NLES S OTHERWISE INDICATED: 

RESISTORS ARE 1/2W, 10% 
CAPACITORS ARE M MFD 

C4 
~ .0022 

MFD Q3 Q4 

I (.~~ ON 

i qs~: I~' C6 

" ----:. Hk--oM MFO 

i~~ 1 "h.m 1"00 1 III .~ IN276 
R6 . MFD R 

I moo ~. ,,~~ I I J II D9 t I 
1,000 

IN276 

2.~II~F 
0 

-'r ~ ·"ttL T 

220 O~C E DEC 
T2020 T2024 

R8 RI3 
68,000 I 4,700 I 

~~ I 
D4 RI2 

IN276 1,500 
5% 

.... -< >< :e < C - .... ,. .. <t it - ..... lI: ~ ... c " .... ----------------------

DELAY 4301 

os 
IN276 

A+IO (AI 

D GND 

010 
IN645 

011 
!N645 

I 012 * IN645 
I 
~ 013 

~ :N645 

I 
! 
I 

I 

C -15 , 

r-"""1--1r-----------=-t----...,..--,--------...--4'""""-----.....;..4~-----_-_-0 D,L,Z GND 

DI 
IN645 

~.l tN

€45 

MFD 

D3 
IN645 

I ~~~O C' C3 

4~0 r..±t (- 3::FD 0 M 

V o--f..±f (- 3.9MFD 0 R 

C5 
.39MFD OP 

C6 T 
(.027MFD ON 

C7 
(.0027 0 U 

R5 
330 

R6 
100 

± 5% 

R7 
22 R9 

10 

C8 

~O~DT 

~-~--------~------------~-----~~~----4------------__ ~---~)\~'--~-OC-15V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 

RESISTORS ARE 1/2W, 10% 

CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

CLOCK 4401 

A-143 



DELAY 4301 

CLOCK 4401 

A-144 



~----------~--------------------------------------------------------------~nA+IOV(A) 

.------+------.... ---------------------------------------------------0 B +IOV(B) 

~-------1----~--------_+------------~-----------~~--._----~--------------~r_----------------~~D ~D M 

I t~· -'- CI 
~""""6.8MFD I -T 35V TANT. 

S 

01 
IN276 

RI 
330 

I 

zO~------..J 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 1/2W, 10"4 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 

I 

I R4 
330 

I I <120 
!S% 

lC3 

05 
IN645 

d\~~541 
..... ---t-H'-

~
14 ....... ~~ID 

r-------l-.;......:!;~ I 

C2 220 

TI 
DEC 

T2039 

i R9 2:~11 4 ~O ~ 560 ~ 
~~------------~--~l~-~--------~~------~ 

r~"41 
RI2 
220 

5% 

04 ... 

'N271 

~1 ". 

---------------------
<C.., u <:I ...... :t ... ",.-:1: z ... '" "" .... :!> > 3:)( ...... 

PULSE GENERATOR 4410 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------oA+IO!A) 

RI 
68,000 

z 

~ 
X 

R2 
3,000 CI 

5"4 680 

y 

.---------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------~B+IO(BI 

MFOf 
I 1 I 

1*:1 
C4 r" I 

.01 T 
MFD 

I 
I 

T3 
I DEC I 

~~~~i.IOI~ 
~I 4 

RIB 
120 
±5"4 

R25 
68,000 

CII 
.001 
MFD 

R35 
10 

CI3 
.01 

T MFD 

J
1
' '01, MF 

I I 

L-------~----------------------------~-----~---------------------------~------~----------4_0C-15V 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
RESISTORS ARE 112W,10"4 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD, 

PULSE AMPLIF IER 4603 

A-145 



C4 330 
02 

IN914 
:~ 1-_------11 __ ., 

C3 330 023 

~~ H--.+-IM------t--+-----jH 

R5 
4700 

OS 
IN9I4 

I 

r--~----------_+_+--------+_--~-----------~;_-----~~--~------_+-~A+KNWI 
_e+!OV!91I 

~~----.---r+----;-;---~----1-~----4--,----~--~r----+~--~-----.--+---~~~--~~-+4---~~--~~--~~~-{)D GNO I 

~~f~ I 

DEC 1
111646 

It>~ , 
T3 MF6T'iDZI1-M~: I 

019 I 

~+----i~-+----+--~>-----+-t---+----+-----+----+-~---+-t---+---+--+--~-+-" 1-r 
~--~~------~~--~~~~----------4-----~--------~----4---~----------~----~--------~----~--~------~C-15V 

UNL.ESS OTHERWISE INDICATED 
RESISTOR ARE 1/4 W 10'11. 
CAPACITORS ARE MMFD 
DIODES ARE 1N276 
TRANSISTORS ARE 2NI499A 

----------------------
0( .. u .c ...... ::r: ... >< .... ::Ii z ... 0< ...... :. > ~ >< >- ... 

PULSE AMPLIFIER 4604 

A-145a 

THIS SCHEMATIC IS FURNISHED ONLY FOR 
TEST AND MAINTENANCE PURPOSES. THE 
CIRCUITS ARE PROPRIETARY IN NA TUREAND 
SHOULD BE TREATED ACCORDINGLY. 

COPYRIGHT 1963 BY DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 



PULSE GENERATOR 4410 

PULSE AMPLIF IER 4603 

A-146 



PULSE AMPLIFIER 

A-146a 



r-----------------~------------~~----------------------------~--------------------------------~A+IOVIA) 

R2 
10,000 

R5 
10,000 

RIO 
10,000 

r-------------~~------~--+_----~--------------~------_4------~--------------~--------~~F ~O 

~
II 01 

820 I 2N!S27 
INPUT K 

RI3 
I 33 I Q2 

D9 
INI217 

DiD 
INI217 

011 
INI217 

~2N1184 
~--~r-_+--~----_+----------~--_+------~~----~--------_4-r--+_--------~LOU~1 

I 

! R3 IN~7 t 190 
IW , 

I I 

21~T M~----------_+---------------+----~--+_~ 

R6 
820 

... -----I------I~-----+--_+-----ON OurPIJT2 

..... --------<>p OUTPUT 3 
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Figure 11-8 Correct Orientation for Loading Paper Tape 
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Figure 11-8 
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